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QUANTIFIER REPOSITIONING
Anthony Brlttl
Quantifier repositioning processes are examined in a
number of languages. Every language has an unmarked sentence
position (USP) for quantifiers with regard to the NPs which
they bind. It is assumed that in USP a quantifier is in con-
struction with its bound NP. USP Is either pre-nominal or
post-nominal in a given language.
A quantifier repositioning process moves a quantifier
out of USP. There are two clear-cut types of quantifier re-
positioning. In the first, a quantifier is moved out of con-
struction with its bound NP such that the quantifier commands
the NP. In the second, a quantifier is moved such that it
remains in construction with its bound NP. A third process,
which may or may not be a quantifier repositioning process,
yields an output with a quantifier and two coreferential NPs
bound by it. These three processes are differently constrained
hierarchically in different languages and may interact with
each other in a particular language in what may be a principled
way.
A Relational Grammar generalization about quantifier re-
positioning is shown to be both partly false and partly in-
adequate. The actual facts of natural language are more
complex than this generalization can account for.*
In their "Notes on Relational Grammar", Postal and Perlmutter intro-
duce the notion term and give a characterization of it by means of syntactic
behavioral properties. We will be concerned with one of these:
1. Only terms can launch floating quantifiers (Perlmutter and
Postal, 197A, p. 1).
This statement has often been accepted simply at face value; its veracity
has thus far not been empirically examined. Herein we will take a close
look at 1. It will be shown to be both partly Inadequate as a generali-
zation and also false as an exceptionless fact about language.
As it is stated, 1. is only about a process of quantifier floating.
Whether there exist other rules which move nouns or quantifiers relative
to one another has not been discussed extensively in the literature.^'
This matter will be taken up in section II of this study. It will be
demonstrated that there are several types of quantifier repositioning, and
that these are subject to the same hierarchical constraints In some
languages as are expressed in 1.
In its usual interpretation 1. is taken to mean that only, though not
necessarily all, terms in a given language may launch quantifiers. This
will be shown to be false in section III below. For each sort of quantifier
defined in section II, there is at least one exception. In section I, a few
preliminary matters will be disposed of.
I
Preliminaries
A bi-level model of the relational grammar sort will be assumed.
We will be concerned with quantifiers at that point in a derivation
where they are in construction with^^ a noun phrase. For the relation which
holds between a quantifier and a noun phrase, we will employ terminology
from the predicate calculus
—
binding . The question of the underlying status
of quantifiers and how they come to be in construction with the NPs which
they bind is not of concern here 3)
Any discussion of quantifier repositioning entails that there exist in
a sentence a position out of which a quantifier may be moved—an unmarked
sentence position (USP) . When in USP, we will assume that a quantifier is
in construction with a NP which it binds. Granting this assumption, it is
usually fairly easy to demonstrate USP in a language. There are, of course,
basically only two possibilities for USP
—
pre-nominal and post-nominal.
The task which then presents itself is to find which of these is USP when a
quantifier is in construction with a NP which it binds.
In Literary Tamil, for example, a quantifier may occur either pre-
nominally or post-nominally for subjects, direct objects and indirect
objects:
2. a. yella: manitar-kal-um po:na:r-kal
all man- pl:-inclusive went- pi:
b. manitar-kal yella :-m po:na:r-kal (V * 0/V )
"All the men went,"
3. a. na:n yella: manltar-kal-ay-um pa:rtte:n
I all man- pl:-obj .-incl. saw
b. na:n manitar-kal yella :-r-ay-um pa:rtte:n
c. na:n manitar-kal-ay yella:-m pa:rtte:n
"I saw all the men."
4. a. na:n yella: manitar-kal-itam-um aday kututte:n
I all man -pl:-ind.obj .-incl. it ga'&e
b. na:n manitar-kal yella :-r-itam-um aday kututte:n
c. na:n manitar-kal-itam yella:-m aday kututte:n
Three possibilities show up in these examples: yella : occurs prenomi-
nally, it occurs between the head noun on one side and the case and
inclusive morphemes on the other, or with the head noun and case morpheme on
one side and the inclusive morpheme on the other. If yella : occurs to the
right of the inclusive morpheme, ungrammaticality results. We may conclude,
then, that the quantifier remains in construction with the NP which it binds.
Which of these different possibilities represents USP? To answer this, we
look at oblique NPs. With comitatives, instrumentives, locatives, and
passive agents, a quantifier may appear only pre-nominally
:
5. a. nam yella: manitar-kal-utan-um po:ne:n
I all man- pl:-com.-incl. went
b. *na:n manitar-kal yella :-r-utan-um po:ne:n
c. *na:n manitar-kal-utan yella:-m po:ne:n
"I went with all the men."
6. a. mutan mantiri oppantatt-ay yella: pena-kal-ina:l-um
prime minister treaty-obj . all pen- pl:-instr .-incl.
kayappumitta:
r
signed
b. *mutan mantiri oppanatt-ay pena-kal yella :-r-ina:l-um
kayappumitta :
c. *mutan mantiri oppanatt-ay pena-kal-ina:l yella :-im
kayappumitta :
"The prime minister signed the treaty with all the pens."
7. a. aval-kal anta sinima-v-ay yella: tieftar-kal-il-um
)V
,5
he-* pi: that movie-0-ob j . all theater-pl:-loc.-icl.
ka : t tugira : r-kal
showed- ipl:
*aval-kal anta sinima-v-ay tiettar-kal yella :vatr-il-um
ka : ttugirar-kal
*aval-kal anta sinima-v-ay tiettar-kal-il yella :-m
ka : ttugirar-kal
"They showed that movie in all the theaters."
avan yella: tirutar-kal-a:l-um kollappatta:n
he all thief- pl:-agt.-incl. was killed
*avan tirutar-kal yella :-r-a:l-um kollappatta:n
*avan tirutar-kal-a:l yella :-m kollappatta:n
"He was killed by all the thieves."
On the basis of these sentences , we may argue that a prenomlnal USP
is the case in Tamil and that in subjects, direct objects, and indirect
objects, quantifiers may be optionally postposted. "' Similar arguments
can usually be given for other languages. We now go on to a discussion
of the types of quantifier repositioning.
II
The Forms of Quantifier Repositioning
Structural Definitions
The phrase "quantifier floating" has most usually been used to refer
to a process which links 9. a., a surface structure which preserves USP in
English, to 9.b.
9. a. all of those guys are Republicans
b. those guys are all Republicans
In 9.b. the quantifier is no longer in construction with the quantifier
which it binds. Instead, the quantifier has a different structural
relationship to its bound NP— that of command' ) . This process will be
called Type I quantifier repositioning and defined as follows:
10. Type I quantifier repositioning moves a quantifier such that
it commands the NP which it binds.
Quite different is Type II quantifier repositioning. The Tamil
examples in 2.-4. are illustrative of this. As was said, the quantifier
in Tamil must stay in construction with the NP to which it is bound as
the following negative data show.
11. *manitar-kal-um yella: po:na:r-kal
man- pl:-incl. all went- pi:
12. *na:n manitar-kal-ay-um yella: pa:rtte:n
I man- pl:-obj .-incl. all saw
13. *na:n manitar-kal-itam- um yella: at-ay kututte:n
I man- pl:-ind.obj .-Incl. all it-obj . gave
The inclusive morpheme, -um, must come last in a NP . Since yella : is on
the other side of -um, it is interpretable as outside the NP, and so, 11-
13. are ungrammatical. The definition of Type II is, then, 14.
14. Type II quantifier repositioning moves a quantifier such that
it remains in construction with the NP which it binds.
A third process gives an output which is the intersection of the out-
puts of the other two processes. This is seen in Modem Palestinian Arabic.
15. a. ^uft kull is-sayyarra:
t
I-saw all the-cars
b. suft is-sayya:ra:t kull-hin
I-saw the-cars all- them
"I saw all the cars."
In 15. b. ls-sayya:ra:
t
and -hin are coreferential. -hin is clitlcized to
kull— the ultimate case of two constructions being in construction with one
another. Since is-sayya:ra:
t
may be moyed out of continguity with kull-hin
,
as in 16., it seems obvious that is-sayya;ra:
t
is not in construction with
kull-hin .
16. suft is-sayya:ra: t mbarrih kull-hin
I-saw the cars yesterday all-them
"I saw the cars yesterday all of them."
This process may be defined in either of the following manners.
17. a. A quantifier may be moved so that it both commands and is in
construction with copies of the NP which it binds.
b. A NP may be moved so that copies of the NP are both commanded
by and in construction with a quantifier by which they are
bound
.
Both 17. a. and b. are postulated because it is not always clear whether it is th(
quantifier or the NP which moves. The output is the same in any case: two
coreferential NPs are bound by the same quantifier. It may be, too, that
both 17. a. and b. are possible in natural language.
If 17. b. should turn out to be the case (and not 17. a.), then, the pro-
cess in question is not quantifier repositioning at all. For the sake of
convenience, though, we will call the process (or processes) in question
here Type III.
Type III exists in English where it appears to a somewhat marginal,
"afterthought" construction. This does not seem to be so in other
languages, however; in Arabic and Bahasa Malaysia-Indonesia the Type III
process is more integrated in the grammatical system.
Tests—How to Determine What's What
What follows is a brief discussion of criteria which have already been
alluded to for determining whether one has an instance of Type I or Type II
quantifier repositioning. Type III will not be considered because it is
easily identifiable and not likely to be confused with the other two
varieties.
o\
Since languages often have a prenominal position as USP , the simplest
class of tests involves how far back in a sentence a quantifier may move
—
when a constituent may occur between a quantifier and its source (=bound)
NP, this is a clear-cut case of Type I (as in 9.b. above).
Or, if a language has certain morphemes in NP-final position (including
postpositions or such things as the inclusive morpheme in Tamil) , which must
be analyzed as part of the NP, and a quantifier cannot move past these
morphemes, then this is a clear-cut instance of Type II. This is exempli-
fied by Tamil.
9)
Otherwise, a third, different sort of test is called for. If the
application of a chopping rule allows a quantifier to be stranded, then
this is a case of Type I, as in 20., below; if no quantifier stranding is
permitted, on the other hand, then this is an example of Type II, as in 21.,
he low.
20. a. I believe they all be chiefs
b. I believe them all to be chiefs
21. a. I was seen by them all
b. *by them I was seen all
c. by all of them I was seen
We go now to some examples of hierarchical interactions in quantifier re-
positioning types when more than one type occurs in a language.
Hierarchical Interactions
The fact that there are language particular hierarchical conditions on
the application of the three processes described above vis-a-vis one
another is evidence for the existence of three separate processes univer-
sally.
I. English allows fairly free Type I repositioning from subject position,
but only Type II from all other positions (as 21. shows). What is more.
Type II in non-subjects is possible only for NPs with pronominal heads .-'''
22. a. all those prospects are exciting
b. those prospects are all exciting
23. a. I saw all of them
b. I saw them all
^
24. a. he gave food to all of them
b. he gave food to them all
25. a. he went with all of them
b. he went with them all
26. a. he was seen by all of them
b. he was seen by them all
II. In Japanese there is both Type I and Type II repositioning for topics,
subjects and direct objects, only Type II for NPs lower on the hierarchy.
27. a. minna kodomo wa hon o moratta
all child top. book ob j . received
b. kodomo minna wa hon o moratta
c. kodomo wa minna, hon o moratta
"All the children received a book."
28. a. kodomo wa, minna hon o moratta
child top. all book obj . received
b. kodomo wa hon minna o moratta
c. kodomo wa hon o minna moratta
"The children received all the books."
29. a. minna no kodomo ni
all of child ind. obj.
b. kodomo minna ni
c. *kodomo ni minna
"to all the children"
30. a. minna no kodomo to
all of child with
b. kodomo minna to
c. *kodomo to minna
"with all the children"
31. a. minna no kodomo ni
all of child by (passive agent)
b. kodomo minna ni
c. *kodomo ni minna
"by all the children"
III. Type II and Type III operate on subjects, direct objects, and indirect
objects in Bahasa Malaysia-Indonesia; Type III only for other NPs except
chomeurs (data are from Chung, 1976, extended where necessary).
32. a. semua anakanak ber- larian pergl
all children intrans.-run go
b. anakanak semua ber-larian pergl
c. anakanak semua-nya ber-larian pergi
all them
"All the children ran away."
33. a. saya beri-kan semua barangbarang saya kepada hasan
I give-ben. all things my to Hasan
b. saya beri-kan barangbarang saya semua kepada hasan
c. saya beri-kan barangbarang saya semua-nya kepada
all- them to
hasan
Hasan
"I gave all my things to Hasan."
34. a. saya men- awar- kan rokok kepada semua anakanak
I trans. -of fer-ben. tobacco to all children
b. saya men-awar-kan rokok kepada anakanak semua
c. saya men-awar-kan rokok kepada anakanak semua-nya
all- them
"I gave tobacco to all of the children."
35. a. saya me- masukkan sajur ke dalam semua
I trans. -put vegetable to inside all
keranj angakeranj anga
baskets
b. *saya me-masukkan sajur ke dalam keranjangakeranjanga
semua
c. saya me-masukkan sajur ke dalam keranjangakeranjanga
semua-nya
all- them
"I put vegetables into all the baskets."
36. a. mereka pergi men- onton filem dengan semua
they go trans. -watch film with all
temanteman nya
friends their
b. ??mereka pergi men-onton filem dengan temanteman nya semua
c. mereka pergi men-onton filem dengan temanteman nya semua-nya
all- them
"They watch the film with all their friends."
37. a. dalam semua perjalananperjalanan dia men- anyakan
in all trips he trans. -ask
macan pertanyaan
sorts question
b. *dalam perjalananperjalanan semua dia men-anyakan macan
pertanyaan
c. dalam perjalananperjalanan semua-nya men-anyakan macan
all- them
pertanyaan
"During all the trips he asked questions."
38. a. saya meng- irim-i hasan semua suratsurat
I trans. -send-ben. Hasan all letters
b. *saya meng-irim-i hasan suratsurat semua
c. *saya meng-irim-i hasan suratsurat semua-nya
all- them
"I sent Hasan all the letters."
38. shows that quantifiers cannot be repositioned relative to a NP when the
NP is a chomeur (here, the output of a dative movement rule).
Theoretical Implications
The examples above from Tamil and Bahasa Indonesia-Malaysia show that
Type II quantifier repositioning is subject to constraints which are similar
to those usually attributed to Type I, assuming that Type I is what is
usually called quantifier floating. If Type I is quantifier floating, then
1., above, does not adequately characterize the facts.
"Quantifier floating", however, could be taken merely as a rubric for
both Type I and Type II repositioning. This is possible, but it is not
probable that earlier writers had this in mind. The different sorts of
quantifier repositioning simply were not known. Even so, this could not be
maintained in view of the data from English and Japanese which show that in
some cases Type II repositioning is not conditioned by terms. And in Bahasa
Indonesia-Malaysia, Type II is constrained while Type III applies freely.
This matter will be returned to below in section III.
Conclusion
Though the evidence is somewhat tenuous , it may be that there is an
implicational hierarchy involved in quantifier interactions in natural
language. Application of the three processes may be represented schemati-
cally as follows
:
39. Type I >_ Type II > Type III
This is to be interpreted as meaning that, if both Type I and Type II occur
in a language, Type I will apply only to MPs higher on the NP hierarchy
while Type II will apply at all points on the NP hierarchy. If Type II and
Type III exist in a language. Type II will apply to higher points on the
NP hierarchy, but Type III will apply at all points on the NP hierarchy.
The transitivity relation would also hold between the points in 39. Again,
however, 39. is based on evidence from only three languages, English,
Japanese, and Bahasa Malaysia-Indonesia.
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In this section a general typology of quantifier repositioning process
was laid out and defended. It was shown that the relational grammar
assertion about terms and quantifiers does not say enough and, thus, is in-
adequate. Next we move to some absolute exceptions to the proposition
stated in 1.
Ill
Absolute Exceptions
Above we saw that both Type I and Type II repositioning are constraint
in various languages. -^^^ Now we will quote examples of unconstrained Type
and II. Type II and III exceptions to 1. are perhaps not so controversial
(one is left feeling that perhaps Postal and Perlmutter were correct after
all), but contravening evidence with regard to Type I casts 1. into more
serious doubt.
First, though, note that Arabic allows Type III repositioning from al]
NP positions. So, if Thai is an example of hierarchically conditioned Typ«
III (see footnote 14)), then Arabic would constitute a contrasting case.
Turkish is an instance of exceptionality to constraints on Type II. /
least for the quantifier all , Turkish has two morphemes: a pre- and post-
nominal bUttin and a postnominal hepsi . These two may or may not co-occur:
40. a. blltUn adam-lar burada
all man- pi. here
b. blltUn adam-lar-4n hepsi burada
all man- pi.-? all here
c. adam-lar-4n blitUn hepsi burada
d. adam-lar-4n hepsi burada
"All the men are here."
Examples b. and c. of 40. are related by a rule of Type II repositioning ii
subject position. The following sentences show that this repositioning is
not hierarchically conditioned.
41. a. blltUn adamlar hepsin-i gBrdUm
all men all- obj . I saw
b. adamlar blltUn hepsin-i gBrdtlm
"I saw all the men."
42. a. bUtUn adamlar hepsin-e kitap verdim
all men all- ind. obj. book I gave
b. adamlar bUtUn hepsin-e kitap verdim
"I gave a book to all the men."
43. a. bUtUn o evler hepsin-de insanlar yas4yor
all that houses all- loc. people live
11
b. o evler blltUn hepsin-de insanlar yasiyor
"People live in all those houses."
44. a. blltUn adamlar hepsi-yle gittim
all men all- com. I went
b. adamlar bUtUn hepsi-yle gittim
"I went with all the men."
45. a. blltUn adamlar hepsi taraftndan gHrUldll
all men all agentive he was seen
b. adamlar blltUn hepsi tarafindan gBrUldU
"He was seen by all the men."
Turkish, then, allows repositioning for any NP in a sentence.
Lastly, Korean constitutes an example of a language where Type I is not
hierarchically constrained. Passive agents, however, do not condition
quantifier repositioning.
46. a. motin ai- nin c ek-il patat'a
all child-top. book-obj . received
ai-nin c ek-tl motu patat'a
"All the children received books."
46. b. is ambiguous; motu can bind either ai or c £k . This is because plural
marking in nouns is optional in Korean, as it is in Japanese. Presumably
context would disambiguate between the two interpretations. The two differ-
ent forms of the quantifier are to be explained thus: motin is a pre-
nominal form while motu is postnominal. Neither form can be broken down
further synchronically.
Direct objects also condition Type I and Type II repositioning:
47. a. ki-nin motin c ek-il See patat'a
he-top. all book-obj. yesterday received
b. ki-nin c ek motu-il 3ce patat'a
c. ki-nin c ek-il motu jce patat'a
d. ki-nin c ek-il oce motu patat'a
"He received all the books yesterday."
47. b. is a straightf©reward case of Type II; 47.C. could be either Type I or
Type II; 4 7.d. is unambiguously Type I.
For other sorts of NPs, Type II applies freely. Type I, on the other
hand, is restricted in this way: whenever a direct object appears in a
sentence, a Type I repositioned quantifier vrLll be first interpreted as
binding it (though a possible binding of a subject would have to be determined
by context)
.
If the predicate is intransitive (there thereby being no
12
direct object), various oblique NPs may condition Type I.
So, motu moves out of a comitatlve NP In 48.:
48. a. na-nin motin ai- til-kwa kikc'an-e kat'a
I- top. all child-pl.-com. theater-dir. went
19)
b. na-n4n ai-t41-kwa kikc'an-e motu kat'a
"I went with all the children to the theater."
A locative NP conditions the movement in 4 9.:
49. a. na-nin ki motin cip-e caknyjn- e sara-pwat'a
I- top. dem. all house-loc. last year-ln live experienced
b. na-nin ki cip-e caknyjn-e motu sara-pwat'a
"I lived in all those houses last year."
The repositioning from the instrumentive NP in 50. was judged okay by
one informant but questionable by another:
50. a. na-nin motin c a-til-lo ki kikc'aij-e kat'a
I- top. all car-pl.-instr. dem. theater-dir. went
b. ?na-nin c a-til-lo ki kikc'arj-e motu kat'a
"I went to that theater In all the buses."
As was said before, Type I repositioning is not permitted from passive
agents. 20)
The Korean examples of 48. and 49. provide a very clear (though quite
restricted) instance of a counterexample to 1.
Conclusion
The foregoing discussion shows that 1. is untenable. For any given
language with a process of quantifier repositioning, either that reposition-
ing is conditioned by terms, or there are no hierarchical conditions on the
process. In other words, the only generalization that could be made is
quite vacuous.
Other generalizations from the data presented herein may be drawn.
Type II is often unrestricted hierarchically as in English, Japanese,
Korean, and Turkish. Quite as often it is constrained as in Tamil, Kannada,
Bahasa Indonesia-Malaysia, and Ecuadorian Quechua. On the other hand. Type
I is usually quite constrained hierarchically. This is true, as we have
seen, in English and Japanese. It is also true in Tagalog, Hungarian,
Russian, and other languages of Europe. The one language found where non-
terms do allow Type I repositioning, Korean, has a language-particular re-
striction on the process. The reason for this undoubtedly lies in the
fact that Type I moves a quantifier and its bound NP away from each other
in such a way that the binding relation between the two could potentially
not be processed properly or unambiguously. It is not, then, merely a
matter of only terms launching floating quantifiers, but also of allowing
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as few NPs as possible in a sentence to condition this kind of repositioning.
For this reason, 1. turns out to be applicable in a large number of cases.
NOTES
*My appreciation goes to Jerry Morgan, Peter Cole, Bernard Comrle, and
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Literary Tamil, Nicola Talhami for Modern Palestinian Arabic, Sachiko
Hashimoto and Takeo Hagihara for Japanese, Chiang Kee Yeoh for Bahasa
Malaysia- Indonesia, Soranee Wongbiasaj for Thai, long-forgotten Turkish
informants. Sang Oak Lee and Eun Ae Y. Lee for Korean, S.N. Sridhar for
Kannada, Carmen Chuquin for Ecuadorian Quechua, Gabie Hermon for Hungarian,
and Olga Aronovski for Russian. Any mistakes are entirely my responsi-
bility.
Maling, 1976, and Shibatani, 1977, have discussed a distinction in
quantifier repositioning processes which is partly similar to one which is
made in this study. There findings were made independently of each other
and of this study and in a language-particular context—English and
Japanese respectively.
2)
The structural relation in construction with was defined by Klima,
1964, as follows—"a constituent is [in construction with] another constit-
uent if the first is dominated by the first branching node that dominates
the latter." (pp. 297-298).
3) Also the question of whether or not quantifier repositioning is a
relation changing rule will not be discussed.
4) The appearance of the morpheme r in yella : -r-ay-um is not of impor-
tance here.
The V in sinima-v-ay is a linking morpheme, vatr in yella:-vatr-il-
um is an equivalent of _r (see footnote 4)) used with inanimate head nouns.
These data are complicated by the fact that in Tamil quantifiers are
obligatorily postposed at every point on the NP hierarchy when there is a
prenominal determiner or adjective. That we are dealing with obligatory
quantifier postposing in this is born out by the following facts. Certain
quantifiers may not be moved as yella : can. One of these is sila , "some".
i.a. sila manitar-kal po:na:r-kal
some man- pi: went- pi:
b. *manitar-kal sila po:na:r-kal
"some men went."
With non-terms, though, the same obligatory postposing shows up.
ii.a. na:n sila manitar-kal-utan po:ne:n
I some man- pi: -com. went
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"I went with some men."
b. na:n nalla manitar-kal sila-r-utan po:ne:n
I good man- pi: some- com. went
"I went with some good men."
Langacker, 1969, states the command relation thus—"a node A
'commands' another node B if (1) neither A nor B dominates the other; and
(2) the S-node that most immediately dominates A also dominates B," (p.
167).
All of these tests apply, however, mutatis mutandis to [NP Q]
languages
.
9)
Thanks go to Wayne Harbert for pointing this out.
For some reason, not obvious to the present writer, the following
possibility is not grammatical: *by them all, I was seen.
The rule of Type I repositioning in English is apparently being
extended diachronically , at least in my dialect, both may reposition with
lexical direct objects:
i. I gave the men both a dollar.
That this is Type I can be seen from the following with stress on both:
ii. the men, I gave both a dollar.
Contrast:
iil. *the men, I gave all a dollar.
12) Sentences which are potentially ambiguous are disambiguated by pause
and intonation. Commcis in these examples indicate pause.
13)
In Bahasa Indonesia-Malaysia we have Type II, not Type I; quantifiers
cannot be stranded when rules move their bound NPs:
i. *?anakanak itu, semua berlian pergi
children these all run go
Topicalization has moved the subject to the left, and this sentence is un-
grammatical in spite of its having the same word order as 32. b., which is
grammatical.
In direct object position passivization cannot leave a bare quantifier:
ii. *barang saya saya beri semua kepada all
thing my I give all to Ali
This sort of passive is examined in detail in Chung, 1976. Type III quanti-
fier repositioning interacting with passivization from this position is
fine:
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iii. barang saya saya beri semua-nya kepada ali
thing my I give all-them to Ali
"I give all my things to Ali."
14)
In Thai, quantifers binding subjects, direct objects and indirect
objects may be optionally postposed to the end of a sentence. When the
quantifier is repositioned, a nominal classifier appropriate for the bound
head noun must be in construction with the quantifier:
i.a. khon thu:k khon yu: thi:nl:
people all class, be here
b. khon yu: thi:ni: thu:k khon
people be here all class.
"All the people are here."
Classifiers can occur with other items in an anaphoric situation:
ii.a. phu:ca:y khon nan
man class . one
b . khon n«n
class . one="he"
b. can be anaphoric with a. in discourse. If the classifier in cases like
i.b. is an anaphoric element, then the Thai repositioning phenomena are of
Type III. Should this be the case. Thai presents an example of hierarchical
constraints on Type III repositioning.
This writer does not understand certain of the morphological pro-
cesses involved in these sentences. These undoubtedly are not of importance
to the point being made.
In Turkish we have an instance of Type II and not Type I. In 39.b.
presumably both bUtUn and hepsi are in construction with the head noun
adamlar . When bUtUn is moved, it cannot move past hepsi and thus remains
within the NP. The same fact is true in 40.-44.
For some mysterious reason, the instrumentive example was judged as
questionable when the quantifier was moved:
i.a. biltUn baltalar hepsi-yle odunlar-i kestik
all axes all- instr. wood- ob j . we cut
b. ??baltalarin blltUn hepsi-yle odunlar-4 kestik
"We cut the wood with all the axes."
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NPs can be deleted rather freely in Korean when they are discourse
anaphoric. In such sentences an underlying transitive verb may appear on
the surface with its direct object deleted (analogous to English John is
eating ) . But a stranded quantifier is still liable to be interpreted as
binding the deleted direct object. In such sentences, in fact, this is
the stronger reading. So, by intransitive predicate is meant underlying
or lexical intransitive.
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^''For reasons of lexical choice, the stronger Interpretation is for
motu to bind the comitative, not the directional NP.
This fact in Korean is paralleled by a similar fact in Bahasa
Indonesia-Malaysia, where repositioning is not permitted for chomeurs (see
example 38., above, and Chung, "An object creating rule in Bahasa Indonesia."
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REMARKS ON GERMAN NOMINALIZATION^
Susan Meredith Burt
The aim of this paper is to describe the form of sentence-
nominalizations in Standard German, and to examine their implications
for the phrase- structure rules of German in terms of the lexi-
calist and X theories of Chomsky (1970) and Jackendoff (1974).
Part 1. shows that the distinction between derived and gerundive
nominals which Chomsky and Jackendoff showed to be relevant for
English is paralleled in German by the distinction between
derived and infinitival nominals. Part 2. reviews some of the
arguments that have been brought to bear on the question of
base word order in German. Part 3. outlines the logically
possible word orders of nominalizations and their implications
for the syntax of German. Part 4. discusses which of these are
actually grammatical to native speakers. The paper also dis-
cusses the implications of these results and shows that German,
if it i£ indeed an SOV language, constitutes a counterexample
to the X theory. Part 5. presents conclusions.
1. Derived and Infinitival Nominals
Chomsky and Jackendoff showed that derived and gerundive nominals in
English differed in syntax, productivity, and in morphological and semantic
regularity. German derived and infinitival nominals differ in similar ways.
German infinitival nominals are productive and regular in both morph-
ology and meaning; the infinitive (with das) refers to the act of doing
or being, as in the examples below:
( 1
)
Laufen ' running
'
Gehen 'walking, going'
Sein 'being'
Tun 'doing'
Arretieren 'arresting'
Applaudieren 'applauding'
Verhaften 'arresting'
Kaufen 'buying'
Umziehen 'moving'
Derived nominals, on the other hand, are morphologically diverse, and the
semantic relation to the verb is far from predictable, as the examples in
(2) show:
(2) der Lauf 'course, career, progress,...'
der Gang 'movement, gait, walk, corridor,...'
das Wesen 'creature, reality, essence,...'
die Tat 'deed, action'
der Arrest 'arrest'
der Applaus 'applause'
die Verhaftung 'arrest'
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der Kauf 'purchase'
der Umzug 'move'
Derived nominals are not as productive as infinitival nominals; the verb
ausmachen , with its variety of meanings ('to extinguish, to recognize, to
settle a matter, to harvest, ...') lacks a corresponding derived nominal;
*Ausmache or *Ausmachung seem not to exist. Nouns which lack related
verbs also exist;
(3) das Mahl 'meal'
der Eid 'oath'
der Ernst 'seriousness'
The verb mahl en is not related to Mahl historically, nor, probably, in
the minds of most speakers; the forms
*
eiden and *emsten do not exist.
The morphological and semantic differences between derived and
infinitival nominals in German are similar to those found for English
derived and gerundive nominals. Consequently, it is likely that, like
English derived nominals, German derived nominals are lexical entities
inserted in the base, rather than transformationally derived from
underlying S's or VP's. To derive them from S's or VP's would involve
"an incredible proliferation of idosyncratic transformations," as
Jackendoff (1974:4) claimed would be the case for English. Infinitival
nominals, on the other hand, may perhaps derive from underlying VP's or
S's. Further evidence for this is discussed below.
Infinitival nominals may take compound tenses; derived nominals may
not (examples from Curme 1952:281):
(4) Die Angst des VersSumthabens
'the fear of having slipped up'
das GefUhl des Hinausgestossenseins
'the feeling of having been pushed out'
Eine solche Partei bietet keinen Schutz gegen das Uberlaufen-
werden des deutschen Reiches von der roten Flutwelle.
'Such a party offers no protection against the German Empire's
being overrun by the red tidal wave.
'
But derived nominals may not have tense:
(5) *Kaufhaben
*Umzugsein
In being able to have tense compounding, infinitival nominals are much more
similar to S's than derived nominals are.
On the other hand, most derived nominals can pluralize, whereas
infinitival nominals cannot:
(6) Laufe
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Gange
Taten
Arreste
Kaufe
UmzUge
Wesen
Verhaftungen
There seem not to be as many syntactic differences between German
derived and infinitival nominals as between English derived and gerundive
nominals. Only infinitival nominals can take compound tenses; only
derived nominals can pluralize. Neither, however, can take adverbs, as
gerundive nominals in English do:
(7) *Ihr Kaufen des Stoffes zu oft
'her buying of cloth too often'
*lhr Kauf des Stoffes zu oft
?'her purchase of cloth too often'
*Georgs schon Gegangensein
'George's being gone already'
In summary, morphological and semantic differences certainly justify
making a distinction between derived and infinitival nominals in German.
Some syntactic differences also exist between these two classes, but in
the sections below I shall discuss both kinds of nominal izations, since
they share many syntactic characteristics.
2. Basic Word Order of German Sentences
Before it makes sense to discuss the syntax of German nominal izations
in any further detail, it is necessary to make clear one of the crucial
assumptions of this paper: that the basic word order in German is SOV
(subject-object-verb). In fact, it is far from clear what the base word
order in German really is; main clauses are SVO (8) and subordinate clauses
are SOV (9)
:
(8) Ross hat das Fleisch aufgegessen. 'Ross ate the meat up.'
Eckard hat Besuch. 'Eckard has visitors.'
Mein Mann macht Lauten. 'My husband makes lutes.'
(9) Ross wird krank, weil er das Fleisch aufgegessen hat.
'Ross is getting sick because he ate the meat up.'
Eckard bleibt zu Hause, weil er Besuch hat.
'Eckard is staying home because he has visitors.'
Du weisst,dass mein Mann Lauten macht.
'You know that my husband makes lutes.'
These facts are well-known. Although detailed arguments in favor of SOV
word order are beyond the scope of this paper, I will at least review some
of the arguments that have been made.
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Sndth (1971) presents a great deal of evidence to show that SOV was
the unmarked order in Germanic, inherited from Proto-Indo-European. Even
though SOV now appears in a marked context. Smith claims that the historical
evidence supports a synchronic analysis with SOV as underlying.
Barnes (1977) presents arguments from syntactic typology, pointing out
other aspects of German syntax which seem to occur frequently in OV langioages
adjective-noun order in MP's, postpositions, and a prenominal relative
clause construction. It should be pointed out, however, that German also
has constructions typically associated with VO languages: noun-genitive
order (usually), prepositions, and a postnominal relative clause construc-
tion. It is not clear that arguments based on typology will work for
German, since the language is typological ly mixed.
Roeper argues for SOV base order in German on the basis of evidence
from child language. In his 1969 paper he presents the results of a
repetition test involving sentences with subordinate clauses, given to 41
four- and five-year-old German children. Roeper interprets his results--
only two children substituted SVO order in the subordinate clauses-- as
consistent with the hypothesis that German is underlyingly SOV. Roeper
also notes that German children do not make an error which would be expected
if German were SVO. English-speaking children have trouble with subject-
auxiliary inversion in wh-questions, producing errors like:
(10) Why he plays football?
German children apparently do not make mistakes like this. Roeper explains
that this is so because one transformation covers both statements and
questions in German— the rule that moves the finite verb from final position
into second position.
Roeper gives evidence for SOV order from earlier stages of acquisition
in his 1973 paper. At the two-word stage, OV utterances occur:
(11) Bleistift holen 'pencil fetch'
dies haben 'this have (i.e., I want thisi)'
Even more revealing are the SOV utterances at the three-word stage:
(12) Ulrike Roller fahren 'Ulrike (on) skates goes'
Ich Schiff mache 'I ship make'
Ich Pullover zeige 'I pullover show'
Roeper mentions, however, that at the three-word stage, children also
produce a great many SVO utterances (the diary evidence in Scupin 1907
also shows this). According to Roeper, this is the case because the child
learns SOV base order and the verb-second transformation at approximately
the same time.
Park (1976) rejects Roeper 's interpretation. Park gave a repetition
test to three- to five-year-olds, in which he asked them to repeat both
grammatical "surface" sentences and putative SOV deep structures. Most of
the children rejected the latter, i.e., failed to repeat them.
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Park is cautious about attributing knowledge of deep structure to
children. He notes that it may not be reasonable to claim "that the
linguistic processes of generative grammar are isomorphic with the
psychological processes underlying ... acquisition...." (Park 1976:258).
Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that German children seem at least
to have some access to the SOV patterns of the language. English speaking
children, by contrast, do not come up with utterances like those in (11)
and (12) above, to my knowledge.
Some purely syntactic arguments have been made in favor of SOV base
order in German. Bach (1962) took the order of dependent clauses as basic,
as opposed to setting up a "fictional" (non-surface) order. He argued that
with SOV order, rules like topicalization and the verb-second rule will be
allowed greater generality than with other possible base orders. Putting
the Aux or finite verb in final position will allow that element alone to
be moved to second position; non- finite verbal elements will remain at the
end, where they belong. Bierwisch (1963) follows Bach and adds another
argument: that the verb is last in infinitive phrases," und sogar bei der
rein lexikalischen Nennung von Verbalkonstructionen"; in other words, the
citation form of a verb phrase is ein Buch lesen , not * lesen ein Buch .
Ross (1973) argues in favor of SOV base order on the basis of his
independently motivated "Penthouse Principle", similar in effect to the
structure-preserving constraint: "No syntactic processes apply only in
subordinate clauses" (Ross 1973:397). If German were SVO in deep structure,
a "downstairs only" rule would be needed to move the verb to final position;
this is disallowed by the Penthouse Principle and the structure-preserving
hypothesis. If German is SOV, however, the verb-second rule applies only
in main clauses, a situation which the Penthouse Principle freely allows.
Therefore, German is SOV.
Emonds (1970) also argues for a base order of SOV for German, because
this analysis will fit in with his structure-preserving hypothesis. In
Emonds' s theory, non-root transformations, those that apply in all clauses,
must conform to the following formulation:
(13) W g(X) Y g( ) Z is rewritten as W g( ) Y ^(X) Z
(Emonds 1970:29). Those transformations which do not conform to this
formulation are not structure-preserving and must be restricted to root
clauses-- topmost clauses. Moving the verb in German, either from second
position to the end of the clause or from the end of the clause to second
position, will fail to conform to this formulation. Therefore, the rule
must be restricted to the topmost clause; if this is the case, the verb-
movement rule must be the one which moves main clause verbs to second position
from clause-final position where they are generated by the phrase structure.
Therefore, the base order in German is SOV.
There are problems with some of the arguments for SOV base order;
however, because German differs so clearly from SVO languages like English
and French, for the sake of argument, let us adopt the assumption of SOV
order in spite of the problems.
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3. Possible Surface Orders of German Sentence Nominal izations
It is not clear a priori what the word order of a German sentence
nominal izat ion would Fe, whether it would correspond more to the word
order in main clauses, or to that in subordinate clauses. Chomsky
(1970:54) states:
The strongest and most interesting conclusion that follows
from the lexicalist hypothesis is that derived nominals
should have the form of base sentences, whereas gerundive
nominals may in general have the form of transforms.
In the next section I will examine whether the "strongest and most interestin;
case holds for German. In this section, I will look at the logically pos-
sible word orders for nominalizations, to see what their implications
would be.
The simplest case would be for all sentence nominalizations to have
SOV word order, mirroring base word order. Notice that this would also
constitute a further argument for underlying SOV order: this would be the
order from which infinitival nominals were most easily derived. This
would be the order paralleled by derived nominals (Chomsky claims that
English derived nominals parallel the base word order of sentences).
However, if German nominalizations were OVS in order, this would not be
bad, either. A relatively simple rule of subject postposing would allow
deriving infinitival nominals from an SOV base. If derived nominals are
also OVS we will need the same subject-postposing rule, but it will still
be possible to claim that derived nominals parallel clauses in underlying
order-- SOV.
Suppose, on the other hand, that German sentence nominalizations have
SVO order, that is, they correspond more closely to main clauses than to
subordinate clauses. If this is the case, we have a dilemma: either 1)
nominalizations are not base- generated in surface order, but their surface
order is derived through transformation, or 2) nominalizations are base-
generated, but their base structure does not parallel or mirror that of
sentences, or 3) nominalizations are base-generated and do parallel the
base structure of sentences, but that base structure is SVO order, in
spite of the data in section 2. above.
Any of these conclusions will be troublesome for the Extended Standard
Theory: if 1) is the case, German is a counterexample to the lexicalist
hypothesis, which claims that derived nominals are base-generated in surface
order except for optional preposing or postposing rules;_if 2) is the case,
German constitutes a counterexample to the claim of the X theory that the
structure of nominalizations parallels that of sentences; if 3) is the case,
German is a counterexample to the penthouse Principle and structure-
preserving constraint, as discussed in section 2. above.
The same arguments will hold if German sentence nominalizations are
VOS in order; they will then most likely derive from a basic SVO structure
by a rule of subject-preposing; they will present the same problems as
SVO nominalizations.
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If sentence nominalizations are VSO, by any chance, we will have a
standoff. A rule of verb-preposing could derive VSO nominalizations from
an underlying order of either SOV or SVO.
On the basis of English nominalizations, Chomsky postulated a basic
parallelism between the structure of the conqjlements^ of the major syntactic
categories and the structure of the sentence— the X theory. In the next
section I will investigate whether examining the structure of German
nominalizations leads to the same conclusions.
4. German Sentence Nominalizations
In this section I will discuss which of the possible orders outlined
in section 3. above actually are grammatical in German sentence nominaliza-
tions. It should be pointed out that this question is not as simple as it
sounds, because, in many situations where English speakers could use
nominalizations, German speakers find it more natural to use some other
syntactic device. For example, we might say George's leaving early
bothered me
.
whereas a German speaker would use, Es hat mich geSrgert
,
dass Georg frtlh gegangen ist . The distinction between what one could
say and what one would say often seems artificial to native speakers. The
point is that the sentence nominalizations are already stylistically marginal,
and this marginality can affect speakers' judgements.
The following show that SVO order is grammatical and SOV order is not
in sentence nominalizations, both infinitival and derived:
(14) SVO SOV
Ihr Kaufen des Stoffes *Ihr des Stoffes Kaufen
'her buying cloth'
Des MSdchens Kaufen des Stoffes *Des MStdchens des Stoffes Kaufen
•the girl's buying cloth'
Ihr Kauf des Stoffes *Ihr des Stoffes Kauf
'her purchase of cloth'
Des MSdchens Kauf des Stoffes *Des MSdchens des Stoffes Kauf
'the girl's purchase of cloth'
Nominalizations of verbs with prepositional phrase complements seem also to
be better in SVO order, though speakers judgements were more varied here.
(15) Ihr Lachen Uber Witze ?Ihr Uber Witze Lachen
'her laughing about jokes'
Renates Lachen Uber Witze ?Renates Uber Witze Lachen
'Renate's laughing about jokes'
Ihr Geiachter Uber Witze *Ihr Uber Witze Geiachter
'her laughter about jokes'
Renates GelSchter Uber Witze *Renates Uber Witze GelSchter
'Renate's laughter about jokes'
If subject-postposing takes place, not much good results. But the OVS
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nominalizations are considered worse than the VOS nominal izations; the
latter may be ambiguous; the former are simply ungrammatical
:
(16) VOS OVS
?Das Kaufen des Stoffes von *Des Stoffes Kaufen von dem MSdchen
dem Madchen y
'the buying of cloth by/ from the girl'
?Der Kauf des Stoffes von *Des Stoffes Kauf von dem MSdchen
dem MSdchen
'the purchase of cloth by/ from the girl'
The difference in badness here may be an indication that, of the putative
sources for these nominalizations, the SVO is preferable to the SOV.
Finally, verb-preposing, the standoff case, results in VSO order,
which is ungrammatical for transitives, while merely unnatural for
intransitives (remember that can refer to "other stuff besides objects
here, e.g., prepositional phrases):
(17) *Das Kaufen von Renate des Stoffes
'the buying by Renate of cloth'
*Der Kauf von Renate des Stoffes
'the purchase by Renate of cloth'
Das Lachen von Renate tlber Witze
'the laughing by Renate about jokes'
Das GelSchter von den MSdchen Uber Witze
'the laughter of the girls about jokes'
These data show that the preferred order for sentence-nominal izations
is SVO, a result which presents problems for the Extended Standard Theory.
However, the facts presented above are incomplete. As is well known,
nominal compounding is very productive in German; the process extends to
nominalizations of the type under consideration, and OV, not VO, is the
order of these compounds:
(18) Briefeschreiben OV 'letter-writing'
'cloth-buying'
'buying- cloth'
Ihr Stoffkaufen SOV 'her cloth-buying'
Des Madchens Stoffkaufen SOV 'the girHs cloth- buying'
Ihr Stoffkauf SOV 'her cloth-purchase'
Des MSdchens Stoffkauf SOV 'the girl's cloth-purchase'
Kristins Briefeschreiben SOV 'Kristin's letter-writing'
Der Stoffkauf des M3dchens OVS 'the cloth-purchase of the girl'
Das Stoffkaufen der Frau OVS 'the cloth-buying of the woman'
Das Briefeschreiben von Anne OVS 'the letter-writing of Anne'
These examples show that when compotinding is allowed, jentence nominalizations
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may indeed be SOV in order, and may be OVS as well, if optional subject-
postposing applies. This seems to contradict the results in favor of SVO
order above.
However, I think it can be argued that the compounding strategy
is a secondary strategy in the formation of nominalizations, less productive
than the non- compounding strategy. For example, compounding with infini-
tival nominalizations of intransitives is considered stiff and unlikely;2^Q
compounding with derived nominalizations of intransitives is impossible:
(19) ?Das bber-Witze-Lachen 'the about- jokes- laughing'
?Mein Nach-Kalifomien-Umziehen 'my to-Califomia-moving'
*Das Uber-Witze-GelSchter 'the about-jokes-laughter'
*Mein Nach-Kalifornien-Umzug 'my to-Califomia-move'
The productivity of compounding may be further limited. Nominalizations
of sentences with pronominal objects or with proper names as objects are
not grammatical if formed with the compounding strategy.
(20) Non- compounding Compounding
Sein Dank an mich *Sein Mirdank
'his thanks to me *Sein Michdank
Die Verhaftung von Jiirgen durch *Die Jiirgenverhaftung durch die
die Polizei Polizei
'the arrest of Jiirgen by the police'
Das Verhaften von Jiirgen *Das Jiirgenverhaften
'the arresting of Jiirgen'
Ihre Verhaftung von Jiirgen *Ihre Jiirgenverhaftung
'their arrest of Jiirgen'
Ihr Verhaften von Jiirgen *Ihr Jiirgenverhaften
'their arresting of Jiirgen'
'their arrest of him' *Ihre Ihnverhaftung
'their arresting him' *Ihr Ihnverhaften
Kristins Schreiben der Briefe an *Kristins Michbriefeschreiben
mich *Kristins Mirbriefeschreiben
'Kristin's writing (letters) to me'*Kristins Michschreiben
*Kristins Mirschreiben
Mein Schreiben der Briefe an Kristin *Mein Kristinbriefeschreiben
'my writing letters to Kristin' *Mein Kristinschreiben
Finally, in nominalizations with tense-compounding, the object-compounding
strategy is less acceptable than the non-compounding strategy.
(21) ?Rosses Aufgegesseshaben des Fleisches
*Rosses Fleischaufgegessenhaben
'Ross's having eaten the meat up'
? Ihr Gekaufthaben des Stoffes
* Ihr Stoffgekaufthaben
'her having bought the cloth'
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I perhaps have not found all the relevant data, but the data above
seem to show that the compounding strategy, which allows OV order in
sentence nominal izat ions, is a secondary strategy in nominalization, far
less productive than the non- compounding strategy, which allows VO order.
For the major strategy in sentence nominalization, SVO is the correct
order.
The existence of two nominalization strategies in German is not
surprising when we consider that German has two relativization strategies
and two major sentence orders. But I have tried to show that the major
nominalization strategy, the non-compounding strategy, produces SVO order.
We are thus faced with the dilemma outlined in section 3. above. If we wish
to maintain the claim of parallel structure in S's and nominalizations,
it will be necessary to claim that nominalizations are not base-generated
in surface order, but derived at least partially through transformations.
German will constitute a counterexample to lexicalist theory under this
approach. If, on the other hand, nominalizations are base-generated in
their surface order, either that order is different from the ba£e order of
sentences, and German i£ a counterexample to the claims of the X theory, or,
if we wish to keep the X theory, German is a counterexample to the
Penthouse Principle and the structure-preserving hypothesis. I am not
sure how the Extended Standard Theory is to get out of this dilemma.
One possibility may be to abandon the "strongest and most interesting"
claim of the lexicalist theory— that derived nominals should have_the
structure of base sentences-- in favor of a weaker version of the X theory.
This weaker version is the claim that major syntactic categories (nouns,
verbs, adjectives) show parallel structures in their complements, but
sentences are excluded from oonsideration. Homstein (1975) argues for
the exclusion of S from the X convention, on the grounds that_this will
allow formulation of simpler^ rules of negative-placement and X-deletion.
If the strong claim of the X is not tenable for German, as I believe is
the case, perhaps we can still maintain the weaker version of the theory.
The X conventioa, claims that a structure of [Specifier X]-X will
be the_expansion of X, X being the major syntactic categories, N,V, and A.
Ijjpec X] will be the determiner for N, the Aux for V, and degree phrases
for A. Thus a parallelism in the base like that shown in (22) is proposed:
(22) N
~
[Spec N] N [Spec V]
Notice,however, that if German is SOV underlyingly, that it does not
display the parallelism shown in (22). Rather, it will have expansions
like those shown in (23).
(23) NP VP
Aux
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Recall Bach's argument for putting the Aux in £inal position (see 2. above).
Noun £hrases in German have the form [Spec X]-X, but verb phrases have the
form X-[Spec X]. Thus, even the weakened form of the X theory is faced
with a counterexample in German.
The Extended Standard Theory may be driven to a modification of the
lexicalist hypothesis, whereby sentence nominalizations are generated in
SOV order, and the verb-second rule that applies in main clauses also applies
in nominalizations, and is obligatory--unless the nominal izat ion is one
that allows the object to be compounded (like Stoffkauf) , in which case
the verb-second rule is inapplicable. under this analysis,the verb-
second rule will have to be exceedingly complicated, however, because it
will have to be sensitive not only to different nominalizations where its
obligatoriness will differ, but also to the difference between infinitival
nominalizations, where the rule does apply, and infinitive phrases, where
the rule does not apply:
(24) Es macht Spass Uber Witze zu lachen.
*Es macht Spass zu lachen Uber Witze.
'It is fun to laugh at jokes.'
Even if it turns out to be possible to formulate a verb-second rule with
such restrictions, it seems to me that a theory which is driven to do so
is a theory which should perhaps be reexamined.
One move which could enable us to maintain the X theory would be
to claim that German is SVO in base order, in spite of the arguments
reviewed in section 2. The SVO order of German sentence nominals
provide another kind of evidence for thinking that this might be the case.
In Burt (1978) the following facts were noted: in Turkish and Japanese,
strict SOV languages, the verbal noun must always follow its arguments in
a sentence nominalization. In Classical Arabic and Scottish Gaelic, which
are VSO languages, the verbal noun must precede its arguments within the
sentence nominal. These facts were shown to be true regardless of the case
marking of the arguments, and regardless of the optional reordering of the
arguments of the verbal noun. The following tentative universal was
proposed:
(25) Languages that are verb- initial will have sentence nominals with
the verbal noun preceding its arguments.
Languages that are verb- final will have sentence nominals with the
verbal noun following its arguments.
If this proposed universal withstands testing in more languages, the data
from sentence nominals in German, which are SVO under the productive
strategy, will constitute another typological argument against considering
German SOV.
There are other consequences for considering German SVO, however.
The first is that we will need a rule which moves non-finite parts of the
verb phrase to the end of the main clauses, as in the following sentences:
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(26) Jtlrgen hat schon gegessen. 'JUrgen ate already."
Jtirgen will bald essen. 'Jtlrgen wants to eat soon.'
Jtlrgen hat essen wollen. 'JOrgen wanted to eat.'
The examples could be multiplied.
Besides this non-finite verb movement rule for main clauses, we would
need a verb-to-the-end movement for subordinate clauses (see (9) above).
This rule will not be structure preserving, but it will apply only in
non-root clauses; it will thus constitute a strong counterexample to
Emonds's structure-preserving hypothesis. In any case, reanalyzing German
as SVO will not be problem- free.
In this section, I have discussed two nominal izat ion strategies in
German; the major strategy is SVO, and the minor strategy (which may be
lexical rather than transformational) is SOV. If German is SOV in deep
structure, sentence nominal izations do not parallel base sentences in
base order; thus, German constitutes a counterexample to the X theory.
If German is considered SVO in deep structure, we can maintain the X
theory, but the structure-preserving hypothesis is faced with a counter-
exaii^>le.
5. Conclusions
In "Remarks on Nominal izat ion" Chomsky claims a structural parallelism
between nominalizations and base sentences; with gerundive nominal s, this
is because they are transformationally derived from sentences; for derived
nominals, this is because the base structure for the NP parallels that of
the S in many respects. I have tried to show that a similar parallelism
does not hold for German nominalizations formed by the major nominalization
strategy, if German is SOV in deep structure. Nominalizations formed by
the major (non- compounding) strategy are SVO, more parallel to the word order
of main clauses than to that of deep structure or subordinate_clauses. I
have also shown that German presents a counterexample to the X claim of a
parallel i^ni between noun phrases and verb phrases: t^he former are
[Spec X]-X in X terms, while the latter are X-[Spec X].
If the EST wants to keep both SOV word order and the X theory, it will
be driven to an analysis which extends the verb-second rule to nominalizations;
this involves complication of a major rule of the language.
The alternatives to modifying the lexicalist hypotfiesis are equally
unattractive: either German is a counterexample to the X theory or it is
a counterexample to the structure-preserving hypothesis. I am not sure
how to resolve this dilemma.
In this short study I have not touched on numerous syntactic details:
the ways in which presence or absence of the article or the choice of
preposition can affect the grammaticality of nominalizations. I have also
left untouched semantic and stylistic questions regarding nominalizations.
These questions alone show that nominalizations need further study. It
may be that a more complete examination of German nominalization will also
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lead to a solution of the problem this paper poses.
NOTES
I wish to thank Ruth Lorbe, Hannelore French, and Hans Hock for
making their time and intuitions available to me. This paper has also
benefitted from suggestions by Jerry Morgan, Ray Jackendoff, Alice Davison,
and Robert Kantor.
2
Esau (1973) shows that whether or not a verb has a derived nominal
may be at least partially predictable.
3
Wesen takes a plural, and only with certain interpretations.
4
Notice, however, that German is still a counterexample to the
Penthouse Principle, whether its deep structure is SVO or SOV. The
subordinate clause corresponding to (i) is not (ii) as one would expect,
but (iii).
(i) Herr Meyer hat nach Hause gehen mussen.
'Mr. Meyer had to go home.'
(ii) *Herr Meyer ist nicht hier, weil er nach Hause gehen mussen hat.
'Mr. Meyer is not here, because he had to go home.'
(iii)Herr Meyer ist nicht hier, weil er nach Hause hat gehen mussen.
'Mr. Meyer is not here, because he had to go home.'
The construction used in (iii) is used for subordinate clauses with the
"double infinitive" construction used with modals. It seems to constitute
an exception to the Penthouse Principle in any case.
Notice that Emonds's theory does not suffer from the problems of
the Penthouse Principle. The double infinitive construction in note 4
is not a counterexample to Emonds, since it fits into his class of minor
movement rule, "a transformation which moves a specified constituent B
over a single adjacent constituent C," (Emonds 1970:158).
Still, given Emonds's theory, any verb-movement rule must be either
a minor movement rule or a root transformation, since phrase- structure
rules will generate only one V-node within a clause, under most theories.
S stands for the subject of the sentence the nominal ization is related
to; V is, of course, the nominalized form of the verb; is the object or
other complement (e.g., prepositional phrase); the distinction will be
made where necessary.
Exan5)les beginning Pes MSdchens were considered stiff, but grammatical.
o
One speaker preferred Ihr Ober Witze Lachen to Ihr Lachen Ober Witze,
but pointed out that other syntactic factors, such as presence or absence
of modifiers for Witze could affect his preference.
9
Jerry Morgan and Ray Jackendoff (personal communication) have both
pointed out that this compounding process may be lexical rather than
transformational
.
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See note 8,
There are other reasons, too, why this would be a bad move. Esau
(1973) gives arguments against deriving even infinitival nominals from S's.
He claims that they are base- generated as well.
12
Unless, as suggested by Morgan aind Jackendoff, nominal compounding
is a lexical process. In this case, the verb-second rule would be only
a little more complicated.
13
Esau (1973) goes into some of this in detail.
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IKOROVERK MAKUA TONOLOGY (PART 1)
Chin-Chuan Cheng
and
Charles W. Klsseberth
The tonal structure of the verb In the Ikorovere
dialect of Makua (a Bantu language spoken in southern
Tanzania and in Mozambique) is examined in some detail.
Since the tonal facts of this language have not pre-
viously been described, a goodly portion of the paper
is devoted to a presentation of data; these data are
characterized by a rather complex tonal pattern, and
an analysis is developed that will account for the
intricate array of facts by means of a small set of very
general rules. Special care is taken to show how rules
that are entirely general and exceptionless become
obscured on the phonetic surface due to the application
of other rules, both tonal and segmental in nature. The
complexity of the Ikorovere tone system is all the more
striking due to the fact that verb stems do not exhibit
any lexical tone contrasts. The tonal shape of a given
verb stem is entirely a function of its length and of
the particular morphological environment in which it
occurs; no lexical specifications are required in order
to account for the tonal behavior of verb stems.
1. INTRODUCTION
The present paper represents the first attempt (to our knowledge)
to describe the tonal pattern of the Makua language. IJe deal here with,
the Ikorovere dialect, spoken in Tunduru district in southern Tanzania.
The data on which this paper is mainly based were provided by S. A. C.
VJaane during a period of some three years while he was completing a
Ph. D. program at the University of Illinois in the Department of
Anthropology.
We have two principal aims here. First, we wish to provide a
fairly extensive body of information about the tonal structure of the
Ikorovere verb. Since no information about tone in any Makua dialect
is currently available, we hope that the data presented will be of some
interest to the student of Bantu languages in general and to students of
eastern Bantu languages in particular. In the interest of achieving this
aim, we have incorporated numerous examples of each phenomenon discussed.
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Our second aim is to provide a thorough analysis of the tonal structure of
Ikorovere verbs, where each aspect of the analysis is as fully justified as
the data and space limitations permit.
The tonal pattern of Ikorovere is quite complex, but extremely regular
(i.e. there is no necessity for marking lexical items as being exceptional
in their tonal behavior) . While the rules that we postulate in order to
account for the intricate tonal alternations exhibited by the data are not
'transparent', since they are considerably obscured by their interactions
among themselves and with segmental rules affecting vowel sequences, they
are massively attested and their essential nature is generally clear as
long as one eliminates the various factors that render the rules opaque.
(Of course, some matters of detail concerning the rules remain to be fully
determined.) The Ikorovere tone pattern seems to us to provide significant
support for the view that rules of grammar do not necessarily represent
'true generalizations' about surface phonetic forms but rather represent
true generalizations about certain pre-phonetic levels of representation,
in some cases levels of representation that may be rather removed from
the surface. (For instance, we claim that the tonal pattern of Ikorovere
is fundamentally determined at a level of representation where as many as
five vowels may occur in succession across morpheme boundaries, although
at the phonetic level at most two vowels can occur in succession.)
Whether these true generalizations about pre-phonetic levels of representa-
tions continue to be equally true of the surface is entirely a function of
the nature of the other rules of the grammar. Any theory that would require
rules to be true generalizations about surface forms rather than pre-
phonetic representations must come to grips with the tone system of
Ikorovere.
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Due to the complexity of the material, we have restricted our
attention in the present paper to the verb. This limitation is not meant
to suggest that the tonal structure of the verb is an entirely separate
matter from the tonal structure of other word classes. This is definitely
not the case. But to do anything resembling justice to the Ikorovere noun,
for instance, will require another overlong paper. Furthermore, there is
much about the tonology of the verb that we have regretfully omitted from
the present study. We have attempted to restrict ourselves to some of the
most essential aspects of the tonology of the Ikorovere verb, relegating
less significant matters to a forthcoming general description of Ikorovere
phonology and morphology.
2. THE SIMPLE INFINITIVE
We will enter into the complex tone pattern of Ikorovere through a
detailed examination of the tonal shape of the infinitive verbal form. A
set of rules to account for these tonal shapes will be suggested; in some
cases, the full justification of these rules will not be immediately
apparent from consideration of the infinitive alone. An effort will be
made in later sections to show that the analysis provided for the infinitive
will extend in a natural fashion to account for the tonal shapes of other
verbal forms.
I
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In this section we will restrict ourselves to infinitival forms
consisting of the infinitive prefix u- , the verb stem (which iray either
be a root or a root plus one or more derivational suffixes) , and the
final vowel -£ which obligatorily occurs at the end of every infinitival
form (and also at the end of numerous other verbal forms as well) . We
call such structures 'simple infinitives'.
The first thing that strikes one about the tonal structure of the
simple infinitive in Ikorovere is that tone is not contrastive; that is,
all simple infinitives which have the same segmental make-up also have
the same tonal shape. This is true regardless of the morphological
structure of the verb stem; as far as tone is concerned, it makes no
difference whether a stem is monomorphemic or polymorphemic, all that
matters is the number of vowels that it contains (in Ikorovere verb stems
only vowels are relevant for the determination of the tonal pattern)
.
We will begin the process of uncovering the tonal principles that
determine the phonetic tonal shapes of infinitives by considering first
of all the infinitive forms of verb stems having the shape -CVCj^-^
(for ease of presentation, the term 'verb stem' will henceforth be taken
to Include the obligatory final vowel -a.) . A number of examples are
given in (1), It should be emphasized that all verb stems having the
shape -CVCj^-a^ exhibit exactly the same tone pattern.
(1) u-pat -a.
u-kdh-a.
u-vah-S.
u-llm-a.
u-vend-a.
u-pat -a%
u-t^aw-a%
u-k<5h-a%
u-vah-a%
u-lim-a%
u-vend-a%
'to get'
'to run'
'to ask'
'to give'
'to cultivate'
'to beg'
Transcription notes ; The acute sign over a vowel indicates
a high tone, the absence of a mark indicates a low tone.
The sign % after an Ikorovere word indicates that the
pronunciation cited is correct just in case that word is
pronounced in isolation or at the end of a phrase. The
sign
. . . after an Ikorovere example indicates that the
pronunciation cited is correct just in case the word is
phrase-medial. No sign after an example indicates that the
pronunciation is correct both phrase-medially and phrase-
finally.
Examination of the data in (1) shows that in each case the prefix u- is
low-toned. It is not the case that all prefixes in Ikorovere are low-toned,
therefore we assume that the infinitive prefix must be represented at the
underlying level with a low tone. The first vowel of the verb stem is
high-toned in all of the examples in (1) , while the second vowel of the
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verb stem (which in these examples is the final vowel -a) bears a high
tone when the word is medial in the phrase, but is pronounced with a low
tone when the word is in phrase-final position. At this point any
analysis of these facts would be premature, so let us proceed immediately
to verb stems of the shape -CVC]^VCj^-£.
(2) u-l6w6l-a 'to carry, transport'
u-p^at€l-a 'to get for'
u-16k6t^-a 'to pick up'
u-ruXly-a 'to be annoyed'
u-tumb€l-a 'to limp'
Once again we see that the u- prefix is low-toned and that the first
vowel of the verb stem is Invariably high-toned. These facts are precisely
the same as those observed in (1). The difference between the two sets of
examples is that in (2) the second vowel of the verb stem is invariably
high-toned, it does not alternate between high and low depending on
whether the word is phrase-medial or phrase-final. Notice that the second
stem vowel in (2) is not the final vowel of the word, whereas the second
stem vowel in (1) was the final vowel. Before proceeding to an analysis
of these data, we should point out that some of the examples in (2) are
monomorphemic and some are polymorphemic. The verbs u-16w61-a , u-l6k6t"-a ,
and u-t(jmb^l-a cannot (as far as we know) be analyzed into smaller con-
stituent parts. The verb u-p^atel-a , however, clearly consists of the
verb root -p^at- 'get' and a suffix -el- which has several uses, one of
which is to indicate a beneficiary. The verb u-rdSly-a also has a poly-
morphemic stem, consisting of the verb root - ru¥- 'annoy' plus the passive
suffix -iy-.
We turn now to an analysis of the data in (1) and (2). Consider
first of all the alternation exhibited by the final vowel in (1), which
is high-toned in phrase-m.edial position and low-toned in phrase-final
position. Suppose that we were to take the pre-pausal form as more basic;
then we would require a rule to assign a high tone to the final vowel of
the infinitive when the infinitive is in phrase-medial position. But
examples such as those in (2) show that it is not true that the final
vowel always gets a high tone assigned to it when phrase-medial; verb stems
of the structure -CVC]^VCi-a regularly end in a low tone in all contexts.
Furthermore, a rule that raises a low tone to high tone at the end of a
word but just in phrase-medial position does not appear to constitute a
natural tone rule. Suppose that instead we claimed that the phrase-medial
form of the verbs in (1) represents a more basic (though not necessarily
underlying) representation and that the pre-pausal forms are derived by
rule. The rule would presumably be something along the lines of (3).
(3) PHRASE-FINAL LOWERING (PFL)
H ^ L / %
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This rule simply says that a high tone preceding the end of a phrase will
become a low tone.^ Such a rule is consistent with the data so far pre-
sented and, furthermore, represents an instance of an expected accentual
phenomenon— lowering of pitch at the end of an utterance.
The rule of PHRASE-FINAL LOWERING (henceforth PFL) will be assumed
to represent the most likely candidate to account for the alternations
exhibited in (1) between phrase-medial and phrase-final forms. Given that
the phrase-medial forms in (1) represent a deeper representation than the
pre-pausal forms, we can now see that (1) and (2) both follow the same
tone pattern: namely, the first and the second stem vowels are high-toned.
In (2), of course, there is a third stem vowel—namely, the final vowel
-a_. It is low-toned in all contexts. This fact will require some
discussion eventually, but at this point it is simply a fact to be noted.
Given that the verbs in (1) and (2) both exhibit a pattern whereby
the first and second stem vowels bear a high tone, we might assume that
there is simply a rule of Ikorovere that directly assigns a high tone
to the first two vowels of a verb stem in the infinitive. We will, however,
pursue a somewhat less direct course of action— a course of action that will,
we believe, be supported by further facts about the infinitive as well as
by a variety of facts drawn from other parts of the Ikorovere verbal system.
The analysis we propose assumes that the high tones in (1) and (2)
are the consequences of two separate rules. One of the rules is a tone-
assignment rule; it is a rule that is governed basically by morphological
considerations. This rule says simply: place a high tone on the first
vowel of the verb stem in the infinitive form of the verb (though, as we
will see later, the rule will in fact operate in a diverse set of morpho-
logical constructions). We assume that verb stems in underlying structure
are not specified for tone, but that a redundancy rule will assign all
the vowels of the stem the property of being low-toned. We make this
assumption since the vowels of the verb stem are always low-toned unless
they are assigned a high tone by rule. (4) below gives a preliminary
statement of the INFINITIVE TONE ASSIGNMENT (ITA) rule.
(4) INFINITIVE TONE ASSIGNMENT (ITA)
Verb Stem I Cn Condition: in infinitives.
H I '
^ ^
^
' (
This rule simply says that the first vowel of the verb stem is assigned a
high tone.
The second rule proposed is different from INFINITIVE TONE ASSIGNMENT
(henceforth ITA) in that it is not restricted to particular morphological
constructions, but rather applies generally throughout the language. This
rule says that a high tone on one tone-bearing element (generally a vowel,
though under some circumstances a pre-consonantal nasal) will double onto
the immediately following tone-bearing element. This rule is not iterative,
i.e. it does not reapply to its own output. Thus a HLL sequence becomes HHL,
not *HHH. We call this rule HIGB DOUBLING (HD) . Its approximate formulation
appears in (5).
(6)
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(8) u-lok6t'^el-£
u-papat ul-a.«
u-kukumus-a. .
.
u-cukusur-a.
.
u-16k(5t'^gl-a%
u-rSm(icdl-a%
u-pdp5t'^(il-a%
u-k(ik(im(is-a%
u-cfikusur-a%
to pick up'
to greet'
to detach'
to startle'
to wash the face'
The alternation between phrase-medial and phrase-final forms in (8) can
obviously be accounted for in terms of the proposed rule of PFL. Under
such an analysis, the phrase-medial form with high tones on all four
vowels of the verb stem would represent a more remote representation
from which the phrase-final form would be derived through the application
of PFL.
The more important problem, then, posed by the data in (8) is:
how do we account for the high tones that appear on all four vowels of
the verb stem? The rules of ITA and HD will account for the high tones
on the first two vowels of the verb stem, but as presently formulated
our rules will not account for the high tones on the third and the
fourth vowels of the stem. Before attempting to explain these two
additional high tones, we nefed to look at even longer verb stems than
those in (8). (9a) illustrates verb stems of the shape -CVCj^VC-j^VCxVC^^-a^,
while (9b) illustrates stems containing one additional vowel and
(9c) illustrates stems containing two additional vowels.
(9) a. u-l6k6tanlh-a 'to pick up pi.'
u-kwakw^th"uwan-a 'to collide'
u-tetem^lel-a
h ' >
u-th fkilSnih-a
b. u-l6k6tanihac-a
u-kSk&nSllher-a
c. u-kdkSmiliherac-a
u-16k6tdniherac-a
to tremble at'
to partition'
to pick up pi.
'
to use s.t. to strengthen s.t.'
to use s.t. to strengthen s.t. pi.'
to pick up pi. for/with'
In all of the above cases we find that in addition to a high tone on
the first and second vowels of the stem, there are also high tones on the
third and fourth vowels, but no high tones on any other vowels. It is
clear, then, that we again have a pair of high tones to account for. We
propose to explain this pair of high tones in a fashion parallel to our
explanation for the pair of high tones on the first and second vowels.
We will extend the rule ITA so that it assigns a high tone to both the
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first and the third vowel of the verb stem.
(10) ITA'
Verb Stem
Given this reformulation of ITA, plus the application of HD, the correct
forms will be derived. Sample derivations are shown In (11).
(11) u-lokot"el-a% u-lokotanih-a u-lokotanlherac-a
u-16kot^^l-a% u-16kotfinlh-a u-16kotanlherac-a ITA'
u-16k6t el-a% u-16k6tlinlh-a u-16k6tanfherac-a HD
u-16k6t el-a% Inapplicable Inapplicable PFL
Although ITA', In combination with HD and PFL, will
assign the data in (8) and (9) the correct surface tone pattern,
a difficulty does arise when we reconsider the data in (2). As formulated,,^
ITA' will not correctly predict the tonal shapes of these items. ITA'
yields the following incorrect derivation.
(12) u-lowol-a. .
.
u-l6wol-a... ITA'
*u-l6w61-a.
. HD
inapplicable PFL
Infinitive forms like u-16w61-a are never pronounced with a high tone on
the final vowel, but ITA' predicts that there should be a high tone on
this vowel (in phrase-medial position at least; PFL would be expected
to lower a final high tone at the end of the phrase) . Two approaches
to this problem suggest themselves. The first approach is that we might
constrain ITA' so that it will assign a high tone only to vowels that are
not word-final. Such a constraint on ITA' would prevent the rule from
assigning a high tone to the third vowel of the stem in u-l6w6l-a
, since
that vowel is word-final, but would allow a high tone to be assigned to
the third stem vowel in u-ramucel-a . .
.
, since that vowel is not word-final.
An alternative approach would be to allow ITA' to assign a high tone to
the word-final vowels in examples like those in (2) , but to hypothesize
an additional rule that will lower a high tone at the end of a word. Of
course, doubled high tones do not lower at the end of a word (unless they
are also at the end of a phrase) ; it would only be original high tones
(i.e. those existing prior to HD) that would lower in word-final position.
We shall refer to original high tones as primary high tones to distinguish
them from doubled high tones . In order to restrict the suggested rule of
WORD FINAL LOWERING (henceforth WFL) to just primary high tones, the rule
would have to be applied before HD. The derivation of u-l6w61-a under this
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analysis would be as in (13).
(13) u-lowol-a
u-l6wol-a ITA'
u-16wol-a WFL
u-16w61-a HD
The rule of WORD FINAL LOWERING would be formulated as in (lA).
(14) H > L / #
We will not at this point attempt to resolve the question of which
of the above alternatives represents the best analysis of the data.
Later, however, we will give some motivation for assuming that it
is necessary to allow ITA' to assign high tones to the word-final vowel.
Therefore, for the time being, we will simply assume that ITA' is to be
kept in its original form and that a rule of WFI^ will account for the
final low tone in the examples in (2).
To summarize, then, our proposed analysis of simple infinitives in
Ikorovere includes the following rules, listed in the order in which we
have shown they must apply.
(15) ITA'
WFL
HD
PFL
At this point in our exposition of the tonal shapes of infinitives in
Ikorovere, we wish to shift our attention to an issue that is extremely
important to the over-all analysis of Ikorovere tone. The issue is the
proper representation of long vowels. Ikorovere has five short vowels
—
i_, £, a, £, and _u, and all of these vowels also have long counterparts.
This vowel length is not predictable. One must simply memorize that
certain vowels are long and the others are short. Long vowels do arise
across morpheme boundaries (as we shall show in a later section) , but
there are numerous long vowels in morpheme internal position as well.
The question that must be raised here is whether long vowels behave
(from the point of view of tone) like single vowels or like vowel sequences.
That is, are long vowels single tone-bearing elements having the property
of length, or are long vowels a sequence of two identical vowels each of
which is a tone-bearing element? ('Identical' here should be understood
to mean identical with respect to vowel quality, not tone.)
The evidence is overwhelming that the proper analysis is that long
vowels are best represented as a sequence of two Identical tone-bearing
elements. Take, first, the case of verb stems of the shape -CV:Cj^-£,
where V: indicates a long vowel. Examples are given in (16).
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(16) single segment vowel sequence
representation representation
u-ma:l-a... u-niaal-a... 'to be quiet'
u-l^:h-a... u-lfefeh-a... 'to bid farewell'
u-vf:h-a... u-vffh-a. .
.
'to despise'
u-the:8-a... u-thees-a... 'to lift'
Suppose that the lonp vowels in (16) were represented as a single
vowel bearing the property of length. The analysis so-far proposed would
then predict the following derivation:
(17) u-ina:l-a. . •
.
u-ma:l-a.... ITA'
*u-ma:l-a. . . . HD
No other rules would operate in this derivation and thus the incorrect
shape *u-ina:l-a. . . would be derived. On the other hand, the correct
phonetic shape would result if long vowels are treated as a sequence of
identical vowels.
(18) u-maal-a. .
.
u-tnaal-a. .
u-maal-a.
,
u-mlidl-a
.
,
ITA'
WFL
HD
No other rules would be applicable in this derivation, and the correct
form u-maal-a... results.
Verbs such as those in (16) thus constitute one piece of evidence
for the vowel sequence representation of long vowels, since only that
representation allows the independently motivated tonal rules of Ikorovere
to yield the correct phonetic representations. A second piece of evidence
is provided by verbs such as those in (19).
(19) u-ma: lih-a. .
.
/u-ma: lfh-a% u-maallh-a.
'to quieten'
/u-maalih-a%
u-le :han-a. .
.
/u-le :han-a% u-leehan-a.
.
.
/u-leehan-a%
'to bid one another farewell'
u-the:s£y-a.
.
/u-the:s£y-a% u-theesfy-a. ./u-theesiy-a%
'to be lifted by'
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If the long vowels in (19) were represented as a single vowel with the
property of length, the following incorrect derivation would result,
(20) u-ma;
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(24) u-thuthuu8-a.. .
.
u-thiithuu8-a ITA'
u-th(ith(ius-i. . . HD
Further evidence for the vowel sequence representation of long
vowels is provided by the two examples in (25),
(25) u-kumdrnih-a. . . . u-k(im/!5n£h-a. . . 'to join together'
u-k6r6in^: lih-a u-k(5r6m6^1ih-a 'to cause to be sus-
pended'
The derivations in (26) below show that in each case the single vowel
representation of long vowels leads to incorrect phonetic shapes,
while the derivations in (27) show that the vowel sequence representation
in both cases makes correct predictions about the surface forms.
(26) u-kuma:nih-a. . . . u-kororae :llh-a
u-k(ima:nlh-a. . . . u-k6rom^:lih-a ITA'
*u-kuma:n£h-S.
. . . *u-k6r6mi : lih-a HD
(27) u-kumaanih-a. . . u-koromeelih-a
u-kdmaSnlh-a. . . u-k6rom6elih-a ITA'
u-kflmaanih-a. . . u-k(Jr6m661ih-a HD
Although additional support for representing long vowels as a sequence of
vowels can be derived from simple infinitives, the preceding data clearly
establish the validity of such representations; much additional evidence
will emerge as we carry our analysis of Ikorovere tone into other verbal
constructions
.
Although in general long vowels do not present any new problems
(as can be seen by examining the preceding derivations where the rules
that were based originally on short vowels extend automatically to cover
long vowels) , one additional tone rule must be postulated in order to
assign the correct surface tones to certain words containing long vowels.
The need for an additional rule can be seen by comparing the examples in
(16), which represented phrase-medial pronunciations, with those in (28),
which represent phrase-final pronunciations.
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(28) u-mdal-a% 'to be quiet'
u-leeh-a% 'to bid farewell'
u-viih-a% 'to despise'
u-thees-a% 'to lift'
Transcription note : An acute sign over the first
mora of a long vowel and the absence of a mark
over the second mora indicates that the long
vowel is pronounced as a falling-toned vowel.
All contour tones in Ikorovere can be analyzed
ultimately as a sequence of tones. A falling
tone is represented as the sequence HL. Rising
tones will be represented as a sequence LH.
We will transcribe rising-toned long vowels by
leaving the first mora of the vowel unmarked and
placing an acute sign over the second mora.
Long vowels pronounced with a level high tone will
be transcribed by placing the acute sign over both
mora of the vowel, while long vowels pronounced on
a level low tone will be left unmarked.
Comparing u-maal-a% with u-maal-a
. .
.
, it can be seen that the expected
doubled high tone on the second mora of the long vowel does not appear
in phrase-final position. We assume that this alternation should be
accounted for in terms of another rule lowering a high tone in an
environment that makes reference to the end of a phrase.
The conditions under which this new tone lowering process operates
require some discussion. The first crucial point about the rule is
that it affects only a high tone on the second mora of a long vowel.
This can be seen by considering examples such as u-lowol-a ; the high
tone on the second vowel of the verb stem is retained in all contexts.
What distinguishes u-l6wol-a and other verbs of that structure from
u-maal-a% and the other verbs in (28)? The only difference is that
in the case of u-lowol-a there is a consonant between the first and the
second vowel of the verb stem, whereas in the case of u-maal-a% there is
no consonant.
The second crucial point about this instance of tone lowering is that
it affects a vowel that is penultimate in the phrase. The high tone on
the second part of a long vowel in the following examples is not affected,
and the absence of lowering can be attributed to the limitation to penulti-
mate position: u-maalih-a%, u-koromeelih-a%. Further evidence that the
lowering does take place in penultimate position in the phrase is provided
by the following examples.
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(29) u-hokoleel-a. . . / u-h6k6llel-a% 'to return for s.t.'
u-kakaceeh-a. . . / u-kakaceeh-a% 'to dry s.t.'
u-thikineeh-a. . / u-thlkineeh-a% 'to surprise, perplex'
In u-inaal-a% the high tone which gets lowered is the one associated with
the second stem vowel; in u-h6k6leel-a% the lowered high tone is associated
with the fourth stem vowel. But in both instances the lowered high tone
is penultimate, suggesting that this is indeed the relevant consideration.
The third point to note about this tone lowering process is that
not every high tone on the second mora of a long vowel lowers when in
penultimate position. Recall the examples in (22), such as u-varaan-a . .
.
The phrase-medial pronunciation of these items was given in (22); (30)
below indicates the phrase-final pronunciation.
(30) u-thuth(kf8-a% 'to startle'
u-viraSn-a% 'to be stuck together'
u-hiiwggl-a% 'to fill a hole'
The only difference between the phrase-medial forms in (22) and the
phrase- final forms in (30) is that the rule PFL has applied to the
latter, lowering the high tone on the final vowel. The crucial point is
that the high tone on the second mora of the long vowel does not lower,
even though it is in penultimate position in the phrase. Vfhat is the
difference between the penultimate high tone that lowers in examples such
as u-maal-a% and u-h6k6leel-a% and the penultimate high tone that does
not lower in examples such as u-varaan-a%? The answer is simple. The
high tone that lowers is a doubled high tone while the high tone that
fails to lower is a primary high tone.
Having now isolated the factors that determine the alternation
between u-maal-a. . . and u-mlal-a%, and between u-h6k61^€l-a . . . and
u-h6k61eel-a%, let us briefly examine how this alternation pattern might
be analyzed. One approach would be to treat the alternation as a reflection
of a constraint on the rule HD. That is, we might constrain HD so that
it will not double a high tone onto the second mora of a long vowel if
that mora is in penultimate position in the phrase. Placing such a
constraint on HD would perhaps be cumbersome, but such an approach would
yield the correct data as far as simple infinitives are concerned. Later
we will argue against this sort of 'blocking' approach to the alternation.
The alternative to constraining HD is to permit HD to assign a high tone
to the penultimate vowel in u-maal-a% and in u-h6k61gel-a%, but postulate
another rule to lower that high tone. Call this rule LONG FALL (LF)
.
The basic form of the rule would be roughly as in (31).
(31)
J J
_^ H L / L%
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A few comments about this formulation of LONG FALL (henceforth LF)
are in order. It is necessary to indicate on the left of the arrow that
the two high tones are associated with successive vowels, uninterrupted
by a consonant, since we have shown that LF must affect only penultimate
high tones that are on the second mora of a long vowel. It is not yet
clear whether the successive vowels in (31) have to be identified as
being identical vowels. Whether such a restriction is required depends
on whether non-identical vowel sequences occur in Ikorovere. There are
a limited number of potential examples of successive non-identical
vowels—e.g., u-ve(w)ul-a 'to despise', u-ca(w)u¥-a 'to heat food',
and u-ti(w)ul-a 'to uncover'. The w glide in these examples is faint
and it is not certain whether it should be regarded as a phonetic
insertion or as part of the underlying structure of the verb stem.
If the glide is omitted from underlying structure, then we would have
to guarantee that (31) does not affect the vowel sequence that results.
A final decision, then, must await a more detailed analysis of words
such as u-ve(w)ul-a .
The second point to be noted about (31) concerns the environment to
the right of the environmental slash mark. We have already shown that it
is necessary to restrict the rule to penultimate position. But why do
we require that the ultimate tone be low? This reference to a low-toned
ultimate vowel represents one means by which we can successfully restrict
(31) so that it lowers just a doubled high tone. Let us examine how this
requirement that the ultimate tone be low will successfully restrict (31)
to apply in just the right situations.
Consider u-maal-a%. The ultimate vowel of this word is low-toned,
though it does not become low-toned in our analysis until the rule WFL
applies. Thus, if LF is ordered after WFL, the correct derivation of
u-mial-a% can be achieved.
(32) u-maal-a%
u-mSal-a% ITA'
u-inaal-a% WFL
u-maSl-a% HD
u-maal-a% LF
Next look at u-v&T&An-a% . This item has a low tone on the ultimate vowel
only as a consequence of PFL. Thus if we apply LF before PFL, the ultimate
vowel of u-varaan-a% will be high-toned and (31) will correctly fail to
apply. The derivation is given in (33).
(33) u-varaan-a%
u-varaan-a% ITA'
u-varaSn-^% HD
inapplicable LF
u-varaan-a% PFL
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Finally, consider u-h6k61gel-a%. This Item has a low tone on the ultimate
vowel at every point in the derivation, consequently (31) will correctly
apply.
(3A) u-hokoleel-a%
u-h6kol^el-a% ITA'
u-h6k6l6dl-a% HD
u-h6k61gel-a% LF
To summarize, by requiring in (31) that the ultimate vowel be low-
toned, we can limit the rule's application to just doubled highs. But
it is necessary to order LF after WFL and before PFL in order to achieve
the correct phonetic shapes. An alternative to this sort of analysis
would be to assume that LF can somehow refer directly to whether or not
a high tone is a doubled high or a primary high. Such a reference would
constitute a 'global rule' unless doubled high tones can be given a
representation that is distinct from the representation of a primary
high. While we think that direct reference to whether a high tone is
doubled or not is probably more insightful than the reference to an
ultimate low tone in (31), one's choice between these alternatives is
not particularly significant for the content of this paper. Therefore,
we will assume that LF is formulated as in (31) for the sake of convenience.
The rules that we have proposed so far are listed in (35) in the
order in which they must apply.
(35) ITA'
WFL
HD
LF
PFL
All of the examples of infinitival forms that we have so far
examined have had consonant-initial verb stems. There are, however,
a fairly substantial number of verb stems in Ikorovere that can be
claimed to be vowel-initial. (36) provides a range of examples.
(36) w-aap-a.
w-eet-a.
w-o6p-a.
w-if r-a.
w-uup-a.
./ w-aap-a%
.
/ w-eet-a%
.
/ w-o6p-a%
./ w-iir-a%
.
/ w-uup-a%
' to whisper'
'to go, walk'
'to beat'
' to do'
' to heap'
b. w-iihan-a
w-uuk uw-a
d.
.Cif-ia*-ri_
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'to call'
'to be tired'
'to thresh'
'to peel, scrape, cut'
' to redeem'
w-eetet"-a
w-aakul-a
w-oopol-a
w-uupuwel-a. . . / w-uupuwdl-a% 'to remember'
w-eetekac-a. . . / w-eetekac-a% 'to walk'
w-oomolan-a. . . / w-oomolan-a% 'to chase'
w-ilhanel-a.
. . / w-iihanel-a% 'to call for'
w-aatakac-a. . . / w-aatakac-a% 'to beat up'
w-oomolanih-a 'to chase'
w-uulumac^r-a 'to scold'
w-aatheelih-a 'to refuse s.b. s.t,'
w-iiraanih-a 'to assemble completely'
Transcription note : To repeat a point made earlier,
a rising tone on a long vowel will be transcribed
by leaving the first mora of the long vowel unmarked
and placing an acute sign over the second mora. This
transcription corresponds to an analysis where the
tone sequence LH is associated with the vowel sequence.
There are two compelling reasons for regarding the verb stems in (36)
as being vowel-initial. First, the infinitive prefix has the shape w-
before these stem-S rather than the expected u-. This change in shape would
be easily explained if the verb stems are vowel-initial, since it is a
common phonological phenomenon for a vowel like _u to glide to w before
another vowel. Second, these verb stems are overtly vowel-initial when
they are used in a context where no prefix precedes the stem. This
situation occurs in the imperative—e.g. etet^-a-ni. . . 'threshi'
Granting that the verb stems in (36) are vowel-initial,
what is the nature of that underlying initial vowel? In particular, it
will be readily observed that in all the examples in (36) the vowel after
the w- reflex of the infinitive prefix^- is Jong. This is generally true
(the only exceptions being the consequence of a rule to be explored in a
later section of the paper). The question is thus: do these verbs have an
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Initial long vowel in their underlying structure or do they have an
underlying short vowel that gets lengthened by a rule?
The answer seems to be unambiguously that these verb stems (in
fact, all vowel-initial verb stems) begin with a short vowel. Two
compelling arguments support this view. First, when these verb stems
are not preceded by a prefix, as in the imperative, their initial vowel
Is short. Recall the example etet^a-ni
. . . cited above. Second, the
tone evidence clearly shows that the vowels are basically short. Suppose
that they were underlyingly long. Then w-ifhan-a , for instance, would
have the underlying shape /u-iihan-a/. The following derivation would
result.
(37) u-iihan-a...
u-iihan-a... ITA'
u-iihan-a... HD
*w-iihan-a.
. . other rules
But w-iihan-a can never be pronounced with a high tone on its final
vowel. While postulating an underlying long vowel yields incorrect
results, the correct surface shape can be predicted if the initial
vowel is short. The following derivation illustrates that given an
initial short vowel, ITA' and the other tone rules can specify the
appropriate tonal shape.
(38) u-ihan-a
u-ihan-a ITA'
u-ihan-a WFL
u-ihan-a HD
w-iihan-a other rules
Granting, then, that the verb stems in (36) have an initial short
vowel, it seems apparent that this vowel must become long due somehow
to the gliding of the infinitive prefix u-. It is not the case that a
vowel is always long after a glide such as w in Ikorovere, cf. u-wuluw-a
'to fall down', u-wuhul-a 'to burrow', u-wakul-a 'to scrape smooth',
u-war-a . . . 'to wear' . It is not even true that a vowel is always long
after a word-initJal w. In the imperative verb stems such as 'fall down',
'burrow', etc., can be used without a prefix preceding and they are
still pronounced with a short vowel after their initial w. Given that
there is no automatic lengthening of a vowel after glides, the lengthening
of the vowel in the examples in (36) must be directly linked to the
gliding of the u- prefix. In other words, the gliding of u- compensatorily
lengthens the following vowel. This linkage of gliding and lengthening can
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be accomplished by means of a transformational rule such as that in (39).
(39) u-GLIDING (u-GL)
u + V r 1 "1
1 2
===^
[-syllabic] 2 2
Given the rule of ^-GLIDING (henceforth ui-GL) , we can correctly
account for the segmental shape of the infinitive verbs in (36) . What
about the tonal pattern? For the most part, the data in (36) do not
require much comment. The occurrence of high tones in these forms
clearly follows the same patterns as consonant-initial verb stems exhibit.
No new rules are needed. Comment is required, however, about one aspect of
the tonal shape of the items in (36) . Notice that the long vowel that
results from _u-GL is pronounced with a rising tone. This rising tone
makes considerable sense when we consider the underlying structures
involved. The infinitive prefix u- is basically low-toned. The first
vowel of the verb stem is high-toned as a result of ITA' . Thus there is
a LH tone melody associated with the first two vowels of the underlying
representation of w-aap-a . .
.
, w-iihan-a , and w-uupuwel-a . . . Although the
u vowel glides, and thus ceases to be an element that can bear contrastive
tone in Ikorovere, the low tone associated with the u appears to remain
and becomes associated with the extra mora of vowel length that (39)
adds to the following vowel. Thus the LH melody that is associated with
the first two vowels in the underlying representation of the items in (36)
remains as a LH melody associated with the first two vowels of the
surface forms of these items. This is clearly an instance of what has
been referred to as 'tone preservation' (an underlying tonal shape is
preserved even though the segments are rearranged by deletion, insertion,
etc.) .
We propose the following derivation of an item such as w-aap-a . .
.
(40) L L
I
u-ap-a. . . . underlying representation
L H L
u-ap-a ITA'
L H H
u-ap-a HD
L H H
w-aap-a. . . u-GL
LH H
w-aap-a. . . tone reassociation
The last step in this derivation involves the assumption that whenever a
tone becomes disassociated from a segment (either because the segment is
deleted or because the segment ceases to be a tone-bearing element) , the
tone must reassociate. Various principles for specifying precisely how
so
this reassoclation proceeds have been suggested in the literature on auto-
segmental phonology. The data in (36) do not, however, present any great
problem in this regard. The 'free' (i.e. disassociated) tone is the first
tone in the word and it is followed by a 'bound' (i.e. associated) tone,
and the first vowel in the word is free (not associated with any tone)
and followed by a bound vowel. Given that every tone must be bound to
a tone-bearing element at the segmental level, and every tone-bearing
element must be bound to a tone, the minimal adiustment in the present
case is to associate the free tone with the free vowel. The correct
phonetic shape results given this reassoclation of tone.
Ve have not yet exhausted what simple infinitives can tell us about
Ikorovere phonology and tonology, but we will postpone to later sections
discussion of the remaining problems.
3. THE COMPLEX INFINITIVE
The simple infinitive forms discussed in the preceding section can be
made more complex by the insertion of one or more prefixes between the
_u- prefix and the verb stem. The most important prefixal elements that
we must consider are the object prefixes. In Ikorovere there are just
five object prefixes (excluding the reflexive prefix, which is not dealt
with here due to some additional complexities that are not directly
pertinent to the problems being exam.ined) . These object prefixes are
illustrated below.
(41) u-l^el-a. .
.
u-ki-l^el-a
w-u(i-16el-a
w-aS-16el-a
u-d-16el-a
u-ni-l^el-a
'to tell'
'to tell me'
'to tell you (child)
'
'to tell him/them'
'to tell him (child)'
'to tell us'
Note : The usage of the object prefixes involves
a number of complexities that are irrelevant to
the present paper. The glosses given are valid,
but do not constitute the whole story.
Ikorovere differs from most Bantu languages in that except for class 1/2
nouns (which in Ikorovere are by no means restricted to humans) , there are
no object prefixes showing concord with the various noun classes. Thus
there are no object prefixes that can be used to refer to a class 3/4 noun
such as n-th^upf . . . (pi. mi-th^upl . . .) 'rooster' or a class 5/6 noun such
as n-luku . . . (pi. ma-luku . .
.
) 'stone' or a class 9/10 noun such as i-lik"u . .
.
'chicken(s) ' . It is the absence of prefixes agreeing with these various
noun classes that accounts for the reduced inventory of object prefixes in (41^
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A few remarks are required concerning the segmental structure of
the object prefixes. The 1 sg. and 1 pi. prefixes are obviously -ki-
and -ni- respectively. The fact that the u- prefix glides to w- before
the 2 and 3 p. object prefixes suggests that in these cases we are dealing
with vowel-initial morphemes (unlike -kl- and -ni- which begin with a
consonant and thus do not induce fhe gliding of the infinitive prefix).
The vowel after the w- reflex of the infinitive prefix is long, but we
have already seen that _u-GL compensatorily lengthens the following vowel.
Thus it appears that the 2 p. object can be represented as -_u- and the
3 p. object as -a-. That leaves us with just the 3 p. (child) object
prefix to analyze. In the paradigm in (41) this prefix has the shape
-I1-. We suggest that the underlying form is actually -mu- and that the
_u vowel of this prefix deletes before a consonant-initial verb stem,
the nasal of the prefix then assimilating to the point of articulation
of the following consonant. (42) provides some evidence for this analysis.
(42) w-aavy-a... 'to look for' u-mw-aavy-a. . . 'to look for
him (child)'
w-eetet
-a 'to thresh, beat' u-mw-eetet -a 'to beat him
(child)'
u-hik-a.
. . 'to smear' u-n-hik-a 'to smear on
him (child)'
u-m£alih-a.
. . 'to quieten' u-m-maalih-a. . . ' to quieten
him (child)'
Before vowel-initial verb stems, the 3 p. (child) prefix has the shape
mw-. Clearly, this shape will follow automatically from an underlying
representation such as /mu/ , since the rule ii-GL will convert the u
of the prefix to w when a vowel follows. The other two examples in
(42) illustrate the fact that the nasal in the prefix does assimilate to
the point of articulation of the following consonant.
Having sketched the segmental aspects of the paradigm in (41)
,
we turn now to the tonal structure. The first thing to observe is that
the object prefix bears a high tone in eveiry case. This high tone is
doubled onto the following vowel, just as expected. In this paradigm
no other high tone is manifested. Thus, in effect, the high tone that
one expects ITA' to place on the first vowel of the verb stem in infinitives
is not observable at all in a form such as u-ki-leel-a , for if there were
the expected primary high tone on the first stem vowel it would be required
to double onto the second vowel of the stem. But *u-ki-leel-a is not a
possible pronunciation. The problem posed by (41) is thus clear: how is
it that there is a primary high tone on the object prefix but not on the
first vowel of the verb stem?
Notice, first of all, that we cannot simply say that -ki- (and the
other object prefixes as well) gets its high tone as a result of ITA'
.
That is, we cannot simply revise ITA' so that instead of counting from
the beginning of the verb stem it instead starts counting from the object
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prefix. Such a revision would lead to the following incorrect
derivation.
(43) u-ki-leel-a...
u-ki-leel-a... ITA'
*u-ki-leel-a... HD
If ITA' starts counting from the object prefix, it will correctly place
a high tone on the object prefix, but it will incorrectly place a high
tone on the second vowel of the verb stem.
It appears, then, that object prefixes must simply be regarded as
high-toned as a result of the morphological component and not
assigned their high tone by a general rule such as ITA'. (Incidentally,
it is not the case that the object prefixes are high-toned in all
morphological contexts. It does appear to be true, however, that in
all constructions where ITA' applies, the object prefixes are high-toned.
There are cases where the object prefixes are high-toned and ITA' is
not applicable, so that there is no one-to-one correspondence between
high-toned object prefixes and the application of ITA'.) Assuming that
the object prefixes are high-toned in the representations that serve as
input to the phonology, how do we now account for the fact that ITA'
has had no visible impact on the items in (41)? One might, of course,
claim that there is an arbitrary limitation on ITA' that blocks it from
applying to infinitives that contain an object prefix. Since there are
numerous morphological factors governing the application of ITA'
(and other tone assignment rules similar to it) , this approach is
certainly not an impossible one. We shall argue, instead, that the fact
that u-kl-leel-a exhibits no visible manifestation of ITA' is simply the
consequence of the application of a rule that happens to obscure the
fact that ITA' has applied.
The rule that we propose will be referred to as TONE LOWERING
(henceforth TL) and can be formulated approximately as in (44).
(44) TONE LOWERING (TL)
H ¥ L / H
This rule says simply that a high tone is lowered if it is preceded by
a high tone. This rule obviously does not apply to successive occurrences
of high tones resulting from HD. It is just a primary high tone that is
lowered after another primary high. TL can be successfully restricted
to primary high tones by ordering the rule so that it precedes HD. Thus
at the point where TL applies, the only high tones in the representation
will in fact be primary highs. Let us now see how TL will permit us to
derive the paradigm in (41).
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(45) u-ki-leel-a
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This paradigm presents important evidence that ITA' applies by virtue
of the fact that we see that the subpart of ITA' which assigns a hieh
tone to the third vowel of the verb stem is directly manifested on the
surface; only the subpart of ITA' that assigns a high tone to the
first vowel of the verb stem is not manifested—and the absence of
this manifestation can be seen as the consequence of TL.
Perhaps a couple alternatives to TL should be mentioned, although
we are not yet in a position to establish that these alternatives are
incorrect. Suppose that we claimed that there is no rule TL, but
rather that what is involved in (41) and (A6) is that a hiRh tone
fails to double when it is preceded by a high tone. This analysis
assumes that ITA' does place a high tone on the first stem vowel,
but accounts for the failure of this high tone to double onto the
second stem vowel by placing a constraint on the doubling process:
a high cannot double when it is in turn preceded by a high. Since
in (41) and (46) the high tone on the first stem vowel would be pre-
ceded by a high-toned object prefix, HD would not affect the second
stem vowel.
A second alternative to TL would be to claim that ITA' is con-
strained so that in order for a high tone to be assigned to a vowel,
that vowel must not be preceded by a high tone. VJith this sort of a
constraint on ITA' , no high tone would be placed on the first stem vowel
when a high-toned oblect prefix precedes the stem.
Both of the above alternatives to TL will account for the data
considered so far. For the time being, we shall simply keep these
alternatives in mind, but will continue to assume the validity of TL.
Consider next the case where object prefixes are prefixed to vowel
initial verb stems. Example paradigms are found in (48)-(52).
(48) w-aavy-a.../ w-aavy-a% 'to look for'
u-ka-Svy-a. .
.
/ u-ki-avy-a% 'to look for me'
u-w-dSvy-a. .
.
/ u-w-Savy-a% 'to look for you (ch.)'
w-5-5vy-a. .
.
/ w-5-avy-a% 'to look for him/ them'
u-raw-aavy-a. . ./ u-mw-aavy-a% 'to look for him (ch.)'
u-nl-Sw-a... / u-na-avy-a% 'to look for us'
(49) w-e^t^t -a 'to thresh, beat'
u-k^-^tet -a 'to beat me'
u-w-66tet -a 'to beat you (ch.)'
w-^^tet -a 'to beat him/them'
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u-mw-eetet -a 'to beat him (ch.)'
u-ne-etet -a 'to beat us
(50) w-o6m61-a 'to chase'
u-k6-6mol-a 'to chase me'
u-w-66mol-a 'to chase you (ch.)'
w-O—mnol-a 'to chase him/them'
u-mw-oomol-a 'to chase him (ch.)'
u-no-omol-a 'to chase us'
(51) w-iihan-a 'to call'
u-ki-ihan-a 'to call me'
u-w-iihan-a 'to call you (ch.)'
w-e-ehan-a 'to call him/ them'
u-raw-iihan-a 'to call him (ch. )
'
u-ni-ihan-a 'to call us'
(52) w-uupuwel-a. .
.
/ w-uupuwel-a%
u-ku-upuwel-a. .
. / u-ku-upuwel-a%
u-w-uupuwel-a.
.
.
/ u-w-uupuwel-a%
w-o-opm/el-a.
. . .
/ w-o-opuwel-a%
u-mw-uupuwel-a.
.
.
/ u-mw-uupuwel-a%
u-nu-upuwel-a.
. .
/ u-nu-upuwel-a%
'to remember'
'to remember me'
'to remember you (ch.)'
'to remember him/ them'
' to remember him (ch. )
'
'to remember us'
Let us begin our examination of these paradigms bv accounting for the
segmental aspects. First of all, consider the -ki- and -ni- prefixes.
They appear to assimilate their vowel completely to the following vowel.
We will refer to the process that accomplishes this complete assimilation
as VOWEL ASSIMILATION (henceforth, VA) . The -a- ob.iect prefix likewise
completely assimilates to the following vowel, but before doing so it
has the effect of lowering a _u or ^ vowel at the beginning of the verb
stem to o^ and e^ respectively. Once that lowering of the high vowel occurs,
the -a- itself assimilates to that vowel. The lowering of high vowels
induced by the -£- object prefix will be referred to as VOWEL LOWERING
(henceforth, VL)
. The rules of VA and VL will be formulated as in (53)
and (54).
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(53) VOWEL ASSIMILATION (VA)
V V
1 2 ==^ 2 2
(5A) VOWEL LOWERING (VL)
V > C^hiRh} /
L-hiphJ
VL is assumed to precede VA, of course, since the -a- object prefix
must lower the following vowel before it assimilates the quality of
that vowel. As formulated, VL says that any non-high vowel will induce
lowering of a following high vowel. So far we have only seen that the
low vowel a induces lowering. Later we will see that the n>id vowels
e_ and £ also condition the application of VL.
In (53) VA is formulated so that in any sequence of vowels, the
first will assimilate completely to the second. This rule must obviously
not apply to the u vowel that glides before another vowel rather than
assimilating to it. Thus /u-fhan-a/ must become w-i£han-a rather than
*i-ihan-a . The correct results can be obtained either by ordering
u-GL before VA or by restricting VA so that it does not affect u.
We prefer the former approach, since it appears to us that the only
reason that u does not participate in the complete assimilation process
is because it glides instead. The rule ordering approach says precisely
that. The approach that would restrict VA so that it does not affect
the vowel u^ says that not only does u glide, but there is also a specific
constraint on VA that it does not affect jj, as though these two facts
were totally unrelated.
We have so far accounted for the behavior of -ki-, -ni-. and -_a-
in the paradigms in (A8)-(52). The 3 p. (ch.) prefix -mu- requires no
special comment, since as noted earlier the vowel of this prefix glides
and lengthens the following vowel. The rule of _u-GL will obviously
account for these facts. The last object prefix to be considered is the
2 p. object -U-. Examination of the data establishes clearly that this
u vowel is also subject to the rule u^-GL. Notice, however, that these
examples require some statement about how £-GL is to be applied.
Consider an example like u-w-aavy-a . . . This item has the underlying
segmental shape /u-u-avy-a. . . /; in this representation we find two
u vowels, both of which are in the appropriate environment for ui-GL to
apply. In order to achieve the correct results, however, it is necessary
to guarantee that the u further to the right glides rather than the u
further to the left. This result can be achieved by specifying that £-GL
applies iteratively, starting at the end of the word and working across
the word in a leftwards fashion. Given this node of application, the
rule will scan the representation /u-u-avy-a.../ beginning from the end,
and the first u vowel that it will encounter is the object -u-. Since
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this u is in the appropriate environment for u-GL to apply, that rule
will apply and yield the representation /u-w-aavy-a/. Now u-GL will
continue scanning the representation. It will check the infinitive
U-, but since (as a result of the first application of u-GL) this u^
is no longer followed by a vowel, it will not be affected. Thus the
correct surface form will be derived.
There is just one other point about the segmental structure of the
paradigms in (48)-(52) that requires discussion. Recall that the rule
of ^-GL compensatorily lengthens the following vowel. But consider
an example such as w-a-4vy-a . . . 'to look for him/ them' . The underlying
segmental structure here is /u-a-avy-a. ,
.
/. Given the formulation of
ju-GL proposed in (39), application of that rule would yield /w-aa-avy-a. . . /,
where an extra mora of vowel length has been added to the following
vowel. But on the surface there are no overlong vowels in Ikorovere
(i.e. vowels of more than two mora). We could conceivably explain this
absence of compensatory lengthening in examples such as w-a-avy-a . .
.
by constraining the compensatory lengthening part of ii-GL so that it
applies just in case a single vowel follows the u. Alternatively, we
could allow the compensatory lengthening rule to add the extra mora of
vowel length, but then invoke a rule that will shorten overlong vowels
(i.e. vowels that have three or more mora). Call such a rule VOWEL
REDUCTION (VR) . Assuming such a rule, the derivation of w-a-avy-a . .
.
would proceed as in (55), ignoring the question of tone for the moment.
(55) u-a-avy-a...
w-aa-avy-a. . . u-GL
w-a-avy-a.
. .
VR
In the next section of this study we will show that a rule such as
VOWEL REDUCTION (henceforth, VR) is independently motivated in Ikorovere.
We will therefore make use of that rule to explain the apparent lack of
compensatory lengthening in the paradigms under discussion. VR can
be formulated approximately as in (56).
(56) VOWEL REDUCTION (VR)
vw ==^ w
Note: Recall that because of the application of
VA, all successive vowels in Ikorovere will be
identical in quality. Because of this constraint
it is not necessary to specify which of the vowels
is deleted.
This formulation of VR is based on the assumption that VA applies earlier
and assimilates the quality of all vowels in a sequence to the rightmost
vowel. (57) illustrates the case where VA is involved in the derivation.
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(57) u-a-ihan-a
w-aa-ihan-a u-CiL
w-aa-ehan-a VL
w-ee-ehan-a VA
w-e-ehan-a VR
Notice that we have assumed that VA is an iterative rule, workinp (like
jj-GL) from the end of the word leftwards. Thus given a vowel sequence
such as aae » it will first of all assimilate the rightmost a^ vowel to
the following £, giving aee . Then it will continue working its way
leftwards and will assimilate the remaining _a to the following £, yielding
eee . VR will then delete one mora from this overlong vowel.
Let us now turn to the tonal aspect of the paradigms in (48)- (52).
For the most part, little comment is required. The points that do
demand discussion can all be observed in (48) , so we will limit our
attention to that paradigm. Consider the alternation exhibited by
the 1 sg. object fonn; this clearly follows from the proposed rule LF.
(58) illustrates how our analysis will account for these forms.
(58) u-ki-avy-a. .
.
u-ki-avy-a%
u-ki-avy-a.
.
u-ki-avy-a% ITA'
u-ki-avy-a... u-ki-avy-a% TL
u-ki-avy-a. . u-ki-avy-a% HD
inapplicable u-ki-avy-a% LF
u-ka-avy-a.
.
u-ka-avy-aX VA
Note : The relative ordering of VA and the rules
affecting tones cannot be determined from the
present data. Recall that the rule LF as
formulated in (31) operates on successive
vowels, but does not require them to be identical
in quality. Changes in the details of LF could
conceivably affect whether any ordering between
VA and the tone rules is necessary.
It should be noted that in the derivation above, the high tone associated
with the first stem vowel behaves like doubled high tones behave in that
It undergoes the lowering process we have labeled LF. Recall that only
doubled highs are subject to this process. The applicability of LF
to this high tone is thus nicely compatible with our analysis, which says
that the high tone on the first stem vowel in u-ka-avy-a . . . is not a
primary high but rather a double of the high tone on the object prefix.
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Unfortunately, the facts under discussion cannot be used to choose
between our analysis (which includes the rule TL) and the alternative
analysis mentioned earlier that claims that there is^ a primary high
on the first stem vowel of u-ka-avy-a . .
.
, but that it fails to double
because there is a constraint on HD that blocks a high tone from
doubling when there is an immediately preceding high tone. The reason
that the application of LF to u-ka-avy-a% cannot be taken as evidence
in support of our analysis is that we managed to find a formulation
of LF in (31) which did not specifically restrict that rule to a
doubled high tone. Rather, (31) says that a high tone on the second mora of
a two vowel sequence will lower when it is in penultimate position and
followed by a low-toned ultimate vowel. That condition is satisfied
in the representation /u-ki-avy-a%/. Thus as long as the formulation
of LF given in (31) can be maintained, we cannot use these facts to
support our analysis and its appeal to TL.
Consider next the example u-w-aavy-a . . . 'to look for you (ch.)';
the only thing about this form that is noteworthy is that when the
-^- object prefix glides and ceases to be a tone-bearing element,
the high tone associated with it remains behind, associating with the
extra mora of vowel created by ^-GL. The derivation is shown in (59).
(59) L H L L
u-u-avy-a.
.
.
L H H L ITA'
I > I >
u-u-avy-a. .
L H L L TLIII I
u-u-avy-a.
.
L H H L HD
u-u-avy-a.
.
L H H L u-GLIII-
u-w-aavy-a.
.
.
L HH L reassociation of tone
t II I
u-w-aavy-a.
.
Once again we see that the reassociation of tone is fairly straightforward;
a free tone will associate with a free vowel (given that there is a free
vowel available to it).
Let us turn now to w-a-avy-a
. .
. 'to look for him/ them
'
; the problem
that this item poses is this: what happened to the low tone associated
with the infinitive prefix? There is no trace of this low tone in the
surface form. This item should be contrasted with w-aavy-a . . . 'to look for',
where we see the low tone of the infinitive prefix preserved.
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Recall that the form w-a-avy-a . . . also involves a loss of one vowel
mora by virtue of the application of VR. One might suspect therefore
that there is a connection between the application of VR and the loss
of the low tone associated with the infinitive prefix. We will argue
in detail in the next section that this is indeed the case. Much more
evidence will have to be accumulated before we can suggest a principled
means whereby the loss of the infinitival low tone can be predicted.
Further discussion of w-a-avy-a . . . must therefore wait until the next
section.
The remaining examples in (48) , as well as the paradigms in
(A9)-(52), present no new problems. Let us move on, therefore, to
another aspect of complex infinitives in Ikorovere. There is another
prefix that can appear in the infinitive and which we claim should be
treated in a fashion that parallels our treatment of the object prefixes.
This is the diminutive prefix -Mi-. Some examples are given in (60).
(60) u-¥l-pat^-a 'to get s.t. little'
u-si-lowol-a 'to carry s.t. small'
u-si-lokotanih-a 'to pick up a little of s.t.'
v-* •• , v-* I
u-se-et-a. .
.
/ u-se-et-a% to be able to walk a little ways'
u-sa-ak el-a 'to receive s.t. little'
The segmental aspects of the above forms are straightforward: the 1_
vowel of the diminutive prefix will completely assimilate to the initial
vowel of -et- 'walk', -ak^el- , and other vowel-initial stems. Otherwise,
the diminutive prefix is unaltered. Turning to the tonology of the
items in (60) , we see that the diminutive prefix bears a high tone in
all the examples, as does the vowel that immediately follows (in these
examples, the first stem vowel). Clearly, the high tone on the first
stem vowel can be attributed to the effects of HD. The high tone on the
first stem vowel does not seem to be a primary high, since there is no
doubling onto the second stem vowel. The rule ITA' appears, however, to
be still at work in these forms, since we can see that a high tone still
shows up on the third vowel of the verb stem (when it is not word-final).
The careful reader will have noted that the tone pattern in (60) is
precisely the tone pattern associated with object prefixes. Thus if
the diminutive is treated in analagous fashion, i.e. if it has an underlying
high tone associated with it, then the items in (60) will follow auto-
matically from our analysis. The derivation of u-¥i-lokotan£h-a is
shown in (61).
v^
(61) u-si-lokotanih-a
u-si-lokotanih-a ITA'
v •*
u-si-lokotanih-a TL
v - -• -
u-si-lokotanih-a HD
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The most significant thing about -si- for our present purposes is
that it is able to be combined with the object prefixes in the same
verbal form. Some examples:
(62) u-si-vah-a 'to give s.t. small'
u-si-ki-vah-a 'to give s.t. small to me'
u-si-pat el-a 'to get s.t. small for'
v ' h
u-si-ki-pat el-a to get s.t. small for me'
u-si-carihel-a.
. . 'to use a small amount to fill s.t. up'
u-si-ki-carihel-a.
. . 'to fill slightly for me'
u-si-paparulel-a 'to separate s.t. small for'
u-si-ki-paparulel-a 'to separate s.t. small for me'
In these exaipples, we see that the diminutive prefix is located in front
of the object prefix and bears a high tone. We have already accounted
for this fact by claiming that the diminutive is specified as having a
high tone in underlying representation. The vowel of the object prefix
is also high-toned; this high tone can plausibly be attributed to HD.
However, the object prefixes have been assumed to be high-toned in the
underlying structure of the infinitive. This primary high tone on the
object prefix is not manifested at all on the surface in (62) since
it has not doubled onto the following vowel (the first stem vowel).
The failure of this doubling to occur suggests that there is no primary
high on the object in these examples. But why not? An explanation is,
of course, available. We have earlier postulated a rule TL, which
lowers a high tone that is preceded by another high tone. Since both
the diminutive and the object prefix are high-toned, the object prefix
will lower after the diminutive. But now notice that the primary high
tone that ITA' places on the first stem vowel is also missing in the
above examples (whereas the high tone that ITA' places on the third stem
vowel is present, at least when that vowel is not word-final). We must
again assume that TL is responsible for this loss of the primary high
on the first stem vowel. The derivation of u-¥i-ki-paparulel-a must be
as follows.
V^ '•
(63) u-si-ki-paparulel-a
u-si-ki-paparulel-a ITA
V- '
u-si-ki-paparulel-a TL
u-sl-ki-paparulel-a HD
In order to achieve this derivation we must formulate TL so that it
will lower any number of successive high tones after a high tone. This
can be done by applying TL iteratively, starting at the end of the word
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and scanning the string leftwards. (This, of course, is exactly the
mode of application that we have claimed to be necessary for u^-GL
and VA.) Given this mode of application, TL will first of all affect
the high on the first stem vowel, lowering it due to the preceding
high on the object. Then TL will lower the high tone on the object
prefix since it is preceded by a high on the diminutive. The correct
surface form will thus be achieved.
At this point let us review the two alternatives to TL mentioned
earlier and see whether they can account for the preceding data. Recall
that one alternative was to claim that there is a condition on HD that
prevents a high from doubling if that high is preceded by another high.
This analysis runs into difficulty with an example such as u-¥£-k£-paparulel-a .
Given that the diminutive prefix and the object prefixes are basically
high-toned and given that ITA' assigns a high to the first and the third
stem vowels, we will have the intermediary representation /u-¥i-ki-paparulel-a/.
The proposed constraint on HD will prevent the high on the first stem vowel
from doubling, and the high tone on the object prefix likewise will not
be able to double. Application of HD will thus yield /u-si-ki-paparulel-a/.
But this is incorrect. The item is not pronounced with a high tone on
the first stem vowel, and we have no independently motivated rule that
would lower this high tone (since this alternative is attempting to do
without the rule TL) . Consequently, the alternative to TL that involves
simply placing a constraint on HD will not work.
The second alternative to TL was to block the placement of a
high tone by ITA' onto a vowel that in turn is preceded by a high tone.
Assuming again that the diminutive prefix and the object prefixes are
high-toned in the infinitive construction, then our initial representation
will be /u-¥i-ki-paparulel-a/. ITA' will not be able to apply to the
first stem vowel since it is preceded by a high tone, thus ITA' will
just assign a high to the third stem vowel. The result will be
/u-¥i-kf-paparulel-a/. As currently formulated, HD would predict that
the high tone on the object would double onto the next vowel. But
this would lead to the wrong results. In order to achieve the correct
phonetic representation, it would be necessary to invoke a condition on
HD that blocks a high from doubling when a high precedes. In other words,
we would have to say both that ITA' does not apply when the first stem
vowel is preceded by a high and that HD does not apply when a high is
preceded by a high. Thus to do without TL we must place a constraint on
two separate rules referring to preceding high tones. Data to be considered
later will show that even constraining both ITA' and HD will not success-
fully account for the same range of data as does TL.
There is one other prefix that can occur in the infinitive— the
negative prefix -hi-. We have omitted discussion of the negative here
since it involves certain complications that are not directly pertinent
to this study and adds little to our understanding of the rules so far
developed. The interested reader will find a discussion of the negative
prefix in our forthcoming monograph on Ikorovere phonology and morphology.
(Part II will appear in Vol. 10, No. 1, Spring 1980)
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NOTES
*
We would like to take this opportunity to express our thanks to the
University of Illinois Research Board which has generously supported our
research on Makua for some three years. We would also like to acknowledge
the assistance of the African Studies Program of the University of
Illinois for its financial contributions to this study. Whatever is of
value in this paper was made possible by the great patience, perseverance,
and good humor exhibited by Waane.
Mozambique is regarded as the homeland of the Makua people, and
it is in that country that the bulk of the speakers of the language are
located. There are, however, a number of dialects spoken in Tanzania.
We are personally familiar with two of these dialects, Ikorovere (spoken
in Tunduru district) and Imit"upi (spoken in Masasi district) . Our work
on the latter dialect began in the Fall of 1978 and is still in progress.
Although the tonal structure of Imit"upi is very similar to the structure
of Ikorovere, it exhibits some additional complications which are quite
interesting but require that it be given separate consideration. Unfortunately,
we have had no access to Makua speakers from Mozambique and thus cannot
determine to what extent their speech diverges from the Tanzanian dialects.
2
'Although Waane has not spoken Makua on a day-to-day basis since
about the age of eight (excluding annual vacations home to Tunduru
district) , the accuracy of the data he has provided is vouched for by
(a) the internal consistency of the immensely complex body of material
that he has painstakingly assembled for us and (b) the considerable
agreement exhibited between the Ikorovere material and the data recently
collected from Imit upi.
*We have in mind here such approaches to phonology as 'natural
generative phonology' (cf. Hooper 1976).
^Our tonal rules will be formulated on the assumption that the
tonal specifications of an utterance are specified at a level, or 'tier',
separate from segmental specifications. These tonal specifications are
associated with tone-bearing elements by means of 'association lines'.
There is not necessarily a one-to-one pairing of tones and tone-bearing
elements (e.g. a contour tone on a short vowel would involve a case
where two separate tones, LH in the case of a rising tone and HL in the
case of a falling tone, would be associated with a single vowel). For
discussion, see the literature on 'autosegmental phonology', particularly.
Goldsmith 1976.
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SUBJECT TO OBJECT RAISING IN AN EST FRAMEWORK:
EVIDENCE FROM QUECHUA*
Peter Cole and Gabriella Hermon
The purpose of this paper is to examine the implications for
linguistic theory of certain aspects of the structure of comple-
ment clauses in the Quechua languages. Data will be drawn from
Imbabura Quechua (IQ) , a Quechua language spoken in Northern Ecua-
dor. Similar data are also found in other Quechua languages,
(e.g., in Ancash Quechua), but we shall restrict ourselves to IQ
here. Our aim is to compare the crosslinguistic adequacy of two
approaches to object complementation which we shall refer to as
the raising and the nonraising analyses. We shall argue that the
raising analysis may be generalized to languages that are struc-
turally quite different from English. This, however, is not true
with regard to the nonraising analysis. Thus, we argue for the
adoption of the raising analysis crosslinguistically. A major
goal of the paper is to examine the implications for the Ex-
tended Standard Theory (EST) of subject to object raising. We
shall show that the incorporation of raising requires modifica-
tions in several of the central tenets of EST.
1. Object Complementation in English
There are certain syntactic properties associated with sentences like
(1) in English.
(1) Frank believesj Charles to be asleep
1 him/*he '
Sentences like (1) differ from those like (2) in a number of ways.
(2) Frank believes _[that j Charles] is asleep]
1he/*himJ
First, the underlying complement subject of (1) (Charles) is susceptible to
a variety of syntactic rules, while that of (2) is not. Some examples of
this difference are given in (3)
-(6).
(3) Passivization
a. Charles is believed by Frank to be asleep.
b. *Charles is believed by Frank that is asleep.
(4) Reciprocal Interpretation
a. Charles and Frank believe each other to be asleep.
b. *Charles and Frank believe that each other are asleep.
(5) Disjoint Reference
a. Charles, believes C*him.V to be asleep.
^ \ him^j
b. Charles, believes that he. .is asleep.
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(6) Reflexive Interpretation
a. Charles believes himself to be asleep.
b. *Charles believes that himself is asleep.
Second, the complement clause in (1) is nonfinite (untensed) , and lacking
verb agreement, while that in (2) is finite. Third, the underlying comple-
ment subject in (1) appears in accusative case, while that in (2) is in
nominative case.
Within generative syntax there have been two widely accepted explana-
tions proposed for the differences between (1) and (2) . In the Standard
Theory the properties of (1) have been analysed as due to the application
of Subject to Object Raising (SOR)
. This rule is claimed to map an under-
lying structure like (7) onto a derived structure roughly like (8).
(7) g[NP^ V g[NP2 VP]]
(8) g[NP V NP2 ^[f> to VP]]
The differences between (1) and (2) are claimed to be due to the fact that
(1) has a derived structure like (8), while the derived structure of. (2)
is like (7). The rules in (3) -(6) are assumed to be clause bounded.
Thus, they apply to the raised (accusative) NP, but not to the luiraised
(nominative) NP.
In contrast to the raising analysis, within the framework of the Ex-
tended Standard Theory (EST), it has been proposed that (1) has a structur«
like (7) in both underlying and derived structure. According to this ap-
proach, the differences between (1) and (2) are not due to the derived con-
stituency of the complement subject (which is claimed to be the same in
both sentences), but rather to differences in the internal structure of th<
complement clause. The rules involved in (3)
-(6) and similar examples are
presumed not to be clause bounded. Rather, the failure of these rules to
apply to the complement subject in sentences like (2) is explained as due
to the Tensed-S Condition (Chomsky 1973 inter alia), according to which no
rule may involve two elements X^ and Y in the structure . . .X^. . . [j^^. . .Y. . . ]
..., where is a tensed sentence. In later work Chomsky (1977 inter alia]
has made it clear that although the language particular realization of fi-
niteness may vary, the general principle of islandhood of finite clauses i;
claimed to hold crosslinguistically.
In the most recent version of EST, that proposed by Chomsky (1978) in
"On Binding", the immediate determining factor is not finiteness, but ra-
ther the superficial case marking of the complement subject. More specifi-
cally, the finite nature of the complement clause determines the (nomina-
tive) case of the complement subject. Nominative case, in turn, causes th(
complement subject to be an island (the Nominative Island Condition [NIC])
The mechanism employed by NIC i£ as follows: according to NIC, a nomina-
tive anaphor cannot be free in S in logical form. This condition has the
effect of blocking anaphoric relations between subjects of tensed clauses
and antecedents in a higher clause. The overall effect is similar to thai
of the Tensed-S Condition.
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The raising and nonraising approaches make radically different claims
regarding the structure of complex sentences and the conditions on rule ap-
plication. How might the approaches be distinguished? One possibility is
to look at the implications of the two analyses for other aspects of Eng-
lish grammar. Although promising in principle, in practice it has been im-
possible to reach a definitive resolution to the controversy in this way.
Both analyses appear to account for roughly the same range of data in Eng-
lish. (See Postal (1974) and (1977), Bresnan (1976), and Bach (1977).)
A more practical way to distinguish between the two analyses is cross-
linguistic. Do other languages exhibit an array of facts similar to that
found in English? If so, can one of the approaches be generalized cross-
linguistically while the other cannot? If it can be shown that one ap-
proach explains similar data in a broad range of languages, while the other
is linked to peculiarities of English, the approach with wider crosslin-
guistic application is clearly to be preferred.
In Sections 2-5 we examine certain aspects of complementation in Imba-
bura Quechua. We show that data analogous to that in sentences (3)
-(6)
cannot be due either to the finiteness of the complement clause or to sur-
face case marking. Rather, they would appear to be due to the derived con-
stituency of the underlying complement subject. These data suggest that
only the raising analysis can be extended crosslinguistically, and that SOR
is the correct analysis whenever a range of facts like that seen in (l)-(6)
occurs
.
In section 6 we argue that the analysis proposed for IQ must be ex-
tended crosslinguistically to all other languages exhibiting island pheno-
mena. In sections 7--9 we show that even with major revisions in trace
theory the conditions on binding are inadequate as explanations of island-
hood, and must be rejected in favor of clause boundedness.
In the sections which follow we shall present a variety of arguments
in favor of a raising analysis for IQ. The theoretical framework of our
discussions is that of EST as presented in "On Binding". We have adopted
this framework in order to show that our conclusions, though at variance
with proposals current in the EST literature, are in face quite compatible
with the fundamental principles upon which EST is based.
2. A Brief Introduction to Quechua Morphology and Syntax
In sections 3-5 we shall present a variety of arguments in favor of a
rule of SOR in IQ. A brief description of some of the salient syntactic
and morphological properties of the Quechua languates, and of IQ in parti-
cular, is desirable before the arguments themselves are presented. The
Quechua languages exhibit many of the morphological and syntactic charac-
teristics associated with OV languages (Greenberg 1963 inter alia) . The
preferred word order is SOV, although in matrix clauses SVO occurs freely
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as well. Nouns are marked for case (-0 'nominative', -ta 'accusative') and
matrix clause verbs agree with the subject in person, and in some instances
in number. This is illustrated in (9).
(9) a. SOV Order
Juan aicha-ta micu-rca
Juan meat-acc eat-past-3
b. SVO Order
Juan micu-rca aicha-ta
Juan eat-past-3 meat-acc
'Juan ate meat.
'
In addition to subject verb agreement, there is also a rule of object agree
ment, an example of which is given in (10).
(10) Matrix Clause Verb Agreement
Can uya-wa-ngui
you hear-1-2
'You hear me.
'
The morphology of matrix clauses differs from that of complements.
Complement clauses in Quechua are typically nominalized. In Imbabura, nom-
inalization is obligatory in almost all environments. Therefore, we shall
limit our discussion of complementation to nominalized clauses. There is a
strong tendency toward SOV order within the nominalized complement clause.
Nominalizing suffixes indicating tense are added to the complement verb,
and the nominalized verb receives a case marker determined by the grammati-
cal relation of the complement clause to the matrix verb, as illustrated in
(11).
(11) [Juan chaya-shca-ta] yacha-ni
Juan arrive-past Nom-acc know-1
'I know that Juan has arrived.'
As seen in (11), the complement clause as a whole receives accusative case
because it is the object of the matrix verb yachana 'to know'. In IQ, and
in Ecuadorian Quechua generally, there is no verb agreement in nominalized
clauses:
(12) Lack of Verb Agreement in Nominalized Clauses
Francisco cri-n [nuca Quito-man rishca-ta]
Francisco believe-3 I Quito-to go-past Nom-acc
'Francisco believes that I went to Quito.'
In the examples given above, the subject of the complement clause ap-
pears in the nominative case. In addition to this pattern, complement sub-
jects may appear in the accusative as well:
(13) a. Complement Subject in Nominative Case
Maria-ca cri-n Francisco cay-pi ca-j-ta
Maria-topic believe-3 Francisco this-in be-pres Nom-acc
'Maria believes that Francisco is here.'
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(13) b. Complement Subject in Accusative Case
Maria-ca Francisco-ta cri-n cay-pi ca-j-ta
Maria-topic Francisco-acc believe-3 this-in be-pres Nom-acc
'Maria believes Francisco to be here.'
The complement subjects in (13) show islandhood properties parallel to
those found in English (3)
-(6), as is shovm in (14) -(16).
(14) Disjoint Reference r n
a. Jose, cri-n J*pay-ta.l cayna shamu-shca-ta
^ \pay-ta
J
Jose believe-3 he-acc*^ yesterday come-past Nom-acc
'Jose, believes him. to have come yesterday.'
b. Jose, cri-n pay. . cayna shamu-shca-ta
Jose believe-3 he-ndm yesterday come-past Nom-acc
•Jose, believes that he. . came yesterday.'
(15) -llataj Reflexivization
a. Jose, cri-n pay-lla-ta-taj . wasi-ta randi-shca-ta
Jose believe-3 himself-acc house-acc buy-past Nom-acc
'Jose, believes himself, to have bought the house.'
b. *Jose. cri-n pay-lla-taj. wasi-ta randi-shca-ta
Jose believe-3 himself-nom house-acc buy-past Nom-acc
('Jose believes that himself, bought the house.')
(16) Object Verb Agreement
a. Jose nuca-ta yacha-wa-n Maria-ta juya-j-ta
Jose I -ace know-1-3 Maria-acc love-pres Nom-acc
'Jose knows me to love Maria.
'
b. *Jose yacha-wa-n nuca Maria-ta juya-j-ta
Jose know-1-3 I-nom Maria-acc love-pres Nom-acc
('Jose knows me that I love Maria.')
Examples (14) -(16) show that in IQ, just as in English, nominative sub-
jects are islands: (14) shows that nominative subjects, in contrast to ac-
cusatives, do not undergo disjoint reference. Sentence (15) shows that nom-
inatives are islands with respect to -llataj reflexivization, while (16)
shows the islandhood of nominatives with regard to object verb agreement.
There are, in fact, no rules which would be expected to distinguish between
nominative and accusative noun phrases for which the nominatives do not con-
stitute islands.
In the pages that follow, we shall argue that (13b) and similar exaun-
ples involve SOR. Within the "On Binding" framework, SOR is an instance of
a more general rule, MoveJ^. Thus, we shall contend that the properties of
sentences like (16b) are due, not to the internal structure of the comple-
ment clause, but rather to the application of Move oi- and the resulting
change in constituent structure. We shall now turn to the arguments for
this claim.
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3. Argument One: Linear Order
In English, the putative rule of SOR has the effect of changing gram-
matical structure, but not the linear order of the words in the sentence.
Compare (17) and CIS), the alleged derived and underlying structures for
(1) in the raising analysis.
(17) Frank believes Charles „[to be asleep]
(18) Frank believes „ [Charles to be asleep]
Because there is no overt change in word order, the English data are
susceptible to an analysis in which no rule like SOR applies. In the EST
nonraising analysis, Charles is simply the subject of an infinitival
clause in (1) and a finite clause in (2) (repeated).
(1) Frank believes JCharles\ to be asleep.
(2) Frank bel ieves o[that 1 Charles) is asleep]
(^he/*himj
Were there an overt change in word order, a raising analysis would be un-
controversial, and the alternation would be attributed to the application
of Move^ , as is the alternation observed in Subject to Subject Raising
(SSR)
:
(19) It seems that Charles is asleep.
(20) Charles seems to be asleep.
IQ manifests just such an alternation as was seen in (13) (repeated).
(13) a. Complement Subject in Nominative Case
Maria-ca cri-n Francisco cay-pi ca-j-ta
Maria-topic believe-3 Francisco this-in be-pres Nora-acc
'Maria believes that Francisco is here.'
b. Complement Subject in Accusative Case
Maria-ca Francisco-ta cri-n cay-pi ca-j-ta
Maria-topic Francisco-acc believe-3 this-in be-pres Nom-acc
'Maria believes Francisco to be here.
'
This alternation parallels that seen in SSR, and appears to be a straight-
forward application of MoveoL. Because crin 'believes' intervenes between
Francisco and caypi cajta 'to be here', there is no possibility that Fran-
cisco is the derived subject of the complement clause.
It should be noted, furthermore, that SOR in Quechua does not violate
the hypothesis that MoveA is structure preserving. If (13b) is derived
from a deep structure along the lines of (21) , no violation would take
place.
(21) NP jjp A V ^[NP VP]
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In the derivation of (13b), Move oC. applies to the complement subject, moving
it into the empty NP slot in the matrix clause, yielding a derived structure
similar to (22)
.
(22) NP NP V g[t VP]
Additional support for this derivation is provided by an examination of
the full range of word order possibilities in IQ.
(23) a. SOV Order in Main Clause with Underlying Complement Subject
in Nominative
Maria-ca Francisco cay-pi ca-j-ta yacha-n
Maria-topic Francisco this-in be-pres Nom-acc know-3
"Maria knows that Francisco is here.'
b. SOV Order in Main Clause with Underlying Complement Subject
in Accusative
Maria-ca Francisco-ta cay-pi ca-j-ta yacha-n
Maria-topic Francisco-acc this -in be-pres Nom-acc know-3
•Maria knows Francisco to be here.'
(24) a. SVO Order in Main Clause with Underlying Complement Subject
in Nominative
Maria-ca yacha-n Francisco cay-pi ca-j-ta
Maria-topic know-3 Francisco this-in be-pres Nom-acc
'Maria knows that Francisco is here.'
b. SVO Order in Main Clause with Underlying Complement Subject
in Accusative
Maria-ca yacha-n Francisco-ta cay-pi ca-j-ta
Maria-topic know-3 Francisco-acc this-in be-pres Nom-acc
'Maria knows Francisco to be here.'
(25) Underlying Complement Subject Precedes Matrix Verb
a. *Maria-ca Francisco yacha-n cay-pi ca-j-ta
Maria-topic Francisco know-3 this-in be-pres Nom-acc
('Maria knows Francisco to be here.')
b. Maria-ca Francisco-ta yacha-n cay-pi ca-j-ta
Maria-topic Francisco-acc know-3 this-in be-pres Nom-acc
'Maria knows Francisco to be here.'
In the sentences of (23) and (24) , the word order is consistent with
the appearance of Francisco either as derived complement subject or as de-
rived matrix direct object. In these sentences, Francisco may appear in
either nominative or accusative case. In contrast, in (25) the word order
is consistent only with derived matrix direct objecthood. And in just this
environment Francisco may appear only in accusative case. The facts,sug-
gest that the base rules of Imbabura allow the following structures.
(26) a. NP S V
b. NP V S
(27) a. NP j^p A V g[NP VP]
b. NP j^pA g[NP VP] V
c. NP V j^p A s^^P VP]
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Move -^ applies to the subject NP of S, yielding the range of data illus-
trated in (23)
-(25). There would appear to be no reasonable explanation for
these data that does not involve raising.
4. Argument Two: Case and the Internal Structure of the Complement Clause
As we discussed previously, there are two sets of facts for which both
the raising and the nonraising analyses provide satisfactory accounts in
English. These are the case marking facts illustrated in (1) and (2) and
the islandhood facts illustrated in (3)-(6). Both the raising and the non-
raising analyses account for the core data with respect to the construction
in English. We shall show in this section that for IQ the raising analysis
accounts for both the case marking and the islandhood facts, but, even were
we to assume that the nonraising analysis accounts for the islandhood facts,
it provides no explanation for the distribution of esse n'arkers.^
The SOR account of case marking and islandhood in IQ does not differ
significantly from that for English, so we shall only discuss it briefly.
Raising results in accusative case because, in derived structure, the under-
lying complement subject has been moved by flove < into the object position
in the matrix clause. The normal application of case marking rules (e.g.,
rule (68b) of Chomsky (1978)) would mark the noun phrase accusative. The
islandhood of the nominative subject could be accounted for in either of two
ways: by an analog of NIC (see the next section where this proposal is de-
veloped), or by formulation of the rules in (14)
-(16) and similar rules as
clause bounded. We shall assume the NIC analysis of islandhood in order to
deviate minimally from the model proposed in "On Binding".
To turn to the nonraising analysis, NIC appears to provide an account
for the islandhood facts, as it does in the raising analysis. However, no
account is provided for case marking itself. This is because the internal
structure of the complement clause is the same regardless of the case mark-
ing of the complement subject. Therefore, it is not possible to attribute
complement subject case marking to the finiteness of the complement clause.
Two manifestations of finiteness have been cited in the EST literature:
tense (Chomsky (1973) inter alia), and verb agreement (George and Kornfilt
(1978)). We would like to show that neither of these is relevant to the
choice of case for the complement subject.
As was seen in (12), all nominalized clauses are tensed. The tense is
expressed by the choice of nominalizer. The tense system found in nominal-
ized clauses in IQ is given in (28)
,
(28) Nominal izers used in Complement Clauses in IQ
a. Present:
-j_, -y_
b. Past: - shea
c. Future: -na
d. Subjunctive: -chun
,
-ngapaj
Since the same tense suffixes appear when the underlying complement subject
is either accusative or nominative, it is clear that tense plays no role in
case assignment.
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Another possible realization of finiteness is verb agreement. It will
be remembered that there is no verb agreement in nominal ized clauses in IQ,
as was illustrated in (12) (repeated).
(12) Francisco cri-n [liuca Quito-man rishca-ta]
Francisco believe-3 I Quito-to go-past Nom-acc
'Francisco believes that I went to Quito.'
Hence, the occurrence of verb agreement, like that of tense, fails to cor-
relate with nominative case. In fact, we have not been able to find any
aspect of the internal structure of the complement clause to which case
marking might be attributed. But it would be incorrect to claim that case
marking is random and need not be explained. Rather, a pattern quite simi-
lar to that in English is found. This is explicable if accusative case is
attributed to SOR, but it is inexplicable in a nonraising framework because
the internal case marking shows no correlation with any aspect of the in-
ternal structure of the complement clause.
We have shown, then, that the nonraising analysis, unlike the raising
analysis, fails to provide a descriptively adequate account of the case
marking of complement subjects in Quechua. We conclude that the raising
analysis is to be preferred.
5. Argument Three: Nominative Case and Islandhood
We showed in the previous section that the nonraising analysis of (13)
fails to provide an explanation for the distribution of complement subject
case marking. In contrast, SOR provides an adequate account of these facts.
We will now turn to islandhood. As was shown earlier in (14)-(16), nomina-
tive complement subjects are islands while accusative complement subjects in
sentences like those of (14)
-(16) are not. These facts appear, at first
glance, to be amenable to explanation by NIC. We shall show, however, that
this is not correct.
It will be recalled that according to NIC it is surface case marking
which determines whether a noun phrase is an island. A noun phrase bearing
nominative case is an island, but accusatives and obliques are not. It
should be emphasized that the source of the case marking is irrelevant to
the operation of the constraint.
We shall show in this section that in Quechua it is not case marking,
but, rather derived constituency which determines whether a noun phrase is
an island. There is a class of verbs the subjects of which receive accusa-
tive case. We shall show that these accusative subjects pattern with nom-
inative subjects rather than with the accusative complement subjects in
(14)-(16). This state of affairs is a direct counterexeunple to NIC, which
predicts that the accusative subjects would not be islands. But it is
entirely predictable if the accusative complement subjects in (14)
-(16)
have undergone SCR, and, hence, are objects in derived structure, and if the
Nominative Island Condition is replaced by a Subject Island Condition (SIC).^
There are two rather similar constructions in IQ in which the subject
appears in accusative case. These constructions are illustrated in
(29)
-(30).
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(29) -naya Desiderative Experiencers
Jose-ta punu-naya-n
Jose-acc sleep-desiderative-3
'Jose wants to sleep/ Jose is sleepy.'
(30) Lexical Experiencers
Jose-ta rupa-n
Jose-acc be-hot-3
'Jose is hot.
'
There are a variety of reasons to believe that the accusative noun
phrases in (29)
-(30) are subjects. These are discussed in some detail in
an earlier work.^" Even more important than the earlier arguments from the
EST point of view is the fact that these accusative experiencers pattern
with nominative subjects with regard to the Opacity Condition (successor in
"On Binding" to the (Specified) Subject Condition), and complement subject
islandhood. We shall discuss the opacity facts first.
We shall, at this point in the paper, limit our discussion of opacity
and accusative experiencers to showing that within the framework of "On
Binding" (as well as that of the earlier EST model), these accusative noun
phrases must be analysed as subjects.
According to the Opacity Condit^ion if «< is in the domain of the subject
of f^ (Pi minimal) (where (?> is NP or S) , then c< cannot be free in ,'^ . That is
to say, in effect, that an element c-commanded by a subject may not be re-
lated, by transformational or interpretive rules, to an element that is not
also c-commanded by the subject. Yfhat is significant here is that Opacity
provides a diagnostic, within the "On Binding" framework, for determining
whether a noun phrase is a subject. If the accusative experiencers of
(33) -(34) cause other elements in their domain to be islands, the accusa-
tive experiencers must be subjects.
The sentences of (31) show that accusative experiencers do, in fact,
cause Opacity.
(31) Opacity
a. Disjoint Reference with Desiderative Experiencer Subjects
Juan, cri-n Maria-ta pay-ta. .
Juan believe-3 Maria-acc he-acc
ricu-naya-j-ta
see-desiderative-pres Nom-acc
'Juan, believes that Maria wants to see him. ..'
b. Disjoint Reference with Lexical Experiender Subjects
Juan, cri-n Maria-ta mana pay-ta. . muna-j-ta
Juan^ believe-3 Maria-acc not he-acc '•' want-pres Nom-acc
'Juan, believes that Maria doesn't want him. ..'
c. ri- Reflexivization with Desiderative Experiencer Subjects
*Juan. cri-n Maria-ta ricu-naya-ri.
-
j-ta
Juan^ believe-3 Maria-acc see-desiderative-reflex-pres Nom-acc
('Juan believes that Maria wants to see himself.')
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d. ri^- Reflexivization with Lexical Experiencer Subjects
*Juan. cri-n Maria-ta mana muna-ri. -j-ta
Juan believe-3 Maria-acc not want-retlex-pres Nom-acc
('Juan believes that Maria doesn't want himself.')
e. Reciprocal Interpretation with Desiderative Experiencer
Subjects
*Juan-pash Jose-pash cri-n Maria-ta
Juan-also Jose-also believe-3 Maria-acc
ricu-naya-naju- j -ta
see-desiderative-reciprocal-pres Nom-acc
('Juan and Jose believe that Maria wants to see each other.')
f. Reciprocal Interpretation with Lexical Experiencer Subjects
*Juan-i3ash Jose-pash cri-n Maria-ta mana
Juan-also Jose-also believe-3 Maria-acc not
muna-naju-j-ta
want-reciprocal -pres Nom-acc
(•Juan and Jose believe that Maria doesn't want each other.')
The examples of (31) show that accusative experiencers block disjoint refer-
ence, reflexivization and reciprocal formation with regard to nonsubject
elements in the complement clause. This constitutes evidence within the
EST framework that the accusative experiencers are subjects.
5.1 Disjoint Reference
We should like to turn now to evidence that accusative experiencers
behave not merely like subjects, but like nominative subjects. As we saw,
according to NIC, nominative noun phrases not only have the effect of pre-
venting nonsubjects in their domain from undergoing various rules (Opacity),
but they are also islands themselves (NIC). We shall now show that accusa-
tive experiencer subjects in Quechua are islands, just like nominative sub-
jects. We shall first consider disjoint reference. Compare (32) and (33).
(32) Disjoint Reference Does Not Apply to Nominative Subject
Jose, cri-n pay. . micu-ju-j-ta
Jose believe-3 he[n<im] eat-prog-pres Nom-acc
'Jose, believes that he. . is eating.'
(33) a. Disjoint Reference Does Not Apply to Desiderative Experiencer
Subjects
Jose, cri-n pay-ta. . micu-naya- j -ta
Jose believe-3 he-acc eat -desiderative -pres Nom-acc
'Jose, believes that he. . wants to eat.'
b. Disjoint Reference Ddes Not Apply to Lexical Experiencer
Subjects
Jose, cri-n pay-ta. . rupa-j-ta
Jose believe-3 he-acc hot-pres Nom-acc
'Jose, believes that he. .is hot.'
As predicted by NIC, disjoint reference cannot apply to the nominative com-
plement subject in (32). Thus, the complement subject is interpretable as
having either the same reference or a different reference from the matrix
subject.
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But NIC makes the wrong prediction with regard to (33) . According to
NIC, the pattern in (33) should be the same as that in (14a), repeated here
as (34) .
(34) Disjoint Reference ,
^
Jose, cri-n rpay-ta.l cayna shamu-shca-ta
|pay-tap
Jose believe-3 he-acc-^ yesterday come-past Nom-acc
'Jose, believes him. to have come yesterday.'
Because the complement subject is accusative in (33), disjoint reference is
free to apply, and the matrix and complement subjects are interpreted as non-
coreferential
.
But in (33), disjoint reference mysteriously fails to apply,
and despite the accusative case of the complement subject, the matrix and
complement subjects may be interpreted as having either the same or differ-
ent reference.
An additional fact for which NIC provides no explanation is the con-
trast in possible interpretations between (33) and (35)
.
(35) a. Disjoint Reference Applies with Desiderative Experiencer
Subject which Precedes Matrix Verb
Jose-ca. j*pay-ta.l cri^n micu-naya-j-ta
\ pay-taj)
Jose-topic he-acc believe-3 eat-desiderative-pres Nom-acc
'Jose, believes him, to want to eat.'
b. Disjoint Reference Applies with Lexical Experiencer Subject
Which Precedes Matrix Verb
Jose-ca. I*pay-ta.| cri-n rupa-j-ta
I pay-taTJ
Jose-topic he-acc believe-3 be-hot-pres Nom-acc
'Jose, believes him. to be hot.'
In (35), in contrast to (33), disjoint reference has applied. NIC offers
no account of why the complement subject of (33) is an island but that of
(35) is not.
The islandhood of accusative experiencer subjects suggests that, in
Quechua at least, it is not nominative noun phrases that are islands, but
rather subjects. The data would seem to show that the Nominative. Island
Condition should be replaced by a Subject Island Condition (SIC). But,
if this is correct, what is the explanation for the fact that payta in (34)
is not an island? The raising hypothesis provides a ready answer: in de-
rived structure, the underlying complement subject of (34) is no longer a
subject. It is, as a result of SOR, the matrix direct object.
SIC plus SOR also provide an account of the contrast between (33) and
(35). The sentences of (33) are structurally ambiguous between a raised and
am unraised reading. In the unraised reading, the complement subject is an
island. Hence, the matrix and complement subject may be interpreted as co-
referential. In contrast, the sentences of (35) are structurally unambi-
guous: they have only the raised reading. Thus, payta is interpretable
only as a direct object, and, therefore, not subject to SIC. As a result,
only the disjoint reference reading is available.
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5.2 Complementizer-Trace Phenomena
We have shown that the disjoint reference facts suggest that comple-
ment subject islandhood should be explained in terms of SIC and SOR, rather
than NIC. We would like to turn now to another phenomenon, attributed re-
cently to NIC in English, which appears to support a SIC-SOR analysis in
Quechua
.
There is a constraint in English, discussed extensively by Perlmutter
(1971), Bresnan (1972), and, more recently by Chomsky and Lasnik (1977),
against the extraction of a subject noun phrase when it immediately follows
the complementizer that (t^ indicates the trace left by Wh-Movement)
:
(36) a. *Who did you say that t left?
b. Who did you say t left?
c. Who(m) did you say (that) he saw t?
The ungrammaticality of (36a) has been reanalysed within the "On Bind-
ing" model by Pesetsky (1978a and 1978b) as due to a NIC violation. Al-
though there are a number of problems with Pesetsky's analysis, ^^ we shall
assume that it is correct at least in broad outline. We shall then show
that a similar constraint on question formation in Quechua must be analysed
in terms of SIC plus SOR rather than NIC. 14 In IQ a distribution similar
to (36) is found:
(37) Wh-Question Formation in IQ
a. *Pi-taj Maria cri-n t aicha-ta
who[nom]-wh q Maria believe-3 meat-acc
micu-shca-ta?
eat -past Nom-acc
('Who does Maria think that ate meat?')
b. Ima-ta-taj Maria cri-n Jose t micu-shca-ta?
what-acc-wh q Maria believe-3 Jose eat -past Nom-acc
'What does Maria believe that Jose ate?
The pattern observed in (37) in Quechua is identical to that seen in (36a)
and (36c) in English. We shall assume that the same phenomenon is involved
in Quechua as in English.
Can the Quechua facts be explained by NIC? At first glance, it would
appear that they canr^^ if the ungrammaticality of the sentences of (37a)
is due to a NIC violation, similar sentences with the complement subject in
accusative case should be well-formed. This prediction is correct:
(38) Wh-Question Formation with Accusative Complement Subject
Pi-ta-taj Maria cri-n t aicha-ta micu-shca-ta?
who-acc-wh q Maria believe-3 meat-acc eat-past Nom-acc
'Whom does Maria believe to have eaten meat?'
But, as in the case of disjoint reference, NIC fails to account for
the islandhood of accusative experiencer subjects like those of (29) and
(30). When embedded under a predicate that does not normally allow an
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alternation between nominative and accusative case in the complement sub-
ject (those predicates which would be viewed as not governing SOR in the
raising analysis), for example matrix predicate adjectives, KTi-Question
formation is blocked despite the accusative case of the complement subject.
Example (39) shows that complement subjects other than accusative ex-
periencers may not appear in accusative case when embedded beneath a matrix
adjective:
(39) a. Complement Subject Cannot Be Accusative hTien Embedded Under
A Matrix Adjective
Maria cushi cushi-mi paypaj tayta(-*ta)
Maria happy happy-valid her father (-ace)
visita-chun
vis it -subJune Nom
'Maria is very happy that her father will visit.'
b. Accusative Desiderative Experiencer Complement Subject
Embedded Under a Matrix Adjective
Maria cushi cushi-mi paypaj wawa-ta
Maria happy happy-valid her child-acc
micu-naya-chun
eat-desiderative-subjunc Nom
'Maria is happy that her child wants to eat.'
c. Accusative Lexical Experiencer Complemer.t Subject Embedded
Under a Matrix Adjective
Maria mana cushi-chu paypaj wawa-ta rupa-chun
Maria not happy-neg her child-acc bum-subjunc Nom
'Maria is not happy that her child is hot.'
NIC would predict the nominative complement subject of (39a) to be an is-
land with respect to Wh-Question extraction, and this is correct:
(40) Nominative Complement Subject Cannot Be Extracted by Wh-Movement
*Pi-taj Maria cushi chushi t visita-chun?
who-wh q Maria happy happy visit-subjunc Nom
('Who is Maria very ahppy that will visit?')
But NIC would fail to predict that accusative experiencer subjects are is-
lands as well:
(41) a. Accusative Desiderative Experiencer Cannot Be Extracted by
Wh-Movement
*Pi-ta-taj Maria cushi cushi t micu-naya-chun?
who-acc-wh q Maria happy happy eat-desid-subjunc Nom
('Whom is Maria happy that wants to eat?')
b. Accusative Lexical Experiencer Subject Cannot Be Extracted
By Wh-Movement
*Pi-ta-taj Maria mana cushi-chu t rupa-chun?
who-acc-wh q Maria not happy-neg bum-subjunctive Nom
('Who is Maria not happy that is hot?')
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The islandhood of examples like (41) is given no explanation by NIC.
But the SIC plus SOR analysis provides an immediate explanation for the
full range of data. Sentences like (41) are ungrammatical , as is (40),
because the questioned element is a complement subject. It is subjecthood
rather than case which is relevant. Questions like (38) are grammatical
because the questioned element, the underlying complement subject, has
undergone SOR, and, at the time extraction takes place, is an object rather
than a subject. We conclude, therefore, that the interaction of case mark-
ing and complement subject islandhood supports an analysis in terms of
Subject Islandhood Condition and Subject to Object Raising rather than the
Nominative Island Condition.
5.3 Validator Placement
Our final argvunent for SOR is based on a constraint on validator
placement. The Quechua languages make frequent use of a series of mor-
phemes often referred to as enclitics or validators. The validators indi-
cate the evidential status of the sentence: first hand knowledge, hear-
say, etc. The number and meaning of the validators varies from language
to language. Those found in Imbabura are shown in (42)
.
(42) Validators in IQ
-ma(ri) 'emphatically asserted', -mi 'first hand knowledge',
-shi 'hear-say' ,16 -cha(ri) 'doubtful information', -chu 'nega-
tion, yes-no question'
17
In general, the placement of validators is free. There is, however,
an important restriction on their placement which is illustrated in (43)
.
(43) Validator Placement in IQ
a. Juan-mi cri-n Maria Jose-ta ricu-shca-ta
Juan-valid believe-3 Maria Jose-acc see-past Nom-acc
'It is Juan who believes that Maria saw Jose.'
b. Juan cri-n-mi Maria Jose-ta ricu-shca-ta
Juan believe-3-valid Maria Jose-acc see-past Nom-acc
'Juan believes [e.g., but doesn't know] that Maria saw Jose.'
c. *Juan cri-n Maria-mi Jose-ta ricu-shca-ta
Juan believe-3 Maria-valid Jose-acc see-past Nom-acc
('It's Maria who Juan believes saw Jose.')
d. *Juan cri-n Maria Jose-ta-mi ricu-shca-ta
Juan believe-3 Maria Jose-acc-valid see-past Nom-acc
('It's Jose who Juan believes Maria saw.')
e. *Juan cri-n Maria ricu-shca-mi Jose-ta
Juan believe-3 Maria see-past Nom-valid Jose-acc
('Juan believes that Maria saw [e.g., not heard] Jose.')
As is shown in (43), the validator -mi 'first hand information' may not
appear on constituents of the complement clause including nominative com-
plement subjects. It may, however, be suffixed to accusative underlying
subjects like that in (44).
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(44) Accusative Underlying Compleirent Subjects Can Be Validated
a. Maria-ca Francisco-ta-mi yachan wasi-man
Maria-topic Francisco-acc-valid knows house-to
shjunu-shca-ta
come-past Nom-acc
'It is Francisco whom Maria knows to have come home.'
b. Maria yachan Francisco-ta-mi wasi-man
Maria knows Francisco-acc-valid house-to
shamu-shca-ta
come-past Nom-acc
'It is Francisco whom Maria knows to have ccne home.'
The facts given so far are compatible with both the raising and the NIC
analyses.
But the NIC analysis provides no explanation for the fact that the
accusative experiencers in (45) cannot be validated.
(45) a. -naya Desiderative Experiencer Subjects
*Maria cushi cushi paypaj wawa-ta-mi
Maria happy happy her child-acc-valid
micu-naya-chun
eat -desid-subJune Norn
('Maria is very happy that her child [e.g., not her husband]
wants to eat.
')
b. Lexical Experiencer Subjects
*Maria cushi cushi Jose-ta-mi wasi-man shamu-ngapaj
Maria happy happy Jose-acc-valid house-to come-subjunc Norn
muna-chun
want
-subJune Nora
(•Maria is very happy that Jose [e.g., not Francisco] wants to
come home.
')
This state of affairs is predictable on the basis of the raising analysis.
The accusative experiencers in (45) are embedded beneath a matrix adjective
(cushi 'happy') and, thus, cannot be raised into the matrix clause. This
explains their islandhood. In contrast, the matrix predicate in (44) is a
raising trigger (yacha - 'know'). The underlying complement subject has
been raised into the matrix clause, which explains the possibility of vali-
dation.
6. Crosslinguistic Implications
In the previous sections we have presented a variety of arguments for
a raising analysis of sentences like (13b) in IQ. We believe that these
argiiments are quite persuasive, and will hereafter assume the correctness
of the raising analysis for IQ. We would like to turn now to a considera-
tion of the implications of these results.
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The first question we would like to consider is whether the analysis
proposed above is only of interest for Quechua, or whether it has implica-
tions for languages like English as well. It will be remembered that for
English both the raising and the nonraising analyses adequately account for
the syntactic properties of the construction (the islandhood and nominative
case of the underlying complement subject in (2) versus the accusative case
and nonislandhood of the underlying complement subject in (1)). The two
analyses, however, make quite different claims with regard to the source of
these syntactic properties. In the "On Binding" version of the nonraising
analysis they are attributed to aspects of the internal structure of the
complement clause, and islandhood as due to nominative case. In contrast,
the raising analysis attributes both surface case marking and islandhood
properties to derived constituent structure.
The two analyses, therefore, make very different predictions about
case marking and islandhood in languages that differ from English in cer-
tain crucial ways. The nonraising analysis proposed in "On Binding"
claims that crosslinguistically a contrast in the surface case marking of
the underlying complement subject like the accusative-nominative contrast
seen in (1) and (2) will correlate with the finiteness of the complement
clause. The raising analysis claims that this contrast will correlate
with the derived constituency of the underlying complement subject. Simi-
larly, in the "On Binding" analysis, islandhood is predicted to correlate
with nominative case. In the raising analysis, islandhood is predicted to
correlate with derived constituency rather than case.
Thus, the two analyses make falsifiable predictions about islandhood
and complement subject case marking crosslinguistically. The importance of
the IQ data is that it constitutes a straightforward test for the two anal-
yses. As we showed above, the correlations predicted by the raising anal-
ysis are borne out in IQ, but those predicted by the nonraising analysis
are not. We conclude that raising appears to be the proper explanation in
any language (including English) in which a pattern of islandhood and case
marking like that seen in (l)-(6) is found.
7. Some Problems with SIC
In the analysis of IQ complementation, we showed that it would be
necessary to revise the Nominative Island Condition. A Subject Island Con-
dition was proposed in its place as a minimal modification of the "On Bind-
ing" framework. We would like to explore here the adequacy of the result-
ing system and to compare it with a Standard Theory analysis of complemen-
tation like that proposed by Postal (1974) . We shall argue that an anal-
ysis with SIC is plagued with serious internal contradictions and should be
abandoned
.
The first point that we would like to make is that the substitution of
SIC for NIC results in a system that appears to be quite similar to clause
boundedness. The combined effect of SIC and Opacity is that all positions
within a clause are islands. This is equivalent to claiming that rules are
clause bovinded.
There are, however, serious emperical differences between an SIC-
Opacity analysis and one involving clause boundedness. These differences
have to do with the issue of which rules will be prevented from applying
into embedded clauses. In a clause boundedness analysis, like that pro-
posed in Postal (1974), rules are categorized into three types, only one of
which is clause bounded. The three types of rules are unbounded rules (W.-
Movement, etc.), biclausal rules (SOR, SSR, Equi-NP Deletion, etc.) and
clause internal rules (Passive, Reflexivization, etc.). (It should be
noted that a number of rules that would be analysed as rules of construal
or control in EST are included in the transformational component in such an
analysis, e.g., Reflexivization and Equi-NP Deletion.) Thus, both unbounded
and biclausal rules may operate across clause boundaries. In contrast, ac-
cording to SIC-Opacity, Wh-Movement is the only rule which can relate an
element in a subordinate clause with one in a matrix clause.
Although the SIC-Opacity analysis correctly predicts the possibility
of Wh-Movement across clause boundaries, given the usual assumptions about
trace theory, it incorrectly predicts that biclausal rules will be blocked.
This may be illustrated by SOR in IQ. Under the assumption that raising
rules leave traces, the logical form of (13b) (repeated as (46a)) is roughly
(46b)
.
(46) a. Maria-ca Francisco-ta cri-n cay-pi
Maria-topic Francisco-acc believe-3 this~in
ca-j-ta
be-pres Nom-acc
'Maria believes Francisco to be here.'
b. [Maria-ca Francisco-ta cri-n g-[ <,[t cay-pi ca-j-ta]]]
Note that the trace left by SOR in the complement S is not bound in the
complement S. Thus, (46a) constitutes a counter example to SIC, though not
to clause boundedness.
It should be noted, furthermore, that SOR is not the only rule that
SIC would appear to block. SIC would also prevent the application of SSR
in sentences like (47), presumably derived from sources like (48).
(47) [can-ca ricu-ri-ngui g-[ g[t aicha-ta micu-ju-j]]]
you-topic see-reflex-2 meat-acc eat-prog-pres Nom
'You seem to be eating meat.'
(48) [ricu-ri-n g-[
^
[can-ca aicha-ta micu-ju-j]]]
see-reflex-3 you-topic meat-acc eat-prot-pres Nom
'It seems that you are eating meat.'
Note that in (47) the trace left by SSR is unbound in the complement clause.
This is an apparent counter example to SIC, though not to the rule typology
proposed by Postal.
Not only does SIC predict the impossibility of SOR anci SSR, it also
predicts the ungrammaticality of so-called "Equi" sentences like (49). But
these sentences are well-formed.
(49) Wawa-ca muna-n lichi-ta ufya-na-ta
child-topic want-3 milk-acc drink-future Nom-acc
'The child wants to drink milk.'
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Sentences like (49) are generally presumed in EST to be derived from
a structure like (50) .
18
(50) wawa-ca nmna-n g-[ gCP^o lichi-ta ufya-na-ta]]
child-topic want-3 milk-acc drink-future Nom-acc
A rule of construal marks pro as obligatorily coreferential with the matrix
subject.
_
What is relevant here is that pro is a subject anaphor that is unbound
in S. Thus, sentences like (52) violate SIC, just as do sentences like
(46a) and (47).
8. Can the Conditions on Binding Be Saved?
We showed in the previous section that, given the assumptions that all
movement rules leave traces and that "Equi" sentences derive from a struc-
ture similar to (50) , SIC makes incorrect predictions regarding the gramma-
ticality of biclausal rules. In contrast. Postal's rule typology based on
clause boundedness makes correct claims about all three types of rules. It
is, however, important to note that Postal's typology is simply a taxonomy
of syntactic rules. The taxonomy shows which kind of rules operate into
subordinate clauses. But it provides no explanation for why certain kinds
of rules are clause bounded and others are not. No principle predicts that
rules like Wh-Movement would be unbounded while those like Passive would not.
In contrast, SIC makes principled predictions with regard to which
rules are clause bounded. The difficulty is that these predictions are
wrong with regard to biclausal rules. Is there any way to modify the over-
all system so that biclausal rules will not be blocked? If there were, it
would be possible not only to provide a typology of rule application, as
Postal did, but also to explain why different kinds of rules behave differ-
ently with respect to clause boundaries.
One possibility that suggests itself is that raising rules do not
leave traces. This is a position which has in fact been proposed (Jacob-
son, to appear). If raising rules did not leave traces, the output of
raising in IQ would be similar to (51)
.
(51) a. Output of SOR in IQ
[Maria-ca Francisco-ta cri-n ^[ <, [cay-pi
Maria-topic Francisco-acc believe-3 this-in
ca-j-ta]]]
be-pres Nom-acc
'Maria believes that Francisco is here.'
b. Output of SSR in IQ
[can-ca ricu-ri-ngui e-[ „[aicha-ta micu-ju-j]]]
you-topic see-reflex-2 meat-acc eat-prog-pres Nom
'You seem to be eating meat.'
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The structures of (51) differ from (46b) and (47) in that they lack a trace
of the raised subject in the complement clause. As a result, they do not
violate SIC.
A similar solution might be proposed for "Equi" sentences like (49).
If (4^^ were derived by cyclical, coreferential complement subject deletion,
tion, rather than from (50), the derived structure would be (52), which
does not violate SIC.
(52) wawa-ca muna-n g-[ [lichi-ta ufya-na-ta]]
child-topic want-3 milk-acc drink-future Nom-acc
'The child wants to drink milk.'
These proposals have the merit of limiting the effects of SIC to
clause internal rules. But there are objections to these proposals that
render them unacceptable. The first has to do with semantic interpreta-
tion. One function of both trace and pro is that they record in surface
structure deep structure thematic relations. If, in the output of Raising
and Equi, there is no surface element corresponding to the deep structure
complement subject, it would not be possible to apply rules of semantic
interpretation to surface structure. Rather, such rules would have to make
reference to both deep and surface structure.
The second, and even more serious, objection has to do with Opacity.
It will be remembered that, according to the 0£acity Condition, an anaphor
in the domain of a subject may not be free in S. This blocks, for example,
the application of disjoint reference into a complement clause:
(53) Jose^ yacha-n ^[Maria Otavalo-pi pay-ta. . ricu-shca-ta]
Jose know-3 Maria Otavalo-in he-acc^'^ see-past Nom-acc
'Jose, knows that Maria saw him. . in Otavalo.'
Consider the implications for Opacity of the proposal that the out-
put of Raising and Equi is similar to (51) and (52). Since there is no
subject in (51) and (52) in Logical Form, Opacity would not apply. This
predicts that in sentences where Raising or Fqui have applied, Reflexiviza-
tion and similar rules cculd interpret the object-reflexive element in the
complement clause as coreferential with any of the NP's outside the comple-
ment clause. But sentence (54) shows that this prediction is false:
(54) Maria-ca Jose-ta muna-n ^[espejo-pi ricu-ri-chun]
Maria-topic Jose-acc want-3 mirror-in see-reflex-subj . Nom
'Maria wants Jose to see himself in the mirror.'
Sentence (54) can only be interpreted to mean that Maria wants Jose to
see himself in the mirror, not that she wants him to see her. These facts
suggest raising rules cannot be analysed as failing to leave traces if the
possible interpretations of (54) are to be explained by Opacity. Similar
facts hold for "Equi" sentences, as is seen in (55).
ts
(55) Maria Jose-ta cacha-rca ^[espejo-pi ricu-ri-chun]
Maria Jose-acc send-past 3 mirror-in see-reflex-subj . Nom
'Maria sent Jose to see himself in the mirror.
•
In (55) the only interpretation is that Maria sent Jose to see himself in
the mirror, not that she sent him to see her. Thus, we conclude that the
proposed solution.^ to the problems raised at the beginning of this section
must be rejected.
9. Conclusions
We have shovm in this paper that IQ presents severe, perhaps insur-
mountable, problems for a theory of syntax in which island violations are
attributed to conditions on binding like NIC and Opacity. The structure of
our argument has been as follows:
IQ displays islandhood facts analogous to those foimd in English. A
variety of facts peculiar to IQ show that the explanation for islandhood
proposed in "On Binding"—NIC and Opacity- -cannot be extended crosslinguis-
tically. It is necessary to modify NIC to SIC. But SIC and Opacity make
incorrect predictions with respect to Raising and "Equi" structures. There
does not appear to be any non ad hoc way to modify the system so as to make
it descriptively adequate. We, thus, conclude that conditions like NIC and
Opacity should be rejected in favor of an analysis which includes both sub-
ject to object raising and clause bovindedness.
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derman, Jerry Morgan, Henry Thompson and David Weber for their helpful com-
ments on earlier versions of this paper. This research was supported in
part by grants from the National Science Foundation (grant number BNS 77-
27159) and the Research Board of the University of Illinois.
In the sections which follow we show that a raising analysis for IQ
is necessary even within the EST framework. In such an analysis, it is not
immediately obvious that rules like those in (3) -(6) must be clause bounded.
An alternative to clause boundedness which we consider is a condition ra-
ther analogous to the Nominative Island Condition (Chomsky 1978) which has
the effect of making complement subjects islands with respect to rules like
those in (3)-(6). See section 3 and following sections for further discus-
sion of alternatives to clause boundedness.
As in earlier versions of EST, Comp to Comp Wh-Movement is pot affected.
NIC fails to block movement from Comp to Comp because the nominative trace
left in S by Wh-Movement is bound by the trace left in Comp. Chomsky's
case marking rule is written in such a way as to prevent the trace in Comp
from receiving nominative case. Thus, Wh-Movement does not cause an NIC
violation.
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3__ .
This paper is part of an ongoing study of the structure of IQ and
other Quechua languages. This paper is largely based on information pro-
vided by Carmen Chuquin. a native speaker of IQ, whose generous assistance
IS gratefully acknowledged. IQ is a dialect of Highland Ecuadorian Quechua
a member of the northern group of Quechua A languages (Parker 1969) IQhas 40,000 to 60,000 speakers in the Province of Imbabura, Ecuador.' For
further information on IQ, see Stark (1973), Cole. Harbert and Herraon
(1978), Cole and Jake (1978) and Cole (to appear).
4
See section 4 for details.
For a number of rules, there is no way to determine whether the rule
has applied to a nominative or an accusative noun phrase. This is because
the effect of the rule is to eliminate the evidence for the previous case
marking of the noun phrase.
One class of cases involves incorporation into the verb. For example,
in -ri reflexivization (though not in - llataj reflexivization) and recipro-
cal formation a reflexive (-ri) or reciprocal morpheme (-naju) is added to
the verb, as in (i)-(ii):
(i) -ri^ Reflexivization
Wawa-ca ricu-ri-rca espejo-pi
child-topic see-reflex-past 3 mirror-in
'The child saw himself in the mirror.'
(ii) Reciprocal Formation
Wambracuna maca-naju-rca
boys hit-reciprocal -past 3
'The boys hit each other.
'
When the reflexive or reciprocal morpheme refers to a complement sub-
ject, there is no way to tell whether the subject is nominative or accusa-
tive:
(iii) Reflexivized Complement Subject
nuca yacha-ri-rca Quito-pi ca-j-ta
I know-reflex-past 3 Quito-in be-pres Nora-acc
'I know myself to be in Quito.'
(iv) Reciprocal Complement Subject
Wambracuna cri-naju-rca Quito-pi ca-j-ta
boys believe-recip-past 3 Quito-in be-pres Nom-acc
'The boys believed each other to be in Quito.'
Note that there is nothing about the structure of the complement clause
(e.g., finite versus nonfinite verb form) which might let us know whether
the complement subject was nominative or accusative. This aspect of Que-
chua is discussed in some detail below.
What is important to note is that for all rules that do not obscure
the nominative-accusative distinction, the nominatives are islands while
the accusatives are not. Hence, there is no evidence whatsoever that Que-
chua does not manifest the same islandhood constraints found in English.
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(For discussion of whether these constraints are due to nominative case, as
Chomsky (1978) has claimed, or to some other principle such as subjecthood,
see below.)
These base rules, of course, also allow structures in which the obiect
NP in C27) has undergone lexical insertion.
7
We shall show in the next section that the nonraising analysis cannot
in fact account for the islandhood facts.
D
The structure of the grammar in the "On Binding" model makes it impos-
sible to save the NIC analysis by rule ordering. According to such a pro-
posal the relevant surface accusative NPs would be nominative at the point
when NIC applies, and would be changed to accusative at a later stage in
the derivation. This, however, cannot be correct because NIC applies to
Logical Form, which is determined by surface structure. Thus, any rule
applying prior to surface structure would affect the input to NIC.
9
Or, by clause boundedness.
^^See Cole and Jake (1978).
Except if it is so related by movement through Comp. The trace left
by a movement rule in Comp provides an antecedent for the trace left in the
complement clause within the domain of a subject. Thus, the trace left in
the domain of the subject is not free in S^.
12
This condition would mimic Chomsky's NIC:_
A subject anaphor in S cannot be free in S containing S.
13
Pesetsky's analysis appears to make incorrect predictions with regard
to the Opacity Condition.
14
The mechanics of Pesetsky's analysis are as follows:
He assumes that the grammar of English (and other languages) contains
a filter against the appearance of two elements in Comp. When a complement
subject is extracted, a structure along the lines of (i) results:
(i)
eft
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Note that the Comp of S_ contains_two elements, that and t^, where t^ is the
trace left by who in the Comp of S_.
One of these two elements must be deleted if the filter is not to be
violated. If that is deleted, a grammatical sentence results, but, if the
trace is deleted, the nominative trace in S_ is free in S_, a violation of
NIC. The upshot of this is that that must Be deleted or a NIC violation
will result.
This requires the assumption that Quechua clauses contain a covert
complementizer since no overt complementizer appears on the surface. Fur-
thermore, the abstract complementizer would have to be undeletable. No
sentence equivalent to (36b) is possible in Quechua.
For a somewhat different although compatible analysis of Quechua
structure at the S level, see Lefebvre and Muyskin (1978), who posit a
variety of Comp-like elements under S.
IQ speakers frequently substitute nin 'says' for the validator -shi .
The placement appears to be determined by discourse factors.
18
It is irrelevant whether the complement subject in (50) is pro as in
Chomsky (1973) or pro self as in Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) . What is impor-
tant is that the complement subject is a subject anaphor and is unbound in
S in Logical Form.
19
Such deletions, presumably, would not leave traces.
20
It might be thought that a way around these problems would be to com-
bine SIC and Opacity into a single condition.
(i) The Clausal Island Condition (CIC)_
An anaphor in S cannot be free in S containing S.
According to CIC all clauses are islands. CIC would apply regardless of
whether a subject is present. Thus, it would predict that reflexivization
rules could not apply into the complement clause in (54) and (55)
.
But, assuming that Equi is a cyclic deletion rule, and that such rules
do not leave traces, CIC would make incorrect predictions with respect to
"Equi" sentences like (ii)
:
(ii) Maria muna-n ^[espejo-pi ricu-ri-na-ta]
Maria want-3 mirror-in see-reflex-subjunc Nom
'Maria wants to see herself.
'
CIC would block (ii) because -ri- is not bound in S^. Similar problems
exist for raising sentences like (iii)
.
(iii) Maria Jose-ta muna-n g-[espejo-pi ricu-ri-chun]
Maria Jose-acc want-3 mirror-in see-reflex-subjunc Nom
'Maria wants Jose to see himself in the mirror.'
Thus, CIC does not constitute a solution to these difficulties.
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The Inclusion Constraint: Description
and Explanation*
Richard D. Cure ton
This paper provides an in-depth examination of one of
the syntactic phenomena Paul Postal uses as evidence for
Raising, the Inclusion Constraint, in an attempt to gain a
fuller understanding of the phenomenon itself—independent
of its use as an argument for Raising. The paper: (1) pre-
sents and tests Postal's claims (2) provides a workable al-
ternative to Postal's constraint and (3) motivates why a cur--
ious phenomenon such as the Inclusion Constraint exists. In
the first section of the paper, it is demonstrated that
Postal's blanket clause mate restriction on NP's with over-
lapping coreference is much too strong and must be rejected.
In the second section, it is argued that the Inclusion
Constraint is a lexically-governed constraint on overlapping
coreference operating between the subject and direct object
of certain predicates. A four-class typology of verbs is
presented which relates the Inclusion Constraint to similar
subject-direct object constraints on coreference. Finally, it
is argued that the Inclusion Constraint is an Instance of a
more general pragmatic constraint which forbids the use of a
predicate in constructions which force a speaker to simultan-
eously entertain two sets of conflicting assumptions about
the situation represented by the sentence in which the pred-
icate appears. The paper (a) illustrates the nature of con-
structions with overlapping coreference which bring about this
situation and (b) provides a syntactic test which supports this
analysis by demonstrating that another syntactic process is
sensitive to the same pragmatic situation.
I. Postal's Claims
In On Raising , Postal (1974:77) states:
In Postal (1966a) , I noted and designated restrictions
like the following as the "Inclusion Constraint."
(45) a. *I like us.
b. *We like me.
c. *He praised them
1 (i.j)
d. *They criticized him .
(i,j) 1
That is, certain NP's are not permitted to overlap
in stipulated coreference.
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In a following footnote, Postal (1974:78) makes his claim explicit:
My claim is that the restriction is a filter which
marks derivations as ill-formed if, at the end of
any cycle, they are Clause Mates that overlap in
coreference (subject to certain further conditions).
While Postal goes on to elaborate and refine this claim, he does not
significantly deviate from this postion. Consequently, it is the content
of these statements which I would like to examine.
As one quickly discovers. Postal's clause mate condition is highly
vulnerable. While examples which represent subject and direct object
NP's in overlapping coreference (such as Postal's examples) often produce
Inclusion Constraint violations, in many other constructions, the clause
mate constraint does not hold. For instance, all sentences with benefactive
prepositional phrases of the form: I-main verb-NP-for us are acceptable.
Sentences such as (la)-(lo):
(1) a. I cook a good dinner for us every night«
b. I bought a new T.V. for us.
c. I chilled some champagne for us.
d. I earn a good living for us.
e. I filched some money for us.
f. I drilled some holes for us.
g. I make a grocery list for us every day.
h. I poured some milk for us.
i. I ruined the day for us.
j. I'll set the table for us.
k. I hailed a cab for us.
1. I'll wipe off the window for us.
m. I took some notes for us.
n. I caught some fish for us.
o. I took out the garbage for us.
are all perfectly grammatical, even though sentences such as (2a)-(2d):
(2) a. *I cook a good dinner for me every night,
b. *I bought a new T.V. for me.
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c. *I chilled some champagne for me.
d. *I earn a good living for me.
and so forth, are ungrammatical. These constructions demand the reflexive
(as in (3a)-(3d)):
(3) a. I cook a good dinner for myself every night.
b. I bought a new T.V. for myself.
c. I chilled some champagne for myself.
d. I earn a good living for myself.
and, therefore, the NP's which overlap in coreference appear to be clause
mates. Needless to say, (la)-(lo) are serious counter-examples to Postal's
claims
.
While (la)-(lo) demonstrate the inadequacy of Postal's claims, one
might object that (in On Raising ) Postal was concerned primarily with direct
objects, and, therefore, he would lose little if he had to limit his claims
to something like:
Two NP's, a^ and b^ where a is the subject
and _b is the direct object of the same
Claim B : simplex cannot overlap in stipulated
coreference.
Since the benefactive sentences ((la)-(lo)) all involve indirect objects,
this appears to be a legitimate reformulation. Sentences such as (4a)-(4o),
however, show that Claim B is just as vulnerable as Postal's original claim.
(4) a. I starved us.
b. I poisoned us.
c. I paddled us across the lake.
d. I chained us to the cell door.
e. I covered us with a blanket.
f. I bandaged us up.
g. I dried us off.
h. I embarrassed us in front of the president.
i. I equipped us for the journey.
j. I drove us to Chicago for the weekend.
k. I jinxed us by breaking the mirror.
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1. I stopped us.
m. I locked us out of the house.
n. I righted us by leaning on one gunwale.
o. I freed us from his domination.
These examples show that counter-examples to Postal's clause mate condition
are not limited to indirect object constructions but extend to the very
structures Postal claims that the Inclusion Constraint can provide a diag-
nostic for (i.e., direct objects). In the light of these facts, I believe
that both the formulation of the Inclusion Constraint as a blanket clause
mate constraint and the use of the constraint (in this form) as a diagnostic
for a direct object must be abandoned.
However, the pertinent questions with regard to the correct formulation
of the Inclusion Constraint still remain. When are NP's which overlap in
stipulated coreference in the same simplex forbidden and when are they
allowed? What constraints are needed to handle both Postal's data and the
counter-examples presented above?
II. Toward a Description
In an attempt to answer these questions, consider the following classes
of verbs
:
Normal
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him
them
b. I poisoned myself with the bad meat,
us
Inclusion Constraint verbs form a paradigm represented in (6a) and (6b)
:
him
them
(6) a. I convinced myself to leave
*us
him
them
b. I taught myself to swim.
Non-reflexive verbs form a paradigm represented in (7a) and (7b):
him
them
(7) a. I encouraged *myself to go.
*us
him
them
b. I commanded *myself to go.
*us
Reflexive verbs form a paradigm represented in (8a)
:
*him
*them
(8) a. I behaved myself.
*us
Graphically, the situation is as follows:
Verb class I-MV-them/him
Normal yes
Inclusion Constraint yes
Non-Reflexive yes
Reflexive no
Normal verbs, then, have no constraints on coreference between their subject
and direct object. Inclusion Constraint verbs are subject to the Inclusion
Constraint. Non-Reflexive verbs demand that their subject and direct object
be referentially distinct, and Reflexive verbs demand referential indentity
between their subject and direct object.-^
From the data and paradigms presented above, the following conclusions
can be drawn:
(1) The Inclusion Constraint is not a clause mate constraint.^
I-MV-myself
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Where the Inclusion Constraint operates at all, it forbids
the subject and direct object of certain predicates to
overlap in coieference.
(2) The Inclusion Constraint is lexically-governed. Verbs such
as teach , convince , ask , force , and so forth (i.e.. Inclusion
Constraint verbs in the paradigm above) produce Inclusion
C>jnstraint violations. Verbs such as bandage , cover, chain
,
equip , embarrass , and so forth (i.e.. Normal verbs in the
paradigm above) do not.
(3) The Inclusion Constraint, as a constraint on coreference
between the subject and direct object of certain predicates,
is not an isolated phenomenon. As the paradigm above illus-
trates, some verbs (such as behave ) are mandatorily reflex-
ive. 5 Others (such as urge , advise , influence , offend , etc.)
are mandatorily non-reflexive. Inclusion Constraint verbs, on
the other hand, cannot be used reflexively and non-re flexively
in the same proposition.
In sum, we can infer so far that the Inclusion Constraint is a lexically-
governed constraint on overlapping coreference between the subject and
direct object of certain predicates (i.e. , Inclusion Constraint verbs)
which, in turn, are associated with other predicates containing subject-
direct object coreference constraints.
The preceding discussion has arrived at a more adequate description
of the Inclusion Constraint. The problem now is: Why do Inclusion Constraint
verbs exhibit this behaviour? What do Inclusion Constraint verbs have in
common with each other? How do they differ from Normal verbs?
III. Toward an Explanation
In Section II. (above), it was shown that the set of Inclusion Constraint
verbs can be related formally to other sets of verbs which demand refer-
ential identity (i.e.. Reflexive verbs) or referential distinctness (i.e.,
Non-Re flexive verbs) between their subject and direct object. Consequently,
as a natural preliminary step in our attempt to motivate Inclusion Constraint
violations, we might ask: Why are sentences with Non-Reflexive verbs
ungrammatical/unacceptable when the subject and object of the sentence are
coreferential, and why are sentences with Reflexive verbs ungrammatical/
unacceptable when they are not?
Clearly, the problems with Non-Reflexive and Reflexive verbs are
related to the problems of Deep Structure Constraints discussed in Perlmutter
(1971). In his monograph, Perlmutter points out that Chomsky's suggestion
that transformational rules be used to filter out ill-formed deep structures
that satisfy categorical and selectional restrictions is inadequate in some
cases. Perlmutter demonstrates that certain coreference constraints between
the subject of a matrix sentence and the subject of an embedded sentence
involving verbs such as scream are independent of the transformational rule
structure and must be formulated at the deep structure level. However, while
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Perlmutter's demonstration that a formal mechanism such as Deep Structure
Constraints is necessary within a Chomskian framework is well-taken, the
deeper question (and the question more relevant to our purposes here) is:
Why do verbs such as scream demand this constraint?
Intuitively, a sentence such as *I screamed for myself to go is
unacceptable because it is simply pragmatically odd. If it were true (in
some hypothetical world) that screaming at oneself could affect (in some
mysterious way) one's going, this construction would be fine. That is,
sentences such as I screamed for him to go are well-formed because, in the
normal case, my screaming can affect his going. As we usually experience it,
however, screaming is somewhat irrelevant to self-motivation. It just so
happens that the world is constructed such that if a person cannot perform
an action without screaming at himself, he can probably not perform it
even if he does scream.
It seems that the problems with Non-Reflexive and Reflexive verbs are
of a similar pragmatic nature. With respect to Non-Reflexive verbs, sentences
such as: *I bid/encouraged/enticed/offended/assisted myself are unacceptable
(in the normal case) because the world is so constructed that self-encourage-
ment or self-offence is either pragmatically empty or pragmatically impos-
sible. For instance, we tend to believe that a person always (in some way)
influences himself/herself . Therefore, *I influenced myself to go is
pragmatically empty. On the other hand, enticement and encouragement seem
to lexically presuppose two independent wills (an enticer and an enticed,
an encourager and an encouraged) and, therefore, sentences such as *I
encouraged/enticed myself to go are pragmatically impossible. Similarly, the
original metaphor involved in the meaning of a Reflexive verb such as behave
(derived from have ) appears to preclude a non-reflexive use (although there
seems to be some semantic change going on here; see footnote 2 ).
Now that we have an intuitive grasp of the motivation for the Deep
Structure constraints on Non-Reflexive and Reflexive verbs, it is evident
that these considerations can now be used (at least obliquely) in our
attempt to motivate Inclusion Constraint violations. The connection is the
following: while the problems with *I influenced myself and * I encouraged
myself involve situations which are pragmatically empty or impossible, the
problem with sentences such as *I convinced us seems to involve situations
which are pragmatically too complex . As will be amply illustrated below,
in each Inclusion Constraint violation, the speaker-listener is forced to
bring together (i.e., entertain simultaneously) two sets of conflicting
assumptions about the situation represented by the sentence—one set of
assumptions associated with the reflexive action/state of affairs and one
set associated with the non-reflexive action/state of affairs. Unlike the
Deep Structure Constraint cases, however, in these cases, it appears that
even though these speaker-hearer assumptions are compatible with a possible
state of affairs in the world (i.e., they are not pragmatically impossible)
and, when communicated, this state of affairs would be considered to
constitute valuable information (i.e., it is not pragmatically empty), the
speaker, nevertheless, will not tolerate the conflict within the bounds
of a simplex sentence (and in certain other constructions; see the Gapping
examples below)
. As will be formulated more explicitly in subsequent sections
of the paper, the speaker-listener seems to demand a certain level of
contextual/impl:^cational homogeneity.
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A few examples will clarify this point.
A standard dictionary definition of convince runs sonethinp like
"to bring by argument and evidence to belief." Thus, both I convinced
myself to go and 1 convinced him to go are entirely appropriate uses of
convince
. One would hardly wish to posit two lexical meanings for the
two instances of convince cited above. Certainly, convincing oneself is
a different process from convincing others, but this difference, it seems,
does not differ sufficiently in quality from the difference in convincing
Tom versus convincing Bob. In both cases, the lexical meaning holds true;
someone is "brought by argument and evidence to belief." With respect to
lexical considerations, then, *I convinced us should be fine. Yet, as with
the other Inclusion Constraint verbs, it is not.
The problem with the Inclusion Constraint violation appears to Involve
extra-lexical
,
pragmatic assumptions speakers make with respect to the
reflexive and non-reflexive uses of verbs such as convince . For Instance,
in the case of convince
, speakers generally assume that the person doing the
convincing is already convinced of the issue in question. While cases of
deception are certainly not rare (and, therefore, this assumption has no
absolute, logical basis), this assumption is usually valid and is part of
the knowledge of the world (i.e., knowledge of what Is Involved in a normal
act of convincing) which speakers use to Interpret a sentence as John
convinced Bob to go . The problem is: speakers also know that this assumption
is invalid when an Instance of self-convincing is involved. Certainly, one
cannot convince oneself if one is already convinced! In the reflexive case,
speakers know that convincing certainly involves "bringing to belief by
argument and evidence," but they also know that the agent who manipulates
the evidence and arguments is also the one who goes through the process of
being convinced. That is, they know that the assumption they normally make
about the non-reflexive act of convincing is Inappropriate in the reflexive
case.
The problem with *I convinced us , then, is that the speaker is forced
to simultaneously entertain two contradictory assumptions about the situation
represented. He must both assume the the referent of _I is already convinced
(so that he can be persuasive in convincing others) and not yet convinced
(so that he can weigh the alternatives and convince himself) . The claim
here is that it is this clash of speaker assumptions which underlies all
Inclusion Constraint violations.
The interesting point here is that, unlike the Deep Structure Constraint
violations, these violations are not dependent on the way the world is
constructed but on the way speakers process and use their language. It is
certainly possible (and would make sense) for a speaker either to entertain
both assumptions simultaeously or simply to dispense with the assumptions
altogether in the cases where he wishes to speak of non-reflexive and reflex-
ive convincing in the same breath. It is a significant fact about English
syntax (and, perhaps, language processing in general) that speakers do not
choose to do so.
Of course, the other half of this argument is that, with Normal verbs,
this clash of speaker assumptions does not occur—and this seems to be the
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case. In a sentence such as I drove us to Chicago assumptions associated
with the fact that I drove myself do not conflict with assumptions assoc-
iated with the fact that I drove others as well. I do not have to have
already driven to Chicago (or some such thing) in order to drive others
to Chicago. This appears to hold for all of the Normal verbs listed in
Section II. (i.e., bandage , cover, chain , dry , etc. ). In these cases,
assumptions that speakers make about the qualities that agent must have
in order to perform the relevant action are independent of and, therefore,
do not conflict with assumptions made about the qualities of the object (s)/
receiver(s) of the action. It is the claim here that this is what underlies
the well-formedness of these sentences with Normal verbs.
Notice, this expanation can also motivate nicely why the benefactive
sentences cited in Section I. are well-formed. The conflict in assumptions
outlined here is tied heavily to the semantics of agents and patients in
transitive sentences. Sine benefactive NP's stand in a different semantic
relationship to the agent and patient of the sentences in which they appear,
it is logical to assume that these violations might not occur when the
overlapping coreference is between the subject NP and a benfactive NP.
Applying this analysis to some of the other Inclusion Constraint verbs,
similarly satisfying explanations for overlapping coreference violations
emerge.
For instance, a standard dictionary definition of teach runs "to
impart knowledge or skill to." Thus, I taught myself and I taught him
are both perfectly appropriate. In both cases, knowledge or skill is im-
parted, and, again, one would hardly want to claim that these sentences
involve two distinct lexical meanings of teach . However, when non-reflexive
teaching is involved, speakers generally assume the the teacher him-/herself
has the knowledge or skill which is subsequently imparted to the student.
That is, speakers make certain assumptions about the relationship between
the knowledge imparted to the student and the imparter of that knowledge
(i.e., that the imparter of the knowledge is not a mere intermediary but
is one who adds something to the knowledge in way of presentation or content)
However, as with the convince case, speakers also know that this assumption
is invalid in the case of reflexive teaching. Just as one cannot convince
oneself if one is already convinced, one cannot impart knowledge to oneself
which one already (in some form) has. In self-teaching, knowledge and
skill is certainly imparted, but that knowledge and skill is not a prior
possession of the imparter. The knowledge certainly comes from somewhere,
but not from the teacher.
Consequently, the problem with *I taught us to swim is parallel to
*I convinced us to go . In attempting to assign a reading to * I taught us
to swim , the speaker-listener is forced to simultaneously view the referent
of I^ as both knowing how to swim (so that he can teach the others) and not
knowing how to swim (so that he can teach himself). Again, it seems that
speakers will not tolerate this situation and the Inclusion Constraint
violation results.
Ask is another interesting case. A standard dictionary definition
of ask runs "to put a question to." Consequently, I asked myself what I
was doing there and I asked him what he was doing there are both perfectly
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appropriate uses of ask . In both cases, a question is posed and one would
hardly want to argue that two lexical meanings of ask are involved. How-
ever, in the non-reflexive case, speakers generally assume that the asker
is requesting information from the person asked— information which the
asker does not have (or, at least, pretends not to have) and the asker has
(or, at least, potentially has). That is, speakers assume that the question
has a certain function (i.e., to request information). In the reflexive case,
however, speakers know that this assumption is invalid. In cases of self-
questioning, speakers know that the asker and person asked are the same
person and that, therefore, the question asked can not be a true request for
Information. If one does not have certain information, one cannot, at the
same time, supply that information. In the reflexive case, a question is
certainly posed but not as much as a request for information as as a mere
reflection on a situation. Speakers know that in both reflexive and non-
reflexive asking, questions are posed, but they also know that these ques-
tions serve very different purposes.
Consequently, the problem with *I asked us what we were doing there
is now the familiar one. In attempting to assign a reading to it, speakers
are forced to assume that the question posed serves two distinct functions.
It must be both a legitimate request for information and a mere reflection
on a situation. As in the other cases, this conflict is intolerable and an
Inclusion Constraint violation results.
Force is another interesting example. A standard dictionary definition
of force runs "to compel to perform an action." Consequently, I forced myself
to go and I forced him to go are both entirely appropriate uses of force .
In both cases, there is a compeller and a resister, and, again, one would
not want to claim that two lexical meanings of force are involved. However,
in the non-reflexive case, speakers generally assume that compulsion can only
come from external forces. That is, the physical world is constructed such
thatthe very same entity cannot both force and resist its own forcing. In
the physical world, compulsion is generally defined between entities. In the
reflexive case, however, this assumption must be abandoned. Compulsion is
involved but now both the force and the resistance are produced by the same
entity—one part of the entity producing the force and another pnrt of the
entity, the resistance.
Consequently, the problem with sentences such as I forced us to go
is that a speaker must simultaneously view the referent of I_ as both a
part (so that it can compel another part of itslef) and as a whcle (so that
he/she can compel the other people involved). Again, while there appears to
be no absolute logical reason why these two assumptions cannot be maintained
simultaneously, speakers refuse to do so and an Inclusion Constraint violation
results.
The problem with this part-whole dichotomy seems to be very general
and applies to a wide range of predicates. For instance, sentences such as
•
'I threw us into the truck and*I gathered us together appear to be bad
because the reflexive uses of these predicates involve relationships between
various parts of a person (a will? a body?) while the non-reflexive uses
involve relationships between complete individuals. It seems that these
situations invariably produce Inclusion Constraint violations.
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IV. Inclusion Constraint Verbs: A Syntactic Test
At this point, one might ask: are there other syntactic processes
which are sensitive to this clash in speaker assumptions associated with
Inclusion Constraint verbs?
While intuitions vary widely on the acceptability of Gapped sentences,
according to many informants, Inclusion Constraint verbs will not "gap"
in structures which coordinate a reflexive and a non-reflexive usage while
Normal verbs will. For instance, with Normal verbs, one finds:
Context: Who covered who?
(9) a. John covered himself, and Bill, his dead companion.
Context: Who drove who?
b. The captain drove himself, and the manager, the rest
of the team.
Context: Who freed who?
c. Houdini freed himself, and the police, the rest of the
hostages.
Context: Who poisoned who?
d. Bill poisoned himself, and Bob, his little sister.
However, with Inclusion Constraint verbs, one finds:
Context: Who convinced who?
(10) a. *Bill convinced himself, and Bob, his little sister.
Context: Who threw who in the truck?
b. *Bill threw himself in the tr«ok, and Bob, his little
sister.
Context: Who taught who to swim?
c. *Bill taught himself to swim, and Bob, his little sister.
Context: Who asked who whether they should leave?
d. *Bill asked himself whether h3 should leave, and Bob,
the teacher.
Interestingly, the anomaly in the sentences in (10) seems to be the same
as the anomaly one feels in Inclusion Constraint violations. For instance,
in (10a) , one wants Bill to be both convinced already (so that he can convince
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others) and to be still unconvinced (so that he can weigh the alternatives
and convince himself). Gapping seems to demand the same sort of implicational
homogeneity that constructions with overlapping coreference demand. While
the problems with Gapping are well-known, the data above (1) demonstrates
that another syntactic process is sensitive to the same pragmatic anomaly
which is produced by overlapping coreference with Inclusion Constraint verbs
in simple sentences and (2) provides a syntactic test which can distinguish
Inclusion Constraint verbs from Normal verbs.
V. Conclusion
Of course, the major unresolved problem with this analysis is a precise
formulation of the particular degree and nature of the divergence in speaker
assumptions which is necessary to trigger the Inclusion Constraint violation.
All verbs seem to function in a wide range of contexts—each of which generates
various distinct sets of speaker assumptions. For instance, if, in a group of
students. Bob is a genious and Bill, a slow-learner, a speaker might make
various highly conflicting assumptions about the process of "imparting
knowledge" of Mathematics to one boy as opposed to the other. Yet, nonetheless,
I taught them Math (where them refers to Bob and Bill) will be grammatical. The
problem is: the pragmatics of conflicting speaker assumptions concerning the
particular uses of various verbs appears to create syntactic violations, but
only certain sorts of conflicts are intolerable. It appears that the situations
represented by constructions with overlapping coreference are (in some cases)
simply the sort of situation which produces some particularly intolerable con-
flicts.
As a preliminary result and a beginning to a solution to this problem,
this study provides the following observations and speculations (none of which
are entirely worked out)
:
(1) Inclusion Constraint verbs tend to be verbs which, in
some way, make essential reference to states of mind (e.g.,
reproach
, teach , convince , love , hate , etc.) while most
Normal verbs represent overt physical actions (e.g., bandage
,
cover, dry , drive, etc.)- It seems that with verbs which refer
exclusively to a physical action, there is usually a nice
symmetry between the pragmatics of the reflexive and non-
reflexive uses of the verb while, with verbs which refer to
states of mind, speakers must abandon or alter many of the
assumptions that they normally make concerning non-reflexive
action when the reflexive action is involved.
(2) Inclusion Constraint violations invariably appear where
a speaker generally assumes that, in order to perform the
non-reflexive action, one must have already received, at some
earlier time, the effects of that very same action (e.g., teach
,
convince , etc.). Since, in constructions with overlapping
coreference, an entity must both perform the non-reflexive
action (i.e., be an agent) and receive the effects of the
reflexive action (i.e., be a patient), this situation always
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creates a particularly strong clash of speaker
assumptions.
(3) Inclusion Constraint violations invariably result where,
in the reflexive use of the verb, the speaker must assume
that the action relates two parts of a whole whereas, in
the non-reflexive use, this assumption is not necessary
(e.g., gather together , throw , force , etc.). In construc-
tions with overlapping coreference, speakers seem to
demand that the referent of the subject NP be somewhat
fixed—either to a part or to the whole, but not to
both simultaneously.
VI. Summary
This study has attempted both description and explanation. With regard
to description, it has been argued:
(1) that Postal's formulation of the Inclusion Constraint
as a clause mate condition on NP's with overlapping
coreference is far too strong and must be abandoned.
(2) that the Inclusion Constraint is a lexically-governed
constraint on overlapping coreference between the subject
and direct object of certain predicates.
(3) that the Inclusion Constraint is related (albeit obliquely)
to the larger problem of Deep Structure Constraints between
the subject and direct object of certain predicates (i.e..
Reflexive and Non-Reflexive verbs)
•
With regard to explanation, it has been argued:
(1) that the Inclusion Constraint is a result of a clash of
speaker assumptions with regard to the pragmatics of the
reflexive and non-reflexive uses of certain verbs when
those verbs are used in constructions with overlapping
coreference.
(2) that Normal verbs produce no such conflicting assumptions
and, therefore, no such violations.
(3) that another syntactic process. Gapping, is sensitive
to these conflicting assumptions as well and can serve
as a diagnostic for Inclusion Constraint verbs.
NOTES
I would like to thank Jerry Morgan, Georgia Green, Irmengard Rauch,
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and, especially, Rich Halpern for their conunents on earlier versions of
this paper.
Postal's "further conditions" mainly involve complications with
derived clause mates vs. deep structure clause mates. Since I am attempting
to understand the phenomenon first in simple sentences, these considerations
are irrelevant at this time.
2 This may very well be a misrepresentation. It anpears that sentences
such as (i) and (ii) are acceptable:
(i) Now, you behave your mother.
(ii) Now, behave the sitter while I am away.
If this is so, behave is an Inclusion Constraint verb. I find that my
intuitions with regard to this verb, however, are somewhat chaotic. While
(i) and (ii) are fine, (iii) is strange.
(iii) Your son behaved me while you were away.
Whatever the proper analysis of behave might be, the category Reflexive
verb is still (at least) a logical possiblility . Interestingly, however,
these verbs appear to be very rare.
o
The terms referentially distinct" and "referentially identical"
here must be taken within the context of known identity and normal space-
time physics. As Jerry Morgan has pointed out to me, the non-reflexive verbs
can all be used in reflexive constructions if one considers cases of mistaken
identity. For instance, one cannot normally say: * I accused myself of being
an FBI spy . Accusation usually demands that the two parties involved, at
some previous time, were ignorant of the other's actions. However, as Morgan
points out, if I accuse the professor who teaches Linguistics AOl of being
an FBI spy, and, later, find out that, in fact, l^ teach it, I can say:
It appears that I have accused myself of being an FBF spy . In this case, one
is not ignorant of another's activities but of the other's defining charac-
teristics (i.e., teacher of Ling. 401).
4
Of course, I am also relying here on Postal s discussion of construc-
tions which involve more than one simplex. It is an easy matter to show that
sentences such as: I think that we should leave do not involve Inclusion
Constraint violations. The problem is to delineate exactly which NP's in
the same simplex are allowed and which are forbidden.
See footnote 2.
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SOME MYSTERIES OF SUBORDINATION
Alice Davison
In a number of languages, there are constructions
which are neither clearly subordinating nor coordinate;
some have features of both kinds of relations between
clauses. Ambiguity of structure and 'degrees' of
subordination present problems for a formal analysis
allowing only two kinds of sentence-internal clause
relations. It is proposed that if subordination is
viewed as a combination of often conflicting factors,
these cases can be analyzed in a systematic way.
Examples will be considered from adverbial and coordinate
construction in several different languages, showing how
syntactic relations can be reinforced or overridden by
symantic and prgmatic factors. It is argued that the
'unmarked' case (in contrast to other similar constructions)
is the most susceptible to interence from other factors.
0.1 Introduction
It is commonly assumed that clauses can have only three possible
relations to other clauses. They can be not connected at all, except as
adjacent units in a discourse; they may be conjoined as coordinate
clauses, each having as a main clause or independent clause, or they may
be asymmetrically connected as main and subordinate clause in a subordinat-
ing construction. The purpose of this paper is to examine what the notion
of subordinate clause meeins , and to ask whether it is a useful and viable
notion in the light of cases from a number of languages where the main-
subordinate and subordinate-coordinate distinction seems to be netSralized
or to be a multivalued rather than a binary distinction. That is, cases
have been noted where subordinate clauses are distinguished by two degrees
of subordination. In other cases a conjunction may be both subordinating
and coordinating. Finally, the surface markers of subordination or
coordination may not match the clause relations intended by the speaker
and conveyed indirectly. These cases call into question not only the
status of the notion of subordination, but also the validity of formal
mapping between surface structure and a representation of meaning encoded
by that structure.
The examples discussed here have more in common that I expected they
would, since I found them by the expedient of looking for mention of
anomalies of subordination and coordination in various grammars and
grammatical sketches. They come from languages other than English. I have
therefore not discussed some well-known English cases which have been fairly
extensively analyzed, such as Main Clause Phenomena in subordinate clauses
(Hooper and Thompson 1974, Green 1976) and extraposed relative clauses
(Ziv 1976) . I have kept the discussion to non-English examples partly to
add to the range of known problems and to make a survey of the different
kinds of constructions where problems of description arise in connection
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with subordination. But I have made this choice also to gain some distance
and objectivity in dealing with the data.
Most of the writers I cite find it hard, when writing about their
native languages, to give an exhaustive definition of subordinate construc-
tions which is based on systematically occurring properties and not on list-
like enumeration. A summary of the kinds of criteria used is the following,
which is derived from work in the generative summoned principally on
tradition, L. G. Andersson 1975, and work in the philological or structural
tradition, by Poutsma (1926), Curme (1931), Le Bidois and Le Bidois (1968),
Jespersen (19A0), von Wartburg and Zumthor (1947), Allaire (1973), etc.
(1) Syntactic markers:
a. non-finite verb"
b. complementizer, conjunction (of the right kind), relative pro-
noun, in initial position*
c. special word order, impossibility of inversion (in English),
presence of special raood (eg. subjunctive)
;
d. ability to undergo movement as a constituent: Passive, Extra-
position, Adverb Preposing, etc., may applyj
e. Backwards pronominalization, deletion of subject by Equi, move-
ment of subject by Raising; immunity to Gapping;
f. proper inclusion within another clause.
There are also semantic and other criteria which I will call 'pragmatic' for
want of a more precise term. Some of these criteria are more precise than
others; for instance (2)a and (3)a appeal to intuition more than to objec-
tively definiable or testable features.
(2) Semantic markers:
a. 'dependency of thought; greater 'cohesion' of constituents.
b. contents of the clause are presupposed to be true, or not a
separate assertion, or truth is not in question and is determined
independently of the rest of the sentence contents,
c. contents of the clause are in the scope of some higher predicate:
negation, question, etc.
d. clause plays a grammatical role in another clause: subject,
object, adjective, adverb.
(3) 'Pragmatic' markers:
a. clause expresses background information; not a topic sentence.
(Here the usual difficulties arise of exhaustively defining
'topic'
.)
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b. clause functions as a modifer of some other sentence, adjacent
in discourse. (The sentences may have separate intonational
contours and even be separated by pause)
.
The cases in which these criteria work perfectly well, and agree, are cer-
tainly not lacking. But there are many cases, though not ^s many, where
the different criteria either cannot apply at all, because many of them are
hard to test or are limited to a restricted syntactic or other context, or
where they give contradictory answers.
There are many unpleasant alternatives. One can dissociate syntactic
and semantic subordination entirely, following Allaire (1973). One can
opt for many values of subordination, or closeness of connection, more or
less on the analogy of biochemistry, where molecules may be viewed as co-
hering by stronger or weaker electrical charges, and in which the primes are
known to have specific valencies. (Longacre (1970) and Kuno (1973) suggest
that there are degrees of subordination, and of closeness of connection,
but do not say how they are to be represented; the biochemical analogy is
my exaggerated carrying to its logical conclusion the structural conse-
quences of this notion.)
All of the cases to be surveyed involve unmarked orders. These are of
two kinds, temporal/causal order and main-subordinate clause order. I
think it is universal that two clauses without a temporal or causal con-
junction connecting them with nevertheless be understood as being temporally
or causally related, in the same order in which the clauses are uttered.
I will call this natural or unmarked temporal order . (Sever 1970, Osgood
and Srldhar 19 78) There is another unmarked order, having to do with the
neutral or normal position for subordinate clauses, particularly complement
and adverbial clauses. I will call this unmarked subordinate order ; in
English and other SVO languages it is main clause-subordinate clause
(judging by recall pheonomena reported in Komfeld 1973, Townshend and Bever
1977, etc., by scope phenomena altered by Adverb Preposing etc.) In
Japanese it is subordinate-clause-Main clause . I believe this is true of
SOV languages at least for complement and adverbial clauses. Hindi relative
clauses are correlative or follow the head NP, and complement ki 'that'
clauses are extraposed, but their underlying position is to the left of the
higher clause verb. Infinitive complement clauses and adverbial clauses
occur to the left of higher clause material, in normal word order.
Using these notions of unmarked word order, the notion of unmarked
conjunction , defined in terms of paradigmatic contrast; along with pre-
supposition and sharedness of contents, I think it is possible to account
for the anomalies of subordination which are described in the following
sections. Degrees of subordination and indeterminacy between subordination
and coordination can be explained in term.s of combinations of features
which are independently justified in linguistic description, rather than in
terms of some linguistic analogues of atoms and positive and negative
charges, or other mystical or ad hoc terms. It may turn in the end that
some new linguistic concepts are needed, or that formal representation is
inadequate as heretofore conceived. But before rejecting what is now
available, I want to take a somewhat literally conservative view, to see
how much value can be wrung out more conventional explanations. I propose
to look at data which have not been placed side by side before, and will
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show that many of the anomalies have a great deal in common.
1.0 Indeterminacy between coordination and subordination
This first section will be concerned with conjunctions in Japanese and
Hindi which have the meaning of approximately 'and then', but do not always
have the properties of coordinating conjunctions. Alternatively, they may
also be translated with the participial construction 'having Ved
'
, so that
the first clause conjunct is a subordinate clause. But this translation
into English does not account for the instances in which the construction is
felt to be coordinate, and it imposes a property of the English expression,
that the truth of the first conjunct clause is presupposed, on a construc-
tion where this is not always the case. Both Kuno (1973) and McGloin (1972)
suggest that some conjunctions in Japanese are 'less' or 'more' coordinating
than others, that there are degrees of subordination (cf. Kuno 1973:200-8).
If these distinctions are to be expressed solely in terms of lexical and
structural matching in phrase structure trees, some third (or fourth)
structural relation will have to be invented. On the other hand, if we
retain the subordinate: coordinate dichotomy, it may be possible to find
some other additional features which determine coordinate or subordinate
properties. In this section a partial solution will be offered based on
contextual and paradigmatic properties of the conjunctions, and the infor-
mation conveyed by clause order alone.
Both Japanese and Hindi are SOV languages (though Hindi is less
strictly SOV) . The normal position for subordinate clauses in left-most
position, for both adverbial and complement clauses; in Hindi however, the
equivalent of that are extraposed to the right. The conjunction is always
medial, whether it is subordinating or coordinating, and in Japanese both
types of conjunction are adjoined to the left-most constituent. Thus the
right most constituent is always a main clause, in either a subordinate or
coordinate construction. It is the left-most constituent which is poten-
tially ambiguous, as either a subordinate or main clause.
1.1 In Japanese, the conjunction - te/-i 'and then', 'having Ved' can be
analyzed as either subordinate or coordinate; it is interesting to note that
the traditional Japanese grammarians did not mention the distinction, as
though it was not a relevant or salient property of such constructions
(S. Maklno, p.c.) Kuno lists it as either coordinate or most clearly sub-
ordinate, as opposed to intermediate cases such as - toki 'when' and -node
'because'. The contrast between coordinate and subordinate - te/-i is
illustrated by the sentences below:
(4) John ga uwagi o nui-de/ nug-i, Mary ga hangaa ni kaketa
J. subj jacket-obj. take-off V-and M. subj . hanger-on hung
-ing
'John took off his jacket, and Mary hung it on a hanger (Kuno 1973:
207)
(5) John ga uwagi o nuide/nugi hangaa ni kakata
J. subj. jacket-obj. taking off hanger on hung
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'John, taking off his jacket, hung it on a hanger.' (Kuno 1973:200)
The clauses have a coordinate relationship when their subjects are unlike,
as in (4), and a subordinate-main clause relationship when their subjects
are identical, as in (5), when the second instance of the NP John has been
deleted, Kuno notes this (207), and notes also that the subject of the
second clause is not able to be topicalized and moved into left-most
position. This would be possible if the construction were a subordinating
one; the scope of the question particle -ka would command both the first and
second clause verbs, likewise negation or modals in the second clause.
There are two central questions here. First, an explanation is needed
for why likeness of subject is sufficient to produce a subordinate-main
clause relation between coordinate sentences. Second, why does this con-
junction in particular have the property of being both coordinating and
subordinating conjunction? There are many other Japanese conjunctions
describing sequence of events or time relations or combinations of events,
yet likeness of subject does not have such a drastic effect on the syntactic
relations between the clauses which they link.
From an intuitive point of view, related to connections between
sentences in discourse, coordinate structures are commonly felt to involve
less of a connection or a looser connection between conjuncts than sub-
ordinating structures, especially where the main clause and the subordinate
clause share semantic material, particularly coreferential NPs . Longacre
(1970) describes three degrees of connection, 'tight', 'loose' and 'balanced'.
It is interesting to note that tightly connected clauses involve 'cohesion'
and cross reference (1970:795), while 'balanced' structures involve
contrast, and presumably lack of the factors found with 'tight' constructions.
As Halliday and Hasan 1977 note, shared semantic material and particularly
identity of reference are primary devices indicating connectedness in dis-
course. So the fact that like subjects create a subordinate construction
in Japanese is perfectly consistent with other observations about coordi-
nation and subordination.
In a SOV language like Japanese, the actual structural difference
between coordinate and subordinate structures is minimal. There are no
differences of word order of of position of the conjunction. The basic
difference seems to be that in a subordinate construction the left-most
conjunct is more deeply embedded than the right hand one, perhaps by virtue
of an adverbial or NP - conj . node dominating the subordinate constituent.
The contents of the right hand conjunct, the main clause, thus command the
contents of the left-hand conjunct, but not vice-versa. This configuration
would be consistent with the question, negative and modal scope tests which
Kuno and McGloin use to differentiate clause connections. I therefore
postulate that deletion of the identical subject in the right conjunct of
a - te/-i construction causes pruning of the right-most S node, thus turning
a coordinate construction into a subordinate construction. The difference
between coordinate and subordinate constructions is sketched in (6) a and b.
Deletion of the right-hand subject NP in (6)b creates (7), which resembles
the subordinate structure (6) a in asymmetry of command between the right
hand and left hand constituents. (Conversely -te/-i might involve a left
node raising rule which creates a coordinate structure out of a subordinate
structure when the SD for NP deletion is not met, but I see no motivation
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for this view.)
(6)a.
(7)
Next, I want to consider the conjunction - te/-i in a paradigmatic
fashion, in contrast to other coordinating conjunctions like -si and the
subordinating conjunctions. (Information on these conjunctions comes from
various chapters of Kuno 1973 and from Chapter 3 of McGloin 1972) . -Si
indicates no temporal relation between the events described in its conjuncts,
except perhaps for the weakest kind of relationship conveyed conversation-
ally. Among the temporal and causal conjunctions, - te/-i is really the
least marked, in that it places no special restrictions on the contents of
the conjoined clauses.
McGloin (1972:53-7) contrasts three degrees of subordination, dividing
conjunctions into three classes illustrated in the following sentences:
(8) obaasan-wa kawa-e ik-i/it-te sentaku -o si- na - kat - ta
grandmother!' river going washing do-neg.-past
'Grandmother didn't go to the river and wash'.
(9) obaasan-wa sentaku-o si -te kara kaimono - ni ik- ana- kat -ta
grandmother! washing obj do-perf. after shopping for go -neg-past
'Grandmother didn't go for shopping after she did washing.'
(10) watasi-wa syuzin - o aisi - te i-ru kara nagut-tari si - na -i
I top. husband -obj. love-ger. stative since beat do-neg.
pres.
'I don't beat my husband, because I love him.'
The properties of the three classes are summarized as:
Ill
(11) Class I: The scope of negation extends over both verbs. Includiss
- te/-l , 'and then', (like subject), -nagara 'while' (time), and
-maeni 'before.'
(12) Class II: The scope of negation may include both verbs, as in I,
or it may extend just to the second verb. The first conjunct is
therefore assumed to be true and immune to negation, as in After
she did washing. Grandmother did not go shopping . This class in-
cludes -kara 'after' and -ato 'after'.
(13) Class III: The negative negates only the second clause verb. The
contents of the first clause are presupposed to be true, and thus
not negatable ordinarily. This class includes -kara 'since'
(reason), -tame ni 'since', -nagara 'while, although' (reason)
and - tabe nl 'whenever '
,
I suggest that there are only two kinds of clause connection, sub-
ordination and coordination, and that the differences represented by these
classes are the effect of a lexical property of the conjunctions. This
property has to do with the truth of the clause contents, whether it is
stipulated as true, as in Class III, may be assumed as in Class II, or is
unmarked for this property, as in Class I. The truth of the clause marked
by -te might be assumed, conversationally, by virtue of reference to a
specific event in the past, but it need not be.
- te/-i are unmarked with respect to various other stipulations which
conjunctions place on their conjuncts. According to Kuno, -te kara 'after'
expresses immediate temporal or logical sequence, -to 'upon' indicates an
antecedent-consequent relationship between events or states which do not
overlap in time; furthermore they are generic, habitual and naturally
occurring sequences, not contrived in some specific circumstances, -tara
'if connects S-^ which must denote an event or state which is completed
before the onset of the event or state denoted in S2. It is not conditional
ie='when', if the events are actual facts, occurring in the past, -nara
'if conveys that S]^ is asserted by the speaker.
- te/-i is unmarked with respect to -si 'and' in its relation to the
sequence of clauses, -si expresses no temporal order at all. The preferred
order for clauses in utterance time seems to be the order which matches the
time sequence described by the clauses which are conjoined. The first
conjunct normally denotes an event which precedes the event described in
the second conjunct, or an event or state which is the precondition or
cause of the event or state expressed in the second (cf. Schmerling 1975 for
the conversational properties of such understandings) . - te/-i fits such a
temporal or causal schema perfectly. In fact Kuno notes that it has a
causal interpretation:
(14) a. John ga ki -te hotto sita
J subj come-ger. relieved was
(I) was relieved by John's coming'.
2
b. John ga ki - te, nigiyaka - ni natta
come ger. lively become
iiw
(It) became lively due to John's coming'. (Kuno 1973:209)
Note that it is the second NP subject which is deleted, not necessarily the
first. The verbs in the second clause are either impersonal (and so by
definition its subject cannot be like a personal subject in Sj^) or emotive;
because of 'empathy' phenomena the inexpressed subject is first person (S
.
Makino p.c.) I conjecture that these sentences are actually coordinate, the
causal reading being implicated by the verb in S2, which also determines
whether the subject of S2 is expressed or not. While sentences like (14)
seem to be somewhat more subordinate than most coordinate sentences, the
tests for subordination, whether the first clause can be in the scope of a
question particle or negative in the second clause, show that the con-
struction is actually not subordinate. If - te/-i does allow Equi NP,
deletion affecting the first clause, which in turn causes syntactic re-
adjustments resulting in a derived subordinate structure, these facts are
not surprising.
1.2 The conjunctive participle in Hindi-Urdu
Many of the properties of Japanese - te/-i are exactly mirrored in the
conjunctive participle or gerund in Hindi, and in similar constructions In
other Indie and Dravidian languages of India (Lindholm 1975 describes a
construction in Tamil of this type). The subordinate clause always precedes
the main clause. The suffix -kar is attached to the bare verb stem of the
verb of the first clause. The subject of the subordinate clause is always
identical in reference to the underlying subject of the main clause, and it
is never separately expressed, -kar has the approximate meaning of per-
fectiveness, usually indicating that the event or state referred to in the
subordinate clause precedes that of the main clause.
It is used in three principal ways, which might be viewed as three
different degrees of subordination. It can be used to express a coordinate
relation between clauses, such that neither is more prominent than the
other. This is the 'and then' meaning.
(15) ghar jaa-kar us - nee khaanaa khaayaa
house go-perf. him-obl.-erg. food ate
3
'He went home and ate (dinner).' Lit. 'Having gone home, he ate'.
This construction contrasts with genuine adverbial subordinating constructions
which assert the time relation with (infinitive) - kee baad 'after' or (stem)
- tee hli 'as soon as'.
(16) ghar jaa-nee kee baad / pahuc -tee hii us-nee khaanaa khaayaa
house go-inf. after arrive-imp. emph . him-erg.food ate
'He ate (dinner) after going home / as soon as he got home.
'
It contrasts with ordinary coordination aur 'and' or too 'then' (in con-
ditional constructions). If not conditional, conjunction involving like
subjects is usually expressed with the -kar construction. But conjunction
involving negation or non-perfective aspectual modification of the first
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conjunct cannot be expressed with the -kar construction, -kar and aur are
therefore in mor or less complementary distribution.
It should come as no surprise now that the conjunction which has the
surface features of subordination (non-finite clause, subject deletion) is
the case in which there is shared material (like subjects) and no opposition
with the main clause, no contrast indicated via negation. Neither conjunct
clause is given any special prominence in discourse, (cf (21) below) and
neither is presupposed. This last property is demonstrated by the fact that
-kar sentences can be used to express conditional relations, if time
reference is to the future or non-past events in general.
(17) aisee kar -kee (=kar) aap kursii tooR deegee
that way do -perf. you chair break give-future
'If you do that you'll break the chair'.
Here and in (18) the kar sentences more nearly match subordinate/main clause
structures, as reflected in the English translations.
(18) mai - nee raam -see mil- kar ghar gayaa
I - erg. Ram -with meet-perf . house went
'Having met/seen Ram I went home'.
The English 'having Ved' translation is accurate in that it doesn't assert
any special time relation except perf ectiveness and sequence, but it is not
always an appropriate translation because first, it refers to a definite
event in the past, and second, it gives discourse prominence to the main
clause alone.
The 'subordinate' -kar construction contrasts with more explicit lexical
conjunctions of time, like -kee baad. The latter may be in the scope of
question, as in
(19) a. kyaa aa - nee raam - see
Quest. you-erg. Ram -with
b.
mil-nee kee baad
meet-inf. after
*mil-kar
meet-perf.
khaanaa khaayaa?
good ate
'Did you eat after seeing Ram? Was it after seeing Ram that you
ate?
The -kar version is ungrammatical.
Finally, the most tightly subordinate use that -kar has is as an
adverbial.
(20) meerii laRkii xuub sooc - kee kaam kiya
my-f. girl very think-perf. work did
'My girl did the work very thoughfully ' . (Bailey 1956:144)
(21) dauR -kee jaaoo nahii too naaraaz huugaa
run-perf. go-fam. not then annoyed be-fut.Ips.
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'Go quickly or I shall be annoyed'. (Ibid)
The events in the second clause are more or less coterminous with the action
or state referred to in the first clause. The subordinate surface structure,
containing a non-finite verb and lacking a subject as a consequence of
obligatory like-subject deletion, seems to be exploited to express the
relation of modification which the first clause has to the second. But 1
would guess that there is no real way to distinguish between this use and
the others, in terms of syntax or semantics (eg. presence of certain kinds
of predicates etc.),^ I would imagine that only real world knowledge, and
possibly some conventions of usage, (cf. Morgan 197T)) serve to distinguish
the 'after, and then' readings from this one.
Jim Lindholm (1975) has argued in great and convincing detail that it
is impossible to decide whether the Tamil perfective participle construction
is coordinate or subordinate or adverbial, as it has all three uses, and
none of the three uses serves as a convincing single category from which the
other two can be derived in any natural way. Likewise there is no way to
argue that it is derived from underlying constructions which could also
surface as coordinate or adverbial structures, since the participle is
different in certain respects from other conjunctions. It seems to me (as
a non-native observer of data from this paper and from Hindi) that the
facts in Hindi and Tamil are pretty much the same.
But I think a case can be made that -kar, the same linguistic entity
in all uses, is just an unmarked subordinating conjunction." I choose the
term subordinating because of the surface syntactic markers of subordination
which it exhibits and the fact that restrictions against negation, and
dative-subject predicates, are placed on the left-most clause. It indicates
but does not assert temporal and possibly causal sequence, in most cases
being interpreted as such. But in others, the adverbial reading, the con-
text may determine the interpretation that the first clause is a pre-
condition to the second is not necessarily temporally prior, only logically.
Finally, -kar, not being itself asserted, does not assign discourse or
speech act prominance to either constituent. Notice that the scope of the
question in (22) is not the main clause but rather the subordinate clause.
(22) woo barton saaf kar - kee hii gaii thii na?
3ps . pot(s) clean make-perf. emph. gone-f. was-f. neg. tag
'She cleaned the pots before she left, didn't she?' (Bailey 1956:
144)
??She left having cleaned the pots didn't she?'
(23) khaanaa khaa - kee calii gaiii hoogii.
food eat - perf. gone.f. gone.f. be-fut. f.
'She must have eaten and left' 'She must have eaten before she
left' (Ibid)
In (23) the scope of the future auxiliary (indicating conditional but strongly
probable assertion) is both events, or possibly just the first. I would like
to say therefore that -kar is just indifferent to the prominence which the
context might give to either, or both conjunct clauses. More cases of
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apparent reversal of the subordinate/main clause relation will be discussed
in later sections.
In this section I have discussed two constructions, differing in
language-specific details, which have common properties. These are:
(1) the clause order follows the natural temporal and causal order.
(2) The construction appears to be subordinate when the two conjoined
clauses share identical subjects.
(3) The construction is 'unmarked' by comparison with similar coordinate
or subordinate constructions.
I would like to claim that these facts are not accidentally related. The
combination of clause order matching temporal order, and connection with an
unmarked conjunction similar or identical in meaning, in effect neutralizes
the subordinate/ coordinate distinction. It allows the speaker to encode a
wider range of combinations of clauses in these structures. Because of the
cues from temporal order and the minimal basic meaning of the conjunction
'and then', the speaker can ignore the surface features of subordination
(in the Hindi case) if the discourse context and the hearer's knowledge
conflict with the purely syntactic cues. In both cases the 'degrees' of
subordination falls out naturally in Japanese from the degree of shared
material (like subjects) and the degree to which presupposition is
associated with the conjunction. In Hindi, the range of interpretations of
-kar
,
as coordinate, subordinate or as a nonclausal adverb, is determined
by discourse prominence of the clauses referent, or by the salience of the
clause itself. This might be measured in terms of preciseness of description
(relative to the neighboring clause) and the amount of detail. Thus a bare
verb stem with -kar is likely to receive the non-clausal adverbial inter-
pretation, while a fuller clause with an expressed object might be more
likely to be perceived as more prominent and therefore less subordinate.
2.0 Reversal and neutralization of the subordinate/main clause distinction
The Hindi examples in the preceding section offered a few cases where
the subordinate clause on the surface actually had greater prominence in
discourse than the syntactically marked main clause. In this next section
I want to discuss two similar cases. The first is from French, where the
conjunction que introduces a subordinate clause. But many French writers
on French syntax have noted that these que constructions express temporal
succession or a conditional relation as well as temporal relation, without
the benefit of an actual conjunction occurring in the sentence. This is
the view of writers such as Grevisse (1953), who as the author of Le bon usage
has enormous authority about French syntax from a traditional point of view;
well deserved for the acuteness of his descriptions. His feeling is that
the second clause in (24) has the value of an independent clause, although
it is introduced by the complementizer or conjunction que , which nomnally
introduces subordinate clauses, particularly if they do not contain sub-
junctive verbs.
(24) La pluie avait cesse que nous allions a toute Vitesse,
the rain had stopped that we go-imperf . at all speed
lib
'The rain had stopped and we were going at full speed (Grevlsse
1953:178)
'When the rain had stopped we were going at full speed'
??'The rain had stopped when/that we were going at full speed.
The paraphrase which least fits the communicative purpose of (24) is the one
which follows the surface syntax.
Grevisse, Wagner et Pinchon (1962) and Gougenheim (1939) are more or
less in accord concerning sentences with a conditional interpretation. The
actual main clause functions as the antecedent of a conditional sentence
(normally expressed by a subordinate s^ clause) , while the surface sub-
ordinate clause is equivalent to the consequent, or main clause in a
conditional.
(25) Elle I'aurait reconnu qu'elle ne I'aurait pas avoue
She pro-would have recognized that-she neg. pro-would have neg.
confessed
(Even) if she had recognized him, she wouldn't have confessed it.
(Grevisse 1953;sect. 179)
(26) II me le dirait que je ne le croirais pas
He me it would-say that I neg. it would-believe neg.
(Even) if he told me it I wouldn't believe it.' (Wagner et Pinchon
1962:502)
(27)a. Vous m'interrogiez cent fois que je vous ferais toujours
You me- ask-imperf . hundred times that I you would-make always
la meme reponse. (Gougenheim 1939:337)
the same answer
'If you asked me a hundred times I would still give you the same
answer'
.
'You may ask me a hundred times but I would still give you the
same answer.
'
b. Le verrais-je (que) je lui dlrais ce que je pense. (Wagner et
Pinchon (1962:502))
'If I see him I will say to him what I think'.
All of the above are clearly conditional sentences, with the first clause
understood as the antecedent. The normal interpretations (in either French
or English) of the sentences exactly reverse the surface main-clause/sub-
ordinate clause relations.
Non-conditional sentences may also show such a reversal, sentences for
which a coordinate paraphrase would not be available, unlike (24). For
example:
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(28) Le cardinal n'avait pas gagne la porte que ses larmes
The cardinal neg had neg reached the door that his tears
violennnent retenues deborderent.
violently held back overflowed.
'Before the cardinal reached the door his tears, violently held
back, overflowed'. (Sentence and paraphrase from Gougenheim
1939:337)
For Gougenheim, the second clause is evidently more deserving of being a
main clause than the surface structure indicates, and he paraphrases as such:
(29) Avant que le cardinal aval t gagne" la porte, ses larmes, violemment
retenues, deborderent.
It therefore resembles (24) , which another writer described as having an
independent clause in second position. In both cases, and in fact most
others, what is described is immediate temporal succession, and a cause-
effect relationship too. The first clause gives the background and pre-
conditions, while the second expresses the more salient result. I think
this is the case in all the cases I have seen in which the indicative is
used.
Here again we have clauses which follow natural temporal and causal
order. They are connected by a very unmarked conjunction que , which has
very little semantic content of its own and places no special restrictions
of its own on its complements. The surface syntax follows another natural
or unmarked order, namely that the main clause precedes the subordinate
clause. At least in the case of adverbial clauses, the sentence final
position is the neutral one, in verb medial languages like English and
French. There is some evidence from recall experiments that coordinate
sentences and main clause-subordinate clauses sentences have similar
patterns of recall, while subordinate clause initial sentences have a very
different one (Townshend and Bever 1977)
.
The temporal relation of two clauses linked by que alone is perfectly
reconstructable from the order in which the clauses occur. The absence of
any overt time adverb where clearly one is meant may convey by conversational
inference some special time relation, but the notion of immediacy may be
conveyed by the description of the events themselves, particularly when
negation is involved in the first clause. This could be the case with the
cardinal and
(30)a. II n'avait pas fait deux cents pas qu'il fut arrete
Le neg-have neg made two hundred steps that he was arrested
'He hadn't gone 200 steps when he was arrested (Chevalier et al.
1964:125)
b. =Avant que le cardinal eut gagne la Porte ... (ibid)
That is, I think that the time relations and the notion of immediacy can be
worked out from the order and contents of the clauses, while the strangely
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unmarked conjunction que replacing a real time adverb serves as a license to
ignore the surface syntax if the second clause is as salient in discourse as
the first, or more so.
2.2 Coordination as subordination
Classical Greek has a coordinate construction with the conjunction kai
'and' which, according to H. W. Smyth (1956:486) is used to mean 'when'.
This construction conveys 'sudden or decisive occurence or simultaneous
action' (ibid). It is thus the syntactic inverse of the French construction
just discussed, with approximately the same conveyed meaning. Greek has a
main clause where French has a clause marked as subordinate.
Smyth cites some examples, all taken from histories (Thucydides,
Xenophon)
:
(31) kai ede te en peri plithousan agoran , kai erkhontai
and already (al) so was around f ill-psv.partmarketplace and came 3p.pl
f.acc. f.acc.
. . . .kerukes
heralds (Xenophon Anabasis 2.1.7)
'And it was already around (the time that) the marketplace was
filled and (=when) heralds came,'
(32) eda de en opse . . . kai oi korinthioi prumnan ekrouonto
already then was late and the Corinthians stern beaif.ps't 3pp.
'It was already late and (=when) the Corinthians began to row
astern.' (Thucydides 1.50)
(33) kai hama taut' elege kai apeiei
and immediately this he said and he went away
'As soon as he said this he went away 'CXenophon Hellenica 7.1.28)
What is a coordinate construction on the surface is not necessarily one in
conveyed meaning, at least from the point of view of the translator trying
to put the sense of the Greek sentence into an accurate and well-formed
English paraphrase. Expression of the time relation between the clauses
demands an explicit time adverbial, particularly to render the close
succession of events in (33) indicated by hama . And then doesn't convey
the close link of time, the overlapping of temporal reference or close
succession of events in these sentences. Whereupon is more subordinating
and perhaps closer in meaning to what is conveyed, but it is archaic. The
subordinating time expressions As soon as. Immediately before/after
,
provide
a wider and thus more accurate range of choices; though this may just be an
accident of the English lexicon.
2.3
In English, Bolinger (1977) has noted a curious fact. Backwards
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pronominal ization apparently never occurs in coordinate structures. Yet
in the following sentence it is possible to understand the pronoun and the
full NP as coreferential and accept the sentence as well-formed, in a sort
of conditional reading.
(34) He looks at me and John, goes wild.
Changing tense or the clause contents may alter acceptability.
(35) *He. looked at me and John, went wild.
1 1
(36) *He. looks at the wall and John, throws the ball at it.
It is well known that coordinate structures may convey, conversationally,
temporal succession and cause-effect relationships between the clauses.
Where the time reference is to future or generic time, in other words to
non-actual events or states, the coordinate sentence also has the value of
a conditional sentence. For example, (37) and (38) are similar
(37) Come one step further and I'll heave this pie at you.
(38) If you come one step further, I'll heave this pie at you.
The temporal order of utterance of the clauses and future tense reference
to non-actual events approximate in a coordinate sentence what is explicitly
conveyed in a conditional sequence subordinate clause-main clause. Back-
wards pronominal ization appears to take place in (34) as though there were
a real ±f_ conditional clause in first position. Either pronominalization
is determined by some very abstract underlying relationship between clauses
not preserved in surface structure, or pronominalization seems to take
place by reference to some other related derivation with a structure like
(34), in other words, by a transderivational constraint.^
3.0 Subordinate clauses no longer 'in construction' with a main clause
As subordinate clause contrasts with main clause, it also contrasts
with independent clause, one not linked syntactically and intonationally
with another clause. Modifiers of speech acts often have the properties
of an independent clause grouped with another independent clause though
they are introduced by subordinating conjunctions such as if_ and because .
They may be intonationally separated from the speech act they modify but
the conjunction at least serves as a semantic link.
German offers an interesting example of the 'loosening' of the bond
between main and subordinate clause. The effects are shown in the main
clause rather than the subordinate clause itself. In German, preposed
adverbial triggers subject-verb inversion. The wenn clause in (39) and
(40) is in initial or preposed position, but inversion has applied in (39)
but not in (40)
.
(39) Wenn du mich brauchst , bleibe ich den ganzen Nachmittag
if you-fam. me need remain 1 whole afternoon
12U
zu Hause.
at home
'If you need me, I will be at home all afternoon (in order to be
of service) '
.
(40) Wenn du mich brauchst, ich bleibe den ganzen Nachmittag zu Hause.
'If you need me, I will be at home all afternoon (I tell you this
in case it becomes relevant)
'
(Examples from Marcel Vuillaurae, cited in Cornulier (to appear))
In (39), there is a cause-effect relationship expressed, that the speaker
will remain at home in order to be available if the hearer should call.
Subject-verb inversion has applied in the normal way in the main clause.
In (AO), in direct contrast, inversion has not applied, and there is a much
more indirect and less causal relationship between the wenn clause and the
contents of the main clause.
It is striking how closely the form of the sentence fits the function
which the i{_ clause performs, as modifier of a sentential constituent. In
(39), the form of the main clause shows, by the presence of inversion, the
connectness of the ii^ clause to the main clause. By contrast, the lack of
inversion in (40) implies less connectedness between the it^ clause and the
main clause. In the first case, the _if clause expresses an antecedent on
the order of:
(41) If you light a match, the gas will explode,
while the second case is comparable to
(42) There are biscuits on the sideboard if you want them. (Austin
1970.212)
The if^ clause in (41) cannot be understood in the same way as in (42) , if
we assume that the speaker means what is ordinarily meant by such sentences
(That is, we do not make the assumption that the speaker of (43) believes
that the hearer has magical powers of telekinesis or is gifted with the
ability to move things in response to wishes etc.). The il_ clause instead
can be understood as a modifier of the whole speech act, rather than the
prepositional contents alone of the statement. In other words, the wenn
clause modifies a larger constituent than the we in clause in (39) where
inversion does take place. It also modifies a higher constituent. This
difference may be perceived as a difference of degree of connectedness
(cf. Williams 1975). Note that because clauses which modify speech acts
must be intonationally demarcated from the main clause, while because
clauses modifying lower constituents may be intonationally separate
(Davison 1970, 1976)
.
4.0 Conclusion
The examples discussed in the preceding sections provide at least the
beginnings of an answer to the two related questions which arise about
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subordination: (1) are there degrees of subordination and (2) are there
structures which are indeterminate between subordination and coordination
(or whose 'real' structure is different from the surface structure)? The
answer clearly lies in the interaction and combination of a number of
different factors with properties which can be defined objectively to some
degree at least. These factors can be associated with subordination, but
not necessarily so; therefore when they are present they reinforce the
qualities of subordination which native speakers are aware of and which
linguistic tests reveal. When they are absent, a greater range of
properties (in discourse) can be encoded by the structure in question.
If such an explanation is available, it is not necessary to suppose that
there is a single multi-valued and undefinable factor at work. (Or
rather the definition would be circular, since it would be based on the
cases which it is meant to explain.
4.1 Degrees of subordination
One of the principal tests for subordination involves negation or
question in one conjunct. If the contents of the other clause can be in
the scope of such a higher operator, the clause being tested is felt to be
subordinate (cf. Kuno 1973:201-04). But if the clause is not within the
scope of negation or question in another clause, there could be several
reasons. Either the clauses are in a relation of coordination, or the
clause being tested is semantically presupposed", by virtue of the presence
of a specific lexical item, or more rarely a specific construction (such as
a participial absolutes Having Verbed, etc.). Presupposition itself is a
test for subordination; so far as I know, no coordinate structures or
lexical items which occur in them stipulate that the complement is pre-
supposed. Hence the scope relations and presupposition together create
three values
:
(44) very subordinate - not so subordinate - coordinate
in scope of neg, Q not in scope of neg. not in scope of neg. ,Q
not presupposed presupposed not presupposed
I know of no structure which is both presupposed and in the scope of a higher
negative or question particle.
If a structure is subject to Ross constraints on extraction rules,
(Ross 1967) there is likewise no way of telling whether the construction
is a coordinate structure or a complex NP. Many conjunctions which are felt
on other grounds to be subordinating seem to constitute complex NPs . For
instance, reason adverbials seem to be subject to Ross constraints (Davison
1970), whether or not they presuppose the truth of their complements;
purpose adverbials are not:
(45) a. *What did John leave because he saw?
b. What did John leave early in order to see?
c. *What did John leave early because of seeing?
d. What did John leave early so that he might see?
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Resistance to chopping rules, or being subject to Ross constraints, could be
combined with the two factors above to yield even more degrees of sub-
ordination.
From a discourse or semantic point of view, the amount of shared
material affects speakers' feelings about how closely connected two clauses
are. Shared material is deletable, especially in languages which have
zero anaphora or which favor application of deletion by identity rules.
How much shared material it is possible to have is in turn determined by
how much semantic material is expressed in a clause, how 'circumstantial'
the clause is about time, place and other adverbials, how many arguments
the verb takes, etc. So the larger and longer the clause, the harder it
is for substantial amounts of it to overlap with the contents of another
clauses, and the more likely it is to be perceived as less subordinate,
less closely connected and conversely; cf examples (22) and (23). Length
and shared material may interact with the syntactic features described
above to yield even more degrees of subordination.
Size and shared material may even be an inherent feature of some types
of subordinating conjunctions, and to be related to the kind of dominance
facts mentioned in connection with examples (39) and (40). The wenn
clause in (40) was described as modifying the speech act as a whole, and of
being less closely connected to the main clause than the wenn clause of
(39). It would also be described as modifying a larger structure, the
utterance as a whole rather than the proposition asserted, and as being
attached higher in the tree representing the utterance. One might say that
time or purpose adverbials are likely to share more material with the main
proposition than reason or adversative ( although , etc.) adverbials. In the
first category, subjects and time reference are likely to be alike or at
least to be closely related and within the same topic or realm of discourse;
in the case of reasons and contrastive clause, the clauses linked by such a
conjunction need not shared much referential material. They can be linked
by all kinds of tenuous connections of causality or contingent association.
Time and reason adverbials do seem to be different, and reason adverbials
are felt to be less subordinate than time adverbials, in both Japanese
(McGloin 1972, Kuno 1973:209) and English (Davison 1976; Williams 1975).
Most of these factors vary independently but one can see how they could
reinforce or contradict the simple structural facts of subordination. One
of the least useful definitions of subordination is that it indicates
'dependency of thought'. However bad this is as an objective criterion, it
nevertheless may be a true description. For example, the kind of sub-
ordination marked by a relative pronoun and proper Inclusion serves to make
a non-restrictive relative clause into a non-fact, though NRRC function as
a separate and independent assertion or other speech act. For example,
(46) is felt to represent one fact about Jerry rather than two:^
(46) Jerry, who likes photography, is spending the year in California.
(47) Jerry likes photography and he is spending the year in California.
(47), on the other hand, represents two facts about Jerry. Although it is
not possible to make hard and fast statements about communicative purpose,
we can go so far as to say that the use of a subordinate construction where
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a coordinate construction might convey the same contents, often has the
effect of making the material in the subordinate clause less salient.
So given information-propositions which are assumed to be true-ought to
go normally in subordinate clauses. Likewise clauses might be felt to
express given information if their contents overlap with what is
expressed in another clause especially if the other clause is the one
bearing markers of assertion or is marked as being higher in the phrase
marker tree. What is structurally higher and more complex or less over-
lapping might therefore be considered more salient. The point I want to
make here is that subordinate structure is compatible with lack of
salience, given or presupposed information, and shared material. If these
factors are present, subordinateness is reinforced, but they need not be
present. If they are not especially apparent, the construction in
question may bear some overt markers of subordination, but by contrast
with other reinforced subordinate structures it will seem quite different,
perhaps so different that it is indistinguishable from a coordinate
structure. The complexities are therefore in semantic and discourse
factors, and actually syntactic features a can make very little difference.
(This point was made earlier in regard to structures in (6) and (7)).
4.2 Indeterminacy between coordination and subordination
These cases involve the 'unmarked' conjunctions I mentioned in earlier
sections. These conjunctions place very few restrictions on the structures
they link, by comparison with similar conjunctions. The restrictions have
to do with presupposition, contents of the clauses and time and aspectual
information (cf. Kuno's descriptions of special features of the Japanese
conjunctions he compares (1973 passim)^. The conjunctions may have the
minimal properties of a subordinating conjunction; for example Hindi -kar
and its analogue in other languages of India requies likeness of subject,
Japanese -te/-i has subordinating properties when the linked causes share
subjects, and French que occurs in a number of different environments as a
marker of subordination, with other lexical items or alone. Greek kai on
the other hand is normally a coordinating conjunction which may occur with
coordinating particles of various kinds ( te , de men etc.) or alone. So I
would have to say that there is a difference, although a minimal one, in
structure between subordinating and coordinating conjunctions.
In the case of the 'unmarked' conjunctions, however, it has virtually
no consequences unless other factors are present. These can be present in
a given discourse, and if they are, they determine the interpretation of
the relations between the clauses. Hindi -kar is a good example of this,
as the S -kar construction can be perceived as very subordinate, in fact
hardly a clause in its own right, as a subordinate clause indicating a less
salient event preceding a more salient one, or as a coordinate construction
describing two salient sequential events-or possibly as in (20)-a salient
event which precedes a less salient one. The emphatic particle in (20)
suggests this interpretation, and in other cases it is the contents of the
clauses unrelated to the conjunction, or discourse factors unconnected to
the conjunction which determine what will seem subordinate.
Townshend and Bever's results (1977) suggest that subordination is not
a single factor. The position of a clause affects recall time of its
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constituents, particularly if the clause is subordinate (introduced by a
temporal conjunction), but also if it is a main clause in a coordinate.
In fact, the differences between preposed and postposed subordinate clauses
seem greater than the differences between main and subordinate clauses, or
subordinate and coordinate constructions. Their data do not support the
notion that subordinate clauses in all positions are processed the same
way by the hearer (and they note this point) . Differences in memory pro-
cessing would be expected if perception of subordination depends on the
presence of many different interlocking factors; Kornfeld's (1973) pre-
liminary data suggest that different kinds of subordinating constructions
offer different kinds of cues (order, dominance relations, clause
boundaries). If there are cases which are not clearly subordinate or
coordinate it would indeed by surprising if there were not a number of
different cognitive strategies for processing sentences. That is, if you
don't know what it is, how do you know what to do with it? Clearly,
however, the presence of a sentence initial conjunction unambiguously
signals a preposed subordinate clause, which must be held in temporary
memory until the next clause boundary is reached. Here one would expect
a clear difference of processing between subordinate and main clauses, as
Townshend and Bever's data show. Elsewhere there are bound to be ambiguities,
and unclear experimental results.
I think I have demonstrated that syntactic properties of subordination
and coordination cannot be divorced from semantic and pragmatic features.
The structural relations, unequal and asymmetrical command relations, for
example, are directly related to scope of negation, modals and markers of
illocutionary force, while function of a subordinate clause is closely
bound up with the grammatical role it plays in the matrix sentence. Its
contents may be reduced and impoverished, or very detailed and salient, and
these properties will reinforce or override subordinateness. There is a
small core of mainly syntactic properties which may—at least by definition
—
distinguish subordination, but these do not necessarily entail the rest.
Individual lexical items may, and if so it is not to be considered strange
that individual lexical items might have to be enumerated as subordinating
or coordinating.
It is not necessary, however, to mark lexical items like conjunctions
as being strongly or weakly subordinating. It is necessary only to mark
them for features which would be represented in any case, for 'presupposi-
tion', meaning class, etc., and some minimal syntactic information. Since
these features are linked in various ways to subordination or lack of it,
they will interact with clause contents to produce effects of greater or
less subordination, as many degrees as there are distinct combinations of
factors. So the observations about degrees of coordination and subordination,
and of indeterminacy can be considered facts about languages, but no longer
mysteries.
The anomalies of subordination which I have treated in this paper seem
to respond to a conservative rather than a radically new handling in
linguistic description. This means that it is not necessary to place more
complex conditions on lexical insertion for conjunctions, nor to add more
complex information to the structural description of rules such as Equi or
Subject-Verb inversion. No special and arbitrary conventions of inter-
pretation are needed either, for special aspectual meaning or for getting
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the right degree' of subordination. The meanings which do not fall directly
out of the meanings and grammatical relations of the sentence structure are
induced by ordinary conversational implicature (cf. Grice 1975) and by a
natural extension of Gricean maxims, which I have called Markedness, and
which basically rests on the older notion of paradigmatic opposition. That
is, where choices are possible, the choice made may mean something in
itself; this is a realization of Gricean maxims of Relation and Manner.
NOTES
This paper was presented as a Linguistics department colloquium at the
University of Illinois. Many thanks to Benoit de Cornulier for improving
criticism. I am grateful to R. Pandharipande and S. Makino for information
about Hindi and Japanese respectively; as linguists, however, they do not
necessarily agree with my interpretations of the data.
Allaire (19 73:21) objects to the notions of subordination which in-
clude semantic or psychological information, and which therefore allow
interminate or variable cases, particularly context-dependent ones. 'Le
probleme de la subordination ne sera pas pour nous un probleme psychologique,
mais essentiellement un probleme grammatical qu'il faut apprecier comme tout
probleme de langue, en termes d'economie des indices et non en termes de
contenu. ' . While I can see the usefulness of this view for her study of
transcripts of radio broadcasts, I have not taken it here; I find it diffi-
cult to make a clean separation between syntactic and other facts, on the
one hand (see section 4) , and I feel that such a view blinds one to
interesting facts. It is hard to get at the nature of subordination without
looking at some strange or anomalous cases.
2
S. N. Sridhar tells me that Kannada also allows a few cases of subject
deletion where subjects are unlike, in cases where weather is referred to.
Kannada has a conjunctive participle like Hindi -kar, to be discussed, both
of which are similar to -te in many respects.
3
(15) and (16) are based on sentences and judgements obtained from R.
Pandharipande
.
4Unpublished research on zero anaphora in conjoined clauses which I
have done on Hindi shows that the -kar construction, with deletion of the
first subject N, is preferred over a conjoined construction with aur
'and', pronominalization or deletion of the second (agentive) NP subject,
unless negation occurs in the first clause.
Various pragmatic factors would influence the interpretation. A
-kar construction with very little detail in it, just a verb perhaps, would
be more likely to receive the adverbial interpretation. Knowledge of the
world also intervenes; it is likely that running and going would not be
interpreted as being sequential in (21) , though other cases are potentially
ambiguous. For example:
i) us - nee sooc - kar kaam kiyaa 'He/she did the work carefully
3ps. erg. think-perf. work do-perf. 'He/she thought and then
prtcple. did the work'
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S. N. Sridhar tells me that this is the case in Kannada. Japanese also allows
conditional uses (with mo 'even (if)' (Takahara 1973:104) and adverbial uses
'by Ving' (Tamori 1977:335).
Kantor and Jeffers (1976) suggest that the Sanskrit counterpart of
-kar evolved from a construction closely resembling infinitive forms (hence
subordinate), and expressed at first presupposed information, like an
absolute construction. In Classical Sanskrit it can be used for new, non-
presupposed information as well— its contents could be in the (semantic)
scope of an optative for example. The gerund expressed consecutiveness of
events, as in Hindi -kar constructions; like subjects are almost invariably
required.
On the other hand, (34) is conditional only by conversational impli-
cature. The reference to non-actual time— to generic events rather than
specific single existent events—and the normal implicature of a temporal
and causal relation between the clauses (cf. Schmerling 1975) what is ex-
pressed by a conditional sentence. But (34) does not have all the properties
of a conditional clause. Negative polarity items can occur in positive or
negative conditional clauses, marked with JJ^, but not in clauses conjoined
with and like (34):
i) ??Anybody gives a damn about him. and John, gets uncomfortable,
ii) If anybody gives a damn about him., John gets uncomfortable,
iil) ??He. wants to and Jim. will buy a boat,
iv) If he wants to 0, Jim. will buy a boat.
v) ??Yesterday, he. looks at me and John, goes wild.
Deletion by identity can occur in conditional clauses which are preposed and
thus in initial position, (iv), but backwards anaphoric deletion does not
occur in coordinate constructions, even ones like (34) such as (iii).
Sentences using the historical present to refer to a specific event, such as
(v) also do not allow backwards pronominalization.
A transderivational constraint, of the type proposed in Gordon and Lakoff
(1971) would have to be very selective and arbitrary, to map (34) onto some
conditional clause. I suspect that Bolinger (1977) is correct in suggesting
that pronominalization is freer than was previously thought, and I suppose
that the pronominal freedom and conditional effect come from the same factor,
the open or generic time reference in (34).
I am using the term loosely.
9Peter Cole suggested this distinction to me.
Thus subordination is very useful in separating out kinds of information,
in ordering it in terms of discourse priority, and encoding very precisely
the relations between clauses. Writers like Curme (1931) may exaggerate
when they praise the supposed invention of subordination in addition to
parataxis and coordination, but they are correct in feeling that it has
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its uses; not the least to express Ideas which need not be believed by
the speaker.
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In recent years William Labov has identified phonological variables
such as the variable (r) , the degree of implementation of post-vocalic /r/
in the English of New York City, and In a series of studies has shown
their importance for understanding the social functioning of language
and the mechanisms of linguistic change (Labov 1972). The present paper
identifies a phonological variable of this kind in Bengali: the variable
(s) , the phonetic range of sibilance, and shows the value of extensive
study of the phenomenon.
A number of phonological studies of Bengali have discussed the status
of the sibilants in Bengali. Chatterji 1926 provided a considerable amount
of basic data, including historical material; Ferguson and Chowdhury 1960
gave additional data and an Interpretive summary of the situation; Chowdhury
1960 included several acute observations on the sibilants; and, finally,
Dil 1972 gives new data and examples.
The languages of South Asia have relatively few fricatives in their
sound inventories, and in many instances the only fricative is a single
sibilant. However, three types of sibilants occur in the area, and
South Asian writing systems generally have separate symbols for them
regardless of the phonology of the spoken languages. The three types
will be referred to here, following traditional Indie terminology, as
dental, palatal and retroflex, and symbolized as s, i, s, respectively.
The first of these is similar to English s and the second and third to
varieties of English sh; the symbols s and ^ will be used here for
these two basic types in English and other languages. No attempt will
be made to specify the phonetic details beyond this. For a summary of
sibilant oppositions in South Asia, cf. Ramanujan and Masica 1969, 567-8;
for the difficulties In phonetic specification of these sounds cf. Ladefoged,
47-9.
In historical studies of Indo-Aryan languages, the status of the
sibilants has often been taken as one of the crucial indicators of
historical relationship. Thus, for example, the East Magadhan language
from which modem Bengali, Assamese, Oriya, and the Bihar i languages
are descended, differed from other contemporary Indo-Aryan languages in
that the three sibilant phonemes of Sanskrit had merged into a single
sibilant phoneme pronounced as a palatal "shlbilant" except where it
was assimilated to neighboring sounds (Chatterjl 1926, Pattanayak 1968).
It seems likely that variation in the pronunciation of sibilants has been
a focal point of language change throughout the history of Indo-Aryan
languages from earliest times to the present. It is also likely that
variation in sibilance has been a marker of social differentiation in these
languages during the same period, but evidence for this is less clear and
it has not been the subject of much philological or linguistic study. A
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thorough investigation of the situation in Bengali may be of value in the
study of South Asian languages in general by suggesting patterns of socio-
llngulstic change at other times and places on the subcontinent, and it
may have even broader significance for sociolinguistlc theory.
Most linguistic, phonetic and pedagogical studies of Bengali deal
primarily with Standard Colloquial Bengali (SCB) and pay relatively
little attention to the great range of regional, social and communal
variation. Although this procedure has some disadvantages in that it
tends to obscure certain historical and synchronic relationships among
the dialectal varieties, it is nevertheless convenient both because
Standard Colloquial is the accepted norm for educated conversation
throughout the Bengali-speaking world and because it is the best described
variety of the language. The central facts of SCB sibllance are quite
clear: the SCB sibilant HI has the dental pronunciation [s] before
certain dental obstruents, notably /t r/ and tauto-syllablc /n 1/ , while
elsewhere, i.e. before other consonants, vowels, or boundaries, it has
the palatal pronunciation [^] . A more detailed phonetic specification
of the two Bengali variants is given in Kostic and Das 1969, 210-22. In
addition to these central facts, there are many subsidiary details of
variation which at times may even obscure the central facts. The nature
of the subsidiary variations will be discussed below under five principal
factors: 1) orthoepy, 2) learned borrowings, 3) foreign language inter-
ference, 4) regional provenience, 5) communal Identity, and 6) social status.
1. Orthoepy . The Bengali writing system has separate graphemes for three
sibilants: <8> /donto ia/ 'dental s', <8>/talobbo ^d/ 'palatal s^' , and
<s>/murdhonnaSD/ 'retroflex s^' . In Bengali spelling these are rarely
interchangeable. Most words have only a single acceptable spelling of
sibilants and this spelling is in general etymological, reflecting the
spelling of Sanskrit etyma. As may be expected from the central facts
of SCB pronunciation, the spelling poses a problem for Bengali school
children, and considerable effort is expended to inculcate correct spelling.
The discrepancy between orthography and pronunciation is at least marginally
relevant to the description of the phonological variable of sibllance in
that some speakers on some occasions attempt to "correct" their pronunciation
to bring it into agreement with the spelling. This generally means that
some attempt is made to distinguish between the dental and palatal sounds.
Less effort is put on distinguishing palatal and retroflex, probably because
the retroflex letter is rarer than the other two and commonly occurs in
clusters, e.g. <s5>, in which no contrast is possible with another sibilant
in traditional spelling and contrast in pronunciation is possible only
marginally in Arabic/English loanwords. This attempt to make one or more
distincitons in "correct" speech which are absent in ordinary language use
is, however, relatively unimportant since only very few people attempt it
(puristic teachers, Sanskrit scholars, «tc.) and even those who do try
it actually do so only on certain occasions and with limited success.
Perhaps of somewhat greater significance is the fact that a distinc-
tion is generally made in the spelling of foreign words, such as proper
names or actual loanwords. Thus, for example, a word borrowed from English
which is spelled with "s" in English and is so pronounced in English will
normally be spelled with a dental<s> in Bengali, while one spelled with "sh"
and so pronounced will be spelled with a palatal<s>. More on this phenomenon
in the following sections.
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One other detail of pronunciation may be noted here under orthoepy.
Speakers of SCB sometimes use the [4] variant before a dental obstruent
at a grammatical boundary so that in some styles of pronunciation some
speakers would distinguish between aste 'slowly' with [s] and as-te 'to
come' with [S] . This varies along some orthoepic dimension such as
'carefulness of speaking' but may be affected by other factors as well.
2. Learned borrowings . The Bengali lexicon contains many learned
borrowings from Sanskrit, so-called 'tatsamas' and 'semi-tatsamas' , which
are more or less well integrated into the phonological system. Many of
these learned borrowings have phonotactic characteristics, such as
consonant clusters, which do not obey the constraints of the ordinary
vocabulary of the spoken language ('tadbhavas') . This phenomenon is of
particular interest for the (s) variable because a number of learned
borrowings have initial ^-clusters not found in tadbhava vocabulary, and
the educated speakers of Engali who make use of these words normally
pronounce them with [s] . Examples include skondho 'shoulder', sk jndho
'fall', spogto 'clean'.
3. Foreign language interference . It is not possible to provide a
reliable estimate of the number of native speakers of Bengali who speak
one or more other languages in addition. Weinreich's analysis of Indian
bilinguals on the basis of the 1961 census (Weinrcich 1957) suggested
that Bengal as a whole may be less bilingual than other areas in South
Asia, but whatever the exact figures on multilingual Bengalis in India
and Bangladesh, the use of English and Urdu (or "Bazaar Hindustani" or
some other variety of the family of languages and dialects referred to
as Hindi) , is widespread among them. The knowledge of these two foreign
languages is related to the pronunciation of sibilants in Bengali.
Both English and standard Hindi and Urdu have an £-s^ opposition,
quite prevasive, of high functional load, and only rarely neutralizable
in English and of similar though somewhat less salience in Hindi-Urdu.
Also, some Eastern varieties of Hindi have only a single sibilant which
is £-like in phonetic value. Accordingly, many Bengali speakers use the
source-language sibilant in at least some of the loanwords of whose
provenience they are aware. For example, a common Bengali word for
'movies' is /sinema/ which many Bengalis pronounce with English [s] either
very often or always, while other Bengalis will pronounce a Bengali [^]
.
Any estimation of the extent of this kind of influence from English is
very difficult. Since English is taught as a subject in nearly all
secondary schools, is the medium of instruction in some schools, and is an
important language in higher education, government, commerce, technology
and many domains of language use, it might be expected that some preliminary
estimates could be made by compiling educational statistics. Even such
preliminary estimates would, however, be of little value because one must
consider the variety of English spoken in the various settings of English
use (cf. Kachru 1969). Some Bengalis carry over into their English
essentially the central facts of Bengali sibilant pronunciation, thus
having no effective contrast between /s/ and /S/. Others are aware of
the contrast in English and use it sporadically or in certian speech
styles. An individual observed by one of us made no distinction in normal
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use In his English although he had an £-8^ distinction in his Urdu and knew
there should be such a distinction in English; he would exemplify the
English distinction by pronouncing the two words see and she when this
was a matter of discussion, but not otherwise. It is not at all unlikely
that individuals may have several styles or registers in both Bengali and
English reflected in differential pronunciation of the sibilants. Clearly
the situation is very complex but it seems likely that the pronunciation
of sibilants in English loanwords in Bengali would turn out to be an
excellent Indicator of such dimensions as amount of education, identi-
fication with "modernizing" trends, and the like.
The situation with regard to Urdu loanwords is somewhat different
and will be discussed in more detail in Section 4, but it may be noted
here that Bengali-Urdu bllinguals are particularly likely to keep their
s^S^ distinction in the pronunciation of Urdu loanwords of Perso-Arablc
origin, especially proper names and expressions related to religion,
and this has extened far beyond bilingual usage to be identifiable as
a feature of Muslim Bengali (Dil 1972).
4. Regional provenience . Millions of Bengalis grow up learning to speak
a variety of languge which is very close to or identical with SCB, but
probably most speakers of the language acquire first a regional dialect
which varies in many significant respects from SCB. Although local
dialects tend to be readily intelligible to neighboring dialects, the
extremes of dialect variation within the Bengali-speaking world may be
intelligible only with the greatest of difficulty. A full description
of the sibilants of local dialects would go far beyond the range of this
study but some factors must be noted. An educated Bengali's pronunciation
of SCB may V^ve a regional coloring related to the local dialect so that
even though he is very fluent in handling the Standard form, the careful
observer can detect his region of origin, and the pronunciation of
sibilants is one of the most useful diagnostic features in this.
The palatal pronunciation of the sibilant was mentioned above as a
characteristic of Bengali and closely related languages. In some dialect
areas of Bengali, however, sound changes have occurred which have altered
this picture considerably. For example, throughout quite a large territory
in East Bengal the original sibilant in Initial position, and to some
extent In other positions, has either become the simple aspirate /h/ or
has disappeared completely. In dialects where the sibilant has undergone
this change, a new sibilant phoneme has arisen from the voiceless, asprlated,
palatal affricate /ch/. In these dialects typically the palatal affricates
have become more dental so that the original unasplrated /c j/ are pronounced
[ts dz] while the voiceless aspirate has become [s] . The details vary
considerably from place to place but this pattern is typical (Chatterji
1926; Ray et al 1966; Goswami 1961).
For speakers of these dialects the acquisition of the Standard
Colloquial as the superposed variety required for education, formal public
use and the like results in a range of variation in sibilant phonetics
quite different from that of dialects whose phonology is more like that of
SCB, and It seems likely that their pronunciation of /c ch j s h/ would
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turn out to be an excellent indicator of degree of mastery of SCB and
amount of regional identification. Since the majority of the speakers
of these dialects are Muslims this regional factor is in part confounded
with the communal factor described below.
5. Communal identity . The Bengali-speaking world is, apart from a very
small minority, divided into a Hindu community and a Muslim community. Even
if an individual Bengali has no strong personal commitment to Hinduism or
Islam he is still unmistakably marked in many ways as belonging to one or
the other. For exampl, Hindus typically have family names and one compound
given name, while Muslims typically have no family name and from three to
six given names, and almost all Bengali given names are distinctively Hindu
or Muslim. Although there is a strong common core of shared Bengali language
and culture, there are pervasive differences between the two communities.
Hindu and Muslim Bengalis share a common Bengali language, fundamentally
the same in phonology, syntax and lexicon, but there are substantial lexical
differences, for example, in kinship terms, in greetings and titles, in
expressions relating to food and clothing, and in other semantic areas
where there are behavioral differences between the two communities (Dil
1972) . One typical pattern of lexical difference is to have a Common
Bengali term used by both communities and one or more Muslim variants of
the term commonly used by the Muslim community but little used or even
unknoim among Hindus (e.g. Common Bengali/dim/, Muslim/anda/ and/boeda/,
'egg'). Another pattern is to have two completely different expressions
because the objects named differ (e.g. the items of clothing, Hindu/dhuti/
,
Muslim/luijgi/) . In a few instances there are simply two words for the same
thing, one Hindu and one Muslim, known to both but used communally (e.g.
Hindu/jDl/, Muslim/pani/ , 'water').
In phonology the most striking communal difference is in the pro-
nunciation of sibilants. The Bengali language has a number of words of
Perso-Arabic origin which have come into the language, often by the indirect
route of Urdu. Many of these words are completely naturalized in Bengali
and are used without communal identification. Some are, however, chiefly
used by Muslims, and most of the Muslim lexical variants in Bengali are
of Perso-Arabic origin. In many Perso-Arabic lexical items such as proper
names, certain high frequency words, and items referring directly to
religion, Muslim speakers typically have a phonemic difference between
/s/ and /s/. They also have an independent /z/ phoneme in words of this
kind, while for Hindu speakers [z] occurs only as a variant of /j jh/
before dentals in casual speech.
The Hindu-Muslim communal difference in sibilance (i.e. the presence
of additional /s z/ phonemes in Muslim variants) , is heavily loaded with
social significance and very resistant to change even when the attempted
change is in the direction of orthoepy. For example, a Muslim speaker
may find it impossible to use the [^] pronunciation in a Common Bengali
word if the Muslim pronunciation has [s] , and the Hindu speaker may
find it very difficult to produce the [s] pronunciation in a word when
his knowledge of the orthography or foreign provenience would recommend
it. In large part these reactions are unconscious, but sometimes they
may be made explicit. Clearly this is a fruitful area for investigation
of a phonological variable of social significance.
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6. Social status . Linguistic variation related to social stratification
is widely attested in South Asian languages and has been given systematic
treatment by a number of linguistis, as in the now classic paper Gumperz
1958, and the articles collected in Ferguson and Gumperz 1960. Most of
these studies have used caste stratification as the principal social
variable, but recent studies are beginning to pay more attention to the
relation between degree of education and caste ranking in speech behavior,
e.g. Pandit 1969. For Bengali, there have been almost no studies of
language attitudes (Mukherjee 1976, Singh 1976). Because of the lack
of information, it is impossible to discuss social variation in sibllance
with any precision. On the basis of casual observation by the two authors,
however, one important remark can be made: in a variety of settings,
rural and urban, dental [s] pronunciations are used for SCB palata [i]
by speakers of lower socioeconomic status, and efforts are made in class-
rooms and other prescriptive settings to alter this pronunciation toward
the Standard. It seems that this dental pronunciation represents an
incipient sound change, by which the historical palatal sibilant is
becoming a dental one. This change probably reflects a "language universal"
in the sens of a phonological tendency likely to appear at any time
when the conditions make it possible. The universal may be stated as
follows: When there is only one sibilant phoneme in a language, its
principal allophone or clarity-norm variant will tend to be [s]- like,
i.e. alveolar, with relatively high-pitched noise in the spectrum
(Jakobson 1968, 55). Accordingly, if, by some kind of sound change,
the only sibilant in the language has come to be palatal, retroflex,
labialized or in some other way phonologlcally marked, this sibilant will
tend to be replaced by something more like a simple [s] . This sound
change in Bengali, if it is taking place, would be working its way up
from lower social strata, i.e. it would be a change 'from below' like
the raising of front vowels in New York English (for general discussion
cf. Labov 1972, Ch 9).
Conclusions
The kind of sound change represented by Bengali s. > £ should be
recognized as a common type of change and carefully investigated where
it seems to be in operation. The distinguishing characteristics of the
type are three:
a) A phonetically 'marked' phoneme, which has somehow arisen
in a language, loses its marking; it either merges with
its unmarked counterpart in the language or it changes its
phonetic value without merger.
b) The change begins in a relatively low social stratum and
spreads throughout the community.
c) The change is stigmatized by speakers of a prestige dialect,
and the normative influences of education and social advancement
work against the change.
An almost exact parallel sound change is the shift of interdental fricatives
to stops (0>t, 8>d). The interdentals are marked and when they come into
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existence In a language they tend to be replaced by the less marked stops
as has happened in Arabic and other Semitic languages and in most of
the Germanic languages. This change seems to be taking place in contemporary
English. The process has been best described for New York English, where
the stop values are most frequent in lower middle class pronunciation and
in casual speech and are heavily stigmatized (Ferguson 1978)
.
Research on the Bengali phonological variable (s) , the phonetic
range of sibilance, is promising both for the linguist who wants to
understand the processes of sound change and for the social scientist
who wants to understand Bengali social change. Such research would
(a) Provide insights in the distribution of social forces and
the processes of social change in Bengali society. The (s)
variable is a sensitive indicator of the Influence of educa-
tion, the degree of regional and communal identification,
and the routes of modernization.
(b) Deepen our understanding of linguistic change by observing
the Interaction of opposing phonological trends. One (S>s)
is a universal tendency based ultimately on the shape and
functioning of the human vocal tract and universal features
of language processing and communication systems, and the
other (s>S) is a particular tendency based on lines of prestige,
cultural innovation, and standardization operating within the
Bengali-speaking world.
NOTES
*Thls paper was originally written in 1972; it was revised in summer
1978, with the benefit of comments from Udaya Narayan Singh and Yamuna
Kachru
.
"For clarity of presentation phonemic transcriptions are enclosed in
slant lines /s/, Bengali graphemic transcriptions in angle brackets <s>,
English orthography in double quotes "s", and phonetic transcriptions in
square brackets [s]
.
2
Similar phenomena are found in many literate speech communities
throughout the world. Other examples from Bengali include the attempt
to pronounce aspirated consonants in cases where the aspiration is
either optional or totally absent in the spoken language.
3
This same kind of resistance to change across a communal difference
may be seen in the Bengali variable (r) , the presence of contrasting
/r r/ in Hindu Bengali and their merger to /r/ in Muslim Bengali (and
in some regional varieties of Hindu Bengali) . Muslim speakers v^o lack
the r;-r distinction find it difficult to perceive and produce this
difference despite its presence in the orthography and acknowledged
correctness in the Standard. In both the (s) and (r) variables the
communal difference is complicated by regional and social factors, but
it is nevertheless highly significant.
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4
Kroch 1978 offers a description of this kind of change and seems to
regard it as the principal tjrpe of sound change. Kroch' s description is
very useful, but it seems unlikely that this is the predominant type of
sound change. Some innovations are not stigmatized, prestigious groups
may be linguistically innovative (Labov 1972, ch. 9), and sound change
need not be 'natural' (Ohala 1978).
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RULE ORDERING VERSUS GLOBALITY: EVIDENCE FROM THE INVERSION CONSTRUCTION*
Gabriel la Hermon
In this paper I consider the theoretical implications of
non-nominative subject (inversion) constructions cross-linguisti-
cally. I present evidence from the Inversion construction that
there are certain cases of rule interaction which are better
handled by rule ordering than by global conditions on rules.
I. Introduction
In recent work in the framework of non-derivational Relational Gram-
mar (as in Perlmutter's forthcoming papers) and Arc-Pair Grammar (Postal
and Johnson, forthcoming), certain global devices have been proposed to
handle cases of rule interaction which were typically handled by rule
ordering in a derivational framework. In this paper I will examine one
such case having to do with the rule of Inversion (in the sense of Harris
(1978) and Perlmutter (1978)). I will show, by examining data from Imba-
bura Quechua and Icelandic, that the global approach leads to contradic-
tory statements with regard to the structural (or more accurately, rela-
tional) descriptions of certain rules interacting with Inversion. Those
cases, then, are evidence that there are certain instances of rule inter-
action which cannot be handled by globality and need to be handled by rule
ordering. Let us turn now to the construction from which I draw my data in
this paper. There are certain experiencer constructions such as (1) in
Georgian:
(1) Georgian experiencer construction
gelas uqvars nino
Gelas-dat him-loves-she Nino-nom
'Gelas loves Nino.'
where the dative experiencer, gelas, (henceforth, the inversion nominal)
seems to have certain subject properties. Thus, according to Harris (1978)
the inversion nominal gelas can undergo rules only subjects undergo in
Georgian; it triggers tav- reflexivization and controls third person number
agreement; whereas the nominative nominal nino has the characteristics of a
non-subject with respect to the above rules. The inversion nominal behaves
as an indirect object with respect to the rules of person agreement and
case marking, while the nominative nominal has the characteristics of a
final subject with respect to these rules.
Harris (1978), Perlmutter (1978) and Cole and Jake (1978), inter alia,
have claimed that a rule of inversion is involved in the derivation of sen-
tences like (1). The rule basically demotes the underlying subject (the
inversion nominal) to an 10, thereby creating a stratum without a subject
(without a 1-arc in APG parlance). The advancement of the underlying DO to
subject is achieved by unaccusative advancement (which applies automatic-
ally to any stratum not having a subject). Thus, we get a final stratiom
with a (nominative) subject (the underlying DO) and an 10 (the underlying
subject)
.
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There seem to be two major ways of handling the interaction of inver-
sion with other relation changing rules of the grammar (independently of
whether we work in a derivational or non-derivational framework)
. One way is
by rule ordering: by ordering inversion in the derivation after the rules
which treat the experiencer as a subject and before the rules treating the
experiencer (inversion nominal) as an 10. Thus, in Georgian, Inversion
will have to be ordered after tav- reflexivization and third person number
agreement (as these rules treat the experiencer as subject) and before per-
son agreement and case marking (which treat the experiencer as an 10)
.
This is, in fact, the way Harris (1976) (for Udi) , and Cole and Jake
(1978) (for Imbabura) handle Inversion.
A radically different treatment is found in Harris (1978) and Perl-
mutter (1978). In these recent works, in order to avoid rule ordering, the
Inversion facts are handled by attaching global conditions which refer not
only to the relational status of some NP X at the level or stratum when the
rule applies, but which refer to the earlier or later status of that NP as
well. This definition of global applies to both derivational and non-
derivational grammar. (In a non-derivational grammar one can refer to ini-
tial and final strata, as well as strata with lower or higher coordinates.)
In general, rules treating the inversion nominal as a subject (for
example, tav- reflexivization in Georgian) will have a global condition
allowing the rule to refer to initial (and not necessarily final) I's.
Harris formulates tav- reflexivization so that only initial subjects can
trigger the rule. A rule which does not treat the inversion nominal as
subject will have a global condition restricting the rule to apply to final
I's only, thus excluding inversion nominals, which are final 3's. Hence,
in Russian, (Perlmutter 1978), where the inversion nominals fail to undergo
Equi (i.e., are not treated as subject by Equi) , Perlmutter formulates the
rule by conditioning Equi to delete only final I's, excluding the inversion
nominal (a final 3 in Russian)
.
In what follows, I would like to present some phenomena connected to
the rule of Inversion which cannot be readily explained if we replace rule
ordering by global conditions on rules. It will be shown in each case that
if, instead of rule ordering, we attach global conditions to the rules
interacting with Inversion, we run into some serious problems. Therefore,
the data presented below is, in effect, evidence for a rule ordering solu-
tion of the problems discussed.
II. The Two Inversion Constructions in Imbabura
As described in Cole and Jake (1978) , there are two constructions
involving Inversion in Imbabura. In the lexical experiencer construction
(such as (2)), the inversion nominal can undergo subject referring rules
such as Subject Raising and Equi, but the various Switch Reference rules,
as well as Object Cliticization, Case Marking and Verb Agreement, treat the
Inversion nominal as a non-subject:
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(2) Inversion with lexical experiencer verbs in Imbabura
can-da rupa-n
2 sg-acc bum-3
'You are hot.' (Cole and Jake, (1))
For desiderative experiencers (as in (3)) the inversion nominal, in addi-
tion to undergoing Subject Raising and'Equi, is treated as a subject by the
Switch Reference rules. Object Cliticization and, optionally. Case Marking:
(3) Inversion with -naya- desiderative in Imbabura
a. can-da raicu-naya-n
2 sg-acc eat-desid-3
'You would like to eat.'
b. nuca-ta punu-naya-n
1 sg-acc sleep-desid-3
'I would like to sleep.'
Now, in a derivational frajrework, like that assumed by Cole and Jake
(1978) , these facts are accounted for by ordering Inversion in two dif-
ferent places in the derivation: before the Switch Reference, Object Cli-
ticization, Case Marking and Verb Agreement rules for lexical experiencers;
and after the above rules for the more 'subjectival' desiderative exper-
iencers. In effect, this implies that we have two different Inversion
rules in Imbabura applying in the two constructions. While this is not an
elegant solution, it still captures the basic difference between the two
constructions. The derivation as stated in Cole and Jake (1978) is given
in (4):
(4) Ordering of Inversion (* indicates variability in ordering)
a. Lexical Experiencers b. Desiderative
Subject Raising Subject Raising
Passive Passive
Equi Equi
* Inversion Switch Reference Adverbial
*Switch Reference Purpose Switch Reference Purpose
*Switch Reference Adverbial Pronominal Object Clitici-
Pronominal Object Clitici- zation
zation * Inversion
Case Marking *Case Marking
Verb Agreement Verb Agreement
(Cole and Jake, (44))
If one were to try to capture these facts, not by rule ordering, but
by imposing global constraints on rules, one would have to formulate all
the rules mentioned above which interact with the inversion nominal dif-
ferently for each construction.
In the lexical inversion construction, for the rules of Switch Refer-
ence, Object Cliticization and Case Marking, the inversion nominal fails to
have the same properties as a nominative subject. To accomodate these
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facts, Switch Reference, Object Cliticization and Case Marking must be for-
mulated as being sensitive to final termhood. But in the desiderative con-
struction, the inversion nominal i£ treated like a nominative subject by
these rules. The desiderative construction facts could be accomodated by
making Switch Reference, Object Cliticization and Case Marking sensitive to
initial termhood. Thus, one will have to split up all the rules which
treat the lexical inversion nominal differently from the desiderative
inversion noirdnal
.
The global approach claims, in effect, that in Imbabura we have two
Switch Reference rules (or two conditions on switch reference) : (a) one
rule conditioned to apply to final I's; and (b) a second rule conditioned
to apply to initial I's. What this predicts is that, if the rules are not
otherwise restricted, inversion nominal s should be treated either as a sub-
ject (by rule b) , or as a non-subject (by rule a). This variability is not
found, however: in the desiderative experiencer construction the inversion
nominal must be treated as a subject, otherwise ungrammaticality results.
One solution to this is to have at least one of the rules lexically gov-
erned. Thus, Switch Reference, (restricted to final subjects) will apply
with verbs of the lexical experiencer class only while Switch Reference-
(restricted to initial subjects) will apply in all other cases. The same
type of rule doubling and lexical government of rules will have to take
place for Pronominal Object Cliticization as well. Thus, the unusual
behavior of the inversion nominal is tacked onto all the rules interacting
with Inversion; whereas, if we employ rule ordering, the oddness of the
two constructions is restricted to the rule of Inversion itself (by having
different lexical classes governing the two Inversion rules) and to the
ordering of the two Inversion rules with respect to other rules of the
grammar.
III. Equi and Inversion in Imbabura
Another difficulty for the global approach arises with respect to the
interaction of Inversion and Equi. As mentioned above, in both the desid-
erative and the lexical inversion construction, the inversior r.cniir.al can
undergo Equi, a rule which otherwise is restricted to deleting subjects in
Imbabura, as in (5a) and (5b)
:
(5) Inversion Nominal undergoes Equi
a. Input structure to Equi
warmi-^. mana gushta-n-llu „[warmi-ta. nana-ju]
woman-nom not like-3-neg woman-acc hurt-prog
b. Output of Equi
warmi-|9. mana gushta-n-llu 0. nana-ju-na-ta
woman-nom not like-3-neg hurt-prog-inf-acc
'A woman doesn't like to hurt.'
These facts are captured correctly in (4) by ordering Inversion after Equi.
(Note, incidentally, that this implies that Inversion is a last or post-
cyclic rule in Imbabura)
.
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If, however, we try to capture the same facts by global constraints on
Equi, we run into a serious problem. The constraint needed to include
inversion nominals as Equi victims would have to state that Equi can delete
not only final I's (like passive subjects, for example) but also initial
I's like the inversion nominal warmi-ta in (5a)). This, however, runs into
immediate problems: whereas passive subjects can be Equi victims, in Imba-
bura, passive agents cannot, as shown in (6):
(6) a. Passive subject undergoes Equi
warmi-ca. mana muna-n-llu [0. runa maca-shca ca-na-ta]
woman-topic not want-3-neg [ man hit-past part be-inf-acc]
'The woman doesn't want to be hit by the man.'
b. Passive Agent does not undergo Equi
*runa. mana muna-n-llu [warmi-ca 0. maca-shca ca-na-ta]
man not want-3-neg [woman-topic hit -past part be-inf-acc]
('The man doesn't want the woman to be hit by him.')
Thus, to review, if Equi can only apply to final I's, it makes the
wrong prediction that the inversion nominal will not delete under Equi; if
Equi only deletes initial I's this incorrectly predicts that passive sub-
jects cannot delete. Allowing Equi to delete both final and initial I's
erroneously predicts that the passive agents in (6b) will delete under
Equi.
The various possibilities are shown in the chart (7), where (*) shows
incorrect predictions, (+) indicates that deletion is predicted, and (-)
indicates that deletion is not predicted.
(7) Condition on Equi Predictions for undergoing Equi
Equi deletes only final I's Passive Subjects +
Passive Agents
*Inversion Nominals
Equi deletes only initial I's *Passive Subjects
Passive Agents +
Inversion Nominals +
Equi deletes both final and Passive Subjects +
initial I's *Passive Agents +
Inversion Nominals +
Thus, none of the "stratal conditions" of the type used by Perlmutter and
Harris can account for the above array of facts , while rule ordering
offers a simple explanation.
IV. Historical Change in the Inversion Construction
The last example bearing on the issue of rule ordering versus global
conditions is connected to historical change in the Inversion construction.
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Historical change in the inversion construction is documented by
Harris (1978) and by Cole, Harbert, llermon and Sridhar (1978). The central
claim of Cole et al. is that experiencers (inversion nominals) will tend to
undergo historically an increasing number of subject referring rules:
first syntactic (behavioral) and later morphological (coding) rules. Thus
it is shown, for example, that for Old Icelandic there are no attested
cases of dative experiencers (with the exception of the dative experien-
cer of one verb pykkia 'think') serving as controllers of Reflexivization
or undergoing Subject-to-Object Raising and Equi (rules which are indepen-
dently shown to refer to subjects). In contemporary Icelandic, as docu-
mented by Andrews (1976), a radical change has taken place. The same
rules which in Old Icelandic did not treat the inversion nominal as a sub-
ject, do treat it as a subject in Modern Icelandic. The inversion nominal,
then, can control Reflexivization and undergo Subject-to-Object Raising and
Equi, as shown in (8)-(10):
(8) Dative experiencer controls reflexivization
henni svelgdist a steikinni sini
she-dat mis-swallowed on steak her-reflex
'She swallowed her steak wrong.' (A .39b)
(9) Dative Experiencer undergoes SOR
eg tel honum lika peir bilar
I believe him like-inf those cars(nom)
'I believe him to like those cars.' (A 19a)
(10) Dative experiencer deletes under Equi
trollid vonast til atf svelgjast ekki a stulkinni
troll-the-nom hope comp mis-swallowed not on girl-the
'The troll hopes not to swallow the girl wrong.' (A 26a)
Now, it seems to me that the rule ordering approach handles the above
facts in a more natural way than the global approach. The rule ordering
approach would claim that in Old Icelandic, Inversion applies early in the
derivation, before all the grammatical relation changing rules which do not
treat the inversion nominal as a subject. The change to Modem Icelandic
is captured as a reordering of Inversion to a later stage in the derivation
so that, in Modern Icelandic, Reflexivization, Subject-to-Object Raising,
and Equi apply before Inversion, which results in the facts shown in
examples (8)
-(10).
The same type of explanation given above is put forward in Harris
(1976) for changes in the Inversion construction :r. English and Udi. Har-
ris shows that there is a correspondence in the changes these two languages
undergo with respect to Inversion. Both languages lose Inversion in their
diachronic development by reordering Inversion to follow rules which refer
to subjects; that is, as more rules are ordered before Inversion, the rule
of Inversion becomes more and more opaque, in the sense that there is less
and less evidence that the inversion nominal is demoted to a non-subject,
until even rules like Case Marking are reordered before Inversion. Thus,
Inversion Las no effect on the grammar at all. At this stage, (as in Mod-
ern English) Harris claims the rule can be regarded as being 'dead'.
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If we describe the above changes in terms of rule ordering, we can
claim that the loss of Inversion simply entails reordering Inversion with
respect to the relation changing and coding rules of the language. If,
however, we replace rule ordering by global conditions, a totally different
scenario has to be given for the historical changes noted above. As we
cannot refer to rule reordering, we have to asstune that the changes (like
those seen in the transition from Old to Modern Icelandic) are changes in
all the rules interacting with Inversion. Whereas in Old Icelandic,
Reflexivization, Subject -to-Object Raising and Equi will have to be condi-
tioned to exclude the inversion nominal (possibly by having a final 1-type
of restriction on the rules) , in Modern Icelandic the condition is changed
to include the inversion nominals by also allowing initial I's to undergo
the above rules.
While in a rule reordering approach the change is captured in the
relation of Inversion to other rules, in a global appraoch the change will
have to be in the nature of all the rules interacting with Inversion. The
latter view seems to claim that it is a mere accident that the inversion
nominal is treated differently in Old and Modem Icelandic, since the
change in the inversion construction is captured as an accidental by-
product of changes in other rules of the language.
V. Conclusions
Let me summarize the main point of this paper. I have shown certain
examples of Inversion which pose a problem for a global appraoch, while
being readily accounted for in an approach using rule ordering. I would
like to make it clear that I do not wish to argue that rule ordering is
therefore necessary in syntax. Rule ordering has a variety of well-known
deficiencies which I will not enumerate here. What I have tried to show is
that one of the more promising substitutes for ordering, global conditions,
cannot do the job properly, because it cannot handle the above types of
rule interaction handled by ordering. Therefore, a better substitute is
still to be sought.
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Let me clarify here the use of "global" in this paper. The term
"global" includes any rule or well-formedness condition whose structural or
relational description refers to more than one level (in a derivational
theory) or more than two continuous strata in a nonderivational theory.
Thus, the notion global is independent of derivations, and this paper is
not an argument for or against derivational theories.
2
Of course, one could exclude passive agents by having additional con-
ditions on Equi. Thus, in Imbabura, Equi would have to apply to initial
I's which are also final terms, thus excluding passive agents, which are
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initial I's but final chomeurs. This, in effect, sets the inversion nomi-
nals apart from all other I's which are demoted, since Inversion is the
only rule in Imbabura demoting a 1 to a term.
Giving Equi this kind of global power is in effect attaching the spe-
cific properties connected to Inversion to the rule of Equi. Tailoring the
rule to pick out just this class of nominals without independent justifica-
tion seems to be an ad hoc solution.
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NEUTRALIZATION IN KOREAN REVISITED
Chin-W. Kim
I reexamine and refute a recent paper by Houlihan (1978)
in which she presents a reformulation of neutralization in
Korean obstruents so that it may conform to two recent
constraints on phonology: (1) Markedness Constraint, and (2)
Constraint on Non-Assimilatory Rules. I argue, with further
phonetic and phonological examples from Korean, that
Houlihan's reanalysis is mistaken and untenable, and that
one constraint can be maintained without a reformulation.
In a recent paper, Houlihan (1978) discusses two cases of obstruent
neutralization in Korean in conjunction with two recent phonological
constraints (Houlihan 1977; Houlihan and Iverson 1978), and argues
that two apparent counterexamples presented by the Korean data are not
counterexamples at all but are in fact supportive of the phonological
constraints if given a reformulation of the neutralization data in Korean.
This paper tries to show that Houlihan's reformulation of Korean is not
tenable and that Korean still remains an exception to one of the proposed
constraints in phonology, while the other constraint can be preserved
without a reanalysis of neutralization phenomena in Korean.
In the first part of this paper, I will present the facts about
neutralization in Korean, their relevance to Houlihan and Iverson'
s
proposed constraints in phonology, and Houlihan's reformulation that
pxirportly circumvents the problems presented by the Korean data. In the
second part, I will show that Houlihan's reanalysis of Korean neutralization
is not well motivated on both phonetic and phonological grounds.
Obstruents in Korean are all voiceless and are manifest in three
different series, which are, in increasing degree of aspiration:
1. TENSE (unaspirated) p' , t', k' , s', c'
2. LAX (slightly aspirated) p , t , k , s , c
3. (tense heavily) ASPIRATED — p^, th, kh, h , c^
This distinction is maintained initially and prevocalically. Thus,
(1) p'al 'to suck' t'am 'sweat' coki 'yellow corvina'
pal 'foot' tarn 'fense' cok'i 'vest'
phal 'arm' t^am 'greed' cok^i 'sufficiently'
sal 'flesh' cangku 'a Korean drum'
s'al 'rice' c'angku 'a protruded forehead'
hal 'to do' changku 'a window'
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But there are cases in which the distinction is wholly or partially
neutralized. A total neutralization occurs before a word boundary or
before another consonant (Final Obstruent Neutralization). In such a case,
the three series of obstruents are neutralized into the lax lightly
aspirated series. For example,
(2) mak-ara 'eat!' but mak -ta 'to eat'
sak'-^ra 'mix!' sak-ta 'to mix'
puak^-e 'in kitchen' puak-to 'the kitchen also' *
nas [nat] 'a sickle'
nat^ [nat] 'a piece'
nac [nat] 'daytime'
nach [nat] 'face'
A partial neutralization of obstruents occurs after another obstruent
(Post-Obstruent Tensing). In this case, there is a neutralization between
a lax stop and a tense stop into a tense stop (but aspirated stops are
not affected). For example,
(3) taeki 'waiting' but cap-tae [cept'ae] 'hospitality'
t'ae ki 'the letter ki_ meaning time ' , cep-t'ae 'that time'
sa-pun 'four minutes' , sip-pun [sipp'un] 'ten minutes'
sa-p'un 'four only' sip-p'un [sipp'un] 'ten only'
With this much introduction of the facts on obstruent neutralization
in Korean, let's now consider how they relate to Houlihan and Iverson's
putatively universal constraints in phonology.
First, according to what is called the Markedness Constraint, proposed
by Houlihan and Iverson (1978) and given in (4), all neutralization rules
change relatively marked segments to relatively unmarked ones, where relative
markedness of segments is determined from implicational universals.
(4) Markedness Constraint (Houlihan and Iverson 1978)
Phonologically-conditioned neutralization rules convert relatively
marked segments into relatively unmarked segments.
Second, according to the Constraint on Non-Assimilatory Rules, proposed
by Houlihan (1977) and given in (5), non-assimilatory feature-changing rules
apply at the boundaries of larger phonological units (e.g., phrases, words)
before they apply at the boundaries of smaller phonological units (e.g.
,
syllable, morphemes).
(5) Constraint on Non-Assimilatory Rules (Houlihan 1977)
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Non-assimilatory phonological rules originate at the strongest
phonological boundaries and later spread to apply at
progressively weaker phonological boundaries.
Now, the two cases of neutralization in Korean, Final Obstruent
Neutralization and Post-Obstruent Tensing, both neutralize the contrast
between tense and lax unaspirated obstruents. However, Final Obstruent
Neutralization exemplified in (2) produces lax obstruents, while Post-
Obstruent Tensing exemplified in (3) produces tense obstruents. Since
it must be the case that either lax obstruents are marked with respect to
tense ones , or vice versa , one of the two changes unmarked segments to
marked ones and thus appears to violate the Markedness Constraint (4).
Also, Post-Obstruent Tensing appears to be a non-assimilatory rule,
since there is no feature in the structural description of the rule with
which the feature in the structural change agrees. However, the rule
applies syllable- initially only in word-medial positions, but does not
apply word- initially. This rule, then, appears to violate the Constraint
on Non-Assimilatory Rules ( 5 )
.
It is to the apparent violations of these phonological constraints
by Korean that Houlihan (1978) is addressed. In particular, Houlihan
presents a reformulation of neutralization rules in Korean in which
they no longer constitute counterexamples to the two constraints.
There are two ways to show this. In the case of Final Obstruent
Neutralization, one can argue either that it is not a case of neutralization
at all or that both rules of neutralization in Korean neutralize the tense/
lax contrast into the same member of the opposition, and furthermore that
that member is unmarked with respect to the other. And in the case of
Post-Obstruent Tensing, one can argue either that it is an assimilatory
rule, therefore not needing to obey the constraint on non-assimilatory rules,
or that the rule applies word- and phrase- initially as wells as syllable-
initially in word-medial positions. Houlihan takes the path of the latter
in the former case and that of the former in the latter case.
Houlihan's argument, in brief, is that the segment type into which
the three series of obstruents neutralize in the syllable-final position
before a word-boundary or another consonant is not a lax stop, as has been
traditionally regarded, but rather a tense stop, and that a tense stop
is less marked than a lax stop. This reformulation not only would make the
Final Obstruent Neutralization conform to the Markedness Constraint but also
would exempt the Post-Obstruent Tensing from the Constraint on Non-Assimilatory
Rules, for, now, the syllable-initial neutralization would be an assimilatory
phenomenon in which a post-obstruent lax stop becomes a tense stop in
assimilation in manner to the preceding stop which has laready been
neutralized into a "tense" stop according to Houlihan's reanalysis.
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The question of whether the syllable-final stops are neutralized into
tense or lax stops is a phonetic one. Houlihan points out correctly that
most of the experimental studies on Korean consonants do not shed much light
on the issue because they are concerned with the distinction that different
series of stops manifest in prevocalic position. Since the distinction is
in fact obliterated in the syllable-final position, it is understandably
of little interest to those who want to elucidate the phonetic differences
between the different series. Traditionally, it has been regarded that the
neutralization takes place in favor of the lax series, primarily because
of the fact that in the unreleased state in the syllable-final position,
there is neither aspiration nor tenseness.
Houlihan takes a different point of view and argues that the syllable-
final neutralization takes place in favor of a tense stop. Her entire
argument is based on "an informal survey" suggesting that "some native
speakers of Korean may consider syllable-final stops to be tense" (p. 91).
The "survey" consisted of five native speakers of Korean who were asked to
consider a minimal triplet of words that differed only in the manner of
articulation of the initial stop. In each word, the syllable-final stop
was homorganic as the initial one. The subjects were asked to say in
which of the three words the initial and final stops were most similar to
each other. According to Houlihan, three out of five subjects chose the
word in which the initial stop was tense (the other two chose the word in
which the initial stop was lax).
This is the entire account of Houlihan's informal survey. There is
no example of minimal triplets used, there is no mention of how many sets
of triplets were presented, or whether the subject responses were
consistent across stops with different places of articulation, etc.
Presumably, Houlihan used the following kind of triplets:
(6) Labial Dental Palatal Velar
Lax
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a bit surprising in view, if nothing else, of the fact that the morpho-
phonemic structure of Korean does not permit a syllable final tense stop
except the velar /k'/(e.g., pak' 'outside', S9k'- 'to mix').
I will argue later that Houlihan's position is untenable and that
the traditional view is in fact correct. But for now let's move on with
the second part of Houlihan's argument.
Houlihan, having now established that the syllable-final neutralization
in Koreanis resolved in favor of a tense stop, proceeds to argue that the
tense stop is less marked than the lax counterpart. Here, Houlihan's
argument rests on a universal implicature which says that "if the presence
of a segment X in a language implies the presence of a segment Y, but not
vice versa, then X is marked with respect to Y, and Y is unmarked with
respect to X." (p. 92) Applying this criterion, Houlihan finds tense stops
in Korean less marked than lax stops, for all languages have voiceless
unaspirated stops and the Korean tense stop most resembles this universally
unmarked stop.
It is not clear whether the universal implicature of this kind is to be
determined at the level of underlying representation or at the surface level
of phonetic representation.The tone of the argument in p. 93 makes it appear
that it is at the phonetic level. If such is the case, then the universal
implicature has some problems . For one thing , there are languages in which
there is no voiceless unaspirated stop; at the phonetic level, e.g., Lac
Simon Ojibwa, Shona, etc. (I owe these examples and some of the immediately
following arguments to David Odden.) Secondly, it will mark, in a language
such as English, voiced stop /b/ (which is phonetically voiceless and
unaspirated initially and finally) as less marked than the voiceless stop /p/.
On the other hand, if the implicational hierarchy is to be determined and
maintained at the underlying level, then one would be forced to derive
voiceless aspirated stops on the surface in the above languages from underlying
aspirated stops. Presumably, aspiration will be added by a rule of phonetic
detail. And since in these languages, no rule will ever make reference to
the nenaspirate character of the voiceless stops , the phonetic detail rule
can be ordered before all the other rules, and the only motivation for
deriving, say [th] from /t/ in a language like Shona, would be the fact
that the universal implicature in question dictates it. This mode of
argumentation is arbitrary, circular, and nonrefutable
.
Below, I cite two phenomena in Korean that seem to indicate that tense
stops are not more unmarked than lax stops.
First of all, the functional load of tense stops in Korean is much
lighter than that of lax stops. In the syllable-final position, only a
handful of words may end in k' . There is no word ending in p' , t' , or c' .
Even in the word-initial position, tense stops occur much less frequently.
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A count of pages in a Korean-English dictionary shows the following distri-
bution in the size of entries beginning with different consonants:
(7) p - 126, t - 100, s - 155, c - 152, k - 213
p' - 6, t' - 18, s' - 8, c' - 6, k' - 18
Note that the number of words beginning with a lax obstruent outweighs the
number of words beginning with a tense obstruent. This is indicative of
relative magnitude of the functional load of tense and lax stops in Korean.
Secondly, in sound symbolism in Korean, words containing tense stops
express intensified motion or state, and are derived from non- intensified
(unmarked) sound symbolic words by changing the lax stops in them into
tense ones. For example,
(8) Circular motion Ringing sound Gamboling
Normal ping-ping toB ng-tee ng kangtong-kangtong
Intensified p'ing-p'ing t'aeng-t 'as ng k'angt'ong-k'angt 'ong
It would be reasonable to assume that unmarked segments are in some
sense more basic than the marked ones , that the functional load of the
basic segments is greater than that of marked ones, and that, in sound
symbolism, intensified expressions are semantically marked and are
derived from semantically unmarked non-intensified expressions which are
conveyed via unmarked plain segments. According to these criteria, then,
lax consonants are much less marked than tense consonants in Korean, as
has long been regarded by both grammarians and naive natives.
As for the question whether the syllable-finally neutralized stop is
tense or lax, I present below a phonetic and a phonological argument
showing that the neutralized segment is in fact lax, not tense as Houlihan
has claimed.
While a definitive and direct phonetic evidence may be lacking, it is
not difficult to infer from available sources that the stop into which all
syllable-final stops are neutralized is neither aspirated nor tense. Much
of phonetic exponents of aspiration and tenseness are realized only when
the closure of a stop is released. Thus, if aspiration is but a matter of
positively valued voice onset time, the VOT cannot be measured in unreleased
stops. Likewise, tenseness which is often manifest in terms of heightened
oral air-pressure and/or muscular tension is absent in unreleased stops
because, with no burst (plosion) to follow the release, the oral air need
not even be pressurized. A reexamination of some old electromyographic data
of mine in fact showed that in the words t 'ak 'rice-cake' and k'och [k'ot°]
'flower', there was less muscular activity in [t°] of [k'ot°] than in [t']
of [t'ak°], and in [k°] of [t'ak°] than in [k'] of [k'ot°]. (Unfortunately,
I could not find the words that contained homorganic initial and final stops
for direct comparison.)
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As for phonological evidence that shows that a syllable-finally
neutralized stop is lax, note the phonetic forms of the following compound
nouns
•
(9) aph+^lin [abarin] 'the gentleman ahead' *[ap'arin] or "[aph^rin]
pat^+wi [padwi] 'top of the garden' *[pat'wi] or *[pat^wi]
pu k^+an [puggan] 'inside the kitchen' *[puak'an] or *[puak^an]
os+ipki [odipki] 'clothes-wearing' "[ot'ipki] or *[osipki]
nac^+insang [nadinsang] 'facial impression' *[nat 'insang]
The above exemplifies a subcase of rather complex boundary phenomena
in Korean (for details, see Kim 1970), but presents an unmistakable evidence
that syllable-finally neutralized obstruents are not tense but lax. This is
so because of the following reasons. The second element in each of the
compound in (9) begins with a vowel. One might expect from this that
pronunciation of the form [apharin], [puak"an] , etc. would occur, since
one does get the forms like aph-e [aphe], puak^-e [puakhe], etc. But
pronunciations like [ap'^rin], [puak"an] , etc. are non-occurring and
unacceptable. And since neutralization of obstruents does not take place
prevocally, especially when it involves aspirated obstruents, one must assume
that a compound boundary between the two elements in each example in (9)
plays a role in determining the phonetic shape of the compound, and that,
in fact , it is this compound boundary that makes the preceding obstruent
behave like a syllable- /word-final consonant, despite the fact that it is
followed by a vowel, and changes it into a neutralized unreleased segment.
What is interesting and important to note here is that this neutralized
obstruent is pronounced as a voiced lax stop in the final phonetic form.
Now in Korean, only lax stops can become voiced intervocalically , e.g.,
(10) pal 'foot', sin-pal [sinbal] 'foot-wear, shoes'
tal 'moon', pan-tal [pandal] 'half-moon'
ky ng 'about', ne-si-ky3ng [nesigyang] 'about 4 o'clock'
cang 'head', si-cang [sijang] 'mayor'
This intervocalic voicing rule (any phonological rule, in general,
for that matter), however, does not apply across word or phrasal boundaries.
Since in the compounds in (9), the voicing nevertheless takes place, what it
means is that after the neutralization has taken place, the word boundary
is deleted or reduced to a morpheme boundary, enabling now the voicing rule
to apply. The fact that in this case the syllable-final obstruents in (9)
surface as voiced stops is a clear indication that they are neutralized
into lax, not tense, stops before undergoing voicing. For if they were
neutralized into tense unaspirated stops, as Houlihan has argued, then they
should surface as they are. But forms like [ap'arin], [puak'an], etc. do
not occur, indicating clearly that syllable-final obstruents are not
neutralized into tense stops.
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In summary, Houlihan (1978) has attempted to solve a dilemma projected
by two cases of neutralization in Korean onto her two proposed universal
constraints in phonology by way of reformulating the neutralization
phenomena in such a way that the syllable-final obstruents are neutralized
into a tense stop and that a tense stop is less marked than a lax stop.
I have argued, however, that such reformulation is arbitrary and unwarranted
by showing that the stop into which syllable-final stops are neutralized
is lax and that a lax obstruent is less marked than a tense obstruent.
It appears then that the Korean examples still remain as violators
of Houlihan's constraints. However, the Markedness Condition can be
maintained without any reanalysis. To see this, we now must separate the
two neutralization rules in Korean and consider them individually. I think
that Houlihan made a basic error in regarding the syllable-final obstruent
neutralization and the post-obstruent syllable- initial neutralization as
being instances of the same neutralization rule occurring in complementary
environments. In point of fact, the two are not the same. For one thing,
the syllable-final neutralization is, as was noted before, an unconditional
neutralization involving all three series of obstruents, while the so-called
post-obstruent syllable- initial neutralization is at best a partial one
involving lax and tense series
,
but not aspirated series. Secondly, in
syllable-final neutralization, the segment into which all three series of
obstruents are neutralized is, strictly phonetically speaking, not one of
the three, but a fourth type, i.e., unreleased. Seen this way, the syllable-
final neutralization rule in Korean is not a neutralization rule but rather
an allophonic rule that merges segments to some new segment not present in
the input to the rule, just as the merger of /t/ and /d/ to the tap [r]
between stressed and unstressed syllabic segments in certain dialects of
American English is an allophonic rule rather than a neutralization rule
(cf. Houlihan and Iverson 1978:9). If this is the case, then the syllable-
final neutralization in Korean would not be subject to the Markedness
Constraint. Even if it is not, it still will not violate the Constraint
because, the lax obstruent being the most unmarked obstruent, neutralization
into a lax obstruent would be in confirmity with the constraint.
As for the Post-Obstruent Tensing, if it is regarded as a case of
non-assimilatory neutralization, and at the moment I have no way of arguing
otherwise, it still violates both constraints (4) and (5), because it
neutralizes a segment into a more marked one (i.e. , lax to tense) and
because it occurs word-medially but not across word boundaries. It is
possible to regard the phenomenon as a case of some sort of merger or
assimilation in the sense that the oral pressure resulting from two
conjoined stops is heightened enough to turn the segment into a tense stop
(cf. Kim-Renaud 1978). But it is too speculative, and I will have to defer
it to a further study in the future.
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PRINCIPLES OF STRESS ASSIGNMENT; A CROSSLINGUISTIC VIEW
David Odden
Principles of stress assignment play an important role
in discussions of conventions for expanding parentheses.
Kiparsky (1973) notes that stress in Cheremis Is assigned to
the last full vowel of the word, but to the first reduced vowel
of the word if there are no full vowels in the word. He then
proposes a stress assignment rule involving subscripted paren-
theses . The fact that parenthesis notation can successfully be
employed to represent the stress assignment rule of Cheremis
was then taken to be evidence for the conventions that the
longest expansion of a rule abbreviated with parentheses applies
first and that parentheses notation collapses disjunctively
ordered rules. This argviment would receive strong support if
the notation more narrowly characterized the class of possible
stress rules. In the following sections, I shall investigate
the characteristics of phonetically based stress assignment
rules in various languages , in order to give a more solid
empirical foundation to claims regarding possible and impossible
stress systems. I shall argue that from a crosslinguistic stand-
point, a more atomistic approach to stress assignment is neces-
sary. The Elsewhere Condition proposed by Kiparsky will be
shown to simplify the description of certain stress assignment
systems. I will argue that assignment of alternating stresses
is separate from, and sometimes entirely independent of, main
stress assignment.
I. Main Stress Assignment
Kiparsky (1973) discusses the stress assignment rules of Cheremis and
Komi Jazva, which appear to require subscripted parentheses in their formu-
lation. In Cheremis, the last full vowel of the word is stressed, but the
first vowel is stressed in words containing only reduced vowels. A formally
similar rule is encountered in Komi Jazva, which assigns stress to the first
full vowel of the word, but to the last vowel of the word if there are only
reduced vowels. Rules along the line of (1) and (2) are required for
Cheremis and Komi Jazva, respectively.
1) V^[+stress] / (CqVCo )o#
2) V:> [+stress] /^(C^,^^)^
Kiparsky argues "that the success of these rules depends on the disjunctive
application of the infinite set of cases represented by the environment
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(CqVCo)q. We require that the longest applicable expansion, and only this,
should apply to each input (p. 102)."
An alternative is available to (1) and (2) which neither depends on the
disjunctive nature of parentheses nor on the longest-first convention.
Specifically, (2) can be reformulated as two rules.
3) V ^ [+stress] / # (CoVO^
k) V ^ [+stress] / # (CoVC)^ C^*
It could be argued that (3) and (4) miss a significant generalization
about stress assignment and that, since the standard conventions on rule
application correctly assign stress to the Komi Jazva forms, rule (2) is to
be preferred to (3) and (k)
,
The stress assignment systan of Komi Jazva is not, however, the typical
case. A more commonly occurring rule is one like that found in Modem
Mongolian. In that language, stress is assigned to the first long vowel or
diphthong, but to the first short vowel of words containing only short
vowels (Poppe, 1951).
5) daga
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The atomistic approach to stress in these languages predicts there could
exist a language with (3) and (9), and in fact, Mongolian is such a
language. Thus, the existence of the two stress rules in Mongolian lends
support to the two rule analysis of Komi Jazva and Cheremis stress
.
If the stress assignment system of Mongolian were atypical, it would
constitute a very weak argument for assigning stress by two rules in
general. However, the stress rule of Mongolian is not a rare and isolated
example. There are a number of languages which have fundamentally the
same stress rules. In Lake Miwok, stress is assigned to the first strong
syllable of the word (including VCC), but otherwise to the first syllable
(Callaghan, I965).
10) biksetuka "to belch"
caadada "kingfisher"
camSnka "to destroy"
Tutliutak "to be stingy"
7ijac*2iac'asi "to be bumpy"
do?omSatak "that hunter"
7^ne "mother"
ySje "stick"
blik'^al "fishtrap"
The Lhasa dialect of Tibetan has this rule as well, where strong syllables
are those containing a long vowel (N. Nornang, personal communication).
11) tdtltuu "shirt"
loptsee "lesson"
laptee "of the student"
lagaa "school"
lapta "student"
fiugu "pen"
In Lushootseed, stress falls on the first non- schwa vowel of the stem,
but on the first schwa if the stem contains only schwas (T. Hess, V. Hilbert,
personal communication),
12) kwaxwad "help"
kiisSx" "get up"
ialalik^ "write"
sq^iq.^'^3bay "puppy"
sqW3bay "dog"
gWadii
^
"sitting"
xejiaisad "sore feet"
XsiXsiJcSc "depressed"
^ajadax" "eating now"
The same rule is encountered in Yana, according to Sapir and Swadesh
(i960): "The word stress, variable to some extent, tends to fall on the
first heavy syllable, that is, on the first syllable which is either closed
with a consonant or which contains a vowel cluster. Where there is no heavy
syllable, the first syllable tends to carry the stress."
Since this stress pattern is encountered in a number of languages, an
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adequate theory of stress assigTunent should value this type of stress rule
as much as it values the Komi Jazva stress rule. In fact, the Komi Jazva
rule itself is atypical. I have encoxintered no analogous stress rules
which calculate from the beginning of the word, and place stress on the
last syllable of the word when no strong syllables are present.
Since initial plausibility is lent to the approach which assigns stress
by two or more independent rules, it is useful to investigate what other
types of stress systems are actually encountered in various languages to
develop a better idea of what constitutes a possible stress assignment system.
Stress assignment in Hopi is calculated from the beginning of the word:
it falls on the initial syllable of one and two syllable words, and on the
second syllable of longer words if the first syllable is short, but on the
first syllable otherwise (Kalectaca, 1978).
13) qitu
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at all. However, that specification serves only to prevent initial stress
from being assigned to words previously stressed by (14), The specification
r V #1 a suspicious expression of this disjunctive relation.
L [-stress] , J
A more enlightening formulation of (15) is possible if we invoke the
conditions on disjunctivity argued for in Kiparsky (1973), i.e. the Else-
where Condition. According to this condition, "Two adjacent rules of the
form A^ B/P QjC=^ D/R S are disjunctively ordered if and only if:
a) the set of strings that fit PAQ is a subset of the set of strings that
fit RCS, and, b) the structural changes of the two rules are either identical
or incompatible." Invoking the Elsewhere Condition, the following rule may
be substituted for (15).
17) V :^ I'+stress] /fC^
Since the set of forms vrtiich can undergo (14) is a subset of the forms
which can undergo (17) and since the structural changes are identical, the
EC assures disjunctive ordering between these two rules. This is in fact
correct, as shown in the derivations below.
18) qatu wunuvtu nuy
na wunuvtu na (Ik)
qatu Disj. ridy (17)
By exploiting the predictions of the EC, stress assignment can be
described by two simple and natural rxiles. By employing the EC, we are
also able to simplify the expression of the Mongolian stress system. In
place of the more complex rule (7) which assigns stress to a word just in
case stress has not been previously assigned, the initial stress rule (17)
such as is found in Hopi will apply. According to the EC, that rule will
only apply if no previous stress assignment rule has assigned a main stress.
Thus, it is unnecessary to mention that initial stress occurs on a short
vowel only if there are only short vowels throughout the word in the case
of Mongolian, since that fact is already guaranteed by the EC.
Stress in Tahitian is assigned to the first long vowel or diphthong of
the word, but to the penultimate vowel in words containing no long vowels
or diphthongs (Tryon, 1970).
19) tamalre
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penultimate vowel. The EC guarantees that no forms which undergo (20)
can also xindergo (21).
In addition to allowing a simpler description of stress in Mongolian,
Hopi and Tahitian, the two rule approach which exploits the EC also provides
an independent explanation why certain stress systems are rarer than others,
even though there is no formal reason to expect such a difference. On
independent grounds, we know that final stress is relatively uncommon
(Hyman, 1977) • Therefore we would expect that a system which stresses the
initial syllable as the elsewhere case would be more common than a system
which places stress on the final syllable in the elsewhere case, regardless
of whether stress on strong syllables is determined from the left or from
the right. This prediction is born out, as shown by the fact that only
one example has been encountered which has final stress elsewhere, i.e.
Komi Jazva.
Stress in Indonesian normally falls on the penultimate syllable; if
that syllable contains schwa, stress falls on the final syllable (Wolff,
1971).
22)
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is separated by a glottal stop from an identical vowel or one which is
higher. These cases are illustrated below (Sneddon, 1975).
27) a. Antepenultimate stress with schwa in penult.
Isahena "will be eaten by him"
winkotana "will be asked by him"
b. Final stress with schwa in penult,
sara? "fish"
maradey "intends to stand"
rimsday "is standing"
c. Stressed schwa
tampok "tip"
kanSnku "will be eaten by me"
wa?Q©l "stupid"
rapat "fast"
d. Penultimate stress
wale "house"
wanua "village"
karimanka? "spider"
kinanku "has been eaten by me"
wenu "will be given by you"
tiko "throat"
maQaOan "is continually eating"
e. Antepenultimate without ?
reidam "dark"
maeker "is coughing"
louran "will be taken to the lake"
maoas "is washing"
f
.
Antepenultimate with intervening ?
wo^odo "tommorrow"
raTipe? "not yet"
wati?ila "there"
There is no way to collapse all of these conditions into a single stress
assignment rule. Three rules are necessary to account for stress assignment
in Tondano.
28) V > [+stressj / VC^^ CQaCVC^f
29) V ^+stress] / gC C^i
[^-reduced]
30) Vj ^[+stressj / ((? )Vi)CQVCQ#
j=i or i is higher than j
The set of forms which can undergo (28) is a subset of the forms which
can undergo (29), so the EC guarantees that no form can undergo both (28)
and (29).. Similarly, the set of forms which can undergo either (28) or (29)
is a subset of the set of forms which can undergo (30), so the EC guarantees that
(30) cannot apply to any form which has previously undergone
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(28) or (29). The derivations below illustrate the application of these
three rules.
31) /s%-a?/ /winkotana/ /rspat/ /wale/
NA winkotana NA NA (28)
sara> DISJ w.r.t. (28) NA NA (29)
DISJ w.r.t (29) DISJ w.r.t (28) rapat wale (30)
Returning to the problem of the two formulations of stress assignment
in Indonesian, we would look at the final-stress rule of Tondano, (29),
as being the closest parellel to either (23) or (25) in Indonesian.
Since, however, the Tondano final-stress rule incorporates the preceding
schwa portion of the environment of rule (25) and the focal restriction
of (23), both rules are equally supported. The remaining criterion would
appear to be whether a final stress rule is preferable to a penultimate
stress rule. I shall therefore leave unresolved the question of which
formulation of stress assignment is preferable in Indonesian.
It was observed that in Tondano, stress may fall on the antepenultimate
vowel, providing the word contains at least four vowels and the penultimate
is schwa followed by a single consonant. (In addition, stress may fall on
the antepenultimate vowel under well defined and restricted conditions,
as incorporated in (30)). Stress is assigned to the penultimate syllable
in Iqua Tupi as well, with the provision that it falls on the antepenulti-
mate syllable of words containing at least five morae (Abrahamson, I968),
32) itiQ
^
"it is white"
patiwapE "bark pan"
taititu "wild pigs"
aheabebui "his ling"
abidabidatf"
This stress system can be accounted for with two rules ; an antepenulti-
mate stress rule, and a subsequent penultimate stress rule.
33) V »[+stress] / VC^VCb ^C^V^C^V^Q,*
34) V *>[+stress] / C^^^^^i
Although rule (33) differs from the Tondano antepenultimate rule (28) in
that it is not dependent upon a weak penultima and differs from it in that
two preceding vowels are required rather than one, it is crucially similar
in that although placanent of stress is calculated from the righthand boundary
the rule must still look to the left to determine whether there are enough
syllables preceding to allow antepenultimate stress assignment.
In the above section, I have argued that there exists a considerable
number of stress assignment rules which cannot be described by a single
rule schema, but which can be explained by employing two stress assignment
rules and imposing disjunctive ordering on those rules by the Elsewhere
Condition. I now turn to a consideration of Alternating Stress Rules.
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II. Alternating Stress Rules
The interaction between alternating stress assigning rules and main
stress assigning rules has been only briefly discussed in a few places in
the literature, most notably Chomsky and Halle (I968) and Howard (1973) » inter
alia, where the relationship between main and alternating stress has been
discussed in the context of iterative versus simultaneous application of
rules. It is assumed there that Alternating Stress assignment and Main
Stress assignment in Southern Paiute are governed by essentially the same
rule, which Howard formulates as follows (Howard, 1973:106).
35) V -.[+stress] / V (^
l^-stress^
This rule is posited to account for the fact that in Southern Paiute,
the main stress of the word falls on the second syllable of the word, and
there is a secondary stress on every even syllable thereafter. A similar
rule is posited for Warao which assigns primary stress to the penultimate
vowel and copies that stress on every other preceding syllable (Howard,
1973:22).
36) V # ^ / Q, ^
Howard claims for Warao that (p. 22) "there is good reason to doubt the
independence of these two processes (i.e. Main and Alternating Stress
assignment : DO ) and to consider primary stress assignment as part of the
alternating stress phenomenon." The argument that these two processes are
essentially the same phenomenon is the fact that th^ can be collapsed as
a single rule such as (36).
An equally plausible account is to assume one rule assigning the main
stress of the word and a subsequent rule which copies that stress on
alternating vowels. In this section, I will investigate the alternating
stress systems of a number of languages in order to determine whether main
and alternating stress are always assigned by the same rule. The conclusion
I shall argue for is that in fact these two types of rules are entirely
separate in a number of cases.
If it were a general fact that rules assigning alternating stresses
can always be collapsed into single rule schema with the rule assigning
main stress , we would have a strong argument that the occurrence of the
main stress rule (37) and the alternating rule (38) is not at all coincidental,
37) V »^ / fc^vq,
38) V ^V 1-4,^^^^^ ?o |--sJess]^o
On the other hand, if a significant number of stress systems were
encountered where these two rules cannot be collapsed, then plausibility is
lent to considering main and alternating stress assignment to be governed by
different rules.
Such cases are not hard to finds Howard himself suggests that the two
processes are different in Tubatulabal. In brief, stress in Tubatulabal
is placed on the final syllable of the word, and an alternating stress is
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placed on every second preceding mora. Where stress would be expected to
fall on the second mora of a long vowel, it appears on the first mora of
that vowel, and the calculation of alternating morae proceeds from that
mora (Voeglin, 1935).
39) ^ir)iyal "the red thistle"
tiQiyala'p "on the red thistle"
witaDhatal^ "the Tejon Indians"
witaOhatalabatsii "away from the Tejon Indians"
p+t+tp+tTdinat "he is turning it over repeatedly"
iblm+yal "the flower month"
anaQalilo^op+ganan "he is the one going along pretending to cry"
yuuduyuudat "the fruit is mashing"
In addition, two identical vowels which are contained in the same
morpheme and are separated by a glottal stop are treated like a single two
mora syllable; that is, the stress is assigned to the first vowel in the
cases where the second vowel was expected to receive the stress.
kO) ku?ujubil "the little ones"
uyu?um "the bunch gives"
The analysis assumed here posits a final stress rule and a stress copying
rule (41).
kl) V. i^;+stress] / ((7)V^C^VC.V
[+stressj
Under one possible account of this data, one would say that there is a
later stress shift rule which places stress on the first mora of a long
vowel. This analysis would however fail to account for the fact that the
calculation of alternating moras proceeds from the position of the reassigned
stress . The approach employing a later retraction rule would incorrectly
assign a stress to the xmderlying fifth mora of /p+t+tp+t-M-dinat/, which
would yield incorrect* p4-t+tp+t^inat
. An alternative analysis could treat
long vowels the same as short vowels in order to explain why the short
vowel of t£ in witar^hiitalSbatsil is not stressed, even though it is in an
odd numbered mora. However, this analysis would incorrectly predict that
sequences of long vowels in adjacent syllables would not both be stressed,
as in fact they are in yuuduyuudat . Finally, one could conclude that long
vowels are always stressed; this analysis would nevertheless fail to account
for the fact that V7V behaves in a manner analogous to long vowels. Regard-
less of the specific formulation of alternating stress in Tubatulabal, that
rule cannot be collapsed with the word final Main Stress rule in any straight-
forward manner.
Other languages have been encountered which have penultimate main stress
and stresses alternating backwards from that syllable. Such a language
might potentially be more easily accounted for by a single stress rule, such
as the stress rule of Warao, as formulated by Howard. In the cases under
discussion here, this collapsing is not so easy, since the main stress assign-
ment rule is subject to conditions which the alternating rule is not subject
to. For example, in Inga Quechua, stress is placed on the penultimate syl-
lable, and alternating stress is assigned to every other syllable preceding
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that syllable. However, if the final syllable ends in m, n^, r_ or ^, stress
falls on that syllable, and stress alternates from the final syllable
(Levinsohn, 1976).
42) najnbyag "path" kancis "seven"
aglaku "he is taken hold of" yawa'r 'Talood"
aparaiiy "to bring" yiika'n "he had"
palakuna "upper backs" apadiruka'r "he could bring"
The main stress assignment rule may be formulated as follows:
43) V V [+stress] / C^ (V([-sonorant] )) #
However, collapsing the main and alternating stress rules in Inga is impos-
sible, since the presence of a sonorant consonant does not inhibit the spread
of alternating stresses, cf. apamuy
.
While Howard assumes that main and alternating stress can be collapsed
in Warao into a single rule, there is evidence that these two rules cannot
in fact be collapsed. While main stress falls on the penultima in most
words, it falls on the antepenultima if that vowel is the first member of
one of the diphthongs ae
,
ai or oi. Alternating stress radiates backwards
from the main stress (Osborne, 19^12).
44) tfra
108
45) nso ^ "genipa" walo^^ ^ "rabbit"
rutxitxa
^
"he observes taboo" tsiyahatu "he cries"
salwayehkakna ^"they visit each other"
ruslunotinitkana "their voices already changed"
saplewhimamtanathaka "they sa;^ he went along screaming again"
tapaluskanawathimananiomtanatnaka "it is said that his canoe alone was
going along again"
There is, as far as I have been able to determine, no evidence internal
to Piro to decide whether there are two secondary stress assignment rules,
one placing secondary stress on the initial syllable, and one copying that
stress on alternating syllables. There is also no evidence to decide
whether an alternating stress is assigned to the pretonic antepenultimate
vowel and is later removed by a stress erasure rule, or if secondary stress
assignment is to be constrained to block its application to a pretonic vowel.
It is, however, quite clear that main and secondary stress assignment must
be governed by different rules , since main stress is determined on the basis
of the right hand boundary, whereas alternating stress is determined on the
basis of the lefthand boundary. The two rule approach to main and alterna-
ting stress predicts that languages such as Piro would be expected to exist,
since it is claimed that the occurrence of rules (37) and (38) in Southern
Paiute is a coincidence.
A similar example of separate main and alternating stress rules is
encountered in Zulu. In his description of Zulu, Doke describes the place-
ment of primary and secondary stress as follows (Doke, 1926 :p. 183) :" Second-
ary stress, not necessarily involving length, is found, as a general rule,
on every second syllable back from the penultimate of words with an even
number of syllables. If the word has an odd number of syllables, more than
three, the secondary stress is found on the root syllable and every second
syllable there before or thereafter, providing that at least one (maybe
two) unstressed syllables are left before the main stress."
Doke's description of the placement of alternating stresses, I shall
demonstrate, is at variance with his actual forms. I shall argue that
alternating stress is handled by entirely different principles which are
not sensitive to the total number of syllables in a word. The analysis I
assume here places main stress on the penultimate syllable, as is required
in Doke's analysis. A second rule places stress on the root initial syllable.
A mirror-image stress copying rule places copies of the root initial
secondary on alternating syllables before and after the root initial
secondary stress. Finally, a rule of retraction/erasure removes the
secondary stress from a syllable which stands immediately before a stressed
syllable; if that syllable is preceded by a word initial syllable, the
stress is retracted onto that syllable. The following illustrate main
stress and root initial stress assignment (Doke, 1926).
kG) [bona "see" [bonaJcala "be visible"
The following two rules are proposed to account for these data.
hi) V ^ [+stress] / ^CV
UQ) V >- [2stress] / [Cq
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49) [bbnakklisfsa "be clearly visible"
zijbku [ hamba "they will travel"
zijbku [ hambisisa "they will travel intensively"
U51 [ fwanyanyana "little brother"
The following stress copying rule is proposed to account for alternating
stresses.
50) V ^[2 stress] % C V C V
[-stress] [+ stress]
The erasure of stresses which stand before the main stress is shown in the
following examples
.
51) [ bbnakalisa "make appear"
[ bonis a "show"
L fuhlufuhluzelisisela "scatter things about carefully for"
uij([ fwanyana "little brother"
siL bonisisile "we saw clearly"
ukuL kxebhuka "to tear noisily"
Finally, the retraction of stress onto the initial syllable of the word is
shown in the following forms
.
52) ^il hambela "we traveled"
u L shanyana "little stock"
Retraction and erasure are incorporated into the following rule.
53) (#c v)c ^c \/^(#c»c V C if
o 00^ o_o,
-,[-stress]
Sample derivations illustrating the application of these rules are
provided below.
5^) sit hambela [ bonakalisa
,
e'
^
1 MSR
a o Root Stress
^
NA a ASH
i a a Retraction
zijoku r hambisa zijoku [ hambisisa
i 1 M5R
a k Root Stress
b b ASR
a NA Retraction
Even though root initial stress is not phonetically present when it would
stand before main stress, it must be assigned there in the derivation so
that the alternating stress will correctly be assigned to the prefixes in
zijokuhamblsa and so that it will be retracted to the prefix in si [hambela .
Although this description is in some sense more complex than that pro-
vided by Doke, I argue that the present account is empirically adequate,
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whereas Doke's analysis is not. The two analyses of words having an odd
number of syllables agree in phonetic output, although the present analysis
assumes that stress is assigned to the pretonic position in a form such as
bonisa and is erased by a later rule. The difference in predictions lies
in the description of words having an even number of syllables. The two
descriptions under consideration make the same predictions when there are
no prefixes present in the word, but for different reasons. These two
analyses predict the same phonetic forms because in words having an even
number of syllables and no prefixes, the root initial syllable will always
be an even numbered syllable. The critical area where the two analyses
differ in their predictions is when prefixes are included. In particular,
when the stem contains an odd number of syllables and there are an odd
number of prefix syllables , the word will contain an even number of syllables
The consequence is that under Doke's analysis, stress is placed on the word
initial syllable, whereas under the analysis proposed here, the stress will
occur on the root initial syllable. The latter prediction is in fact the
correct one, as seen in si [bbnisislle "we saw clearly," which Doke's
analysis would incorrectly predict to be *slbonlsisile . Doke's analysis
predicts in general that the root initial syllable will be unstressed in
any word of an even number of syllables which contains an odd number of
syllables in the root, whereas the present analysis predicts that the root
initial syllable will be unstressed only when it stands before the main
stress. The latter prediction is, as far as I can tell, the correct one.
The conclusion is, therefore, that in Zulu, the alternating stress
phenomenon is independent of main stress assignment, and is furthermore
not sensitive to the odd number versus even number of syllables in the
word. This then suggests that on cross linguistic grounds, alternating stress
may not be a subcase of main stress assignment.
A very interesting stress system is found in Auca, which is described
in Pike (1964). There are two clearly independent alternating stress rules
(or wave trains), one which assigns stress to the penultimate suffix
syllable and every even numbered suffix syllable preceding until the root,
and another stress rule stresses the root initial syllable and every odd
syllable following until the suffixes are encountered. When the root final
and suffix initial syllables are unstressed, the root final syllable receives
the stress. The root precedes the suffixes.
55) go-bo "I go" go-bopa "I go (declar.)"
go-tabopa "I went" go-tamonapa "we went"
ws -qa "he dies" kiwepo-Qa "where he lives"
p sdae pono-kamba "he handed it over"
bodae poka "ant hill" kae ga-kamba "his tooth hurts"
a-kamba "he sees" ylw5 m6-r)3mba "he carves"
tikaw6don6-kamba "he lights"
wodo-rya "she hangs up"
epa-kandapa "he was born"
garenB nee -Qa "he raised up his arms"
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The description of these two stress processes clearly cannot be
accomplished with a single stress rule. The stress train found on the
suffixes is assigned by the following rule.
56) V > r+stressl / C V
1-stress!
+suffixj
This rule will not only account for the alternating stress pattern con-
tained entirely within the sxiffix-sequence, it also can explain the
presence of the root final stress whenevfir the initial suffix syllable is
unstressed. When rule (56) applies to underlying epa-kandapu , it first
assigns stress to the penultimate vowel, since that vowel is the first one
followed by an unstressed suffix vowel, yielding epa-kandapu
.
The rule
then reapplies to the final vowel of the root, since that vowel is followed
by an unstressed suffix vowel. No other stresses may be assigned by (56),
since no other unstressed suffix vowels are available to trigger stress
assignment.
The second wave train requires at least one more rule; I shall assume
that two are required, one to assign stress to the first vowel of the word
and a second to copy that stress on alternating syllables.
57) V ^ L+stress] /#C^
58) V > f+stress] / V C V C
Rule (57) will apply to underlying bod^poka , yielding bodspoka . The
alternating rule (58) will then apply to that output and give the phonetic
form b6dap6ka. The suffixal stress train rule must apply before the
alternating stress rule (58) so that after the suffixal rule has applied,
derived padaapono -pamba undergoes first the initial stress rule (yielding
paedaepono-pamba
)
which then undergoes rule (58) to give paedapong- p&iba .
If the alternating rule (58) were to apply before the suffixal stress train
rule (56), the stresses assigned by that rule would spread into the suffixes,
yielding incorrect *a-kamba instead of i-kimba
. By modifying the formulation
of the alternating rule (58) so that only root vowels can serve as focus,
this problem is eliminated. However, this complication of (58) is simply
unnecessary if we order (56) before (58).
I shall now discuss the stress system of three languages which have a
different variety of complexity in their alternating stress rule: in these
languages, the stress rule optionally skips two unstressed syllables rather
than one. In Mantjiltjara, main stress falls on the initial vowel of the
word. Alternating stresses appear on succeeding nonfinal syllables, either
a single unstressed syllable or two unstressed syllables are allowed to
intervene between stresses (Marsh, I969).
59) yapu "store" tafka "bone"
Oakumpa "deaf" w41pukti^u "tall"
rakaraka "brave" ylkaf-iwa "laugh"
parpakala "fly" wayigkatirjU "he arrived"
Qakuljukulju "the Pleades kdwaJ-irjknu "from this time"
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pakalkuraku "let him come out"
kapukurinanta "I dreamed of you"
kaninjtjafatjanu "from inside"
wufultjanjanja "organize them!"
OurilpayilitjuQku "we (pi. excl) were looking for you"
nmtitjulatjananja "inform them!"
kayilifiriulatju "we (pi. excl.) went north"
It should be noticed that the optional skipping of two vowels rather
than one need not be observed throughout all syllables in the word at the
same time, cf
. Qurilpayilitjiiriku , where the first alternating stress is
separated from the main stress by one syllable, but the second is separated
by two. That is, it would not be feasible to posit two distinct versions
of the alternating stress rule, one which copies stresses in the environment
V C V C and a second which copies stresses in the environment of
V C V C V C The option of skipping one or two syllables must be
incorporated into ttie alternating stress rule. It should also be noticed
that since final vowels are not stressed, if the option of skipping two
vowels rather than one is selected in a four syllable word, no alternating
stress at all will be found in the word, as in pifpakala . This poses a
problem for the formal description of the alternating stress rule.
The Alternating Stress rule is not optional, since an alternating stress
is present on every word of five or more syllables. If the decision is
made to select the longest version of the stress copying rule, i.e. with
the environment V C V C V C^ CV, the form parpakala does not satisfy the
conditions of that rule and the alternating stress rule does not apply.
The theory does not contain any apparatus that describes optional variants
of a single rule. A more articulated theory of optional rules would allow
us to determine whether the formal problem encountered in Mantjaltjara of
blocking the obligatory alternating stress rule by selecting the longest
version of that rule is a real problem, or only an apparent one. The out-
standing problem is to determine why it is that when the longer expansion
fails to be satisfied, the shorter expansion is not then obligatorily applied.
The stress system of Walmatjari as described by Hudson and Richards
(1964) is similar to that of Mantjiltjara, in that two syllables can be
optionally skipped in the alternation of stresses. It differs from that
language in the crucial respect that four syllable words apparently require
the presence of an alternating stress. Therefore, the possibility of
skipping two syllables in the alternating stress rule is available only in
words of five syllables or longer. An additional difference is that the
main stress may optionally appear on the second syllable of the word rather
than on the first if that syllable is nonfinal ; alternating stesses are
then calculated from this point.
60) yapa "child" p4ljna "creek"
kaQani ~kaQani "carried"
manalu ~manalu "we... him"
yutanti ~ yutinti "sit !
"
Qakaljalja "cockatoo" tjininjara "midday"
paljmanana ~ paljmanana "touching"
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tunmanana ~ tgnmanana "burying"
walakruwanti "sews" jniratinjana "drowning"
njumukutjini /- njumukutjinj "caused to bathe"
Unfortunately, the description given by Hudson and Richards provides
no examples of longer words, so that the interaction of the optional second
syllable main stress and the option of skipping two syllables found in the
alternating stress rule may be observed.
The stress system of Malakmalak is of interest because stress is placed
on the initial syllable of words having 1, 2, 3i '^ and 6 syllables, but on
the second syllable of words containing 5 and 7 syllables. Alternating
stresses occur on every other syllable after the main syllable, including
on the last syllable (Birk, 1976).
61) yonton "he" tyciQar "appear"
alawar "woman" melpapu "father"
mutyufwunu "very much" miinankkra "beautiful"
tyetweramaQkil "fork stick"
aQkiniyarjka "you and I will stand"
arkiniyaQka "we all will stand"
ar)kon6yur(ka "you and I will lie down"
n'4k'6rW6yV)ka "you (pi) will lie down"
wuwuntununuwaka "would have given meat"
A possible explanation for this highly peculiar stress system is the
fact that it guarantees a stress on the penultimate vowel in every word
(except for trisyllabic words). However, I cannot see any straight-forward
way to incorporate the stress pattern of 5 and 7 syllable words into a
concise formulation of the facts , even employing two rules for assigning
main and secondary stresses.
It has been argues above that there are a number of cases where main
stress assignment and alternating stress assignment are governed by different
rules. This point is most forcefiilly demonstrated by languages such as
Zulu and Piro, where main stress and alternating stress are calculated from
different ends of the word. The separateness of these processes is demon-
strated in other languages by the fact that one rule, but not the other,
may be subject to a more complicated set of conditions.
Ill . Conclusions
In the above sections, I have argued two points; that main stress assign-
ment often requires two rules, rather than one, which are disjunctively
ordered but not formally abbreviable, and that main and alternating stress
can require two separate rules for their individual description. There can
be no doubt that the atomistic approach towards stress assignment is neces-
sary for describing languages such as Mongolian or Zulu; the question of how
to account for languages such as Komi Jazva remains open. That language can
be described with a single rule or with two rules i and although there is no
evidence that the two cases of stress assignment are governed by different
rules, there is also no evi.dence that they are governed by the same rule.
There can be no doubt that parenthesis notation abbreviates disjunctively
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ordered sets of rules, and that the longest rule applies first. This point
has been unambiguously shown in Kiparsky (I968) and Phelps (197^^), where
rules other than stress assignment are used to show the necessity of these
conclusions. The foregoing study shows, inter alia, that rules of stress
assignment do not make the most convincing case for parenthesis notation.
I have shown above that a language may have a number of different condi-
tions on stress assignment; for example, stress may fall on the first mora
of a long vowel or an identical vowel sequence separated by glottal stop
(Tubatulabal, Tondano); it may fall on the first element of a diphthong
rather than on the last (Tondano, Warao); it may fall f\irther back on the
word than expected if the word is long enough (Tupi, Tondano); it may avoid
stressing schwa by stressing a different syllable than expected (Indonesian,
Tondano). Strong versus weak syllables may be defined in different ways;
long vowels alone are strong in Tibetan, long vowels and diphthongs are
strong in Mongolian and Tahitian, long vowels diphthongs and consonant clusters
constitute strong syllables in Lake Miwok and Yana, and non-schwa vowels are
strong in Indonesian and Lushootseed.
In summary, since the atomistic approach to stress assignment gives a
better characterization of possible stress rules than an approach employing
a single stress assignment rule in a language, the atomistic approach is to
be prefered on crosslinguistic grounds
.
NOTES
*I would like to thank Mike Kenstowicz and Chuck Kisseberth for
valuable comments and criticisms on the earlier version of this paper,
I would also like to thank Nawang Nornang for providing the Tibetan data,
and Tom Hess and Vi Hilbert for providing the Lushootseed data.
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THE ACQUISITION OF CHINESE BY ADULT ENGLISH SPEAKERS:
AN ERROR ANALYSIS*
Paula Chen Rohrbach
This study investigates some of the coimnoa errors made by
American university students learning -Chinese. Interference
errors are found to be made by both the beginning and advanced
students, though they are not the same in nature. In addition,
intralingual errors are also found. The types of errors reflect
the level of competence of the students. Based on the fact that
beginning students make more 'serious' errors than advanced
students, a hierarchical scale of seriousness of errors is estab-
lished. Though there is no clear-cut division in all of the
error types, a rough guideline can be drawn. A detailed analy-
sis further shows that within the same type of error, errors
belonging to beginning students are generally in violation of
basic constructions while those of the advanced students are
mainly due to incorrect selection of lexical items. From the
findings, suggestions are made to iiaprove teaching techniques
and materials to help eliminate some of the errors.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to find, by means of an error analysis,
some problem areas adult American students find themselves facing when
learning Chinese. Since the main concern here is the syntactic and
semantic problems, the phonological aspects are disregarded. It is hoped
that this simplification will render a clearer and more manageable analy-
sis dealing only with the problems under consideration.
Two sets of data were collected from students of Chinese at Indiana
University in 1974—one from the beginning level and the other from the
advanced level. While longitudinal data were impossible to collect over
a short period of time, the use of th&sB £wo g>:oups was an attempt Co'
produce a longitudinal effect in classifying the errors.
The goal of this study is to classify the errors made and to see if
they can be ordered according to 'seriousness', i.e. levels of comprehen-
slbility. It is further hoped that the analysis will show whether the way
in which materials are presented has any correlation with students' diffi-
culties in certain patterns, and thus will reveal possible solutions to
at least some problem areas.
PROCEDURE
Subjects
. The subjects consisted of two groups of American students,
eight from the beginning level (six male, two female) and seven from the
advanced level (five male, two female). The ages ranged from 18 to 27,
with undergraduates in the beginning class and mostly graduate students
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in the advanced class. Most of the beglimlng students had not studied
Chinese before with the exception of one who had some formal training In
the language but decided to start from the beginning again. The advanced
group consisted of students of slightly varied backgrounds (in terms of
previous training in Chinese) but the differences can be disregarded for
the purpose of this study.
Data
.
The data consisted of short stories given by individual begin-
ning students and dialogues delivered by pairs of the advanced group. Both
types of presentations were done orally in class and recorded on a free-
style basis in order to capture spontaneity (although the advanced students
prepared their dialogues beforehand and could refer to notes while speaking),
One of the defects of this approach is that the students only used patterns
they were sure of and, thus, did not show all the areas in which they had
difficulties.
RESULTS
The data collected are tabulated (see Table 1) in the following fashion:
(1) the students listed by level of study and by number (with specification
as to male or female) ; (2) total number of sentences used in speech; (3)
total number of errors found (each sentence may contain more than one error)
;
(4) types of errors classified with the frequency of each type indicated;
and (5) number of errors per sentence. The beginning students are listed
in the top half of the table in descending order with respect to the number
of errors per sentence. The advanced students are listed similarly in the
bottom half of the table. Error types are arranged in such a way that the
errors most frequently made by beginning students are grouped together. A
similar arrangement is followed for the advanced students.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Though it is not apparent from Table 1, it is to be expected that the
speeches of beginning students consist of fewer, shorter;^ and less <:ouplex
sentences than those of the advanced students. Many of their sentences are,
in fact, broken segments. For the beginning group, the longest, speech has
42 sentences, and the shortest has 9 sentences. Number of errors j>er sen-
tence ranges from 0.78 to 0.14. For the advanced group, the longest speech
has 53 sentences, and the shortest has 21 sentences. Number of errors per
sentence ranges from 0.32 to 0.08.
Errors Classified . The errors are divided into eight types: (I) inter-
ference (English syntax and Chinese lexicon); (II) interference (Chinese
syntax and English lexical items substituted for Chinese equivalents unknown
to the student); (III) failure of rule application; (IV) overgeneralization;
(V) false concept hypothesized; (VI) ignorance of rule restriction^; (VII)
Interference (Chinese syntax and Incorrect Chinese lexical items resulting
from direct translation of English equivalents) ; and (VIII) performance
errors.
Each type or error is analyzed with a few typical examples. The
deviant utterances are given in the following fashion: (1) the intended
17S
TABLE 1
Nunber of
Student sentences
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(1) I was in my room by myself.
*Wo zal wode wuzi zljl.
I LV I-IT room self
Wo ylge ren zai wode wuzllt.
1 one-M person LV I-.'^T room-LS
(2) Her mother was on the phone,
*Tade muqln zal dlanhua.
She-ia* mother LV telephone
Tade muqln gel ta da dlanhua.
She-'T mother CV her beat telephone
(Her mother called her on the telephone)
(3) ...so I'll have to look for a place to live for only six months.
*...suoyi wo del zhao yige difang zhu jlu Huge yue.
so I must look-for one-M place live six-M month
...suoyi wo del zhao ylge difang zhi zhu Huge yue.
so I must look for one-M place only live six-M month
Sentences (l)-(3) are extreme cases where the students used cornplete
English syntax and merely strung together the Chinese words into t)ieir
English sentences. This word for word calquing has left little doubt that
these arc interference errors. Only the beginning students made this type
of error.
(4) I must study a lot.
V V \ _ V
*V/o del nianshu hen duo.
I must study-book very many
y V \ V —
Wo del nian hen duo shu,
I must study very many book
(5) \Je have moved seven or eight times.
V c — - — - \
*\.'omcn banj ia qi-ba ci.
We move-house seven-eight time
Women banle qi-ba ci jia .
We movc-ASP seven-eight tine house
Sentences (4) and (5) are rather interesting and are common errors of
the beginning students. In English, verbs such as 'study', 'teach',
'drink' etc. have their deep structure objects deleted on the surface.
Many native speakers of English consider these verbs in 'I must study',
'I teach', 'He drinks', etc. to be intransitive but in 'I study Chinese',
'I teach English', 'He drinks Brandy', etc. to be transitive. With this
I8l
concept In mind, these students reject the Chinese verb-object compounds
and deal with them either by deleting the objects as in English (e.g.
*Wo dei nian—I must study) o;r treating the verb-object compounds as verbs
only (e.g. *Wo dei niansh"u hen dub—I must study-book very many), not
realizing that the correct way is to break up the verb-object compounds
_
and place the quantifiers before the objects (e.g. Wo dei nian hen dub shu
—I must study very many book)
,
II. Interference (Chinese syntax and English lexical items substituted for
Chinese equivalents unknown to the student)
(6) I then squeezed my kitten.
v \ V o ^ —
*Wo jiu squeezed wode xiao maor.
I then squeezed I-llP small cat
V N — v o ^ —
Wo jiu nie wode xiao maor.
I then squeeze I-MP small cat
(7) This a a dangerous matter.
V V a \ "
*Zhei shl dangerous-de shiqing.
This EV dangerous-MP matter
\ N / V a ^ c
Zhel shi weixian-de shiqing.
This EV dangerous-I-g matter
(8) Before he can work, he must pass a big exam.
- V ^ \ "^ ^ / '^. < o ,\ , o , V ,^.
*Ta keyi zuoshi yiqian,dei pass yige da-de uaoshi.
He may work before must pass one-M big-llP exam
— n/X v/ vv — —'V / ,^ ,\ ^ j^,^.^
Ta zuoshi yiqian, bidei xian tongRuo yige hen zhongyao-de kaoshi.
He work before must first pass one-H very Important exam
In these cases, the students used the Chinese syntax and substituted
English words for those Chinese forms they did not know. However, it is
Interesting to note that the sentence structures in Chinese are very close
to the corresponding structures in English. So the students could have been
calquing word for word again, except this time, they happened to coincide
with the Chinese structures, pfi^fact, sentence ^8) ^s^a ^efe^rable st^*
ture: *Ta bidei xian tohgsuo yige. hen shongyao de- kaoshl dad. neng Buaslu..
He must first pass a very important exan, then and only then he. can work .
It is interesting that none of the advanced students used this strategy.
Instead, they translated the intended English lexical items incorrectly into
what they thought to be Chinese equivalents (see interference below)
.
III. Failure Of Rule Application
(9) I was in my room by myself,
*Wo zai wode wuzi ziji.
I LV I-MP room self
18^
Wo yige rcn zal wode wuzlll.
I one-K person LV I-IIP room-LS
(10) They drajjced me out of (from) bed.
*Tainen cong chuang na wo,
Tliey from bed take me
Taracn ba wo cong chuangshang la qllal.
They OP I from bed-LS pull up
In locative and directional sentences, in order to turn a noun into a
location, a locative suffix is needed after the noun (though there are
exceptions). In sentences (9) and (10), the students failed to apply the
locative suffix rule,
(11) two months ago
V V V /
*liang yue yiqian
two month ago
liang£e yue yiqian
two-M, month ago
In Chinese, a measure v/ord is required whenever there is a number
before the noun. In (11) above, the student failed to apply the rule
which inserts the measure word 'ge' between the number and the noun,
IV. Overgeneralization
(12) ,,.buy a new pair of shoes.
*. .,mai yip,e xinshuang pixie,
buy one-Mi ncv>-M^ shoes
V N _ / -/
,..mai yishuang xin pixie.
buy one-M new shoes
Measures in Chinese occur after either numbers or specifiers and
before nouns. The student ovcrgeneralized the measure insertion rule in
two ways^ 1) by applying it to give a measure 'sh'uang' after the adjec-
tival 'xin' (Instead of the number); and 2) by applying the rule again
to place the general measure'gc' after the'number 'yi'. As a result,
there are two measures for one noun. Another explanation for, this error
could be interference where 'a new pair' is translated as 'yige xinshuang',
after applying the measure Insertion rule to insert 'ge'-
(13) But I wanted to sleep for ten more minutes,
*Keshi wo hai yao shuile shi fen zhong.
But I still want sleep-'ASP ten-M o'clock
Kcshi wo hai yao shui shi fen zhong.
But I still want sleep ten-M o'clock
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(14) But I slept very deeply (soundly).
V X V ^ o •>< —
*KeshI wo shulle hen shen.
But I sleep-ASP very deep
V V. V V o V y
Keshi wo shuide hen shou.
But I sleep-HP very ripe
(15) ...the effect of animals and provision is also the same.
*.,.dongwu gen llangsni shoule yingxiang ye yiyang.
animal and provision receive -ASP influence also same
> ^ - ^< /• ;> ^^ V ^ ^ < ^
...dongwu gen liangshi shoude yingxiang ye yiyang.
animal and provision receive-MP influence also same.
'Le' is one of the most difficult particles for students to grasp,
for it has numerous functional meanings.^ It is classified as an aspect
marker which, among other functions, emphasizes the completion of action
in action verbs and a change in non—Action verbs. Students are usually
warned against treating it as a past tense marker. Hov;ever, many still
use it as such. This is because when they have no definite guideline to
follow, they tend to fall back on something that is similar to the 'le'
function in their own language, namely, the past tense marker. In sen-
tence (13), hov;ever, the student was obviously not making an error of
Interference, because the past tense marker in English is attached to the
verb 'want', but ha placed the 'le' after the verb 'shiii—sleep' instead.
So this is an overgeneralization on the use of 'le'. Tlie same explanation
can be given to sentence (14), except in this case, the appropriate pat-
tern is the manner pattern with the use of manner (modification) particle
de'. Even advanced students made errors of this type, e.g. the long and
sophisticated sentence in (15), where the 'le' should be substituted by
the modification particle 'de', These errors can also be explained as
falsely conceptualized use of 'le'.
V, False Concept Hypothesized
This is the category' with the greatest overlap between the two groups
of students. It may be helpful to xiivide the errors into two Eubtypes—
those in violation of grammatical rules and those in violation of semantic
and functional meaning of lexical items. Almost all of the first subtype
are made by the beginning students while the second subtype occurs in both
groups, more so by the advanced students.
(16) Ue moved to New York.
*Women dao Niu-Yue banj ia
.
We to New York move-house
V © — N. '^ — \
Women bandao Miu-Yue gu .
We move -to New York ^jo
(17) When I v;ent to the kitclien...
loi
*V>'o dao chufang zou de shihou...
I to kitchen walk-MP time
Wo dao chufang ^ de shihou...
I ££ kitchen p,o-MP tine
(18) "...go to Cave X" (undecipherable proper name)
"No! No!"
*"...d^ Cave x"
to caye X
*"EudX: Budaol"
Not- to Kot-to
V
. . .dao Cave X £u .
"
to cave X go
"^^ Bdjjul"
Not ££ Not-go
All of the three sentences above are the reault of nisconccptualizlng
the directional pattern 'dao...qu'. In sentence (16), the student did not
know that 'dao' can be uied as a. verb suffix, e.g. ' bahdao.
.
.—move to...'
She also did not know that the object 'jia' in 'banjTa' is to be deleted
in this kind of sentence. An interesting outcome of this error (probably
unkno\-7n to the student) is that the sentence she uttered could neanJ '^'e
go to New York for the purpose of moving'. In sentence (17), the student
was confused about the usages of 'qu
—
go' and 'zou—v;alk or leave'. When
he was not sure of the 'dao...qu' pattern, he picked 'zou' instead of 'qu'
in applying the pattern. In sentence (18), the student was 'probably con-
fused about the 'dao...qu' pattern with the verb 'dao— to arrive'. Since
they are the same word, he used 'dao' as the m^in verb in the sentence.
Thus the response in the dis'course became *'BudaoI Budaol'
As mentioned above, sentences (13), (14) and (15) classified under
over generalization can also be analyzed in this category. They shov; that
the students were not sure about the concept behind the 'le' patterns and
used the aspect particle in wrong places,
(19) They dragged me out of (from) bed,
— o y / / V
*Tamen cong chuang na wo.
They from bed take I
— O Sf M / / o — v/Tamen ha wo cong chuangshang la qilai.
They OP I from bed-LS pull up
(20) I was in ray room by myself,
*Wo zai wode wuzi ziji .
I LV I-MP room self
Wo yige ren zai wode v/uzili.
I one-M person LV I-!IP room LS
l8b
(21) I alone do not have one.
V V N^ / V
*Wo zljl melyou.
I self not-have,
(Jlushl) wo ylge rpn meiyou,
(Only) I one M-person not-have
(22) Later, we can discuss It,
*Houlal , wonen taolun yixia.
After-that (for past events) we discuss a-llttle
Y V v " \ \/ NYihou women zai taolun.
Later (for both past and future events) we again discuss
(23) ...talk, dance, etc....
*.,.shuohua, tlaowu, dengyideng . ..
talk dance wait-one-wait
_- \ \ V V V
...shuohua, tlaowu, dengdeng...
talk dance etc .
(24) So either December or next January I...
*Suoyl wo shier yue haishi mingnlan yiyue...
So I December or next year January
Suoyl wo shier yue huoshi mingnlan ylyue...
So 1 December or next year January
(25) I didn't get up until sleeping till 9:15.
*Wo shuldao j Indian ylke zhoog Jlu qllal.
I sleep-till nlne-M quarter o'clock then get-up
Wo shuldao Jxudlan yoke zhong cai qilal.
I sleep-till nine-M quarter o'clock only-then get-up
Sentences (19)-(25) are examples of lexical items being misused. In
to past events whlle_J yihou' can be used for both. In (23), when deng' is
reduplicated with 'yi' in the middle of the reduplication, it can only have
the meaning of, 'wait a while', which is completely different from the special
meaning of 'dengdeng—et cetera' the strident intended. In (24), 'haishi'
means 'or' in a question whereas 'huoshi' means 'or' in a statement. In
(25), 'j^' implies that the action takes place earlier than one expects
while 'cai' reverses the implication to later than one expects. These
concepts are difficult to grasp and students often get them confused. Per-
haps related concepts like the ones in (24) and <25) should not be intro-
duced together so as to avoid confusion.
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VI. Ignorance of Rule Restriction
(26) policeman
*j ingcha de ren
police MP person
j Ingcha
pollce(man)
This type of error is a special type of overgenerallzatlon. Rather
than applying a certain rule to non-applicable constructions, students who
made this kind of error are not aware of the restrictions and constraints
on the rule. In (26), the student did not realize that the word 'jinscha'
already has the feature C+human^ in it, thus blocking the application of
the rule which enables one to form constructions of the type: 'people who
...' merely by adding *...de ren' at the end of the phrase. Fpr exaaple,
'xue Zhongwen' means 'study Chinese', but 'xue Zhohgwen de ren' means
'people.who study Chinese'. Similarly, 'Zhongguo' means 'China', but
'Zhohgguo de ren* means 'people of China' etc.
(27) ...all contract Infectious diseases
*,,,dou shou chuanran blng.
all receive infectious disease
...dou de chuanran blng.
all get Infectious disease
y 'Shou' meaning 'receive' is, used in many phrases such as 'shou liuan-
yins— receive welcome' ; 'shou yingxiang—be influenced' and 'slibu ztli
—
receive suffering' etc. The student extended the use to **«hou chuanran
blng—receive Infectious desease' , which is not too different from 'shou
zui'. In other words, the student was not aware of the restriction on
the pattern.
(28) You will always prefer to make friends with Americans...
*N1 zongshl ningke gen Melguo ren laiwang.
You always rather CV American person come-go
zongshl bijlao xihuon gen Melguo ren Laiwang.
You always comparatively like CV American person come-go
This is a rather sophisticated error. The student did not know that
the pattern is restricted in usage: ningke... (ye)...' usually refers to
sacrificing something more desirable to do something less desirable, lie
was not aware of the subtle difference in inplication between this pat-
tern and what he meant to say. This error can also be classified under
false concept hypothesized for he probably had a false concept about the
meaning of this pattern.
VII. Interference (Chinese syntax and Incorrect Chinese lexical items re-
resulting from direct translation of English equivalents]
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While the other two types of Interference errors are laalnly made by
beginning students, this type belongs to the advanced students. The
errors are mostly those of lexical Items Resulting from some kind of
semantic feature violation. In some cases, the error Is so subtle that
the sentence seems alright If uttered In a different context.
(29) Everybody has a father.
*R«iren <fou you ylge baba.
Person-person all have one-M father
Renren dou you baba.
Person-person all have father
Sentence (29) Is not wrong on grammatical grounds, but Is wrong based
on the meaning of 'ylge', because It conveys the meaning of 'Everybody has
one father', not two or three or any other number. The English equivalent
of this sentence takes an 'a' in front of the noun. This failure to
distinguish between 'a' and 'one' in Chinese is a very common phonomenon.
(30) I thought (mistakenly) that country people did not need to use money!
*Uo xlang xiangxla ren bubx yong qian a!
I. think village person not-must use money INT
Wo ylwel xiangxla ren bubi yohg qian a!
I thought (mistakenly) village person not-must use mony INT
In English, the same word is used for both 'thought' and 'thought
mistakenly' whereas in Chinese, different words are used to express these
different Ideas. The student fell back on the non-distinction in his
native language.
(31) Then I'll come back and speak Chinese with you...
*Nenma vo Jlu huilal gen nl jlang Zhongguo hua...
ThciQ I then return-come CV you speak Chinese speech
Deng wo Huilal ylhou gen ni Jiang ZKongguo hua...
Wait I return-come after CV you speak Chinese speech
(Walt till I come back and speak Chinese with you...)
The error in (31) is so subtle that Just glancing at the sentence
Itself shows that there Is nothing wrong with It. But in the context
It is clear that the student meant to use the word 'jiu' to convey the
temporal 'then' in English. However, the 'jlu' in the sentence sh^ gave
meaning of something happenning soon after something else. Neither of
these Is the Intended meaning of the student.
VI. Performance Errors
(32) the same as a pla
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_ \ \ / V
*gen juxl yiyang
CV play same
gen xlju yiyang
CV play same
(33) The story is about a man...
*Gushi shl. guanxl ylge nanren...
Story EV relation one-M man
GuBhl shl guanyu ylge nanren...
Story EV about one-M man
Performance errors are usually caused by slip of the tongue. However,
the above errors could also be caused by the students' not having securely
placed the lexical items in their memory. Sentence (32) shows that the
student metathesized the two syllables in the compound, which is a commoa
slip of the tongue phonomenon. In (33) , the Incorrect word has a common
syllable with the correct one, thus a slip of the tongue could have caused
the error here too. However, another possible reason for this error is
that the student was not sure about the difference between these two words
(false conceptualization of the usage and meaning of these words) , and
thus could not remember which was which.
DISCUSSIOM
From Table 1, it can be seen that the error types of beginning students
are predominately Type I—interference (English syntax and Chinese lexicon).
Type II—interference (Chinese syntax and English lexicon) , Type III—failure
of rule application. Type IV—overgeneralization, and Type V—false concept
hypothesized. Type I Includes the least comprehensible errors. The lis-
tener could not tell what was being said without guessing from the English
equivalent. This kind of interference is ranked lowest on the scale of
proficiency level. Beginning students who experience considerable diffi-
culty often make errors of this type. Type II shows a higher level of pro-
ficiency. The speakers knew the Chinese syntax but lacked the Chinese
vocabulary necessary to express themselves and resorted to English lexical
items. Type III are errors resulting from imperfect understanding of cer-
tain patterns. The students failed to apply the necessary insertion rules
to produce the intended utterance. Type IV errors show that the students
had learned certain rules but then applied them ' over-en thusiastically'
and inappropriately. A conspicuous example is the over generalized use of
the aspect marker *le'. Type V seems to consist of a large number of errors
from both levels of students, usually as a result of falsely conceptualizing
a certain pattern or lexical item. Levels arc distinguished in that begin-
ning students usually falsely conceptualized rules while advanced students
made errors on the lexical level.
Errors made by advanced students cluster around Type V— false concept
hypothesized. Type VI—ignorance of rule restriction. Type VII—incorrect
use of Chinese lexical items as a result of direct translation of English
equivalents, an Interference type of error, and Type VIII—performance
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errors. Type V errors of advanced students are mostly caused by ailscon—
ceptlons In the meaning and usage of lexical Items rather than on rules.
Type VI errors are more sophisticated. They are similar to overgenerali-
zatlon errors with the following difference: In overgeneralization, stu-
dents extend the application of a certain rule to structures which do
not undergo the rule; in ignorance of rule restriction, the students by and
large know when and how to apply the rule but are not aware of its restric-
tion in special cases. Usually, these restrictions are idiosyncratic and
are subject to language specific elements in the sentences. Students who
make errors of this type are rather advanced in their learning process,
for these errors are In general due to Ignorance of more subtle aspects
of the linguistic system of the language. Type VII are Interference errors
on lexical items only. It seems that such errors are Inevitable even if
the students are quite proficient in Chinese, because the ability to
recognize subtle semantic differences between words is acquired only after
prolonged contact with Chinese speakers away from one's native environment.
Type VIII are performance errors which are not really related to the inter-
nal process of language learning. However, it is noteworthy that these
were errors on lexical items only. It may just mean that the students did
not store these items securely in memory.
In addition to the errors discussed in this paper, there were found
a few errors which cannot be analyzed without going beyond the scope of
the sentence—into discourse analysis. In fact, even some of the sentences
discussed are difficult to analyze without looking at the context. One
particularly Interesting example follows: The student was talking about
going to a shoe store to buy shoes. He said, 'Suoyi. wo dao ^c puzl qu
mai ... Keshi ta nlelyou . . . ' It means ' So I went to a shoe store to
buy
. • « But he didn't have . . .' The use of presupposed ' he ' is allowed
In English but not In Chinese.
CONCLUSION
The above is a very general guideline to rank the types of errors in
terms of their 'seriousness' and their Indication of proficiency level.
The overall picture of these errors can help to reveal some facts about the
'Interlanguage' of adult classroom learners of Chinese.
In the restricted and artificial environment in which the students were
placed, their learning of the language was a function of the confinements
such as time, materials, methods, teachers and all the other factors
involved in learning and testing. Moreover, as all Chinese instructional
materials were (and still are) introduced and explained in English (unlike
the Fries and Lado series In English) , excessive Interference from English
became an inevitable part of all classroom learning situations.
Children, who learn a second language, have not reached neurological
and cognitive maturation and therefore are confronted with less interfer-
ence of experience. Adult learners, on the other hand, are cognitively
mature and are full of cultural and conceptual biases. They tend to rely
on their previous experience to guide them in judging semantic or logical
issues in their target languages. This falling back upon the linguistic
frainework with which the learners are more familiar—-their native languages
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—Is what Newmark and Relbel (1968) describe as Interference. In other
words. Interference Is a 'crutch' used by learners only when they are
unsure of the system in the target language. The Intrallngual errors marlc
the stages of target language learning without interference from the mother
tongue. These stages are those characterized by Selinlcer (1972) as 'inter-
language* and analyzed by Richards and others by means of error analysis.
One of the ways the teacher can help overcome some of the problems
is to improve instructional ordering and techniques. There is some evi-
dence that instructional procedure may contribute to certain errors. For
example, it may be that the order of instruction of patterns caused the
error in sentence (24) above. The use of 'h^ishl' and the use of 'h^oshi*
are introduced together with the intention of revealing the contrast and,
thus, facilitating learning. The error may suggest that the opposite is
true. If only one of the words is introduced and the other left until the
student has acquired a solid grasp of the use of the first, coufuslon of
the two may be avoided. Similarly, the use of 'jiu' and 'cai' can be taught
separately. Grammatical patterns should be treated likewise—easily con-
fused patterns, as well as lexical items, should be taught separately.
Another area which may prove useful is the introduction of linguistic
concepts in the classroom. (Many students do not know the parts of speech
defined by traditional grammarians.) It may be assumed that understanding
the ways (grammar) one's own language works can help one in learning a
second language. However, understanding one's language does not necessarily
mean knowing the linguistic analysis of the language. It simply means
having an awareness (sensitivity) toward the language. This may also ex-
plain why people who know more than one language can learn a new one more
easily. If there are indeed linguistic universals, the students may find
a more reliable 'crutch' (the universal model) to fall back on than their
native language and therefore can reduce interference errors as well as
some of the intrallngual errors.
NOTES
*
I wish to thank Professor Harry Gradman of Indiana University for
past encouragement. For present encouragement, my sincere thanks to
Professor Chin-Chuan Cheng who patiently provided guidance on format and
content, and to Professors Eyamba Bokamba, Richard Chang, and Yamuna Kachru
who offered suggestions in the analysis of errors. Lastly, thanks to my
former students at Indiana who made the data available.
The use of errors per sentence as a measure of comparative performance
Is not very satisfactory because of the variability of sentence length
across speakers and over time (for the same speaker). However, there is
no natural unit in discourse for making such comparisons. Since tl^ sen-
tence has been adopted here as the basis for error deterzaination, errors
per sentence is presented as, hopefully, a meaningful approximation.
Overgeneralization, false concept hypothesized, and ignorance of rule
restriction are some of the error types used by Richards (1973) in his
analysis of English.
1»1
Yuen Ren Chao (1968) has listed seven uses o£. *le'.
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ORIGIN OF THE HIGH RISING CHANGED TONE IN CANTONESE*
Maurice K.S. Wong
Tone change in standard Cantonese, unlike tone sandhi, is
not conditioned by the tonal environment, and the occurrence of
the high rising changed tone appears to be synchronically unpre-
dictable. Due to the close parallel between retro^lex suffix-
ation in Mandarin and tone change in Cantonese, it has been pro-
posed that the Cantonese changed tone historically derived from
[ji55] y(j -suffixation, comparable to the development of er /(j -
suffixation in Mandarin. This paper supports such a hypothesis
and develops it further to include both [jiSS]- and [tsi35]-^
suffixation as related origins of the high rising changed tone.
Two phonological changes are postulated. First, the high tone o^
the suffixes conditioned anv non-high tone of the suffixed mor-
pheires to become high rising. Secondly, the su-P-Fixes were
deleted. Comparative evidence from both Cantonese and non-
Cantonese dialects is presented to shov; similar processes of
phonolo<?ical change, and the tonal assimilation hypothesis is
iustified by evidence internal to stardard Cantonese.
In standard Cantonese, there is a large number o^ m.orphemes, the vast
maiority of which are nouns, that have a variant high rising tone, which
is traditionally called a "changed tone." For some o-F these morphemes, the
change is obligatory vhen thev constitute the second syllables o-^ bisvllabic
words, -For example:
(l)(a) [p'ou33] 'store' vs. [kam55 p'ou35] 'jewelry store'
(b) [mun21] 'door' vs. [wai)21 munSSl 'side-door'
(c) [iau23] 'friend' vs. [sy55 iau35] 'classmate'
(d) [wa22] 'saying' vs. [siu33 wa35] 'joke'
(e) [ts'a:t3] 'tobrush'vs. [ga21 ts'a:t35] 'tooth-brush'
(f) [hap2] 'box' vs. [mUk2 hap35] 'wooden box'
For other morphemes, the tone change is governed by stylistic factors--the
changed tone occurs more Frequently in casual styles than in formal styles
(Wong 1977), as in the following:
(2) (a) [nfl6y23 sai33] -^ [nay23 sai35] 'son-in-law'
(b) [kam55 nin21] '^ [kam55 nin35] 'this year'
(c) [j622 ma:n23] ^^ [ifc22 ma:n35] 'night'
(d) [tsi35 mui22i -^ [tsi35 mui35] 'sisters'
(e) [siu55 I3a:p3] -^ [siu55 ga:p35] 'roast duck'
(f) [ts'a:k2] ^ [ts'a:k35] 'thief
As Yuan (1960:193) has observed, the changed tone occurs most frequently
on the second syllables of disyllabic words. However, tone change on the
second syllable is not conditioned by the First, which may be in any one of
the nine or ten tones. For example:
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(3) (a) [hap2] 'box'
(b) [ml'k2 hap35] 'wooden box'
(c) [t'i:t3 hap35] 'iron box'
(d) [ka:u55 hap35] 'plastic box'
(e) [tsi35 hap35] 'paner box'
(f) [inl!k2 hap35 ts'ni]23] 'the wooden box is heavv'
(<j) [tsi35 hap35 hfcijSS] 'the paper box is light'
As examples (3)(f) and (g) show, the tone change is not conditioned bv what
follows either, ^'o^phemes in anv tone can follow the morpheme [hap35] in
(3) without causing any tonal chanj^es to this morpheme. Furthermore, mor-
phemes that are subject to tone change may originallv have any one o^ six
tones--33:, 3:, 21:, 23:, 22:, 2:, as can be seen in (1) and (2). Under-
lying high level (or high falling) tone cannot have a high rising variant,
for example:
(4) (a) [sySS]^ [sy53] 'book' (•[sy35])
(b) [gUkS] 'house' (*[nUk35])
As for the underlying high rising tone, we mav consider it to have the same
tonal value as the high rising changed tone, and no alternation needs to be
accounted for. Thus, grouping 55: (and 53:), 5: and 35: tO"ether as high
tones, we may make the generalization that onlv non-high tones can have the
high rising variant.
Other than the distinction between high and non-high tones, however,
this tone change phenomenon does not appear to be nhonologically conditioned,
as we have seen in (3). This is different from tone sandhi, which is phono-
logicallv conditioned, as shown in (5) below.
(5) (a) [kou53] 'high' + [sa:n53] 'mountain' --> [kou55 sa:n53]
(b) [tUg53] 'east' + [pakS] 'north' --> [tUi)55 pak5] 'northeast'
The tone sandhi rule in Cantonese may be stated as follows:
(6) A high falling tone becomes level if it precedes a high level or
high falling tone.
Unlike tone sandhi, tone change is not phonologicallv predictable, and thus
Hashimoto (1972: 95) suggests that nornhemes which are subject to tone change
have to be marked in the lexicon.
Another crucial difference between tone sandhi and tone change lies in
the fact that tone change causes a slight change in the meaning of the
affected morpheme, while the tone sandhi is strictly a phonological phenom-
enon involving no semantic change, fhao (1947: 34-36) characterizes this
meaning as "that familiar thing (or person, less frequently action) one
often speaks of," which is a "convenient summary of a variety of similar
meanings." These meanings, fhao points out, are similar to those of the
retro^lex suffix in Mandarin, and later he observes that in a large number
of cases, the Cantonese changed tone and the Mandarin retroflex suffix apply
to the same root morphemes (1959: 46). He therefore suggests treating the
changed tone as having a morphemic status, as a suf-^ix with similar function
to that of the f^andarin retroflex suffix.
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-.'•'pcthesizes z''r.s.i the ^CTmer criilr.s.te-c rrctn the su~"^iz '"i55_ .--^ . I~ tre
-"ollowir.- te vill first ^iT-nl:-' estshlish the rarsllr; -etveer. the rhsitre^f
1. The tr^ser.t-dav f-m of the retrcflex su''"*!! ix ^IsndsTiz: is th^e
result of er-hua , rr "er-iiitirc," a develtTiie-t frrtn £r-5u--i3:atirc, for
exanple:
(7) (a) liua er > - -ir :^t^Mer"
(b) p6» er > Cr rsr'
71»e loss of syllafc :-:: :- -' - :.-'--' []_'=- - - \- \ : \ : - .y - r: .^ - : .- :'. ^
;
several rales, ^h: : ir^ :r -ti :- :T:i:: -": .--" -:-
311 illnstrati:- " Tf - : r -t :- ~- - : Lie
boondary aad :v :^:--t:-:t;-- 17^:^7-7: ~-e
retroflex li<r.i 1 ;:-; :^r: - -- - ;_-:t ILl't - :-f5
also his Tule -" T^r r:- ri'r :: - rr^ri-.-i.-i:: "i^ 3
deleted."
The soffix ^ has been generallir regarded as a dimiantive suffix, as
the norphene «t_ by itself neans son, offspTisg. ' HoMever, its naim
function is sii^ly to mifc a fiom as a nom, and neaning? of er-solPSjBtiiMi
are nany. Besides indicating snallness, it can indicrate also "lif^tness of
tone or style," e.g. gain 'an official" vs. <f^sst "*" o-?*3cial (hIw cares?),*
"extensions of neaning," e.g. tian 'sky' 5. tilr vfi-.rr," anng otliers
CChao 1968: 230). In a detailed discuss:- :- tr ri:r:-Lei sufr^irS foinns,
Chao distinguishes between fourteen stru : '.n .
wfaidi at least elevet: have close parallel r i-
tone foras . "'" e - is a list of t " r ; t
Chao, and jr.der e=: : ; r 1 ha*e include- :-- i-
close parallel.
(8) > - :--- - 'r > -r-
::lrsi=5^,._ T-tterr-ly'
Ch)
(c)
(d)
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(e) adiective + X + er --> roun
e.g. yuan r^ 'yard' vs. hou yuar ;o?5L/b 'backyard'
cf. [iyn21] p^ vs. [hau22 jvn35l ;^ p^
(f) noun + X + ^r --> noun
^
.
e.p. iinR-^S] 'mirror' vs. vXnii?r 3^ f^yO 'eye-«^lasses'
:f. [ktij^l-i^ vs. '[rja:n23 kerj.SS] 0g,f^c^
(g) verb + X + ^r --> noun
(h) verb + X + ^r --? verb + object
e.i. zK -^ 'sundrv' vs. dcfzar^^-^yO 'to do sundrv thinps;
one who does sundry things'
cf. [tsan2]
-^ vs. [ta35 tsap.-55] jjj-^
(i) X + ^r + Y --> noun
_ tt -
-» /=a
e.g. h^ujj^^ 'monkey' iin^ 'muscle' houriin ^i^/(j /W
,
_
'rubber band'
cf. [f>rj21]^ 'room' [mun21]i'3 'door' [fagSS mun21] yfj- ,'^
'door of a room'
(j) yi + X + er .
_
^
e.9.. vihui — '^ "^ vihuir — « VU 'a while'
c^. [iatS tsan22]'>^ [iatS tsan35] — pjjL 'a while'
(k) XX + er
.Q a, .a, ^A
e.f. manffff. 'slow' vs. manmarde >t*.'t'^'Cj 9^ 'slowly'
cf. [ma:n22] tj-S vs. [ma:n22 ma:n35] ff%.»fs^
As we can see, with the exception o^ two types, (8) (i) and (i), not
onlv the changed tone forms have the same structural tvnes as the retro<^lex
suffixed forms, the same morphemes mav be treated as suffixed forms in
"andarin and changed tone forms in fantonese. Furthermore, type (8)(i),
which is rare in Mandarin, is also rare in Tantonese, as few disvllabic
words have a changed tone on the first syllable (Yuan 1960: 192). The
examples under type (k) are not strictly parallel in that the reduplication
process in Mandarin is syntactic whereas in Tantonese it is lexical--that
is, only a limited number of adjectives can be reduplicated to form adverbs
in Cantonese. The existence of these many parallels suggests that the two
phenomena are either genetically related or are results of dialect conver-
gence. This paper will not attempt to argue for one alternative over the
other. However, we will discuss in a later section what bearings our ana-
lysis has on this question.
2. In present-dav standard Cantonese, there are only two words in
which the suffix [iiSS] occurs:
(9) (a) [ma:u55 iiSS] 'kitten' ([ma:u55] 'cat')
(b) [hats ji55] 'beggar' ([hatS] 'to beg')
This is a peculiar fact in view of the wide-spread er-suffixation in
Mandarin. However, Whitaker (1956: 195) reports the observation that in
lulping, luSngxT province, in the 1940' s, the suffix [ii55] was used after
all sorts of nouns. Furthermore, a high falling tone in the ^uipmg dialect
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becomes hiph level i^^ the [iiSS] suffix follows. This is, of course, a
case of tone sandhi similar to that occurs in stardard Cantonese for sneakers
that do distinguish between high level and hiph falling tones. Unfortunately
no example is given by VTiitaker.
I-p we suppose that [ii55] -suffixation was a wide-spread phenomenon at
an earlier stage of Cantonese, and that the two [i 155] -suffixed words in
present-day standard Cantonese are remnants of this phenomenon, we can hypo-
thesize a development parallel to er-hua in Mandarin. That is to sav, in
both cases the suffix elided with the root morpheme; whereas in Mandarin
the retroflex ending of the suffix remained, in Cantonese the tone of the
suffix remained, being assimilated into the root morpheme. The changes in
Cantonese occurred in two stages. First, the tone of the root morpheme
changed, conditioned by the tone of the sufi^ix. Secondly, the suffix was
deleted, resulting in the changed tone form. The dialect o^ Cuipmg is at
the stage before tone change occurred.
2.1. In support of this hvpothesis, Whitaker (1956: 196-197) presents
evidence from two Cantonese subdialects of Bobai in Cuangxi province, which
exhibit both the pre-tone change stage and the post-suffix deletion stage.
In the "old" dialect of Bobai, dilao hua , there is a diminutive su^^ixjb ,
pronounced [pin ], with a "long rising tone." ("^ote that the superscript
'11' here is the tone category, i.e. the eleventh tone in this dialect, and
not the phonetic value of the tone, which is not given by (""hitaker. The
same notation will be used in the i^ol lowing Bobai examples.)
(10) (a) [kae^] 'chicken' [kae^in.,] 'chick'
(b) [iai) ]q 'sheep' [ian jiin ],, 'little sheep'
(c) [ts'ak] 'thief [ts'ak" pin ] ' little thief
'
In the "new" dialect, xinmin hua , the diminutive suffix is missing, but the
diminutive form of many nouns, and a few verbs, is changed to take on the
eleventh tone, the "long rising tone":
(11) (a) [meo-] 'cat' [meo..] 'kitten'
(b) [pao_] 'cow, ox' [jiao,,] 'calf
(c) [kao ] 'dog' [kao ,1 'puppy'
(d) [t'ae ] 'brother' [t'ae ] 'little brother'
(e) [oi)^ 'iar' [og
J
'little jar'
(f) [mui ] 'sister' [mui ] 'little sister'
For words in the Entering tones, i.e. those ending in -£, -t_, or -k_,
the consonantal endings are assimilated into hom.organic nasals, w^jch is
additional evidence for the previous existence of the suffix [pin ] in
this dialect, for example:
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(12) (a) [oek 1 'house' [og „] ,, 'small house'
(b) [hakq] 'to frighten' [hak" hag ] 'to frighten a little'
(c) [hapU 'box' [hamj|] 'small box'
(d) [mat ] 'thing' [man ] 'small thing'
2.2, Li (1957: 137-142), in a brief survey of diminutive suffixation
(14Ha)
lyy
in the Pingy^g dialect and the xinmin hua of Bobai. In the Cantonese case,
the suf-Fix does not have a consonantal ending. Only the tone remains and
is assimilated into the root morpheme. Internal iusti^^ication for this
tonal assimilation can be found within standard Cantonese, which we will
discuss below.
3. There are many occurrences of the high rising changed tone that
do not appear to be related to [ii55]-suffixation, or at least there is no
synchronic evidence that suggests such relationship. Some of these occur-
rences may be used as internal evidence for our hypothesis.
3.1. Many verbs in standard Cantonese can be reduplicated to indicate
that the action is done only once or for a short while, or simplv to convey
a sense of casualness, for example:
(17) (a)
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(21) In casual speech, the following two ordered rules apply:
(a) In reduplication, a non-high tone o*^ the reduplicated mor-
pheme preceding [iatS] becomes a high rising tone.
(b) [iatS] is deleted.
Similar alternation occurs in the reduplication of classifiers and adiectives,
for example:
(22) (a) [iatS k333 jatS kaSS]-^ [jatS kaSS k333] 'one by one'
(b) [iatS tip2 iatS tip2] '^ [iatS tip35 tip2] 'plate by plate'
(23) (a) [hUr)21 jatS hl)i)21] 'n/ [hUi)35 hU321] 'very red'
(b) [mu:n23 iatS mu:n23] '^ [mu:n35 mu:n23] 'very full'
Note again that if the reduplicated classifier or adiective is originally
in one of the high tones, its original tone is retained, ^or example:
(24) (a) [iatS hau35 jatS hau35] '^^ [iat hau35 hau35] 'one by one
(referring to cigarettes, etc.)'
(b) [kouSS iatS kou55] />^ [kou55 kou55] 'very tall'
The same rules in (21) obviously applv here also.
3.2. With this internal evidence we can account for the origin of the
high rising changed tone by a change similar to the synchronic rules in
(21). That is, a non-high tone o^ the suffixed morpheme becomes high
rising, conditioned by the high tone of the suffix, which is then deleted.
4. Lastly, [tsi35] -su^fixation in Csintonese suggests a development
similar to [ii55] -su^fixation. Whereas zT -5- -suffixation in Mandarin is
as common a phenomenon as er- suffixation and serves similar functions,
[tsi35]-suffixation in Cantonese, though larger in scope than [U55]-
suffixation, is still limited to a small number of morphemes (YuSn 1960:
209). Interestingly enough, most of the [tsi35]-suffixed morphemes have
an alternate form with the high rising changed tone--again, with the ex-
ception of those originally in a high tone, for example:
(25)(a) [fa:t3 tsi35] '>^ [fa:t35] 'wav, method'
(b) [jat2 tsi35] '^^ [.iat35] '(special) day'
(c) [min22 tsi35] ^^ [min35] 'face, honor'
(d) [fa:i33 tsi35] ->/ [fa:i35] 'chopsticks'
(e) [si55 tsi35] (*[si35]) 'lion'
We may then expand our hypothesis to include [tsi35] -suffixation as one of
two related origins of the changed tone. That is to say, both [iiSS] and
[tsi35] conditioned tone change in the suffixed morpheme.
4.1. Although comparative evidence in support of [tsi35] -suffixation
as an origin of the changed tone is lacking, we do have some internal
evidence. The perfective aspect in Cantonese is ordinarily indicated by
the verb suffix [tsa35] , for example:
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(26) (a) [koey23 hoey33 ts>35 lak2]
he go V.su^f. S. particle 'He has gone.'
(b) [i)s23 slk2 ts>35 lak2]
I eat 't have eaten.'
For many Cantonese speakers, sentences (26) (a) and C^) may be realized as
(26) (c) and (d) respectively, and we mav treat the former as underlying
forms of the latter.
(26) (c) [k0By23 h«ey35 lak2]
(d) [i)323 slk35 lak2]
Similarly, the morpheme [hai35] , 'at, on, in,' causes a tone change,
^or example:
(27) (a) [fan33 hai35 niSS sy33] ~ [fan35 ni55 sy33]
sleep at here 'sleep here'
(b) [ts'323 hai35 kD35 sy33]~ [ts'335 kaSS sy33]
sit there 'sit there'
A third case of tone change conditioned by a high rising tone morpeme
involves again adjective reduplication, but unlike (23), here the adjective
is immediately repeated, followed by the morpheme [tei35], for example:
(28) (a) [hUT)21 hUT)21 tei35] 'a little red'
(b) [mu:n23 mu:n23 tei35] 'a little full'
In colloquial speech, (28) (a) and (b) are usually realized as (28) (c) and
(d) respectively.
(28) (c) [hUi)21 hUT)35 tei35]
(d) [mu:n23 mu:n35 tei35]
Once again, in all three cases above, if the morpheme in question has
an underlying high tone, no tone change takes place, for example:
(29) (a) [k(Ey23 t'ai35 tso35 lak2] ~ [kay23 t'ai35 lak2]
he see 'He has seen (it).'
(b) [p'ou55 hai35 k335 sy33] /^^ [p'ou55 k335 sy33]
'spread (it) there'
(c) [plk5 pIkS tei35] (*[plk5 plk35 tei35]) 'a little crowded'
5. To give a general account of all the synchronic alternations
described in sections 3. and 4., we will mark the morphemes [jatS], [tS335]
[hai35] and [tei35] as having a feature [+tone change], since only a few
high tone morphemes cause tone change. We can then formulate two ordered
rules, which apply in casual speech, as follows: (M stands for morpheme,
and the subscript 'i' marks identical morphemes.)
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(30)
(31)
[-hi)
]
M
high
+tone change
(MJ
high
I
==>
+tone changej
(The morpheme [tei35] has to be marked for not undergoing this
rule.)
In this analysis, the change involved in rule (30) is a type of tonal
assimilation and is phonetically motivated.
5.1. If we examine the well-known tone sandhi rule in Mandarin, we
will see that its outcome appears similar to that of rule (30) in Cantonese,
The Mandarin tone sandhi rule may be stated as follows (cf. C.C. Cheng 1973:
47):
(32) 214: ==> 35: / [ # 214:]
Since the third tone, 214:, is a low tone and the other three underlying
tones are high tones, rule (32) is a dissimilation rule which changes a
sequence LOW-LOW to HK^H-LOW (Ibid.: 53). Thus in Mandarin, a low tone is
changed to high, while in Cantonese a non-high tone is changed to high.
However, the similarity ends there. Rule (30) is an assimilation rule, and
it requires many specific morphological conditions ^or its application. On
the other hand, rule (32) is a dissimilation rule, and it applies whenever
phonological conditions are met. The two tone rules are therefore very
different in nature, and the similarity between their outcomes does not
constitute evidence supporting the changed tone as a result of dialect con-
vergence.
6. With the preceding analysis, we can account ^or a similar tone
change phenomena* that occurs in the T^ishan dialect o^ nuXnpdonfJ province,
which is closely related to standard Cantonese. In this dialect <^our out
of the five basic tones--i,e,, except the high level tone, 55:--are sus-
ceptible to a tone change that raises the ending o*^ the tone to the highest
point, for example (T. Cheng 1973: 281):
(33) (a) [cug33 em55] 'hour' vs. [cui]335] 'clock'
(b) [hog22] 'sugar' vs. [hoij225] 'candv'
(c) [an32 ko33] 'cake' vs. [an325] 'egg'
(d) [yit55 koy33 ijut21] 'one month' vs. [ijut215] 'month'
According to T. Cheng (1973: 278), the tone change here is not phono-
logical ly conditioned, but there are morphological and syntactic conditions
governing its occurrence. First, the.vast maiority o^ the words that bear
the changed tones are concrete nouns. Secondly, monosyllabic nouns or the
last syllables of compound nouns are more apt to bear the changed tone.
Identical observations have been made previously concerning the high rising
changed tone in standard Cantonese.
Even though T. Cheng rightly suspects that the Taishan changed tones
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have segmental origins, unfortunately she does not investij^ate the occurrence
of diminutive suffixes such as [tu55] -^ . In amy case, the following ex-
ample (Ibid. : 283) suffices as internal evidence for the segmental origin of
the changed tones.
(34) [k'ek21 t'u335 o33 mu55 hoy22 niT)215]
they sit at stage there
'They are sitting over there on the stage.'
In (34), the verb [t'u335] occurs in the changed tone to express "continuous
or sustained location," which may be similarly expressed by using the same
verb in its basic tone, i.e., 33:, followed bv the particle [kin55] . This
is, of course, a process of tonal assimilation similar to that in standard
Cantonese, particularly concerning the verb suffix [ts335] (c-P. (26)).
We will, there-Pore, account -for the changed tones in both Taishan and
standard Cantonese as having common segmental origins, i.e., in the high
tone diminutive suffixes. Just like standard Cantonese, the Taishan dialect
has gone through first a tonal assimilation, conditioned by the high tone of
the diminutive suffixes, which raises the end points o^ all non-high level
tones to beciffle rising tones, and then deletion of the suffixes.
7. In summary, the origin of the high rising changed tone in Cantonese
may be accounted for in the following manner:
(35) First stage--Existence of a large class of [jiSS] and [tsi35]
suffixed morphemes.
Second stage--A non-high tone of a suffixed morpheme became a
high rising tone, conditioned by the high tone o^ the suffixes.
Third stage--neletion o^ the suffixes.
This account is supported bv both comparative evidence from ^^anda^in and
several other dialects, and internal evidence within standard Cantonese.
It provides us with an explanation for the occurrence of the high rising
changed tone, which synchronically appears to be unpredictable.
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to being so.
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Cantonese is transcribed in IPA with a tone-letter consisting o^ one
or two numerals following the syllable. The nine (or ten) tones of
standard Cantonese are as follows:
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'in
pinp shanq gu
(Even) (Risinp) (going)
35: 33:
r^
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ON THE PASSIVE IN THAI
Soranee Wongbiasaj
This paper is a survey of the so-called passive in Thai,
that is, the surface structure of NP thuuk (NP ) VX. The first
part of this paper deals with the semantic and/or pragmatic re-
strictions of the Thai passive. It is argued in the second
part that, since thuuk 'to come into contact with, to be affected
by' as a simple verb has the same semantic and syntactic restric-
tions as thuuk
,
the left- most element of the passive predicate,
it is likely that they are the same lexical item. Three analyses
of the Thai passive are presented, and the Embedding Analysis is
shown to be the most appropriate one since it requires the few-
est unnecessary mechanisms and leaves the fewest facts to be
further explained.
I.l The term 'passive' as used in this paper refers to a surface structure
like:
(1) NP^T thuuk } NP V X
? doon J
in which the logical object or other non-object NP which is the patient
occurs as the surface subject, as in:
'Father was hit by Mother.'
NP NP
father mother hit
(3) dtti) thuuk tii 'Daeng was beaten.'
NP beat
NP is the patient in each such sentence; NP , where it is found, is
the agent, e.g., of the verb tay 'hit' in (2); in (3) the agent of tii
'beat' is unspecified. There are two more elements involved in this con-
struction: thuuk and doon . Both, as independent verbs and in their use
in passive construction, mean 'to touch, to come into contact with, to be
affected by'. In this paper, I give examples only of thuuk since what
applies to thuuk applies to doon also. (4) and (5) are examples of thuuk
used as an independent verb.
V \ A ^ V
(4) phom thuuk luukbjn thii hua
I ball at head
'a ball hit me on my head.
(lit. I came into contact with a ball on my head.)'
(5) phom thuuk akaat naaw mayday
I weather cold cannot
'I can't be exposed to the cold weather.'
Notice that here the use of thuuk requires one to suppose that the
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experience or the effect was bad or unpleasant. Even though this assumption
need not always be present for thuuk as a main verb, it is there often
enough to make its presence in the passive construction fairly unproblemati-
cal; for the Thai passive generally has 'adversative' connotations. In
other words, the adverse connotations of thuuk are carried over to its use
in the passive to show that the patient is affected by, suffers, undergoes,
or experiences something unpleasant. With such a connotation, the passive
construction is controlled by some semantic and/or pragmatic restrictions,
allowing only sentences with an unpleasant association in connection with
the patient to be 'passivized'. This is why (6) and (7) are acceptable
but (8) and (9) are not, in a normal situation.
(6) dek thuuk rot chon 'The kid was hit by a car.'
kid car hit
(7) maa thuuk te? 'The dog was kicked.'
dog kick
(8) *phom thuuk hay 9»n 'I was given money.'
give money
(9) *chan thuuk yim hay 'I was given a smile.'
I smile give
1.2 Another point worth mentioning is that thuuk, both in the passive and
in the active, has the same meaning and unpleasant association and also has
at least one syntactic constraint. That is, the agent and the patient in
a sentence with thuuk cannot be coreferential. This constraint rules out
(10) and (11), which involves reflexives. (For more discussion on Reflex-
ives in Thai, see Surintramont , 1978)
(10)*dttt). thuuk tuaeeg 'Daeng touches himself.'
self
(ll)*dttg thuuk tuaeeij daavott' Daeng was subject to self's insulting
self iTMuK his mother.'
This supports the idea that thuuk in both the passive and as a simple
main verb is fundamentally the same lexical item. The only possible dif-
ference is that thuuk as a simple main verb has a more 'concrete' meaning
of 'touching' than it has in the passive.
II. In this section, I deal with the underlying structure of the passive.
So far, three analyses have been proposed: the Transformational Analysis,
the Underlying Auxiliary Analysis, and the Embedding Analysis. I evaluate
these three alternatives by showing what additional mechanisms might be
needed for each one, and argue that it is the last analysis that is the
most appropriate.
II. 1 The Transformational Analysis
This analysis was first proposed by Chaiyaratana (1961) for peda-
gogical purposes. In proposing it, she adopted the Chomskian 'standard'
analysis of the English passive. She postulated the base structure
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like (13) for passive sentences like (12. a) and (12. b).
(12.a)dttn thuuk mt-fc til 'Daeng was hit by mother.'
mother hit
(12.b)ds.tr) thuuk tii 'Daeng was hit.'
(13)
V MP
Atft\
' hit-
In this analysis, the active and the passive have the same underlying
structure, and there is a transformation (or transformations) called Passive,
to move the object to the front and add thuuk after it. Another rule that
applies here is Agent Deletion, so that (12. b) can also be generated.
This analysis is weakly compatible with a native speaker's intuitions
in as much as we feel that a passive sentence is related in some way to
the active counterpart in having the same prepositional content/truth value.
However, this analysis is deficient in many other respects.
First, on the assumption that the deep structure is determined by the
meanings, it is more reasonable to posit two separate underlying structures,
one for the active and the other for the passive, since the full meaning of
the latter, in particular the presupposition associated with it, distin-
guishes it from the former, as mentioned in the previous section. How-
ever, this problem might be easily handled by having a trigger like
[+PASSIVE] in the base structure of the passive. Then, the base structure
of the two constructions would be at least marginally different. Nonethe-
less, it should be noted that this is an ad hoc device, since the trigger
[+PASSIVE] has no explanatory value.
Second, it is not clear if Passive is just one rule or a set of rules,
in this analysis. Nor is it obvious how it operates. In a generalized
surface structure for the passive, as in:
(14) X NP thuuk Y NP V
patient agent
suppose NP^ remains a subject, syntactically, and V continues to function
as an independent verb (of a clause, at least), syntactically. In this
case, thuuk must be 'transformationally introduced' as a non-independent
verb. Notice that in doing this, we cannot account for the fact mentioned
in the previous section, that the thuuk in the active and that in the pas^
sive have the same semantic and syntactic restrictions. Moreover, how
thuuk is 'transformationally introduced' and under what node it should be
put is unclear. Thuuk is not in any sense in a position where we might
claim that it is part of AUXILIARY (NP precludes this) and, thus, would
require us to postulate, ad hoc
, a new empty base node. Besides, the
occurrence of the NP to the left of thuuk causes another problem.
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Assuming that Passive is a copying rule , this MP is copied from the object
of the verb by the very transformational process or processes that also
supposedly 'introduces' thuuk . This assumption is ruled out, because we
would then be appealing to some unknown principle, in order to decide whether
NP is copied left of thuuk , or thuuk is copied right of the NP , or both
are introduced simultaneously. This means that neither thuuk nor the left-
copied patient NP has any obvious base-generated structural nodes that we
can assign them to by any 'passive transformation(s) ' . To sum up, this
analysis, which follows Chomsky's 'standard' analysis of the English pas-
sive, is not descriptively adequate.
II. 2 The Underlying Auxiliary Analysis
This analysis was put forward by Warutamasintop (1975) at the Eighth
International Conference on Sino-Tibetan Languages and Linguistics. The
underlying structure of the passive that he proposed for (12) is
:
(15)
thouk,
Now the passive has an underlying structure of its own, distinct from
that of the active, with thuuk as an auxiliary verb. The only rule applying
here is Agent Deletion, which is optional, deleting NP- . No question con-
cerning the semantic difference between the passive and the active need arise,
because the passive has not been derived from the active. Still, there are
some deficiencies in this analysis.
First, we can never tell what the grammatical relation of the NP„ is
in the P-marker of (15). Another problem follows, namely, how to write the
phrase structure rule for this underlying structure. Should it be S-*NP
AUX NP VP? That would be strange because Thai is a SVO language, and there
is no other Instance of structure with a NP between an AUX and a VP in
this language.
Second, the main problem with this analysis is its essential vacuity.
This analysis has been proposed so as not to let one crucial problem arise
—
the problem which seems to arise with the Embedding Analysis, namely, that
thuuk as a main verb of the passive does not seem to select sentence modi-
fiers or auxiliaries. Instead of solving this problem, this analysis
chooses to dispose of it by the essentially ^ hoc means of using AUX as
a residual category. But, first, we know how problematical AUX is in
general theory. Second, AUX, if it means anything as a base category,
exists to deal with some definite and limited kinds of things like tense,
mood, and aspect. But thuuk is none of these. Moreover, in putting it
under AUX, the fact that thuuk in the active and in the passive have the
same meaning and restrictions has been missed.
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From all these deficiencies, and because of all the arbitrary unexplain-
able base nodes and the grammatical category that would be needed in this
analysis, I have to conclude that it is also descriptively inadequate.
II. 3 The Embedding Analysis
This analysis, which I believe to be the appropriate one, has been
proposed by Warotamasikkhadit (1963), Needleman (1973) and Filbeck (1973).
The underlying structure for (12) is supposed by them to be:
(16)
"mt-t Y
•mother <l.,x>
This time, every element is assigned a non-arbitrary grammatical re-
lation, so the problem of unusual phrase structure rules does not occur.
In this case, the passive does not have the same base structure with the
active, but the relationship between these two constructions still holds;
for the active sentence is contained as a proper part in the passive's
underlying structure.
The main point in this analysis is that thuuk is treated as the main
verb in the base structure-^, not just as either an auxiliary as in the
Auxiliary Analysis, or as 'transformationally introduced'. In doing so,
the fact that the thuuk in the passive and that in the active share some
semantic and syntactic restrictions has been nicely accounted for.
However, there is one crucial problem in this analysis, which makes
Warutamasintop (1975) favor the Auxiliary Analysis over the Embedding
Analysis. This has to do with the interaction of thuuk and its modifiers
such as manner adverbs and the progressive auxiliary ( kamlai) ) . He presents
the problem with the following examples (his numberings in brackets)
.
(17) [12]a. khaw kamlai^ thuuk nagswHphim wicaan
he prog. newspaper criticize
'He is being criticized by the newspaper.'
^ v / fb. naqswsphim kamlarj wicaan khaw
'The newspaper is criticizing him.
'
(18) [13]a.*hen kamlan thuuk ktiw baat m«ti
prog. glass cut hand
'Heng is having his hand cut by a piece of glass.'
b . *kltw kamlag baat rau-tt heij
'A piece of glass is cutting Heng's hand.'
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Kamlan has usually been treated as a progressive auxiliary, meaning
'be in the course of, in the process of. It Is, therefore, used only with
verbs representing 'durative' or 'iterative' actions (i.e., actions that
can be done repeatedly or extends over time). Naturally, verbs like baat
'to (accidentally) cut', or hoklom 'to (accidentally) fall down', which
represent neither durative nor repeated actions, will not fit with kamlan .
This mismatching results in an ungrammatical sentence in (18. b). It is,
however, the ungrammaticality of (18. a) that creates a problem. Warutama-
sintop (1975) accounts for the ungrammaticality of (18. a) in the same way
as (18. b) by treating it as due to the mismatching of kamlan and baat . Ob-
viously, there is nothing wrong with the matching of kamlar^ and thuuk, since
(17. a) is all right. If this is the case, it means kamlai^ is the auxi-
liary (or the modifier, in a sense) of baat , and not of thuuk. This is
why, in his analysis, he treats the verb following thuuk as the main verb,
and as for thuuk itself, the only category left for it is the AUXILIARY.
As has been shown in the preceding section, such a treatment of thuuk does
not account for the facts and, even worse, it results in some unexplainable
phenomena (a unique phrase structure rule, for instance), which led us to
reject the Auxiliary Analysis. (18. a) seems to constitute a crucial pro-
blem for the Embedding Analysis also. Thuuk is treated as a main verb in
this analysis, with baat as the embedded verb. Generally, we would expect
the main verb to interact with the auxiliary. In this case, if it is true
that kamlan interacts with only the embedded verb and never with thuuk, the
status of thuuk as the main verb as well as the whole analysis itself should
be suspect.
However, a reasonable semantic account can be given in this case.
First, we have to understand the interaction of thuuk and its embedded verb
in the passive construction. Thuuk directly interacts with the embedded
verb in the sense that the patient of the action (i.e. , the object of the
embedded verb) is the same person as the 'sufferer' (i.e., the subject of
thuuk ) , and the 'suffering' experience is directly from the action (repre-
sented by the embedded verb) itself, not from the result of the action.
In other words, the 'suffering' and the action causing it are simultaneous;
the length of time of the suffering equals the length of time of the action.
Then, if the action is not durative, (as in the case of baat , for Instance),
the act of suffering from the very action can hardly be durative, either.
Therefore, in (18. a), thuuk is also a non-durative verb. Consequently, it
is wrong to say that the mismatching of kamlaq and baat renders (18. a) un-
grammatical, or that thuuk does not interact with the auxiliary. The mis-
matching in (18. a) might be between thuuk and kamlat^ , or it might even be
between the durativity of kamlag and the non-durativity of thuuk and baat
together, as these two verbs have a very close semantic interaction in this
sentence. In that case, thuuk , the main verb in this analysis does inter-
act with the auxiliary.
We are faced with the same type of problem when we consider the way
thuuk seems to interact with certain adverbial expressions.
x \ • \
(19) [14]a. khaw thuuk rot chon yaaqrtfcn
he car hit seriously
'He was seriously hit by a car.'
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b. rot chon khaw yaarjrfeti}
'The car seriously hit him."*
(20) [15]a.*khaw thuuk rot chon yaaqchaliawchalaat
wisely
'He was wisely hit by a car.'
b.*rot chon khaw yaan chaliawchalaat
'The car wisely hit him.
'
Warutamasintop (1975) argues that the ungrairanaticality of (20. b.) is
due to the mismatching of chon 'hit' and yaaq chaliawchalaat 'wisely'. He
claims further that (20. a) is bad for the same reason. He, then, concludes
that in this case, chon interacts withithe manner adverb in such a way
that it selects the adverb. Chon , therefore, has the characteristic of a
main verb, whereas thuuk does not. If he were correct, this, again, would
render the Embedding Analysis suspect.
However, I don't think his argument is valid, since if it is the case
that (20. b) is rejected because of the mismatching of chon and yaai) chaliaw-
chalaat , it still does not follow that (20. a) is bad for the same reason.
Moreover, consider,
(21) *khaw thuuk luukbon thii hua yaanchaliawchalaat
ball at head wisely
'*A ball wisely hit him on his head,
(lit. He wisely came into contact with a ball on his head.)'
(21) is bad also because of the mismatching of thuuk and yaanchaliawchalaat .
Therefore, if the ungramraaticality of (20. b) could lead to the conclusion
that (20. a) is bad because of the mismatching of chon and the manner adverb,
it should logically be equally possible to say, based on the ungrammati-
cality of (21), that (20. a) is ungrammatical because of the mismatching of
thuuk and the manner adverb . That is, it could be argued that thuuk inter-
acts with the adverb the same way chon does.
Nevertheless, I think the ungrammaticality of (20. a) can be accounted
for better on semantic grounds. Thuuk and its embedded verb have a direct
semantic interaction such that the patient of the action and the 'sufferer'
are the same person. Whatever is done to the object of the embedded verb
affects the subject of thuuk directly. The degree of suffering as well
as the manner in which the subject suffers should, therefore, be proportional
to the degree of the action being done or the manner in which it is done.
Because of this direct interaction of these two verbs, it is difficult to
tell if the adverb is selected by, or selected to fit, the one or the other
of the two verbs, or by both. Nonetheless, even though we cannot say with
certainty that thuuk does select an adverb by itself, it is false to con-
clude that it definitely does not.
To conclude, the seemingly crucial problem having to do with the
selection and the interaction of thuuk with respect to the progressive and
adverbials in the Embedding Analysis can be plausibly accounted for and
need not, therefore, be the basis of a counter-argument to this analysis.
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If this analysis is correct, then there Is no such rule as Passive In
Thai The only possible rules or processes Involved here are Pronominali-
zatlon. Identity Deletion and/or Agent Deletion. I shall not go into any
detail 'as to how Pronomlnalization and/or Identity Deletion might apply^,
but no matter how they apply, the same surface structure results: (23.a&b)
from (22).
(22) ditt) thuuk mtt tli dttg^
(23.a)?diti) thuuk mil til khaw^5
(b) dug thuuk mtt til
'Daeng was beaten by Mother.'
Notice that Pronomlnalization and/or Deletion are not restricted to the
passive only; they also apply in other constructions.
(24. a) dtti). hay phom chuay dtt-g
have/let I help
A V A '
(b) ditn hay phom chuay khaw
A .V , A
(c) dttt) hay phom chuay
'Daeng had/let me help him.
'
(25. a) dtin kbit waa phom ca chuay dtin.
think say will
^ A ^ A ^
(b) dtfctj. kbit waa phom ca chuay khaw
(c) dtti) kbit waa phom ca chuay
'Daeng thought that I would help him.'
(24. a) and (25. a) are underlying structures to which Pronomlnalization and/
or Deletion apply, yielding (24.b6ic) and (25.b&c), respectively. Another
rule involved here is Unspecified Agent Deletion. This rule has been
claimed to delete an unspecified agent or subject, (cf. Surintramont , 1978).
At this point, after Unspecified Agent Deletion applies, we get: NP
thuuk V. *
Consequently, if this analysis is accepted as the most appropriate,
only two things are needed. First, we need the rules mentioned above,
which also operate in other constructions. Second, we need a non-
coreferential agent-patient constraint, which is also required in the
active construction, with thuuk as the main verb, and also in other
languages, English and Japanese, for instance, to rule out (26) and (27),
respectively. ( (26) and (27) have been taken from McCawley (1972) ).
(26) *Fred had his father insulted by him
(27) *Mitiko wa zibunni titi o buzyoku s-rare-ta
self-by father insult passive-past
'Mitiko was subjected to self Insulting her father. '
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All these considerations, taken together with the fact that we would
need to bring into grammar some a^ hoc or unexplainable process or processes
as well as some ad hoc devices if we were to adopt the Transformational
Analysis or the Auxiliary Analysis, tip the balance in favor of the Em-
bedding Analysis. This is because the last mentioned analysis requires the
fewest, if any, unnecessary or ad hoc assumptions, mechanisms and things
to be further explained. Therefore, I suggest that this analysis is the
most appropriate of all so far proposed, and, thus should be selected.
III. In conclusion, I have shown in this paper, first, the semantic re-
striction on thuuk in the passive, and, then, that this restriction, as
well as some other syntactic restrictions are shared by thuuk in both the
passive and the active constructions. I have concluded in the first
section that they are actually the same lexical item. In the second
section, I have shown the three analyses that have so far been proposed
for the underlying structure of the Thai passive, together with the pro-
blems and the deficiencies each analysis has. I have also argued that the
crucial problem the Embedding Analysis seems to face can be overcome on
semantic grounds. This, together with the fact that the Embedding Analysis
requires us to add to the grammar the fewest unnecessary assumptions and
mechanisms, has led me to conclude that it is the best analysis of the
three.
NOTES
However, although (8) and (9) are rejected under normal circum-
stances, it is possible to find a context or interpretation making them
acceptable. For instance, if the speaker is being sarcastic, even (8. a)
and (9. a) can be perfectly acceptable.
(8. a) ytt caij phom thuuk hay ijan iiklttw
terrible I give money again
'This is terrible; I have been given money again.'
f t ^ /•''/^
(9. a) suay chamat chan thuuk taakhonnan yim hay
unlucky very I jerk that smile give
'How unlucky: I've geen given a smile by that jerk.'
Therefore, the acceptability of these sentences depends on the speaker's
view and presupposition of the action represented by the verb or the verb
phrase following thuuk . If the verb phrase hay nan 'give money' and yim
hay 'give a smile' are considered unpleasant or undesirable under a cer-
tain circumstance, they match the inherent adversative semantic feature
of thuuk , resulting in an acceptable sentence. Under normal situation,
the two parts mismatch, resulting ina semantic anomaly.
2
This assumption is based on a passive sentence in which the patient
is retained in the form of a pronoun, such as (1) and (2).
S A f
(1) ^dtiij thuuk mtt tii khaw
mother hit him
'Daeng was hit by Mother.
'
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(2) diA-n. thuuk tamruat yut wittayu cakk khaw
police confiscate radio from
'Daeng had the police confiscate a radio from him.
'
This analysis is superficially similar to Hasegawa's analysis for the
English and Japanese passive (Hasegawa (1968)). The main distinction be-
tween these two analyses is that thuuk , the main verb in this analysis,
is different in its implication from the copula be, which is the main verb
in Hasegawa's analysis. Thuuk in this analysis is semantically and syn-
tactically related to thuuk in the active whereas he is not related to
be in other contexts.
For more detail on the application of Pronominalization, Deletion
and Agent Deletion, see Surintramont (1978).
(23. a) is acceptable only to some of my informants, but not to all
of them. It seems as though for those who do not get it. Deletion obli-
gatorily applies here. (cf, examples in footnote 2.)
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INVERSIONS AS GRAMMATICAL RELATION CHANGING
RULES IN BANTU LANGUAGES*
Eyamba G. Bokaraba
It has generally been agreed in transformational grammar
that verbal agreement (VA) is a relatively simple cyclic
rule which is triggered by either logical or cyclically de-
rived subject NPs,
This conclusion is challenged here on the basis of data
from three Bantu languages: Swahili, Lingala, and Dzamba.
It's demonstrated here, through the examination of simple
and complex sentences involving inversions, that (1) VA is
a much more complex rule than it has hitherto been assumed;
(2) that VA is a non-cyclic rule; and (3) that inversions
are grammatical relation changing rules in these languages.
With regard to point (2) , the paper shows that VA is a post-
cyclic rule, because it applies after topicalization and
relativization in two of the languages under consideration
here. The paper concludes with a brief discussion of the
theoretical implications of these facts, and with some spe-
culations on the occurrence of similar data in other langu-
ages in the world.
1.0 BACKGROUND
1.1 Introduction . Subject-verb agreement (VA) is perhaps the most
universal characteristic of human languages; yet, there has been very
little attention given to it in the generative transformational liter-
ature. As a result, many of its formal properties continue to be mis-
understood. The few studies that exist on the subject, however, suggest
that VA is a relatively simple cyclic rule which is triggered by either
logical or cyclically derived subject NPs (Chomsky 1965; Gregersen 1967;
Givon 1972a; Vanek 1977).
These conclusions, which appear to have been based largely on an-
alyses of simple sentences, have been questioned in at least two recent
studies (Morgan 1972; Lawler 1977). Morgan shows on the basis of English
data that VA is a complex transformation whose structural description re-
quires varying semantic specifications, and whose mode of application is
anything but cyclic. Specifically, Morgan (1972) argues that there are
three critical problems that must be dealt with in any analysis of VA:
(1) the problem of ascertaining the level at which VA applies; (2) the
problem of selecting which NP triggers VA; and (3) the problem of deter-
mining which properties of the selected NP will control VA. Morgan's con-
tention is essentially that when these problems are dealt with adequately,
many of the assumptions associated with the standard and relational gram-
mar analyses of VA will have to be abandoned. Lawler (1977) seems to
have taken up this challenge in his study of VA in Achenese (an Indone-
sian language) where he attempts to show in effect that this transformation
is always triggered by the logical subject NP regardless of whether or not
it has been demoted. Lawler's data, if correct, would contradict the re-
lational grammar hypothesis that only terms can trigger VA (Perlmutter
and Postal 1974) A
This paper is a further attempt to characterize VA in natural langu-
ages. It examines data involving the interaction of VA and certain in-
version phenomena, i.e., passivization, topicalization, and relativization,
in three Bantu languages: Swahili, Lingala, and Dzamba.2 The paper con-
siders the three questions raised by Morgan (1972) in view of the data
presented here, and concludes that VA is a complex non-cyclic rule, at
least in these Bantu languages. This conclusion leads to some speculations
on the properties of VA in other languages, and assesses the theoretical
implications of the data discussed. The analysis begins with a sketch of
some of the basic syntactic characteristics of simplexes in Bantu langu-
ages, with particular emphasis on Swahili, Lingala, and Dzaraba.
1,2 Word Order in Bantu . The comnon word order in a simple sentence
in Bantu languages has been assumed to be Subj ect-Verb-Obj ect (SVO) . This
can be seen in the following sentences:
(1) Dzamba (Dz.)
F! 6mw-Sna a-tom-aki mw-enzi. (SVO)
the-child Ag-send-ed a message
(The child sent a message.)
b. *6mw-ana mw-enzi a-tom-aki. (SOV)
the-child a message he-sent
c. *a-tom-aki omw-ana mw-enzi. (VSO)
he-sent the-child a message
(2) Lingala^ (Li.) ^ ^
a"! mw-ana S-tind-aki ma-loba. (SVO)
child Ag-send-ed words
(The child sent a message.)
b. *mw-ana ma-loba a-tmd-aki. (SOV)
child words he-sent
c. *a-tind-aki mw-ana ma-loba. (VSO)
he-sent child words
(3) Swahili (Sw. )
a. m-toto a-li-peleka ma-neno. (SVO)
child Ag-Pst-send words
(The child sent a message.)
b. *m-toto ma-neno a-li-peleka. (SOV)
child words Ag-pst-send
c. *a-li-peleka m-toto ma-neno. (VSO)
Ag-pst-send child words
If a sentence contains both a direct and an indirect object in
these languages, the latter generally precedes the former in a neutral
(i.e., non- emphatic) statement. A change in the ordering of these
constituents leads to a change in focus and/or meaning, as evidenced in
part in the (b) versus the (a) sentences:
(4) Li^. a. mw-ana a-pes-aki mbwa bilei. (SVIoDo)
child he-give-ed dog food
(The child gave the dog (some) food.)
b. mw-ana a-pes-aki bilei mbwa. (SVDoIo)
(The child gave food, rather than something else, to
the dog.)
c. mw-ana a-pes-aki bilei na mbwa. (SVDoIo)
(The child gave the food to the dog.)
Sw . a. m-toto a-li-m-pa mbwa cha-kula. (SVIoDo)
(The child gave the dog some food.)
b. m-toto a-li-pa cha-kula mbwa. (SVDoIo)
(The child gave food, rather than something else,
to the dog.)
The structure exemplified in the Lingala and Swahili sentences(4b)
and (5b), respectively, is not possible in many other Bantu languages.
What one generally finds in such languages when the direct object
precedes the indirect object is a structure like (4c) in which a pre-
position intervenes between the two objects. Kikongo and Shona fall
into this category, while Dzamba and Kinyarwanda constitute a third
category; that is, one which disallows both (4b) and (4c).
1 .3 Cliticization . What the facts in (4) and (5) seem to suggest
is that the SVIoDo order is the unmarked word order for constructions
involving two objects. This observation, however, holds only for
sentences in which both object NPs are full nouns; if one of them is
an anaphoric pronoun, there is no apparent syntactic or semantic
difference in many of the languages where such constructions are
possible. This is particularly true of central Bantu languages (e.g.,
Dzamba, Likila, Lonkundo, Kikongo, and Tshiluba) , as illustrated by
the Dzamba and Lingala sentences (6) and (7), respectively:
(6) Dz. a. omw-ana a-eza-aki e-mva bieka. (SVIoDo)
(The child gave the dog some food.)
b. omw-ana a-ye-^za-aki bieka.
the-child he-it-gave food
(The child gave it some food.)
c. omw-ana a-bi-eza-aki e-mva.
the-child he-them-gave the-dog
(The child gave it (i.e., food) to the dog.)
d. *6niw-ana a-bi-eza-aki na e-mva.
the-child he-them-gave to the-dog
(7) L^. a. mw-ana a-e-pes-aki bilei.
child he-it-gave food
(The child gave it (i.e., the dog) some food.)
b. mw-ana a-bi-pes-aki mbwa.
(The child gave it (food) to the dog.)
J ^ -^ y <• -^ *
c. *mw-ana a-bi-pes-aki na mbwa.
Sentences (6d) and (7c) are ungrammat ical, because the occurrence of the
prepositions in constructions like these is not permissible. These
facts seem to suggest that the grammar treats clitics as part of the
morphology of the verb, rather than as reordered constituents, for
otherwise we would expect them to obey the same constraints as nouns.
Support for this hypothesis comes from facts like the following where
independent pronouns are subject to the same constraints as full nouns
in those languages that permit such constructions:
(8) D£. a. omw-ana a-eza-aki ba:-butu i-bieka.
the-child he-gave the-guests the-food
(The child gave the guests the food.)
b. omw-ana a-eza-aki ba:-bee i-bye.
the-child he-gave def-them def-it
(The child gave it (the food) to them.)
c. *omw-ana a-eza-aki i-bye ba:-bee.
(9) Li_. a. mw-ana a-pes-aki ba-paya bi-lei.
child he-gave guests food
(The child gave the guests the/some food.)
b. mw-ana a-pes-aki bango byango.
them it (food)
(The child gave it to them.)
c. *?mw-ana a-pes-aki byango (na) bango.
he-gave it (food) (to) them
Swahili permits only sentences in which the indirect object is a pronoun:
(10) a. m-toto a-li-wa-pa wa-geni chakula
child he-ed-them-give quests food
(The child gave the guests some food.)
b. m-toto a-li-wa-pa wao chakula.
(The child gave them some food.)
I
c. *in-toto a-li-wa-pa wageni cho
he-gave-them guests it (food)
In most Bantu languages, including the three under consideration here,
the preferred strategy for the construction exemplified in (8b) and (9b)
is to cliticize one of the pronouns into the verb. In such cases the
ordering of the two objects is unconstrained, i.e. either object can
precede the other as in (6) and (7) above.
Two other elements that need to be mentioned here are adjectives
and adverbs. All adjectives (i.e., descriptive, demonstrative, quantifier,
possessive) in Bantu languages generally follow the noun that they
modify, as illustrated in (11) through (12):
(11) Li . a. mw-ana oyo mu-nene a-bet-aki mo-paya wa ngai
.
child this Ag-big he-hit-ed guest Poss Me/mine
(The big child hit my guest.)
b. ba-na ba-ye ba-nene ba-bale ba-bet-aki mo-paya wa ngai
children these Ag-big Ag-two they-hit-ed guest Poss me/mine
(These two big children hit my guest.)
(12) Sw . a. m-toto huyu mkubwa a-li-piga mgeni wa-ngu.
child this Ag-big he-ed-hit guest Poss-mine
(This big child hit my guest.)
b. wa-toto ha-wa wa- kubwa wa-wili wa-li-piga mgeni wa-ngu.
children these Ag-big Ag- two they-ed-hit guest Poss-mine
(These two big children hit my guest.)
Whenever a sentence contains an adverb, it generally occurs at the end
of the sentence in non-emphatic cases:
(13) Li. a. mw-ana oyo mu-nene a-bet-aki mo-paya wa ngai lelo .
(This big child hit my guest today .)
\
b. mw-ana oyo mu-nene a-bet-aki mo-paya wa ngai na mw-ete .
(This big child hit my guest with a stick.)
In emphatic cases, depending on the language, the adverb (especially
time) may occur either sentence- initially or anywhere before the verb
(see Bokamba 1976b, 1976c>.
2.0 GRMMATICAL AGREEMENT IN BANTU
2.1 Adjectival and Verbal Agreement in the Simplex. Grammatical
agreement is one of the most pervasive characteristics of Bantu languages.
It is traditional in Bantu linguistics to distiguish two types of agreement
patterns: (1) nominal or adjectival agreement, and (2) verbal agreement.
Although this paper will not deal with adjectival agreement per se, it will
be instructive to briefly examine this type of pattern in the simple
sentence for comparative purposes.
»
Adjectival agreement in most Bantu languages is largely based on
the morphology of the noun, whereas verbal agreement is not. In parti-
cular, nouns in Bantu languages are divided morphologically into noun
classes in terms of singular/plural pairing of the noun prefixes
and in terms of the distinct pattern of VA they exhibit. About 23
noun classes have been reconstructed for the entire group, but in
actual fact no Bantu language studied so far has all these classes.
There is a great deal of variation in this respect throughout the
Bantu area, with a number of these languages having on the average
between thirteen to sixteen noun classes. The languages under con-
sideration here fall within this range: Dzamba and Lingala have each
twelve noun classes, and Swahili has sixteen (Bokamba 1976b; Ashton 1946)
In all three languages adjectival agreement is characterizable
as a morphological copying phenomenon that copies the prefix of the
modified noun onto the variable adjective, as in (14) and (15):
(14) Lingala . a. mw-ana mu-nene (cl,
b. b5-na ba-nene (cl. 2)
c. mu-nkanda mu-nene (cl. 3)
d. mi-nkanda mi-nene (cl. 4)
e. li-toko li-nene (cl.5)
£. ma-toko ma-nene (cl. 6)
g. e-langa e-nene (cl. 7)
h. bi-lang^ bi-nene (cl. 8)
1. n-dako e-nene (cl. 9)
J. n-dako i-nene (cl. 10)
k. bo- lingo bo-nene (cl. 14)
(15) Swahili . a. m-toto m-refu (cl.
Vi wa-toto wa-refu (cl. 2)
C. m-fereji m-refu (cl. 3)
d. mi-fereji mi-refu (cl. 4)
e. jembe refu (cl. 5)
f. ma- jembe ma-refu (cl. 6)
g. ki-su ki-refu (cl. 7)
h. vi-su vi-refu (cl. 8)
i. n-yumba n-defu (cl. 9/10)
j. u-bao u-refu (cl. 11)
k. ku-andika ku-zuri (cl.l2)
1. ma-hali ma-zuri (cl. 16)
1) a big child
big children
a big/ large book
big/large books
a large mat
large mats
a large garden
large gardens
a big house
big houses
great love
1) a tall child
tall children
a long ditch
long ditches
a long hoe
long hoes
a long knife
long knives
(a) tall house(s)
a long board/plank
good (hand) writing
a good/nice place
The adjectival agreement prefixes in Dzamba are almost identical to
those of Lingala (14). In all three languages this type of agreement
is obligatory whenever the adjective is variable.
Verbal agreement, In contrast, Involves more complex features
and tubcategorization of the subject noun. Each finite verb in Bantu
languages obligatorily agrees with its subject in person and class
number by coping the relevant semantic and morphological specifica-
tions of that noun. The contrast betwen adjectival and VA is exemplified
in the following Swahili sentences:
(16) a. m-toto m-refu a-me-anguka.
Ag-tall Ag-Perf-fall
(The tall child fell/has fallen.)
b. wa-toto wa-refu wa-anguka.
(The tall children fell/have fallen.)
c. m-nazi m-refu u-me-anguka.
(The tall coconut tree fell/has fallen.)
d. mi-nazi mi-refu i-me-anguka.
(The tall coconut trees fell/have fallen.)
e. jembe refu 1 i-me-anguka.
(The long hoe fell/has fallen.)
f. ma- jembe ma-refu ya-me-anguka.
(The long hoes fell/have fallen.)
g. ki-su ki-refu ki-me-anguka.
(The long knife fell/has fallen.)
h. vi-su vi-refu vi-me-anguka.
(The long knives fell/have fallen.)
i. nyumba n-defu u-me-anguka.
(The tall house fell/has fallen.)
j. nyumba n-defu m-bili zi-me-anguka.
(The two tall houses fell/have fallen.)
Notice here that while the adjectival agreement markers can in almost all
cases be traced morphologically to the noun prefix in each sentence, the
VA prefixes cannot, except for classes 2 and (7/8) which are illustrated
in (16b) and (16g,h), respectively.
The pattern of VA exhibited in (16) is further complicated by the sub-
categorization of the Swahili nouns into animate vs. inanimate . Nouns
falling into the former category, regardless of their morphological noun
class, will take the same agreement prefixes as human nouns, as in (17);
whereas those falling in the latter group will take the agreement prefixes
that are appropriate to their classes, as in Q.6c-j):
(17) a. ki-jana m-refu a-me-anguka.
youth Ag-tall Ag-Perf-fall
(The tall youngman fell/has fallen.)
b. vi-jana wa-refu wa-me-anguka.
(The tall youngmen fell/have fallen.)
c. ki-boko m-kubwa a-me-anguka.
hippo. Ag-big Ag-Perf-fall
(The big hippopotamus fell/has fallen.)
d. ki-boko wa-kubwa wa-wili wa-me-anguka.
(The two big hippopotamuses fell/have fallen.)
e. mbwa m-kubwa a-me-anguka.
(The big dog fell/has fallen.)
f. mbwa wa-kubwa wa-wili wa-me-anguka.
(The two big dogs fell/have fallen.)
The expected adjectival and VA patterns for these nouns would be as in (18)
but as evidenced here, these sentences are ungrammatical; they would be
acceptable only if the subject were considered to be toys.^
(18) a. *ki-jana ki-refu ki-me-anguka.
b. *vi-jana vi-refu vi-me-anguka.
c. *ki-boko ki-kubwa ki-me-anguka.
d. *mbwa m-kubwa u-me-anguka.
e. *mbwa m-kubwa m-bili zi-me-anguka.
This type of agreement pattern is not unique to Swahili: it occurs in many
Bantu languages which, for convenience, may be termed the Swahili-type.
Until the data in (17) and (18) were presented, it appeared that the
only relevant features that need to be specified in the adjectival and VA
rules are number, person, and class membership. But as attested in (17)
and (18), however, these specifications are not sufficient by themselves:
the feature [aniraacy] is crucial in the determination of the appropriate
agreement forms. These data lend support to Morgan's (1972) argument
that it is not sufficient to determine which NP triggers VA: one must also
ascertain which feature (s) of the selected NP control (s) that agreement.
Diverging from the Swahili-type languages are the Lingala or Dzamba-
type which exhibit a largely alliterative VA pattern. This is illustrated
by the Lingala Sentences below:
(19) a. mw-ana mu-nene a-kwey-aki.
child Ag-big Ag-fall-ed
(A/The big child fell.)
^ ^
b. ba-na ba-nene ba-kwey-aki.
(The big children fell.)
c. mu-nkanda mu-nene mu-kwey-aki.
(The big/large book fell.) ^
d. mi-nkanda mi-nene mi-kwey-aki.
(The big/ large books fell.)
e. li-toko li-nene li-kwey-aki.
(The large mat fell.) ^ ,
f. ma-toko ma-nene ma-kwey-aki.
(The large mats fell.)
g. e-langa e-nene' e-zik-aki.
(The big farm burned.)
h. bi-langa bi-nene bi-zik-aki.
(The large farms burned.)
i. bo- lingo bo-nene bo-beb-i.
(The great love/romance is wrecked.)
Dzamba and other related languages exhibit the same agreement pattern illus
trated here, and do not subcategorize nouns into animate/ inanimate as the
Swahili-type languages do.^
These two agreement patterns largely characterize the type of VA
found in the simple sentences in most Bantu languages when the subject noun
is third person singular or plural. When it is first or second person sing-
ular or plural, the VA prefixes typically expected in each language type
are those given in (20) for the Swahili-type, and in (21) for the Dzamba/
Lingala type:
(20) Sw. a. (mimi) ni-li-kwenda nyumba-ni.
I Ag-Pst-go home-loc
(I went home.)
b. (wewe) u-li-kwenda nyumba-ni.
(you (sg.) went home.)
c. yeye) a-li-kwenda nyumba-ni.
(He/she went home.)
d. (sisi) tu-li-kwenda nyumba-ni,
(We went home.)
e. (nyinyi) m-li-kwenda nyumba-ni.
(You (pi.) went home.)
f. (wao) wa-li-kwenda nyumba-ni.
(They went home
.
)
(21) Dz. a. (o-nga) na-zong-aki o lombo loome.
I Ag-return-ed to home today
(I returned home today.)
b. (o-kao) o-zong-aki o lombo loome.
(You (sg.) returned home today.)
c. (o-kei) a-zong-aki o lombo loome.
(He/she returned home today.)
d. (ba-banga) to-zong-aki o lombo loome.
(We returned home today.)
e. (ba-benyi) o-zong-aki o lombo loome.
(You (pi.) returned home today.)
f. (ba-bee) ba-zong-aki o l6mbo loome.
(They returned home today.)
What these facts, along with those in (14) through (18), show is
that for each person and number there is a specific agreement or subject
prefix. In some languages the prefix may be zero for some of the
cases (e.g., third person hioman in Chimwi:ni) or identical for two
of the independent subject pronouns in the conjugation paradigm
(e.g., 2nd person singular and plural, as in Dzamba sentences 21b, e;
or 3rd person singular and plural, as in Makua) . The over-all system,
however, provides VA contrasts that permit unambiguous reference to
the person, number, and noun class of the subject noun. It is for
this reason that the occurrence of the independent subject pronouns in
sentences like (20) and (21) is optional; they can be omitted freely
(after the application of VA) without affecting the grammaticality of
the sentence. Insofar as the question of the selection of the NP which
triggers VA and that of the semantic features which control it are con-
cerned, it appears from the data presented thus far that the logical
NP and the features person, number, animacy, and noun class control
VA in these languages.
2.2 Inversions and Verbal Agreement. It is largely facts such
as those presented above that have often led to the conclusion that
VA in Bantu languages is defined on underlying subjects and that it
operates in a left-to-right manner (Gregersen 1967; Givon 1972).^
As implied earlier, however, this position cannot be maintained in
light of data from sentences involving inversion phenomena to which we now
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turn. We will show in this part of the paper that neither the standard
theory or the relational grammar analysis of VA will account for all
the facts in inverted constructions.
2.2.1 Passive and Verbal Agreement . Consider in this regard,
first, the passive construction. This rule, as in many other langua-
ges, involves inversion: the rule applies to active sentences such as
those underlying the (a) and (c) below by promoting the logical object
to the subject position and demoting the logical subject to an object
position, marking it with the preposition na, as in (b) and (d)
:
(22) Sw. a. m-toto a-li-vunja ki-ti.
child Ag-Pst-break chair
(The child broke the chair.)
b. ki-ti ki-li-vunj-w-a na m-toto.
chair Ag-Pst-break-Pass by child
(The chair was broken by the child.)
c. m-toto a-li-vunja vi-ti.
(The child broke the chairs.)
d. vi-ti vi-li-vunj-w-a na m-toto.
(The chairs were broken by the child.)
e. *ki-ti a-li-vunj-w-a na m-toto.
f. *vi-ti a-li-vunj-w-a na m-toto.
(23) Li. a. ba-paya ba-somb-aki li-toko lelo.
guests Ag-buy-ed mat today
(The guests bought a mat today.)
b. li-toko li-somb-am-Ski na ba-paya lelo.
mat Ag-buy-Pass-ed by guests today
(The mat was bought^by the guests today.)
c. ba-paya ba-somb-aki ma-toko lelo.
(The guests bought the mats today.) ^
d. ma-toko ma-somb-am-aki na ba-paya lelo.
(The mats were bought by the guests today.)
e. *li-toko ba-somb-am-aki na ba-paya lelo.
f. *ma-toko ba-s6mb-Sm-aki nS ba-paya lelo.
(24) D£. a. o-mw-azi a-kpet-eki i-mw-et^ waabo.
the-woman Ag-cut-ed the-tree here
. (The woman chopped down the tree here.)
b. i-mw-ete mu-kpet-em-eki n'o-mw-azi waabo.
the-tree Ag-cut-Pass-ed by-the-woman here
(The tree was chopped down by the woman here.)
c. o-mw-azi a-kpet-eki i-nzete waabo.
(The woman chopped down the trees here.)
d. i-nzete i-kpet-em-eki n'o-mw-'Szi w^bo.
(The trees were chopped down by the woman here.)
e. *i-mw-ete a-kpet-em-eki n'o-mw-azi waabo.
f. * i-nzete a-kpet-em-eki n'o-mw-'Szi wa'^bo.
In addition to the inversion, several other properties exemplified
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here need to be highlighted. First, it should be noted here that
unlike in Achenese, VA in Bantu passives is triggered by the derived
subject NP, as illustrated in the (b) and (d) sentences above. Second,
the grammatical ity of sentences like (e) and (^) demonstrates that
passive precedes VA. Given that VA in Bantu languages characteris-
tically defines subjects, the conclusion to be drawn from these facts
is that passive is a grammatical relation changing rule in these
languages. This conclusion is consistent with the theory of relational
grammar. Third, in each language there is a specific morpheme for
marking the passive verbs, and these (morphemes) can only be interpret-
ed as such. In the above sentences these markers are: -w- for Swahili,
-am- /-em- for Lingala and Dzamba. Finally, the agent is preceded by
the preposition na in all three languages.
2.2.2 Topical izat ion and Verbal Agreement . Common passives in
Bantu languages do not present any problem for either the standard
theory or the relational grammar analysis of VA, but this does not
hold for topicalized constructions in the Dzamba-type languages. To
see this, consider, first, the Dzamba sentences in (25):
y y y y '' '' y. y /^
(25) a. oPetelo a-kpet-el-eki bazi nz-ete waabo.
spc-Peter ag-cut-App-ed women trees here
(Peter chopped down (some) trees here for the women.)
b. ba-bazi ba-kpet-el-eki oPetelo nz-ete w^bo.
(The women chopped down (some) trees here for Peter.)
(For the women, Peter chopped down some trees here.)
c. ba-bazi ngo ba-kpet-el-eki 6Petelo nz-ete w^bo.
(As for the women, they cut (some) trees here for Peter.)
((As) For the women, Peter cut (some) trees here.)
d. i-nz-ete i-kpet-el-eki oPetelo bazi waabo.
(The trees, Peter cut for some women here.)
e. i-nz-ete ngo i-kpet-el-eki oPetelo bazi waabo.
((As for) The trees, Peter cut for some women here.)
f. *ba-bazi (ngo) oPetelo a-kp?t-el-eki nz-ete' waabo.
g. *i-nz-ete (ng'o) oPetelo a-kpet-'el-eki bazi waabo.
These constructions are paralleled in Lingala, Likila, and several
other Bantu zone C languages. As discussed in detail in Bokamba
(1976a, b) , these sentences occur as responses to follow-up questions
in which the speaker inquires about two or more objects but the respon-
dent answers the question only to one of the objects.
What is particularly interesting about these sentences is that
they involve inversion and changes in grammatical relations, as ex-
emplified by the VA pattern in (25b-e) . Specifically, given the
structure underlying sentence (25a), topicalization in Dzamba and
related languages may be viewed as involving the promotion of an
object to a subject position and the demotion of a subject to a position
immediately after the verb, as in (25b-e) . This rule can promote any
object NP and prepositional phrases, including instrumentals and loc-
atives; and may be formulated to optionally insert the topic-comment
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marker ngo in Dzamba and nga in Lingala and Likila. After the appli-
cation of this rule, VA will apply between the verb and its derived
subject. The inversion is obligatory, as attested in part by the
ill-formedness of (25f,g); and the order of application stated here
appears to be the only principled and simplest alternative to account
for the facts under consideration. It should be pointed out here,
however, that the interaction of these rules sometimes leads to ambi-
guities just in case the topicalized NP is animate and capable of
performing the action of the verb. Sentences (25b-c) are such cases.
The reader may recall at this point that the inversion just
described is similar to that exhibited in the formation of passives, and
may be wondering if topicaization and passivization in the Dzamba-
type languages are not in fact related. The resemblance is actually
superficial, because the two rules differ in significant respects
syntactically and semantically. For instance, while passive intro-
duces a na-phrase and a passive morphology, topicalization simply
inserts a ngo/nga-phrase without affecting the verb morphology. There
is, for instance, no passive morphology in the sentence in (25), nor
is there a possible passive reading from any of these sentences.
Admittedly, the two rules have the same effect on VA, but this is also
a superficial resemblance, as will be shown shortly.
Topicalized constructions such as those in (25) do not present
any problem to the relational grammar analysis of VA insofar as the
prediction of the correct agreement forms is concerned, but they
raise serious questions regarding the assumption, espoused by both this
and the standard theory, that VA is a cyclic rule.^ Given this assumption
and the generally accepted analysis of topicalization as involving copy-
i n g, Chomsky-adjunction, and deletion, the derivation we expect from
an underlying structure like (25a) would be (27) for sentence (25) :10
(26) a. (oPetelo -kpet-el-eki bazi nz-ete waabo)
(27) a. (oPetelo a-kpet-el-eki bazi nz-ete waabo.
b. S2(ba-bazi #(,,. opetelo a-kpet-el-eki bazi nz-ete waabo))
c. S2(ba-bazi #L oPetelo a-kpet-el-eki nz-ete waabo))
d. S2(ba-bazi #L oPetelo a-kpet-el-eki oPetelo nz-ete...))
e. S2(ba-bazi #(5! a-kpet-el-eki oPetelo nz-ete...))
f. S2(ba-bazi # (g. ba-kpet-et-eki oPetelo nz-ete waabo))
That is, VA will apply cyclically to (26) to yield (27), and topic-
alization will apply to the same structure simultaneously or to (27),
if sequentially, to yield (27). After copying the object and chomsky-
adjoining it to S^, the deletion of the original NP will yield (27c).
At this point there are two potential subject NPs before the same verb.
Since Dzamba-type languages disallow such structures (cf. Bokamba 1975,
1976a, b), the logical subject must be postponed to a position immediately
after the verb, as in (27d) . The subsequent application of deletion to the
subject NP will give (27 e) . This structure in turn presumably meets the
structural description for VA on 82 and its application yields (27f) which
is actually (25b) after the parentheses are removed. In other words, VA
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applies twice in the derivation of (25b): once on the first cycle, and then
on the second cycle. If VA does not re-apply as suggested here, the result-
ing sentence would be the ungrammatical (25f) . The same line of derivation
holds true for the remaining sentences in (25)
.
What is disturbing here is not so much the fact that VA applies
twice in the derivation of topicalized sentences in languages like
Dzamba, but rather it applies twice to the same verb from presumably two
different cycles. The implication here is that the 2nd application of
VA deletes or nullifies the first. Now, unless one assumes that topic-
alization is also a cyclic rule and that it has applicational precedence
over VA, this mode of application clearly constitutes an unnecessary
violation and distortion of the notion of the cycle as generally under-
stood in the standard theory (Chomsky 1965; Pullum 1979). Further,
topicalization has generally been taken as a post-cycle rule (cf
.
, e.g.,
Ross 1967), and no one has, to our knowledge, proposed the contrary.
In fact, data from Dzamba and related languages argue against the cyclicity
of topicalization.
To see this, consider the Dzamba sentences in (28) where the topic-
alized NP has been extracted from an embedded clause, and where the
same ordering of the two rules is maintained:
(28) a. oZaki a-wo-oki kiibo oPoso a-eza-aki ba-bana mw-enzi.
Spc.-Jack Ag-say-ed that Poso Ag-giv-ed the-child message
(Jack said that Poso gave the^children a message.^
^
b. imw-enzi mu-w6-oki 6z£ki kiibo oPoso a-ezaaki ba-bana.
the-mess. Ag-say-ed Jack that P. Ag-give-ed
(The message Jack said that Poso gave (to) the children.)
*(The message jaid to Ja^k that Poso gave (to) the children.)
c. oZSki a-w6-6ki kiibo imw-?nzi mw-eza-Ski oPoso ba-bana.
(Jack said that the message Poso gave (to) the children.)
^
d. ?imw-enzi (ngo) mu-wo-6ki oZaki kiibo mw-eza-aki oP. ba-bana.
(The message. Jack said that Poso gave (it to) the children.)
e. *imw-enzi a-wo-oki ^6Zaki kiibo oPoso a-ez^-aki ba-bana.
f. *oZaki a-wo-oki kiibo imw-enzi a-l'za-aki oPoso ba-bana.
That is, given the structure underlying (28a), the topicalization of
the indirect object ba-bana from the embedded clause may yield either
(28b) where the higher verb agrees with the derived subiect or (28c)
where the lower verb agrees with its new subject (viz. imwenzi ) . In
both cases subject-verb inversion is required, and the agreement is
triggered by the derived subject in the relevant cycle. The topical-
ization of the 10 may also yield the questionable (28d) where inversion
has applied twice and VA is also twice controlled by the derived subject.
The occurrence of sentences like (28b-d) , especially (28b), argues strongly
against the cyclicity of VA in languages like Dzamba. If VA were a cyclic
rule, we would expect sentences like (28e-f); but as is evident here,
these sentences are ill-formed. They are not even marginally acceptable.
To maintain the cyclicity of VA in light of these facts would lead to unnec-
essary complications of the standard theory.
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The problems raised here may be handled in three ways: First, one
might relax the requirements imposed on the cyclic rules so as to allow
them to refer to materials in a lower cycle that has already been by-
passed in a derivation. This peoposal, while logically attractive,
appears to have very little support from the facts under consideration
here and those from other languages. In fact, the relaxation of the requin
ments for the cyclic rules would be only applicable to VA, since no
other type of agreement rule known to us behaves in the manner described
above. Hence this is not a viable alternative. Second, one might wish
to reject the presently accepted analysis of topical ization (based on
Ross 1967) and reformulate it as a movement rule involving sister-ad-
junction. Such a proposal would not only obviate some of the objections
made above, especially in connection with the sentences in (25), but
would also distinguish this rule further from Left Dislocation.
In particular. Left Dislocation is currently analyzed as involving
copying with chomsky-adj unction and pronomil ization (Ross 1967). To
our knowledge this formulation is uncontroversial and accounts nicely
for facts such as the Dzamba and Swahili sentences in (29) and (30):
(29) Dz. a. oPetelo a-kpet-el-eki bazi nz-ete waabo.
(Peter chopped/cut down (some) trees here for the women)
b. ba-bazi, oPetelo a-ba-kplt-e'l-'eki nz-ete waabo.
the-women, P. Ag-them-cut-App-ed trees here
((As for) The women, Peter chopped down (some) trees here
for them.)
c. inz-ete, oPetelo a-J^-kpet-el-eki bSzi waabo.
the-trees, P. Ag-them-cut-App-ed
((As for) The trees, Peter chopped them down here for the
women.
)
(30) Sw. a. daktari a-li-leta ki-ti nyumba-ni.
doctor Ag-Pst-bring chair house-loc.
(The doctor brought a/the chair home.)
b. ki-ti, daktari a-li-ki-leta nyumba-ni.
chair doctor Ag-Pst-it-bring
((As for) The chair, the doctor brought it home.)
c. nyumba-ni, daktari a-li-pa-leta ki-ti.
house-loc doctor Ag-Pst-it bring
(To a specific place in the house, the doctor brought
a/the chair.) ^^
Assuming that there is a pronomil ization rule and that its domain involves
two cycles (see Wasow 1979 for a discussion of some of the problems
with this rule), the left-dislocated sentences above where the under-
lined clitics are correferential to the left-dislocated NPs would be
possible only if Left -Dislocation is viewed as involving chomsky adjunction
Chomsky-adjunction appears to be necessary in this case but not in top-
ical ization. The acceptance of this reformulation of topicalization,
it appears to us, would remove the undesirable cycle to which VA applied
for the second time to the same verb in the derivation of sentences (25b-e)
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A third alternative out of these difficulties would be to reject
the hypothesis that VA is a cyclic rule, at least in the Dzamba-type
Bantu languages. To do this one would have to show that there are
derivations in which VA applies either pre-cyclically or post-cyclic-
ally. Currently the existence of pre-cyclic rules in syntax has yet
to be established convincingly, and we are unaware of the occurrence
of such rules in Bantu languages. Therefore, there is no need to
dwell on this alternative. There are, however, several post-cyclic
rules that interact with verbal agreement: conjunction reduction,
directional/locative adverb inversion, topicalization, and relativi-
zation. Of these, the interaction of the last two with VA appears
to be the most clear case in proving the non-cyclcity of the latter.
2.2.3 Relativization and Verbal Agreement . We have already
dealt with the case of topicalization and VA, and what we should like
to turn our attention to now is the interaction of relativization
with VA. To see this consider, first, the case of Swahili relative
clauses.
It has been shown in Givon (1972b) and Bokamba (1976a, b) that,
in addition to the universal subcategorization of relative clauses
into subject and object types, Swahili distinguishes the latter further
into inverted and non- inverted object relative clauses. Subject
relative clauses require no subject-verb inversion, and may be analyz-
ed in the same manner as in English, as illustrated in
(31) a. m-toto m-refu a-li-ye-anguka hapa a-me-vunja m-kono wake.
child Ag-tall Ag-Pst-Rel-fall here Ag-Perf-break arm Ag-his
(The tall child who fell (down) here broke his/her arm.)
b. m-toto m-refu amba-ye a-li-anguka hapa a-me-vunja
say-Rel Ag-Pst-fall here Ag-Perf-break
m-kono wa-ke.
(The tall child who fell (down) here broke his/jer arm.)
These sentences have identical meanings, but differ only with respect
to the location of the relative pronoun: in (31a) it is prefixed onto
the verb, while in (31b) it is suffixed onto a dummy root. 12 We shall
refer to relative clauses like (31a) where the relative pronoun is
incorporated into the verb as the bound variant, and to (31b) as the
free or unbound variant. Note here that VA is unaffected in either
construction.
When an object NP is relativized, however, the bound variant
type entails an obligatory subject-verb inversion, whereas the unbound
variant does not. The distinction here is superficial in that it does
not affect the meaning of the sentence, as may be seen in
(32) a. Juma a-li-nunua vi-ti amba-vyo Maryamu a-li-taka.
Juma Ag-Pst-buy chairs say-Rel M Ag-Pst-want
(Juma bought the chairs which Maryamu wanted.)
b. Juma a-li-nunua vi-ti amba- vyo a-li- (vi-)taka Maryamu.
say-Rel Ag-Pst-them-want
(Juma bought the chairs which Maryamu wanted.)
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c. Juma a-li-nunua vi-ti a-li-vyo- (vi-)taka Maryamu.
Ag-Pst-Rel- them-want
(Juma bought the chairs which Maryamu wanted.)
d. *Juma a-li-nunua vi-ti Maryamu a-li-vyo- (vi-)taka.
Notice here that the subject- inversion exhibited in the embedded clause
of (32b), in contrast to the lack of inversion in (32a), may be view-
ed as stylistic; but the inversion exemplified in (32) cannot be so
interpreted. The so-called subject postposing (Givon 1972b) that
has occurred in (32c), as the ungrammat icality of (32d) attests, is
obligatory. The change appears to be dictated by the surface con-
straint on the occurrence of double "subjects" referred to earlier.
Another point to be made here is that the occurrence of the subject-
verb inversion, which also characterizes the relativizat ion of other
VP -dominated constituents (e.g., instrumentals and locatives), does
not change the VA pattern: VA is still triggered by the demoted sub-
ject which is en chomage (32c),
There are two possible ways that sentences like these can be
accounted for: First, one might argue that (32c), for example, is
derived by applying VA cyclically and then relativization (including
subject-verb inversion) post-cyclically. This order of application
would explain why VA is still controlled by the underlying subject,
Maryamu . Second, one might maintain that (32c) is derived by apply-
ing VA post-cyclically after relativization. In this case the rule
of VA would scan the entire string and copy the relevant feature spec-
ificationa of the subject NP onto the appropriate verb irrespective
of the location of this subject relative to the verb. That is, the
rule will copy either from the left or the right depending on the
location of the subject NP at the time of the application. Both of
these alternatives appear to be equally plausible, although the second
might create a slight complication in the formulation of the rule; and we
do not know any additional data in Swahili that would force us to choose
one over the other.
Similar, but unambiguous data exist in Lingala and Dzamba to
force such a choice, however; and we turn now to these languages,
first, Lingala. This language, like Swahili, has two types of relative
clause constructions: those involving a free relative pronoun, and
those with a (verb) bound relative pronoun. These are illustrated in
(33) and (34) :
(33) a. mw-ana oyo a-somb-aki li-toko awa a-kei.
child Dem. Ag-buy-ed mat here Ag-left
(The child who bought the mat here left/has gone.)
b, mw-ana a-somb-aki li-toko awa a-kei.
(The child (who) bought the mat here left?has gone.)
c. mw-ana o^-somb-aki li-toko awa a-kei.
Rel-buy-ed
(The child who bought the mat here left/has gone.)
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(34) a. mo-paya a-s6mb-aki li-toko li-ye li-zA-aki awa.
guest Ag-buy-ed mat Dem Ag-be-ed
(The guest bought the mat which was here.)
b. mo-paya a-s6mb-aki li-toko li-zal-l'ki awa.
(The guest bought the mat which was here.)
c. mo-paya a-somb-aki li-toko li-zal-aki awa.
(The guest bought the mat which was here.)
These sentences illustrate subject relativization, and there is, as
stated previously, no subject-verb inversion. Verbal agreement, there-
fore, remains largely unaffected. These constructions differ in at
least two important respects from the corresponding Swahili sentences:
First, subject as well as object relative clauses in Lingala involve
the use of demonstrative pronouns as a common strategy. Second, these
demonstrative pronouns may be freely omitted without affecting either
the morphology of the verb, as seen in the (b) sentences, or the mean-
ing of the sentence. When there is no demonstrative pronoun under-
lyingly, the relative pronoun is prefixed onto the verb as the first
morpheme and thereby replaces the agreement marker, as in the (c)
sentences above. In most cases, except for singular nouns of the
human class, this marker is similar to the agreement prefix but bears
a high tone, as in (34)
.
Object relativization, as in the Swahili case, involves subject-
verb inversion obligatorily whenever the relative pronoun is bound,
but optionally when it is not:
(35) a. mo-paya a-somb-aki li-toko li-ye Poso a-tong-aki lelo.
Dem P. Ag- weave- ed
(The guest bought the mat which Poso weaved today.)
b. mo-paya a-somb-aki li-toko li-ye li-tong-5ki Poso lelo.
(The guest bought the mat which Poso weaved today.)
c. mo-paya a-somb-aki li-toko Poso a-tong-aki lelo.
(The guest bought the mat Poso weaved today.) ^
d. mo-paya a-somb-aki li-toko li-tong-aki Poso lelo.
Rel-weave-ed P.
(The guest bought the mat which Poso weaved today.)
e. *mo-paya a-somb-aki li-toko (li-ye) Poso li-tong-aki...
f. *mopaya a-sdmb-aki li-toko li-ye a-tong-aki Poso...
These sentences illustrate several characteristics of object :^elativ-
ization. First, they show that VA in the embedded clause remains
unaffected whenever the logical subject precedes its verb (35a, c).
Second, sentences (35b, d) show that subject-verb inversion in the
embedded clause will occur whether or not the independent "relative
pronoun" surfaces; and that once inversion has occurred, the under-
lying subject loses its ability to trigger VA (35b, d) . Instead, the
derived subject (i.e., the logical object) controls VA and thereby
changes grammatical relations. This conclusion is supported by the
ungrammaticality of sentences like (35) which is identical to (35),
except that it has the incorrect agreement prefix. (35) is ill-
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formed because the embedded subject has not been postposed. Finally,
the ungrammaticality of (35e-f) suggests strongly that VA in this
language is based on adjacency; that is, the rule is defined on the NP
which is adjacent to the verb at the point in the derivation when it
applies.^ The generalization to be made here is that VA applies after
relativization, a post-cyclic rule. This being the case, VA itself,
at least in this language and related ones (see Dzamba below, e.g.)>
must be a post-cyclic rule that is not sensitive to underlying gram-
matical relations.
The facts of object relativization in both Swahili and lingala
exhibit obligatory and optional subject-verb inversion in the embedded
clauses. Lingala shows further that the relative pronoun may be free-
ly deleted without affecting either the agreement process or the gram-
matical ity of the sentence. While the Lingala data are much clearer
than the Swahili concerning the post-cyclicity of VA, and this is true
even if we assume topicalization to be involved in such derivations,
the optional occurrence of subject-verb inversion and the free deletion
of the relative pronouns may have obscured the ordering of the main
rules: relativization and VA. It would be highly instructive and
interesting at this point to find data that exhibit only obligatory
subject-verb inversion. Such data would constitute evidence of the
strongest kind in that subject-verb inversion would be viewed as a
necessary sub-rule of relativization, and the relationship between this
rule and VA would become crystal clear.
Dzamba, to which we now turn, is such a language.^ We have shown
elsewhere that relative pronouns in this language are all bound to the
verb, and that object but not subject relativization entails obligatory
subject-verb inversion in the embedded clause (Bokamba 1976a,b)
.
Subject relative clauses in Dzamba have the surface form illustrated in
(36) and object relative clauses have that exemplified in (37):
(36) a. o-mama a-eza-aki i-zi-bata lo-so.
the-mother Ag-give-ed the-duck rice
(The mother gave the duck some rice.)
b. o-mama a-ezS-aki T-zi-bata j^-zi-yak-aki waabo lo-so.
the-duck Rel-Ag-come-ed
fTh^ mother gave the duck which came here some rice.)
c. i-zi-bata zi-komel-aki i-lo-so.
(The duck pecked on the rice.)
^
d. i-zl-bata ^-zi-yak-aki waabo zi-komel-aki i-lo-so, ^^
Rel-Ag-come-ed Ag-peck-ed on
(The duck which came here pecked on the rice.)
(37) a. o-mw-ana a-omb-aki i-lo-so loome.
(The child bought the rice today.)
b. i-zi-bata i_-zi-eza-aki O-mama i-lo-so zi-kei.
Rel-Ag-give-ed the-mother
(The duck to which (the) mother^gave the rice left/has gone.)
c. *i-zi-bata o-mama a-ez^-aki i-lo-so zi-kei.
d. *l-zi-bata a-ezl'-aki 6-mama i-lo-so zi-kei.
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6. *i-zi-bata o-mama i-zi-eza-aki i-lo-so zi-kei.
f. i-zi-bata zi-komel-aki i-lo-so ^I'lu-on^b-aki ^mw-ana
the-rice Rel-Ag-buy-ed the-child
loome.
(The duck pecked on the rice which the child bought today.)
g. *i-zi-bata zi-komel-aki i-lo-so Smw-ana a-omb-*aki loome.
h. *i-zi-bata zi-komel-aki i-lo-so a-omb-'aki omw-'ana loome.
i. *i-zi-bata zi-komel-aki i-lo-so 6m.w-ana i-lu-omb-akl
loome.
These facts illustrate several properties of verbal agreement in
simple and relative clauses. First, the VA pattern exhibited in the
simple sentences (36a, c) and (37a), and that in the subject relative
clauses (36b, d) appears to be consistent with the hypothesis that VA
is a cyclic rule: the subject prefixes in these sentences are con-
trolled by the logical subject NPs. Second, in the object relative
clauses (37b, f), however, VA in the embedded clause is controlled by
the derived subject NPs: i-zi-bata and i-lo-so . These NPs became the
superficial subjects of their relative clauses only after relativiza-
tion, which, as we have seen, involves subject-verb inversion, had
applied. If VA had applied cyclically, as it presumably did in the
derivation of the sentences in (36), the expected outputs would have
been sentences (37c-h); but as evidenced here these are ungrammatical
.
Third, as in the cases of Swahili and Lingala, object relativization
in Dzamba requires subject-verb inversion in the embedded clause;
this property accounts for the ungrammatical ity of (37e,i) which are
otherwise well-formed except that the logical subjects have not been
postposed. (37c) is partly ill-formed for the same reason. The
generalization that emerges from these facts is that VA applies after
relativization, a post-cyclic rule, and is itself a post-cyclic rule.
Now, it is entirely possible that Dzamba-type languages (including
Lingala) can only relativize on subjects in the Keenan-Comrie (1977)
accessibility hierarchy, and that relativization of other terms requires
a strategy of topicalization.^^ Even if this were the case, VA would
still have to be considered a post-cyclic rule as long as the hypothesis
that topical izat ion is a postcyclic rule is maintained. To see this,
it is sufficient to consider just one derivation under the cyclic
analysis of VA. Take, e.g., sentence (3 7):
(38) a. S2(izi-bata #(„ o-mama -eza-aki izi-bata ilo-so)„. # -kei)
b. (izi-bata # (o-mama a-eza-aki izi-bata ilo-so) # -kei)
c. (izi-bata # (o-mama a-eza-aki iai-bata ilo-so) # zi-kei)
d. (izi-bata #(i^-o-mama a-eza-aki ilo-so) # zi-kei)
or e. (izi-bata # (o-mama a-eza-aki ilo-so) # zi-kei)
f. (izi-bata #(i- a-eza-aki o-mama ilo-so) # zi-kei)
or g. (izi-bata # (a-eza-aki o-mama ilo-so) # zi-kei)
That is, given the structure in (38) which roughly underlies sentence
(37), VA will apply cyclically to Sj and S2 to yield (38b) and (38c),
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respectively. Then relativization would apply postcyclically to (38c)
by either relative-pronomilizing izi-bata and fronting the relative
marker i- to yield (38d) , or simply by deleting the second occurrence
of this noun to yield (38e) . Subject-verb inversion would then apply
to either (38d) to produce (38f) , or to (38e) to produce (38g). Both
(38f) and (38g) will yield ill-formed sentences after the phonological
rules have applied and the parentheses are removed. In particular,
(38f) will produce (38h) below, while (38g) will yield(37d) above:
(38) h. *izi-bata ^-a_-eza-Slci/ a^-i^ezS-Cki ©"-mama ilo-so zi-kei.
Rel-Ag-give-ed Ag-Rel-give-ed
This sentence is ungrammatical because it has the incorrect agreement
marker regardless of the sequencing of the relative pronoun with respect
to the agreement marker.
If topical izat ion is taken to be an integral part of non- subject
relativization in Dzamba, then the derivation in (38) would involve
at least two extra steps, viz. the following:
(39) a. (izi-bata # (izi-bata # (o-mama a-eza-aki ilo-so)# )# zi-kei)
b. (izi-bata #(izi-bata #(a-eza-aki o-mama ilo-so)# )# zi-kei)
These would precede (38d) , and would conceivably account for the control
of the agreement prefixes by the derived subject NPs in each case. But
as stated previously, unless we reject the hypothesis that topicalization
is a postcyclic rule, its inclusion in relativization in the Dzamba-type
languages, but not necessarily in the Swahili-type, would not contradict
our argument that VA is a postcyclic rule.
If the hypothesis that VA is a postcyclic rule is accepted, the
correct derivation for sentences like (37b) would be as follows:
(40) a. S2(izi-bata # („ o-mama -eza-aki izi-bata ilo-so)Sl # -kei)
b. (izi-bata # (izi-bata o-mama -eza-aki ilo-so) # -kei)
c. (izi-bata # (izi-bata -eza-aki o-mama ilo-so)# -kei)
d. (izi-bata # (izi-bata i-zi-eza-aki o-mama ilo-so)# zi-kei)
or e. (izi-bata #(0 i-zi-eza-aki o-mama ilo-so )# zi-kei)
f. izi-bata i-zi-eza-aki o-mama ilo-so zi-kei.
(The duck to which (the) mother gave the rice left /has gone.)
That is, relativization would apply to (40a) by fronting the object NP
izi-bata to the beginning of the embedded clause to yield (40b), then
subject-verb inversion will apply to (40b) to produce (40c). This
structure in turn would meet the structural description of VA, and its
application would yield either (40d) or (40e) . In the latter case the
agreement prefix is presumably controlled, in both clauses, by the
head noun. If we assume topicalization to be involved in such cases,
then strings (39a-b) would be included and the same argument will hold.
While the data from Swahili are subject to ambiguous interpretations
with regard to the proper ordering of VA and relativization, those from
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guages, strongly suggests that VA operates non-cyclically (see, e.g.,
Bokamba, forthcoming). In most cases, as certain studies have suggested
(Morgan 1972; Hawkinson and Hyman 1974; Givon 1976), VA is based on prag-
matic considerations such as topic/comment, and varying degrees of animacy/
inanimacy.
Our hunch is that further studies of VA will find it to be a complex
non-cyclic rule. Whether this will turn out to be true will have to
await further research. In the meantime, the facts presented here and
in other studies, including Vanek (1977) where the cyclicity of VA is
questioned but not rejected explicitly, seriously challenge the current
analyses on all counts.
NOTES
*This research was supported by the University of Illinois Research
Board for the 1979-80 academic year. We are deeply indebted to the the
Research Board for this and past support which will soon result in the
writing of a book-length study on the syntax of Bantu languages. We
are also grateful to Charles Kisseberth, Salikoko Mufwene, and Alexis
Takizala Masoso for comments on an earlier version of this paper.
Alexis Manaster-Ramer has informed me (in a discussion subsequent
to a lecture at CLS in February) that Lawler's data may not be accurate.
Whether this is correct or not will not affect the present analysis.
^The Lingala and Swahili data presented here are drawn from the
standard dialects of these languages, because they illustrate better
the processes under discussion here than the non-standard dialects.
This is particularly true of Lingala.
3
Luganda, which is known to have the largest number of noun classes
to date, for example, has twenty-one; it does not have classes 19 and
21 (cf. Welmers 1973: 165).
One of the main differences in this respect between Dzamba/
Lingala and Swahili is that the latter has locative classes, while the
former do not
.
^I am indebted to Hassan Marshad, a native speaker of Swahili,
for this observation.
"This is true only of the standard dialects of the Lingala-type
languages, because a different pattern which recognizes this dichotomy
has emerged in the non-standard dialects. The change involves, in
some cases, a drastic reduction of the agreement prefixes as to lead
to a general agreement system based on the [human] vs [non-human]
dichotomy; and in other cases along the [animate] vs [inanimate] oppo-
sition (see Bokamba 1977, 1979, for some discussion of this).
^Givon has since abandoned this position for a pragmatic approach
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based on the notion of topic-comment (Givon 1976).
Q
But uncommon passives such as those involving locatives in
certain Bantu languages do present such problems to Relational Grammar.
For some discussion of these constructions see Dalgish (1976) and
Dalgish and Sheintuch (1977).
The term cyclic here will refer to strict cyclicity
, but not to
its variants suggested in some recent studies (e.g.. Grinder 1972;
Postal 1974; Freidin 1976). Further, unless otherwise stated, the
cyclicity and non-cyclicity of the rules discussed here in connection
with VA will be taken for granted.
^^I am assuming here that topicalization in Dzanba automatically
entails definitivization (see Bokamba 1976b).
^^This is one of three possible locative constructions; the others
would be:
a. nyumbani, daktari a-li-ku-leta ki-ti.
(To some place at the house, the doctor brought a/the chair.)
b. nyumba-ni, daktari a-li-m-leta ki-ti.
(To a specific place inside the house, the doctor brought
a/ the chair.)
^^This root is actually an old verb which originally meant "say",
but has since become obsolete as an independent verb stem.
l^In a forthcoming study, chapter 5, I show this point with re-
gard to the strategies of the resolution of gender-conflicts in VA
in conjoined sentences (Bokamba 1980 [winter]).
Likila, and perhaps Libinza, also behaves in this manner.
Evidence from these languages will appear in Bokamba (1980).
^^I have shown elsewhere (Bokamba 1976b) that morphemes like -zi-
in the verb of the embedded relative clauses in Dzamba has to be view-
ed as a verbal agreement prefix which is independent from the relative
marker. This conclusion is based on the occurrence of the negative
marker -ta- between the relative marker and such VA morphemes, as in:
i-zi-bata i-ta-zi-eza-aki o-mama ilo-so emba zi-kei.
the-duck Rel-Neg-Ag-give-ed the mother rice Not Ag-left
(The duck to which (the) mother did not give any rice left.)
^°I am indebted to Charles Kisseberth and Alexis Manaster-Ramer
for this suggestion.
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ANOTHER LOOK AT NARA CONDITIONALS*
Susan Meredith Burt
In The Structure of the Japanese Language , Kuno lists
six semantic conditions on the use of conditional clauses
with nara. This paper is an attempt to refine and collapse
Kuno's conditions. Two conditions are proposed to replace
Kuno's six. In addition, a new condition is proposed, and
then eliminated by Gricean principles.
Section 1. reviews Kuno's conditions on nara sentences.
Sections 2. and 3. show some inadequacies in Kuno's condi-
tions and propose two conditions of greater generality.
Section 4. discusses some differences between if_ and nara .
Section 5. gives conclusions.
1. Kuno's conditions on nara .
In this section, I will review Kuno's six conditions and some of his
discussion of them. The first two conditions have to do with the assertive-
ness of nara clauses and the points of view of speaker and hearer:
(i) The speaker presents S, as the assertion by the hearer
(or people in general) without completely agreeing with it.
(11) It is ungrammatical unless S, represents a state or an
action that the hearer (or people in general) can assert.
(Kuno 1973:176)
These conditions seem to be necessary to rule out sentences like those in
(1) (Kuno's 2b, 3b, 4b, 5b) , where the conditional clause (or S, in the whole
structure S^ nara S„) describes the internal state or feeling of the speaker;
(1) *Boku ga iku tumori nara, John mo sono tumori desyoo.
'If I am intending to go, John will also be intending
to go. '
*Boku ga ikitai nara, John mo ikitagatte iru desyoo.
'If I want to go, John will also want to go.'
*Nihon ni iku keikaku nara, okane ga iru desyoo.
'If I am planning to go to Japan, I will need some
money .
'
*Samui nara, motto kimasu.
'If I am cold, I will put on more cloches.'
Reference to "the hearer or people in general" is made because one cannot
comment on someone else's internal state or feeling in Japanese without ad-
justments to the predicate of the sentence. Thus, the statements in (2)
are unacceptable, since they consist of comments on the internal state of
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persons other than the speaker.
(2) *Anata wa ikitai desu.
'You want to go.
'
*John wa ikitai desu.
'John wants to go.
'
Likewise, people in general cannot describe the speaker's internal state;
thus, restricting S^ clauses to assertions that can be made by the hearer
or other persons (Kuno's condition (ii)) rules out sentences like those in
(1).
Kuno's third condition further restricts S, in nara sentences to asser-
tions which have some degree of uncertainty to them. Matter-of-fact state-
ments are ruled out: "(iii)This pattern cannot be used when S, is an
event that is certain to happen," (Kuno 1973:176). This rules out a sen-
tence like (3), because suiraner is certain to come eventually:
(3) *Natu ni naru nara. New York ni ikimasu.
'If summer comes (if it becomes summer), I will go to
New York.
'
Kuno's first three conditions on nara sentences deal with S^ , the condi-
tional clause itself; in section 2., I will show that collapsing these
three conditions into one will allow greater generalization in the grammar.
Kuno's second three conditions restrict the content of S„, the main
clause;
2*
(iv) $2 must represent the speaker's evaluation, supposition,
will, resolution, request or order.
(v) It is ungrammatical if S- represents a state or action
whose realization depends upon the future realization or com-
pletion of the action represented by S,
.
(vi) If $2 represents requests, commands, volition, or deter-
mination, then (v) does not apply.
(Kuno 1973:176)
Kuno uses condition (iv) to explain why the S» of nara sentences cannot
be in the past tense; a report of a past event cannot be the speaker's e-
valuation, supposition, will, resolution, request or order:
(4) *John ga kita nara, Mary wa kaetta.
'If /when John came, Mary left.' (Kuno's lib)
Kuno's conditions (v) and (vi) account for the difference between the sen-
tences of (5) (Kuno's 13).
(5) a. Nlhon ni iku nara, okane ga iru desyoo.
'If you are going to Japan, I suppose you need money.'
b. *Nihon ni iku nara, Amerika ga natukasiku naru desyoo.
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'If you go to Japan, you will miss America, I suppose.'
The S» of sentence a. represents the speaker's evaluation, and (5a) is
therefore grammatical. The S„ of sentence b., on the other hand, depends
on the realization of S^ for its realization; consequently, (5b) is ungram-
matical, since it violates Kuno's condition (v) . This condition, however,
does not hold if S^ is in the past tense, as shown by (6).
(6) Nihon ni itta nara, Amerika ga natukasiku naru desyoo.
'If you went to Japan, you would miss Amerika, I suppose.'
Although Kuno discusses this exception to condition (v) , he does not build
it into his statement of the condition. However, I hope to show in section
3. that consideration of this exception can lead to an improved formulation
of the condition.
This section has outlined Kuno's conditions on nara conditionals. In
the next two sections I hope to show that Kuno's statements are inadequate,
and that more general statements can both simplify the grammar and cover
more of the facts.
2. A re-analysis of conditions (i)
,
(ii) , and (iii)
.
In this section I will show that Kuno's conditions (i)
,
(ii) and (iii)
are inadequate, and that they can be replaced by one single condition.
Both of Kuno's conditions (i) and (ii) make reference to assertions by
the hearer or some other person; this reference, I would like to show, is
unnecessary. It is possible to use nara clauses where the hearer has made
no assertion at all about S ; indeed, it is possible to use nara clauses
where the hearer cannot make such an assertion (and it may be possible to
use nara in a soliloquy, where there is no hearer at all). Consider the
following cases:
Imagine a situation where the speaker invites the hearer to a party.
The speaker knows that the hearer's friend John is in the habit of coming
to Champaign frequently and without warning, but he does not know whether
John is coming on the day of the party, and the hearer has not mentioned
John at all. It is possible, nevertheless, for the speaker to use nara as
in (7), in spite of Kuno's conditions.
(7) John ga sono hi ni Champaign ni kuru nara, isshoni kite kudasai.
'If John comes to Champaign that day, please come together.'
Similarly, one could use (8) without a previous assertion by anyone
that Mary was expected.
(8) Mary ga koko e kuru nara, kono hon o kanojo ni kaeshite kudasai.
'If Mary comes here, please give this book back to her.'
Even when the hearer contradicts the assertion of S, in the discourse, nara
may be used. The discourse in (9) was judged only slightly questionable.
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(9) A: Mary ga koko e kuru nara, kono hon o kanojo ni kaeshlte
kudasai.
'If Mary comes here, please give this book back to her.'
B: Kyoo wa Mary wa koko e kimasen.
'Mary isn't coming here today.'
Kuno's conditions would rule out both (8) and (9), but neither was judged
unacceptable.
Finally, nara may be used in a situation where neither speaker nor
hearer can make any assertion about the truth of S, . Imagine a small child
who naughtily shoots arrows from his toy bow at the livingroom door. His
father takes the toy away from him and says to the mother:
(10) Moshi kare ga hontoo ni doa o moo utanai to iu nara kore o
if he really door anymore shoot-neg. says if this
kaeshite yarinasai.
return give- imp.
'If he says he really won't shoot at the door anymore, give this
back to him.
'
In this situation, neither the speaker nor the hearer (nor anyone else, for
that matter) is in a position to assert whether the necessary promise will
be made. Kuno's conditions make no prediction about this situation, yet
nara can be used.'^
So far, I have shown that Kuno's conditions would rule out sentences
that are acceptable in some dialects, at least. But Kuno's conditions
suffer from one further, devastating weakness: condition (ii) , which
allows statements in S, about "a state or an action that the hearer (or
people in general) can assert," will allow statements by other people about
the speaker. Kuno gives an example:
(11) Boku ga baka nara, kimi no baka desu.
'If I am a fool (as you say I am), so are you.'
The problem with this condition comes up when we examine the cases, men-
tioned in section 1. above, where one makes grammatical adjustments to the
predicate in order to comment on the internal state of another person. For
example, the ungrammatical sentences of (2) could be adjusted as in the
following:
(12) Anata wa ikitagatte imasu.
'You show signs of wanting to go.'
John wa Ikitagatte imasu.
'John shows signs of wanting to go.
'
Given that people in general can make statements like these about the speak-
er, Kuno's condition (ii) would predict that the following is grammatical,
which it most emphatically is not:
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(13) *Boku ga ikitagatte iru nara, kaerimasu. •
'If I show signs of wanting to go, I will leave.'
Thus, even for dialects where examples (7) through (10) are questionable,
Kuno's conditions are inadequate, in that they predict that (13) is accept-
able.
How can we express the restrictions on nara clauses which rule out sen-
tences like (1) , (3) , and (13) , yet still allow the acceptable sentences of
(7) through (10)? I would propose a condition on nara which focuses on the
speaker rather than on the "hearer or people in general." Condition (14)
does just that:
(14) In the structure S, nara S„, the speaker cannot be committed to
the truth of S, , whether because of doubt, ignorance or disbelief,
though he may nave reason to believe in the possibility of S,
.
Condition (14) will rule out S, 's which represent certain events (such as
the eventual coming of summer), and statements about the speaker's own in-
ternal feeling, without ruling out S, 's about which the hearer has made no
statement or may not be able to make a statement. Condition (14) will do
all the work of Kuno's conditions (i)
,
(ii)
,
and (iii) , avoid some of the
pitfalls of their formulation, and of course, reduce the number of state-
ments in the grammar.
3. Kuno's (iv)
,
(v) and (vi) .
Kuno's second three conditions do not allow such a quick re-analysis.
But in this section I will try to refine and collapse them, although it may
be by means of a more circuitous argument.
Kuno's second three conditions are concerned with the S« of the nara
construction, the main clause. It will be useful to divide main clauses
into assertions (or statements) and other kinds of speech acts, for the pur-
pose of the analysis. I will show that main clauses in nara sentences are
subject to general restrictions on main clauses, but that assertions with
nara are subject to further restrictions as well.
As Kuno's conditions state, statements of intent and volition are
stable in S„. Evaluations of a situation (i.e., gu«
are also acceptable, as shown by the sentences of (15).
accep esses) and questions
(15) John ga kuru nara, watakusi wa kaerimasu.
'If John is coming, I will leave.'
John ga kuru nara, watakusi wa kaeritai desu.
'If John is coming, I want to leave.
'
3
John ga kuru nara, Mary wa kaerimasu.
'If John is coming, Mary will leave.'
John ga kuru nara, anata wa kaerimasuka?
'If John is coming, are you going to leave?'
k
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John ga kuru nara, anata wa kaerital desuka?
'If John is coming, do you want to leave?'
Just as In main clauses, however, S„'s in nara sentences are unacceptable
if the subject is the addressee, and the verb is present indicative, with
future interpretation, as shown by (16) and (17) , for nara and ordinary
main clauses, respectively.
(16) *John ga kuru nara, anata wa kaerlmasu.
'If John is coming, you're going to leave.'
(17) A: Kore kara nani o shimashyooka?
'Now what are we going to do?
B: *Anata wa kaerlmasu.
'You're going to leave.
'
As the English glosses indicate, this form of the verb has semi-imperative
force. My informant found this usage acceptable only in situations involv-
ing talking to small children. The restriction for main clauses holds for
main clauses of nara sentences as well. In both cases, an imperative is far
more acceptable:
(18) Kaette kudasai.
'Please leave.
'
John ga kuru nara, kaette kudasai.
'If John is coming, please leave.'
In general, the S~ of nara is subject to the same conditions as regular
main clauses. This should enable us to eliminate Kuno's condition (iv)
from the grammar
.
However, there are important exceptions to our generalization that S»
clauses parallel ordinary main clauses. These exceptions are of two types:
one set of exceptions involves the sequence of tenses in nara sentences;
the other set of exceptions has to do with the semantic content of S„. Both
of these sets of exceptions concern statements, not other kinds of speech
acts, in S_. These will be discussed in the following subsections.
3.1 Sequence of tenses in nara sentences.
An important set of restrictions on the Sj in nara statements is the
set of restrictions on tenses in S^ and S„, often called sequence of tenses
in traditional grammar. It will be seen that some of the restrictions on
Sj depend on the tense of S. , so we will return briefly to a discussion of
Briefly, the following tenses are possible in S,. (19) lists the
Japanese forms and the rough English translation equivalents.
(19) John ga kuru nara 'if John will come, if John is coming'
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John ga kita nara 'if John comes ^ if John has come'
John ga kita no nara 'if John came'
John ga kite iru nara 'if John has come, if John is here'
Kuno discusses one restriction, which his condition (v) is designed to
cover, that the present/future (e.g. kuru ) in S is ungrammatical "if S^
represents a state or action whose realization depends upon the future re-
alization or completion of the action represented by S '' (Kuno 1973:176).
This is designed to rule out sentences such as those of (20) (Kuno's 19):
(20) *John ga sinu nara, Mary ni isan ga hairu hazu desu.
'If John is to die, it is expected that Mary will enter into the
inheritance.
'
*Ame ga huru nara, kimoti ga ii.
'If it is to rain, I will feel refreshed.'
*Kimi ga Nihon ni iku nara, sabisiku naru desyoo.
'If you are to go to Japan, I will miss you.'
*Nihon ni iku nara, nihongo ga zyoozu ni naru desyoo.
'If you are to go to Japan, you will become fluent in Japanese.'
*Gohan o tabenai nara, onaka ga sukimasu yo.
'If you are not going to eat, you will get hungry.'
If the verb of S, is in the past, however, these sentences become accept-
able, as Kuno noted, as the example of (21) shows.
(21) John ga sinda nara, Mary ni isan ga hairu hazu desu.
'If John died, it is expected that Mary will enter into the
inheritance.
I do not have any counterexamples to this condition of Kuno's, and it may
have to remain; it might be possible, however, to rephrase this condition,
as (22) below:
(22) In statements with nara, if the realization of S» depends upon
the completion of the action in S^ , the tense (or aspect) of S,
must reflect this by being in the past.^
Thus Kuno's condition (v) , which was expressed as a semantic condition on
S„'s, has been replaced by a condition on the tense of S . Also, restrict-
ing this condition to statements enables us to eliminate Kuno's condition
(vi) altogether.
So far, we have managed to eliminate Kuno's first three conditions
with condition (14), and to deal with Kuno's (v) and (vi) with condition
(22). Kuno's condition (iv) , however, covers another restriction on the
sequence of tenses in nara statements, the restriction on the tense of S2'
The verb of S„ may not be in the past, as shown by (23).
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(23) *John ga kuru nara, watakusi v/a kaerimashita.
'*If John is coming, I left.'
*John ga kita nara, watakusi wa kaerimashita.
'*If John has come, I left.'
*John ga kita no nara, watakusi wa kaerimashita.
'If John came, I left.
'
This is not surprising; it seems peculiar to put a condition on a single
past event (though in English conditions are acceptable on statements about
past habitual actions). This restricting of nara conditionals to non-past
sentences is further discussed, along with related data, in the next sec-
tion.
3.2 Assertions of the obvious in S„
.
In 3.1., it was shown that the past tense was unacceptable in S,, and
it was noted that putting a condition on a statement of fact—which a re-
port of a past event presumably is—seems nonsensical. In this section, it
will be shown that other statements of obvious facts are unacceptable in S»
as well.
For example, comments on the wishes of another person, even when these
are adjusted so as to be grammatical (by adding -gatte ) in ordinary main
clauses (see (24)), are not permissible in the S„ of nara sentences, as
shown by (25)
.
(24) Mary wa kaeritagatte imasu.
'Mary shows signs of wanting to leave. '
(25) *John ga kuru nara, Mary wa kaeritagatte imasu.
'If John is coming, Mary shows/will show signs of wanting to
leave .
'
*John ga kita nara, Mary wa kaeritagatte imasu.
'If John comes, Mary shows signs of wanting to leave.'
*John ga kita iru nara, Mary wa kaeritagatte imasu.
'If John has come, Mary shows signs of wanting to leave.'
This is not a general ban on the present progressive ( -te imasu ) in S„, as
shown by the acceptable sentences of (26)
.
(26) Sensei ga kita nara, kurasu wa hajimatte imasu.
'If the teacher has come, class has started.'
Matsuri ga hajimatte iru nara, tako wa agatte imasu.
'If the festival has started, the kites are flying.'
There are two possible reasons for the ungrammaticality of (25) . One
possibility is that the future interpretation is impossible with comments
on the internal feeling of other persons, probably because one cannot pre-
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diet someone's future internal feeling. The other possibility is that the
present interpretation of this tense, 'Mary shows signs of wanting to
leave,' is rather senseless if a conditional is attached to it. If Mary
shows signs of wanting to leave, this fact is probably obvious, and needn't
be subject to a condition.
I would like to propose that past tenses in S^ and conunents on the
evidence for a third person's wishes in S„ are ungrammatical because there
is no point in qualifying an obvious fact with a conditional clause. This
interpretation of the facts receives further support from the following
sentences:
(27) ??Kore ga hontoo nara, Fuji san wa takai desu.
'If that is true, then Mount Fuji is high.'
The acceptability of this sentence depends on context. If one is discuss-
ing a system for classifying mountains by height, this sentence might be
acceptable; but if one has just learned that high mountains in Japan in-
clude Fuji, Aso, etc., this sentence is not acceptable.
(28) *Shimboo shita/suru nara, haru ga kimasu.
'If we are patient, spring will come.'
It is obviously true that spring will eventually come, whether we are
patient or not. The unacceptability of (28) seems to result from qualify-
ing an obviously true statement with a conditional.
(29) *Sora ga kurai/kurakatta nara, tsuki ga noborimasu.
'If the sky is dark, the moon will rise.'
This sentence is unacceptable in the same way that (28) is; the moon will
certainly rise, regardless of the state of the sky; again, putting a condi-
tion on an obviously true statement leads to unacceptability. These sen-
tences are unacceptable in much the same way that the English sentence (30)
is:
(30) *If 100% of the electorate had voted. Carter is president now.
The generalization for nara sentences seems to be that expressed in (31)
.
(31) In statements qualified by nara conditionals, S„ may not be an
obvious truth, or a statement of undisputed fact.
This captures the ban on past tenses in So, the ban on comments about evi-
dence of a third person's wishes, and the ban on other obvious facts in S„
as illustrated in (27), (28) and (29). Condition (31) is roughly equiva-
lent to Kuno's condition (iv)
.
However, it is probably not necessary to add statement (31) to the
grammar of Japanese, since the facts covered by (31) follow from the Gricean
principles thought to govern conversation. Adding conditions to statements
of undisputed fact adds irrelevancies and unnecessary information; Grice's
principles of relation and quantity may suffice, therefore, to rule out the
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sentences ruled out by (31) or Kuno's (Iv) . '
Karttunen and Peters (1977) show how it is unnecessary to assume the
counterfactuality of subjunctive conditionals in English, since this will
be derivable by the use of Gricean principles and contexual information.
In sentences like (28), (29) and (30), however, this is not the case. If
the consequent (S-) is obviously true, as it is in these examples, this
suggests in conversation" that the antecedent clause (S^) is also true.
But this contradicts our condition (14) on the use of nara, which states
that the speaker cannot be committed to the truth of S^ . Thus an obviously
true S„ leads to contradictory assumptions about the truth of S, on the
part or the speaker. This kind of contradiction cannot be untangled by
Gricean principles; in fact, it violates the principle of quality ("Only
say what you believe to be true") most flagrantly. This leads to unaccept-
able sentences.
In section 2. I showed that the S. of a nara sentence had to represent
something whose truth the speaker was not committed to. If he is committed
to the truth of S„, however, then the qualification of this certainty (S-)
by an uncertainty (S,) is not only nonsensical in conversation, it is un-
acceptable in Japanese.
4. Some differences between nara and If .
So far, I have managed to boil down Kuno's six conditions on the use
of nara to two, conditions (14) and (22) above, repeated here for conven-
ience:
(14) In the structure S^ nara S„, the speaker cannot be committed to
the truth of S , whether because of doubt, ignorance or disbe-
lief, though he may have reason to believe in the possibility of
(22) In statements with nara , if the realization of S- depends upon
the completion of the action in S
,
the tense (or aspect) of S^
must reflect this by being in the past.
I have tried to show that these two conditions are sufficient for predicting
correct use of nara
, the third condition (31) being unnecessary because of
Gricean principles of conversation. The question now arises: are both con-
ditions (14) and (22) necessary? Can't we just say that nara is a condi-
tional and let universal grammar take care of the details?
Conditions (14) and (22) are both necessary; nara differs from English
if
,
for example, in essential ways. First, condition (14) is necessary to
disallow sentences like those in (1) and (3) above. The English equiva-
lents of many of thf^se sentences are perfectly acceptable, as shown by (32).
(32) If I want to go, John will also want to go.
If I am cold, I will put on more clothes.
If I am unhappy, I will drown my sorrows in sake .
Thus, Japanese differs from English here, and universal grammar (if any)
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will not suffice; a language-specific statement is necessary.
Furthermore, condition (14) is necessary to distinguish nara from
other conditionals in Japanese, notably tara . Tara does not have a condi-
tion like (14)—the speaker may be certain of the truth of S^ in tara
sentences—and tara, unlike nara , may co-occur with a past tense in S™, as
shown by (33)
.
(33) Natu ni nattara, yoku New York ni ikimasita.
'When summer came, I went to New York' (example from Kuno
1973:183).
Tara sentences can have both i^ and when interpretations, as shown by (34):
(34) John ga kitara, boku wa kaeru.
'If John has come, I will leave.'
John ga kitara, Mary ga kaetta.
'When John came, Mary left.'
This is not true of nara conditionals. Thus, to distinguish between tara
and nara, we need condition (14) in the grammar.
Condition (22) is also necessary to rule out in Japanese certain sen-
tences whose English equivalents are acceptable. Most of the English
glosses of (20) are acceptable with the present tense in S^ , but the
Japanese sentences have to be ruled out. Thus, condition (22), like (14),
is necessary in the grammar of Japanese.
Finally, nara differs from English ±f_ in another interesting and
subtle way. Karttunen and Peters (1977) give examples of English counter-
factuals where the antecedent (S^ ) is presupposed to be true in one case
(35) and false in another (36)
.
(35) If Mary were allergic to penicillin, she would have exactly the
symptoms she is showing.
(36) If Mary were allergic to penicillin, she would have exactly the
symptoms she is showing. But we know she is not allergic to
penicillin.
The point of these examples is to show that the assumption of counterfact-
uality, or its absence, is derivable by the use of Gricean principles of
conversation combined with contextual information. j[f^ and the subjunctive
can be used in both cases.
This does not seem to be the case with nara. For the case similar to
(35), where the S, seems to be presupposed to be true, nara can be used, in
spite of our condition (14)
:
(37) Moshi hei hiibaa nara, Taroo wa ima no yoo ni kushami o shimasu.
if hay fever if now of manner sneeze do
'If Taroo had hay fever, he would sneeze in the way he is now.'
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But If the following context suggests a counterfactual reading for the con-
ditional clause, as In (36), nara cannot be used, as shown by (38).
(38) *Mo8hl hel hllbaa nara, kono yoo nl kushami o suru desyoo.
Shikashl kore wa hel hllbaa dewa arlmasen.
'If It were hay fever, he would sneeze in this faslon.
But this Isn't hay fever.'
>fy Informant has told me that If nara Is used In this case, the speaker Is
uncertain as to whether the disease Is hay fever (If this Is the case in
(37), then that sentence is not really analogous to (35) In Its presupposi-
tion); but in sentence (38), the speaker Is certain that the disease is not
hay fever— this absence of uncertainty makes nara unacceptable.
I do not have a ready solution for the problem posed by these last
examples; they may be Important counterexamples to the analysis proposed in
this paper, but they need more investigation. The analysis proposed here
will at least provide a foundation for that research.
5. Conclusions.
Kuno's six conditions on the use of nara were shown to be Inadequate
and unnecessary. I have replaced them with two conditions; I have also
shown that a third possible condition on the felicitous use of nara can be
omitted from the grammar because Grlcean principles of conversation are
adequate to cover the examples it accounts for. The conditions I have pro-
posed are necessary to the grammar of Japanese, and should provide a basis
for more research into nara conditionals.
NOTES
*
Thanks to Mlchlo Tsutsui for lots of data and advice, and to Larry
Stout for advice and lots of Mulliner's Buck-U-Uppo.
Hlichlo Tsutsui created this delightful context.
2
S. Maklno has Informed me that sentences (7) through (10) are un-
acceptable in his dialect. For speakers of this dialect, therefore, this
argument would not hold.
3
Kuno marks this as unacceptable with a "pure future" interpretation,
but my informant found this acceptable.
4
The n£ here is a nominalizer; my informant says that this shows the
conditionality of the nara clause more clearly. This phrase cannot have a
counterfactual reading, however.
The -ta/da of kita
, slnda . etc. is the past marker.
The present progressive receives a perfective interpretation in "verb
expresaing instantaneous or momentary events" (Yasuo et al. 1973:86).
37
S. Maklno has called the following counterexample to my attention:
(i) shinboo sureba, sono uchi haru ga kimasu.
'If you are patient, in due time spring will come.'
It may be that this sentence will make the inclusion of (31) necessary in
the grammar of nara sentences, as opposed to ba conditionals. Another
possibility is that the use of sono uchi , 'in due time, ' makes this state-
ment non-obvious, and thus not subject to (31), but this question is still
open for future research.
Q
What is actually relevant in a conditional clause depends on context,
of course. When I explained the context where one might make such a state-
ment as (i) , my informant willingly produced it:
(i) Kyoo ga kayoobi nara, koko wa Berugii no hazu desu.
'If today is Tuesday, this place is surely Belgium.'
9
Although not in classical logic.
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The Exceptions to Passive in English: A Pragmatic Hypothesis
Richard D. Cureton
While evidence from language acquisition and comparative
linguistics strongly suggests that the various lexical excep-
tions to Passive in English should be functionally (i.e.,
semantically/pragmatically) related, all attempts to demonstrate
any functional relationship between these predicates have
failed. In an attempt to redress this situation, this paper
attempts to demonstrate that each predicate which is an excep-
tion to Passive in English, when used in an active sentence,
fails to implicate any pragmatically significant propositions
which predicate qualities of the object NP of that sentence.
In conclusion, it is argued that this functional relationship
can be motivated in terms of the historical development of the
Passive in English from a stative adjective structure and it is
suggested that these exceptions may resist levelling because of
their formal similarity to these copular constructions.
I. Introduction
The purely structural formulation of the Passive transformation,
NP - AUX - V - X - NP - Y
SD 12 3 4 5 6
SC 5 2+be+en 3 4 6+by+l
while inadequate in many ways, represents an important generalization
about the relation between two syntactic constructions in English. Most
verbs which meet the structural description for this rule also appear in
the construction represented by the structural change. Consequently, given
(la) and (2a), (lb) and (2b) exist as well.
(1) a. John hit the ball.
b. The ball was hit by John.
(2) a. The janitor cleaned the building.
b. The building was cleaned by the janitor.
However, for a small group of verbs, this is not true. That is, while they
appear in the sentences which meet the structural description for the rule,
the corresponding sentences represented by the structural change are un-
grammatical. Want (meaning 'desire'); have, lack , and want (meaning 'lack')
various pseudo-passives; verbs of comparison, equality and suitability such
as fit
,
be
,
suit
,
equal
, and resemble ; measure verbs such as cost , weigh,
measure
,
~ho Id , contain , and extend ; get (meaning "come to have") verbs of
judging and knowing such as believe, know , consider , and expect (in certain
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pragmatic situations), in particular, do not passivize.
In the past twenty years, several attempts have been made to deal
with these exceptions.
First, Lakoff(1970) claimed that these exceptions are completely
idiosyncratic and cannot be related in any way. As he states (1970:19):
"There is no independently motivated syntactic class that distinguishes
these verbs from those that do not undergo Passive. It is simply an
idiosyncratic fact about these verbs that they do not undergo that rule."
From this conclusion, he reasoned that an ad^ hoc mechanism (rule features)
was needed to mark those verbs which undergo Passive as -t-Passive Rule and
those which do not as - Passive Rule . However, as Green (1974) and Green and
Morgan(1976) have pointed out, this claim makes wrong predictions with
respect to known cross-linguistic and lanj^uage- learning facts about Passive.
As Green(1974:ll-12) states:
"...it inherently makes the false claim that these items, as exceptions,
are not rule governed but are learned individually and by correction...
and predicts that it will be a marvelous coincidence if a counterpart
to this rule in some other language.
.
.has exceptions with meanings
corresponding to the meanings of the exceptions to the rule in English.
Yet the verbs meaning 'have', and 'want/desire' are transitive in
English, French, and German and may not be passivized in any of these
languages."
Consequently, while an ad^ hoc mechanism can certainly be devised to formalize
the exceptions to Passive, this approach makes incorrect predictions and,
in the end, merely avoids the entire issue to be explained (i.e.. Why these
exceptions and not others?)
.
In an attempt to account for these facts, Chomsky(1965) proposed that
these exceptions could be handled by subcategorizing verbs into those which
take manner adverLials (and, thus, undergo Passive) and those which do not
(and, thus, do not passivize). As he(1965:103) stateg:
"Thus, Verbs generally take Manner Adverbials freely but there are some
that do not--for example: resemble
,
have
,
marry
, . .
. fit
, . .
.
cost
,
and so on. The Verbs that do not take Manner Adverbials freely Lees
has called 'Middle Verbs' ...and he has also observed that these are,
characteristically, the Verbs with following NP's that do not undergo
the passive transformation.... These observations suggest that the
Manner Adverbial should have as one of its realizations a 'dummy element'
signifying that the passive transformation must obligatorily apply."
The problems with this approach, however, are well-known. Statives such as
know
,
think
,
believe
, and so forth--are generally well-formed in Passive
structures yet do not take manner adverbials freely (e.g.,* l knew that eagerly .
Consequently, this account fails to handle the relevant data?
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Opposed to these structural accounts, Sinha(1974) argued that the
discourse functions of the Passive construction as opposed to the active
are important considerations in determining the appropriateness (and, there-
fore, grammaticality?) of these structures. Sinha argued that speakers use
Passives in a discourse in order to maintain the discourse theme, insure low
levels of redundancy in conjoined sentences, and omit totally predictable or
unknown subjects--and that these considerations, to a large extent, determine
the distribution of passive and active sentences in discourse. However, while
the facts Sinha points out are true, it is hard to see how this functional
analysis could be generalized to account for the lexical exceptions to Passive.
Using this rnalysis, one would have to claim that all uses of passive con-
structions with have
,
owe
, resemble , and so forth, violate one or a combination
of these functional principles. That is, one would have to claim that subjects
of these verbs must never be 'backgrounded', can never be 'themes', and so
forth. However, intuitively, this seems to be the wrong result. l\fhy can't
something one has, owes, resembles, or wants be a 'theme' of a discourse? While
the issue is certainly not closed, the burden of proof which provides answers
to these questions rests with the advocates of this position.
Finally, Riddle, Sheintuch, and Ziv(1977) noted that pseudo-passives
are well-formed only if the object of the preposition in the corresponding
active sentence is crucial to a complete description of the activity expressed
in the verb. In particular, they noted that sentences with prepositional phrase;
which merely indicate the time or place of the activity of the verb do not
passivize while sentences in which the object of the preposition is, in some
way, affected by the activity of the verb do. Consequently, sentences such
as: I was rained on ! are fine, but sentences such as: *The day was slept
during, --are unacceptable. While, again, these observations are inciteful,
the most glaring drawback of this approach is that it cannot be generalized
to account for the other exceptions to Passive. As with Chomsky's account,
the actions expressed by stative verbs seldom 'affect' the referent of their
objects (e.g., Vifhen one knows someone's name, does this fact 'affect' that
name?). Worse yet, when one looks closely at a full range of pseudo-passives
(see the section on pseudo-passives below), one finds that the object of
the preposition in many structures which have well-formed pseudo-passives
is not so 'affected.' Consequently, this theory as well fails to account for
the relevant data.
In sum, while the exceptions to Passive have been much-discussed and are,
in fact, well-known, all attempts which have been made to explain these
exceptions--be these explanations in terms of syntax, semantics, or pragmatics-
have uniformly failed. Thus, while facts from other languages and language-
learning strongly suggest that these predicates share some common characteristii
what this characteristic is has until now remained an enigma.
II. The Implied Quality Predication Hypothesis
The hypothesis this paper proposes to account for the exceptions to
Passive is the following:
An active sentence has a Passive counterpart in English if and
only if from the various propo^ions expressed by the active
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sentence a listener, in the normal case, can infer another
pragmatically significant proposition which predicates a
quality of the object NP of that sentence.
For convenience, I will refer to this hypothesis as the Implied Quality
Predication Hypothesis (IQPH). The rest of the paper will be an attempt
to iustifv its existence.
III. The IQPH and the Exceptions to Passive
In English, the verb want can be used with four major senses (illus-
trated in (3)- (6) ):
(3) a. John wants that bike,
b. Bill wants that Jaguar.
(4) a. That soldier wants courage.
b. This painting wants originality.
(5) a. The police want Tom for murder.
b. The F.B.I, wants Bill for his involvement in the drug
traffic on the East Coast.
(6) a. The president wants Bill in the Oval Office,
b. Someone wants Bill on the telephone.
The meaning of want as it is used in (3) is something like 'have a personal
desire for', as it is used in (4), something like 'lack', as it is used in
(5), something like 'desire to apprehend because of some involvement in a
criminal action', and, as it is used in (6), something like 'desire the
presence of (usually for some specific purpose)'. Of these four uses, want
in (3), (5), and (6) are synchronically very common and are historical in-
novations while the use of want in (4) is synchronically very rare, has
archaic connotations and was the historical ancestor of the uses in (3),
(5), and (6).
The problem want presents for the analysis of the lexical exceptions to
Passive is that of the various uses of want in (3)- (6), only the uses in (5)
and (6) have corresponding Passives while the Passive counterparts of the
uses in (3) and (4) are ungrammatical . These facts are illustrated in (7)-
(10).
(7) a. *That bike is wanted by John,
b. *That Jaguar is wanted by Bill.
(8) a. *Courage is wanted by that soldier.
b. *Originality is wanted by this painting.
(9) a. Tom is wanted by the police for murder.
b. Bill is wanted by the F.B.I, for his involvement in the
drug traffic on the East Coast,
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(10) a. Bill is wanted in the Oval Office by the President,
b. Bill is wanted on the phone b>' somebody.
Of course, the division into the four senses outlined above is a
simplification which encounters many unclear, transitional cases. This arises
from the fact that these senses are closely related and vary with context.
For instance, the senses of want in (5) and (6) are closely related to the
sense of want in (4) and have probably arisen from the association of want
meaning 'personal desire' with the particular context involved. (e.g. , 'desire
for someone's presence', 'desire to apprehend', etc.). Also, it is easy to
see how the senses of want in (3), (5), and (6) could have arisen out of the
sense of want in (4). The things which people lack they often desire, and one
seldom desires to have something that one already has. In many cases, then,
it is often unclear which sense of want is intended by a speaker and minor
changes in context can bring about shifts in these senses (and, therefore,
entail changes in the grammatical behavior of the predicate with respect
to Passive) .For instance, consider the following.
(11) a. *John is wanted for the job by Professor Jones.
b. ?? A good syntactician is wanted for the job by Professor Jones.
c. ? A good syntactician with a firm grasp of several s>Titactic
paradigms, a solid knowledge of diachronic syntax and a proven
skill working with doctoral candidates is wanted for the job
by Professor Jones.
What is happening in the above progression is that want in the sense of 'a
personal desire for' turns slowly into want in the sense of 'desire for a
particular purpose" (and, as the description of the qualifications lengthens,
one can infer this purpose from the description) . This purpose is different
from the highly conventionalized purposes reflected in sentences (5) and (6)
(and, therefore, the subject NP of (lie) must give the listener a considerable
amount of information from which he can infer what this purpose is) but,
nonetheless, the possibility of inferring this purpose changes the behavior
of want with respect to Passive.
How does the IQPH account for these facts?
As predicted by the IQPH, the use of want in the sense 'have a personal
desire for' does not govern the Passive because want in this sense implicates
no propositions which predicate a quality of its direct object. This seems to
be because people can want anything for any reason and these reasons can be
totally arbitrary. That is, they can be totally dependent on the whim of the
wanter and totally independent of the qualities of the object wanted. People
can want nonexistent, imaginary objects or normally useful objects for
perverse, totally non-utilitarian purposes. For instance, John in sentence
(3) could want the bike for any number of reasons: to get around on, to give
to his little brother, to tear it down for scrap metal, and so forth. The
point is: given sentence (3) a. alone, a listener, in the normal case, can
reason to no pragmatically significant proposition which predicates a quality
of the object of want , that bike. It appears that the use of want in the sense
'have a personal desire for' tells the listener something about the wanter
but nothing about the thing wanted. And this, according to the IQPH, is the
essential fact which determines whether the predicate governs Passive.
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A nice confirmation of this analysis comes from the adjectival deriv-
ative * wantable . According to my intuitions, if *wantable existed, it
would be pragmatically empty. Since everything is, in principle,
*
wantable
''X is wantable. is vacuous. A Hricean principle of Quantity would (and, one
could argue, has) forbid its usage. Here, one could argue that it is not the
accidental fact that want does not passivize which forbids the derivation
of the - able adjective, but the fact that the same pragmatic constraint
which does not allow want to passivize also predicts that want would produce
a pragmatically empty - able adjective. In the normal case, wants, when not
confined to some conventional context, are totally arbitrary and unpredictable.
Therefore, this weaker case, the fact that we can want something, also says
nothing about that something.
Want in the sense 'lack' also implies no propositions which can be
predicated of the object lacked. The predicates lack and its antonym have
are very general relational predicates which, in themselves, deal with the
predication of qualities. That is, if I have five fingers or I have originality
the use of have means that being five-fingered or original are qualities of
me. However, since have itself predicates its object of its subject, it implies
no propositions which predicate an additional quality of that object. Taken
alone, the fact that I lack originality tells one nothing about originality.
It tells one something about me. That Bill lacks courage tells one something
about Bill but not about the nature of courage. Consequently, as predicted
by the IQPH, want in the sense 'lack', have , and lack are ungrammatical
in the passive.
At this point, linguists in tht past became dismayed because own
passivizes but have / lack do not. Again, I believe this is unwarrented.That
something is owned predicates a significant quality of the thing owned. Owner-
ship is a socially defined, legal relationship between an owner and an object,
and, as a consequence, it is of utmost importance that a person know when
this relationship obtains and when it does not. Notice the difference, for
instance, between:
(12) a. John has your ball.
b. John owns your ball (now).
(12)a. deals with a relation of control (i.e., John is holding the ball or
has it in his house, etc.). (12)b., on the other hand, asserts that (regardless
of this control relation) the ball now has a significant quality which, if
the law is obeyed, defines further relationships between the ball and its
respective controllers/havers. Significantly, some things by their very nature
are usually not owned (e.g., one's spouse, the air, etc.), and this fact is
significant. Again, using the adjective test, ownable makes some pragmatic
sense but* havable or*lackable do not. Therefore, have and own differ in meaning
on just the point which the IQPH predicts is crucial with respect to the
behavior of a predicate in Passive constructions, and, consequently, it should
be no surprise that one passivizes and the other does not.
In opposition to these cases, the IQPH predicts that want in the senses
illustrated in sentences (5) and (6) will passivize because, in these cases,
the context provides enough information so that the speaker can infer certain
things about the qualities of the thing wanted. Somone wanted by the police
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(in normal circumstances) has done something criminal or has some information
bearing on a criminal act which has caused him to be wanted. Similarly, some-
one wanted on the phone or in an office is usually wanted for a certain
(inferrable) purpose. In these cases, the context of the desire by the wanter
has been conventionally built into the meaning of the predicate so that the
implication which is crucial to the operation of Passive can obtain. Police,
on the whole, do not want people for totally arbitrary reasons. The nature
of the relation between the police and the people they want is a fairly con-
stant function which allows a listener to infer something, with considerable
accuracy, about the person wanted. As the IQPH predicts, it seems to be just
this inference which is crucial to the operation of Passive.
Finally, cases such as those illustrated in (ll)c. follow as a subset
of situations where want has acquired a meaning which is tailored to a par-
ticular context. As the purpose for wanting someone for the job in (11) is
made more explicit, listeners can begin to infer a great deal about the
person wanted. As with the wanted criminal, then, the fact that the applicant
must have all these qualities, in the end, implicates beyond the mere enum-
eration of these qualities. Thus, according to the IQPH, these sentences
passivize.
IVith regard to all of these facts, then, the IQPH makes accurate
predictions. To my knowledge, no comparable analysis has been proposed which
can handle these facts with anything close to this degree of success.
Pseudo-passives also present interesting problems for the analysis of
the exceptions to Passive. Pseudo-passivization in English derives a struc-
ture such as (13)b. from one like {13)a.:
(13) a. Napoleon slept in this bed.
b. This bed was slept in by Napoleon.
However, as has been pointed out many times, not all prepositional phrases
can undergo this process. For instance, while (14)-(16)a. have pseudo-passive
counterparts ((14)- (16)b. ) , the pseudo-passivized counterparts of (17)-(19)a.
(e.g., (17)-(19)b.) are ungrammatical
.
(14) a. Someone has eaten off of this plate.
b. This plate has been eaten off of by someone.
(15) a. One can march through this valley in two hours,
b. This valley can be marched through in two hours.
(16) a. Many famous dignitaries have lived in this house.
b. This house has been lived in by many famous dignitaries.
(17) a. John arrived at 6 o'clock.
b.*6 o'clock was arrived at by John.
(18) a. They went with Bill to Chicago.
b.*Bill was gone with to Chicago by them.
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C19) a. Ann has lived in the U.S.
b. *rhe U.S. has been lived in by Ann.
In a recent discussion of pseudo-passives. Riddle, Sheintuch and
Ziv(1977) noticed the following:
(a) Pseudo-passivization cannot be constrained in terms of which
prepositions undergo the rule. As the sentences in (16) and
(19) indicate, constraints on pseudo-passivization cut across
lexical items.
(b) If the prepositional phrase merely indicates the location, time,
or direction in which the activity of the verb takes place, the
pseudo-passive is ungrammat ical
.
(c) If the object of the preposition can be seen as receiving the action
of the verb so that, in the process, its referent becomes changed
in some way (materially, psychologically, or otherwise), then
the pseudo-passive is well-formed.
While these g,eneralizations come a long way toward adequately constrain-
ing pseudo-passivization, I would like to claim that it is not the prin-
ciples in (b) and (c) above which explain the distribution of grammaticality
in (14)
-(19), but the IQPH. As opposed to (c), I would claim that the pseudo-
passive construction is well-formed only if its active counterpart implicates
some additional proposition which predicates a quality of the object of the
preposition in the active structure.
How can one decide between these two positions?
It is easy to show that principles such as (b) and (c) are inadequate
as mechanisms to constrain pseudo-passivization. For instance, in senf^nces
such as (15), the referent of the valley is not changed nor, in fact, does
it receive the action of the verb any more than 6 o'clock
.
Bill , orthe U.S.
in sentences (17)
-(19). The difference between the two cases, however. Is
that (15)a. implicates important propositions which predicate qualities of
the valley (e.g., it is not very wide; it has easily "marchable" terrain;
it is passable; etc.). (17)-(19)a., however, implicate very little which
can be predicated of 6 o'clock . Bill and L'.S, respectively. That John arrived
at a certain time tells one nothing about that time. Similarly, that some
people went with Bill tells us nothing about Bill and that Ann lives in the
U.S. tells us very little about the U.S. In cases such as these, the IQPH
makes the right predictions. The principles in (b) and (c) do not.
Another good example to illustrate this point is (20):
(20) a. A good portion of the animal kingdom sleeps through the winter,
b. The winter is slept through by a good portion of the animal
kingdom.
Of this example. Riddle, Sheintuch and Ziv (1977: 152) state:
"Here again the winter does not designate the time when the sleeping
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activity takes place. The winter is crucial to the activity in that
it designates "the assets" that were used up in the activity."
The problen with this analysis is that, while sentences such as (20)b.
are well-formed, if the subject is changed, as in (21):
(21) a. The bear slept through the winter.
b.*The winter was slept through by the bear.
the pseudo-passive (i.e., (21)b.) becomes unacceptable. Yet, all of the argu-
ments given for the grammaticality of (20)b. still hold. The winter is still
an "asset" which is being used up; it does not merely designate when the
sleeping took place.
The difference between (20) and (21) is predicted by the IQPH, however.
That an isolated bear slept through the winter tells one very little about
the winter. The bear could have had a bad case of sleeping sickness (or
could have just been a very sleepy bear). Hov;ever, that a good portion of
the animal kingdom sleeps through the winter implies many significant things
about the winter. The animal kingdom (by some freak) does not come down with
sleeping sickness every winter. The sleeping of the animals is directly
related to the qualities of winter: the cold, the scarcity of food, the snow
cover, etc. Again, then, the IQPH makes the right predictions as opposed to
principles (b) and (c)
.
While (b) and (c) (as demonstrated) are not exactly right, it is easy
(in the light of the IQPH) to see why, in most cases, they make the right
predictions. In general, that an event happens at a certain time or place
implicates nothing about that time or place. Similarly, if an object receives
and is affected by an action, this usually implies changes in the qualities
of the object (and, thus, propositions describing these changes can be pred-
icated of the object). However, as illustrated in (20) and (21), this is
not always so. An action can implicate important propositions about a tim.e
(e.g., (20) ), and an action can implicate propositions which predicate qual-
ities of its object without that action having "affected" it. (e.g., (15) ).
In these cases, contrary to (b) and (c) but following from the IQPH, the
pseudo-passives are well-formed.
Another group of verbs which only passivize under certain pragmatic
conditions are verbs of judging and knowing such as think, believe , consider ,
know , understand , expect , regard , and so forth. Thus, while all of the various
versions of (22)-(36)a. are graimnatical, the sentences in (22)-(26)b. are
odd unless the subject of the (passive) sentence (and, consequently, the object
of the active sentence) refers to a large group of people (such as everyone,
most people, many people, everyone I know, etc.) or a person or select group
of people who are judged to be experts on the issue.
John
My mother
(22) a. Most people think(s) that Ali is the
The leading authorities on boxing greatest fighter of all time,
Everyone
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??John
??my mother
b. Ali is thoufht by most people to be
the leading authorities on boxing
everyone
the greatest fighter of all time.
Tom
My father
(23) a. Most men on the street consider (s) Jimmy Carter to be
Many political experts
the greatest thing that ever happened to the Presidency.
??Tom
??my father
b. Jimmy Carter is considered by most men on the street to be
many political experts
the greatest thing that ever happened to the Presidency.
Tom
,- ., My mother
^'^^ ^' Most people in the English Department *^ '
??Tom
b. Bill was known by most of the people. in the English Department.
??my mother.
Bill
My mother
(25) a. Everyone I know expect (s) George to win the election hands
Many experts
down.
??Bill
??my mother
b. George is expected by everyone I know to win the election
many experts
hands down.
Tom
My mother
(26) a. Most of the people understood the problem.
Everyone
??Tom
??my mother
b. The problem was understood by most of the people
everyone.
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How are these facts connected with the other exceptions to Passive.
As with the other exceptions to Passive, the distribution of grammatical it)
in sentences (22) -(26) follows from the IQPH. In matters of judgement, ac-
quaintance, and comprehension, the pronouncement of one person can be totally
arbitrary/subjective. As with want, simply from the fact that someone thinks
X or believes X or expects X, one cannot infer anything definite about the
qualities of that X. Vvhile what one can know or think has some bounds (unthink -
able and unknowable are not pragmatically empty), one can certainly think things
which have no connection with reality or with any deronstrably existing ^r.ual it ic
of the object/state of affairs one has an opinion about. However, in most case
the more people who think X or believe X, the more one tends to infer that the
thing thought or believed is, in fact, true. Consequently, Everyone expects
Heorge to win the election hands down , in the normal case, tells one s.QCething
about the actuality of the claim George will win the election , but Bill expects
George to win the election hands down does not. Consequently, following the
IQPH, the former sentence passivizes; the latter does not.
Of course, what can be objectively inferred from the subjective judgement/
knowledge/ acquaintance of one person is, to a large degree, dependent on the
speaker- listener's confidence in the validity of that person's judgement/
knowledge. In general, (as illustrated in (22)- (26) ), judgements by people who
have access to more or more reliable information on an issue (e.g., authorities
on the issue) will tend to be more acceptable in the passive. Thus,* Bill is
expected by my friends to win the election hands down is odd, but, if one
substitutes many political analysts for my friend s, the oddness vanishes.
This situation is far from simple, however. Complications arise because
anti-authorities (i.e., those whose judgements always tend to be mistaken)
also implicate propositions which predicate qualities of the objects of their
judgements. Thus, for me, sentences such as: Jimmy Carter is thought by some
idiot to be the greatest thing that ever happened to the Presidency are fairly
good.
As with the other exceptions to Passive, however, when the active sentence
implies nothing which predicates qualities of its object, the passive con-
struction is unacceptable. This is exactly what the IQPH predicts.
While the IQPH can be applied most naturally to the predicates already
discussed, the remaining exceptions to Passive: measure verbs (such as
weigh, cost
,
measure
,
etc.), verbs of equality and comparison (such as
equal
,
be
,
resemble
, etc.), get meaning "come to have", can be motivated,
at least in part, by their failure to implicate qualities which can be pred-
icated of their objects. In these cases, these verbs, in themselves, predicate
their objects of their subjects and, therefore (like have and lack ) tend to
implicate little about those objects themselves.
(27) a. Bill got a hernia.
b.*A hernia was gotten by Bill.
(28) a. Two plus two equals four.
b.*Four is equalled by two plus two.
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(29) a. The bag weighed twenty pounds.
b.*Twenty pounds was weighed by the bag.
(30) a. Tom resembles an elephant.
b.*An elephant is resembled by Tom.
For instance, in (27), Bill comes to have a hernia, but this, in itself,
says little about the qualities of a hernia. Similarly, that the bag in (29)
has a certain measurable weight implicates little about that weight itself.
As in the other exceptions to Passive, the relationship between a bag and its
weight is arbitrary (i.e., it depends on the bag). (29)a. describes qualities
of the bag--not the weight. Therefore, by the IQPH, these sentences do not
passivize.
Some evidence for this analysis comes from the fact that when these
predicates are used in situations where they do not merely predicate their
objects of their subjects, they tend to passivize. For instance, notice the
difference between the sense of get in (27) and the get in (31) (which means
something like "obtain by effort").
(31) a. My men will get the money by hook or crook.
b. The money will be gotten by my men by hook or crook.
In a sentence such as (31)a., one can infer a great deal about the money
(e.g., It is not readily available; it is hard to get, etc.). Therefore, by
the IQPH, this sentence passivizes. Similarly, equal in sentences such as
(32):
(32) a. Only a few composers have equalled Bach's command of counterpoint,
b. Bach's command of counterpoint has been equalled by only a
few composers
.
is directional. The person/thing to be equalled is set up as a standard (either
good or bad) which others strive to match or avoid. From sentences such as
(32)a., as a result, one can infer something about Bach's command of counter-
point (e.g., it is a standard; it is highly developed; it represents the art
of a musical genius, etc.). Here, the directionality of the equalling process
tells one something about Bach's art. Therefore, as predicted by the IQPH,
(32)a. passivizes.
IV, The IQPH: Sources and Motivation
Given that the IQPH is a powerful mechanism which, in a large number
of cases, can accurately predict which sentences have Passive counterparts
and which do not, the deeper question now becomes: Why the IQPH and not
some other constraint? V.Tiat historical or synchronic motivation can be given
for the nature of this constraint on Passives in English?
Historically, the Passive construction in English developed from a
reinterpreted stative adjective construction. Thus, from a sentence such as:
The dress was torn meaning "The dress had a tear", speakers began using
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sentences such as: The dress was torn by Bill meaning "Bill tore the dress."
Originally, of course, these constructions could be distinguished by inflec-
tional endings--the stative construction showing adjective agreement between
the past participle and the subject of the sentence and the passive structure
lacking that agreement. When the Old English inflectional endings decayed,
however, these constructions fell together to yield the modern ambiguous
constructions such as: The dress was torn . With regard to historical sources,
then, the synchronic Passive transformation relates two very different con-
structions: an adjective construction and a transitive construction.
How can these facts be related to the IQPH and the problems of the
lexical exceptions to Passive?
In terms of historical origins, the facts concerning the lexical govern-
ment of Passive imply that in English, certain verbs used in certain prag-
matic situations in a transitive structure could not occur in the correspondinj
adjective construction. Consequently, if the IQPH could be related to an
independently motivated constraint on stative adjective constructions, one
could give a nice historical account for the lexical government involved.
At this point, I would like to suggest that the IQPH can, in fact, be directly
related to these historical facts.
In many cases in a copular adjective construction, the adjective denotes
a quality which is predicated directly of the subject NP. For instance, in
The house is big/red , one predicates the qualities of redness/bigness of the
house. However, many adjective constructions are more indirect. In sentences
such as: Tom is amusing/irritating/exciting , the adjective refers to the
reactions of others to Tom. However, from these reactions, speakers can easily
infer things about Tom (e.g.. He tells good jokes or he acts obnoxiously, etc.
Thus, adjective constructions often do not directly predicate qualities of the
subject but, in these cases, one can (from the predication given) still infer
things about the qualities of the subject.
The relevant question with regard to the relation between the IQPH and th
constructions is: What would it be like to have an adjective construction
from which one could infer nothing about the qualities of the subject? His-
torically, in the passive version of an active sentence, the object of the
active verb becomes the subject of a reinterpreted adjective construction in
which a deverbal adjective derived from the active verb is predicated of
that former object. With respect to the lexical exceptions to Passive, this
yields adjective constructions of the form:
(33) a.*The ball was had.
b.*The bike was wanted.
c.*Courage was lacked.
d.*Two o'clock was arrived at.
and so forth. However, as was outlined in great detail above, in many contexts
the predicates from which these adjectives are derived implicate no proposi-
tions which predicate qualities of their objects. Consequently, as adjective
constructions, sentences such as (33)a.-d. are pragmatically empty. If everyth
is, in some sense, had, that a ball is had says nothing about the ball; if
everything, in principle, is wantable , then, that the bike is wanted says
nothing about the bike. And so forth.
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It is my claim here that the IQPH directly reflects this crucial
prapnatic constraint on the well-formedness of adjective constructions.
Given that sentences such as those in (3.'^) never occur, then constructions such
as these could never be available to feed the historical change which involved
the reinterpretation of stative adjective constructions to passive transitive
constructions. As a result, the analysis of the exceptions to Passive in terms
of the IQPH has a strong historical motivation.
V. The IQPH: Implications
If, in fact, the IQPH is the correct constraint on Passives in English,
the following important results naturally follow:
(a) Given that Passive is constrained as it is in English because of
the historical origins of the construction as a periphrastic
Passive modelled on a stative adjective construction, one would
predict that a constraint similar to the IQPH would only occur
cross-linguistically where a language also developed a Passive
from an adjective construction. The fact that many languages which
have synthetic Passives are much freer in allowing Passives of
intransitives or transitives which are forbidden in English (e.g.,
Sanskrit) while languages with periphrastic Passives tend to have
constraints similar to the IQPH (e.g., French, German), thus,
follows as a natural result.
(b) If it is true that children do not learn the exceptions to Passive
by error and correction but by generalization from some minimal
amount of feedback, then one must claim that children learn a
synchronic version of this basically historical constraint at some
early point in language learning. However, if this is so, the
question arises: How is this done? Given that the IQPH is basically
motivated on historical evidence, why do children maintain these
exceptions so consistently without levelling them at some early
period? While much more investigation of these questions is needed,
it could be suggested that interference between ill-formed sentences
such as those in (33) and their passive counterparts lead to the
maintenance of the IQPH in languages with periphrastic Passives.
That is, even though a sentence with Passive sense such as: The
bike is wanted by Bill is well -formed transformationally, as an
adjective structure, it is unacceptable, and therefore, speakers
tend to avoid these passives. According to this theory, then, the reas
the historical origins of the Passive constructions are still
relevant synchronically is that the periphrastic nature of the
synchronic passive leads to transderivational conflicts which speakers
attempt to avoid. While these speculations may be premature at this
point, they may be suggestive of possible ways the IQPH could be
integrated into a synchronic theory of English syntax.
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I would like to thank Rich Halpern and Alice Davison for their
comments on earlier versions of this paper.
Of course, depending on one's biases, one could still claim that this
account, even if true, would remain superficial. Given Chomsky's formulation,
one could still ask: What is the connection between manner adverbs and Passives?
Why do these constructions have a parallel distribution? Robin Lakoff(1971:
150-151), for instance, takes this stand. She states:
"So Chomsky's argument on the basis of similar distribution of Adv and
passivization does not hold water. And, in fact, there is no reason why
it should: what could a manner adverb have to do with passivization? The
two phenomenea are unrelated semantical ly. This sort of treatment is an
illustration of the pitfalls into which onecan descend if one attempts
to relate structures purely on the basis of superficial similarities of
distribution, not taking semantic parallelism and similarities of usage
into account."
2
By a "quality" of the object, I mean an aspect of its inherent nature
(e.g., its physical structure or behavior) rather than simply its relat i on
to other things .
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CONTEXTUAL EFFECTS ON "GENERIC" INDEFINITES;
CROSS- LINGUISTIC ARGUMENTS FOR PRAGMATIC FACTORS
Alice Davison
Indefinite reference covers a range of uses and meanings,
from generic positive sentences to null reference. French and
English divide up this range of uses differently into lexical
items, so that indefinite determiners and pronouns in the two
languages do not exactly correspond. Generic sentences, how-
ever, are subject to the same pragmatic conditions on the absence
of specific time reference in tenses and modals. The lexical
divisions in French suggest that the uses of any do not necessar-
ily constitute a unified phenomenon. These facts have
implications for the semantic description of English any.
This paper is a study of indefinite pronouns (and related articles)
in French and English. It focuses on the relation between the indefinites
with generic or approximately universal reference, such as E. any (at
all, whatsoever ) and Fr. n'importe qu- , quiconque , and other indefinites,
positive E. some , Fr. quelque, or negative, E. nobody, nothing , Fr.
personne, rien . The contextual features referred to in the title are
both grammatical and pragmatic. The pragmatic factors have to do with
the context of utterance and the speaker's intended reference insofar as
that can be determined from the context of utterance. The grammatical
factors include features of the sentence in which the indefinite is used,
and include information about word order (relative to negation, for
example), case relations, whether the indefinite occurs in a single
clause or biclausal construction, whether the clause in which it occurs
is a conditional clause, a yes/no question, etc. These factors all have
some influence on the choice of indefinite lexical item out of those
available in the language and in the assignment of an indefinite inter-
pretation--e.g. generic, specific or non-specific.
Indefinite reference is inherently difficult to categorize into
different sub-types, in contrast to concrete objects, for example, which
can be taxonomized in accordance with objectively definable features.
Indefinites could, however, be arranged on a scale in the manner of Horn
(1972) for the range of quantitifiers, modals, etc. The factor deter-
mining the position of each lexical item on the scale of indefiniteness
would be the degree %o which the word picks out referents from the
universe of discourse. Negative indefinites, which pick out no referent,
would be at one extreme, while generics, which pick out indiscriminately
referents of a given sub-class, would be at the other. In between would
be non-specific indefinites which pick out a referent without further
identification, and specific indefinites, for which further identification
could be supplied. I do not mean to imply by this description of a scale
that these divisions are necessary to a language, or that the categories
are always discrete. In fact, it is striking that languages differ on
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just this point, that some have more lexical distinctions than others,
and some languages assign one lexical item to different points on the
scale. French and English differ in both of these ways, as I will
demonstrate in the body of the paper.
Indefinite pronouns are often problematic; English any has been the
subject of much controversy over whether it is ambiguous, encoding two
distinct semantic units, and if it is not ambiguous, how is one sense
derived from the other. Even if one looks at the class of indefinite
pronouns as contrasting units in a system, as Gougenheim (1939) does,
it is not always sufficient to describe the contrasts. There are re-
strictions on the use of a lexical item which do not become apparent in
such an analysis, and just specifying the system of contrasts does not
always specify the full range of meaning which an indefinite lexical
item may have.
Assuming that the grammatical and pragmatic factors which are rele-
vant to indefinites can be identified across languages- -and it is easy
to identify questions, conditionals, negation and modals--a cross-
linguistic comparison of indefinite pronouns is useful in bringing out
covert relations or those which are very hard to define within the
confines of a single linguistic system. I will propose that pragmatic
factors have a greater influence in the use of indefinites in French
than it might appear at first, while the lexical divisions in French are
helpful in defining natural semantic divisions along the scale mentioned
earlier. These have some implications for analyses of items like English
any which seem to cut across these divisions.
Tense/aspect and modal restrictions on generic indefinites
Corresponding to the 'generic' use of any- in English are several
French expressions, n'importe qui, guoi, quand, oQ 'anybody, anything,
any time, anywhere' and quiconque 'anyone, whosoever'. The latter is
used with a headless relative clause construction, with the restriction
that quiconque must be the grammatical subject in the higher clause; but
it may also be used in single clause sentences (Grevisse 1953:445-6).
Concerning the other indefinites, Wagner et Pinchon (1973:209) contend
that they do not require any special remarks. That the indefinites do
have contextual restrictions for generic readings becomes apparent when
one tries to define the conditions under which English any is well-
formed with the generic meaning. These contexts include certain tenses
and modals
:
(1) a. Anybody can do that. b. N'importe qui peut faire celi
(2) a. He talks to anybody. b. II parle a n'importe qui.
(3) a. Anybody will tell you b. N'importe qui vous dira la
the same thing. m6me chose.
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(4) a. Anybody could have read the paper,
b. II glissa le papier pli§ sous la porte. N'importe qui
risquait de le lire.
'He slipped the folded paper under the door. Anybody
could have read it.
'
(Gougenheim 1939:170)
(5) a. Anybody has to/?must pay income taxes.
b. N'importe qui doit payer les imp6ts.
c. ?Quiconque doit payer les imp6ts.
Any as well as n'importe qui are well-formed with the generic present (as
one might expect), the imperfect and modals of ability, the future tense
or modal, and modals or verbs of obligation, with the exceptions to be
noted later.
In contrast, other tenses such as the present progressive, past and
perfect produce ill-formed combinations:
(6) a. *Anybody is reading my letters.
b. *N'importe qui est en train de lire mes lettres.
(7) a. *Anybody has talked to him.
b. *N'importe qui lui a parl6.
c. *Anybody talked to him.
(8) a. Anybody knows the answer to that question,
b. *Anybody knew the answer to that question.
(9) (The car is too full.) *Anybody must get out.
The present progressive and the present perfect in both French and English
are unacceptable in combination with a generic indefinite. In English,
the simple past is also unacceptable, corresponding to the passe compose
in French when it has just the value of a past tense (7), (8). I have
proposed elsewhere (Davison, to appear) that the difference Isetween the
acceptable combinations (1) - (5) and the unacceptable combinations exem-
plified in (6) - (9) is to be found in the deictic properties of tenses
and modals. That is, the tenses and modals used in (6) - (9) refer to
single, specific events which have actually occurred (past) or are in
process (present progressive)
. The model must singles out a specific
individual in situations like the one described in (9) , where contextual
information indicates that a single event is involved. This contrasts
with (5) a. and b., where the modal or verb indicating necessity does
not pick out a specific event of paying taxes, and hence a specific
individual
.
Contextual information may override purely grammatical information,
for example when the present tense is used to describe past events. The
present tense is otherwise taken to be generic, without specific refer-
ence to a single event. For example:
I
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(10) a. I'm standing on the corner, waiting for the bus yesterday,
and I talk to *anybody/ somebody about the weather.
b. Void ce qui m'est arriv6 hier soir. II est onze heures,
je suis dans mon lit, et *n'importe qui entre par la
port e
.
'Here's what happened to me last night. It's 11 o'clock,
I'm in bed and *anybody comes in by the door.'
What is ill-formed within the contexts specified in (10) is otherwise well-
formed all other things being equal:
(11) a. I talk to anybody about the weather,
b. N'importe qui entre par la porte.
The sentences in (11) are taken to be descriptions of generic states of
affairs, and hence involve no specific individuals. The reference of
anybody or n'importe qui is thus indefinite and non-specific, ranging over
a class of events.
The above sentences show that for both French and English, it must be
stipulated that generic indefinites not only have indefinite reference,
but must also be used in grammatical or utterance contexts without
specific event or state reference. Definition of indefinite generic ref-
erence alone is not sufficient in itself. For example, Gougenheim
(1939:170) defines the meaning of the pronouns formed with n'importe qu-
in the following terms :^ '(they) indicate indifference as to the entity
(or group of entities) referred to, since the pronoun does not represent
any substantive.' This definition rules out antecedent Noun Phrases,
which would make the pronoun definite and specific. But 'indifference'
in itself does not suggest that tense, aspect and modals might be in-
volved. For instance, one might refer to individuals involved in a
specific event 'indifferently', as 'someone or other', which would be the
normal term for a speaker to use in (10) a. A description of the ref-
erence of the pronouns alone leaves out of the account the fact that
there are contextual restrictions. Of course, the properties of the con-
text match the non-specific property of the pronouns, unsurprisingly. In
fact, it may be possible to say that for English any, the generic mean-
ing is just a combination of non-specificity of any and whatever class
of events is defined by tense, aspect and modal information.
Conditional clauses, yes-no questions and negation
We have seen in the previous section that the French indefinite
n'importe qu- has the same set of pragmatic and grammatical restrictions
on its use as the generic sense of English any. We might then ask if
n'importe qui and quiconque have any other features in common with any.
Any occurs with more or less an existential interpretation in conditional
clauses and yes-no questions:
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(12) If anybody. comes looking for me, tell them. I have left.
(13) Did anybody come?
Since the proposition contained in a conditional clause or a yes-no
question is neither asserted nor presupposed to be true, there is no
reference to an actual and specific event, and therefore no reference
to a specific individual. It seems plausible that in English, the same
non-specific generic pronoun is used to indicate a non-specific individ-
ual in a state of affairs which either might not be the case—as in
questions--or might be true in any number of actual events— in conditional
sentences.
But in French, questions and conditionals do not allow generic in-
definites, even where it might be plausible for them to occur by the
'indifference' criterion. For example, (14) and (15) are the counter-
parts of (12) and (13)
:
(14) a. Si/" quelqu'un -jvient me chercher, dis-lui que je suis partie.
b. June personne y
c.
J
*quiconque f
d. ( *n' import e qui J
U. Lj,J\, -^,^f \A\A^f 1 x^l.A^'A^t^ \^^t.
I
t^O
b. \ *quiconque t
qui)
(15) a. Est-ce que t quelqu'un Test venu aujourd'hui
<
/ *n' import e a
In the case of (15), quelqu'im might be heavily stressed, in the sense of
'anybody at all ' . Suppose a speaker asks a series of questions, mentioning
a specific person each time, each time getting a negative answer. Finally
the person asks if anybody at all came, not caring who. In the French
version of the sentence, quelqu'un is the only pronoun possible, and none
of the generics will be possible, especially because of the past tense
reference of the pass6 compos6.
In English, another environment of any in a clearly existential use is
in the scope of negation, expressed or implied by context or lexical items.
^
There is equivalence between not . . . any and no , and contrast with
not . . . some:
(16) a. I didn't see anybody.
b. I saw nobody.
c. I didn't see somebody.
d. There is somebody who I didn't see.
(16) a. and b. are synonymous, and differ in meaning from the synonymous
pair (16) c. and d. Furthermore, any which precedes negation is anomalous.
(17) a. *Anybody didn't get there in time.
b. Nobody got there in time.
c. Not everybody got there in time.
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(17) a. is more or less uninterpretable, meaning neither (17) b. nor
(17) c.
There are, however, some counterparts of (17)a. in French, which
are well -formed:
(18) Eh bien! non, n'importe qui ne pouvait pas manier une pelle
ni exp^dier son metre cube sur le quai dans le temps requis.
'Well, no, not just anybody could have handled a shovel nor
gotten his cubic mitre onto the quai in the required time,
'
(H. Bazin, La mort du petit cheval,
quoted in Gaatone (1971:73))
(19) Le college 6u n'etait pas admis quiconque etait dirige par des
pretres,
(Grevisse 1953:446)
'The school where not just anybody was admitted was run by priests.'
In these two cases, the indefinite is subject, though in (19) it follows
the negative. What is negated is the genericness of n'importe qui and
quiconque rather than existence. In fact one might say that non-specific-
ness is also negated, so that only certain persons, whom we could specify,
could perform the physical tasks of (18) or get into the school of (19).
In other negative contexts, quiconque has the value of emphatic
personne 'nobody at all'.
(20) Defense absolue de parler a quiconque. 'Absolutely forbidden to
talk to anybody'
.
(Grevisse, ibid)
(21) II est impossible a quiconque de se procurer quoi que ce soit
touchant cet ouvrage.
(Ibid)
'It is impossible for anybody to get any information whatever con-
cerning this work. '
Since these are generic sentences as well as ones containing some form of
negation, it might be claimed that negation is incidental. But (22) shows
that (implied) negation is the environment allowing quiconque :
(22) II enferma, sans en faire part k quiconque, ce cahier.
(Ibid)
'He hid this notebook, without telling anyone about it'.
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Just as in English, sans 'without' counts as a negative environment.
Another context where generics, negatives and even universal expres-
sions may all occur is in comparatives:
(23) a. Tu sais mieux que /• personne
-vRue ....
b. ) n'importe qui /
c.
I
quiconque V
d. Ltout le monde J
'You know as well as anybody/ *nobody/*everybody that ..."
Unlike English, French allows more than the non-specific indefinites in
this context, though there are small contrasts of nuances of meaning.
Implications for the representation of generic indefinites
The uses of English any are often represented as involving differ-
ences of the scope of any (as a quantifier) and another logical operator
such as negation, i^ or a modal. The existence of ambiguous sentences
such as (24) and (25) lend some plausibility to this class of analysis:
(24) a. Can anybody do this?
b. If so, tell me who.
c. If so, why should we pay someone to do it?
(25) a. If Clyde does not do any of these jobs, let me know.
b. If he does none, let me know.
c. If there are some he does not do, let me know.
Of course, for the reasons indicated above, French cannot have ambiguous
sentences like these. The French counterpart of (25) is two sentences,
not one, each one unambiguously expressing the meanings paraphrased in
(25) b. and (25) c.
(26) a. Si Jean ne fait rien de tout cela, avertissez-moi.
'If John does none of these jobs, let me know.'
b. Si Jean ne fait pas certains de ces travaux, avertissez-moi.
'If John does not do certain jobs, let me know.'
Generic indefinites and other indefinites overlap- -occur in contrast at
least in emphasis--only in negative or implicated negative contexts. The
comparative cases and sans are examples of these, as in examples (22) and
(23) . N ' importe qu- cannot have the same ambiguity as any does because
of the fact that any can occur in the scope of negation or of if; quiconque
in (19) has a different reading 'not just anybody' from the same pronoun in
(20) and (21) 'no one', because in (19) the negative has the full form
ne. . .pas which would not be used with personne . The same pattern of nega-
tion is found in (26) a, ne. . .rien and (26) b, ne...pas certains .
I
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In French, there is no single lexical item (or pair of homophones)
like English any , which may occur in the same environments with different
interpretations. Certainly there are no parallels in French to the uses
of any in questions and conditional clauses. If there are any similar-
ities of usage, they involve the counterpart of the some -any contrast,
between quel que and the negative indefinites rien , personne , etc.
(27) a. Y a-t-il rien de si ridicule?
(Grevisse: 442)
'Is there anything so ridiculous?
b. Y a-t-il personne d'assez hardi?
(Ibid)
'Is there anyone/no one so bold?
(28) a. Je vous rends responsable si rien s'^bruite dans la presse
(Ibid)
'I hold you responsible if anything gets into the papers'.
b. II s'est joue le ses ministres, les a pris, renoyes, repris,
renvoy^s de nouveau, apres les avoir compromis, si rien
aujourd'hui compromet.
'He played cat and mouse with his ministers, took them on,
dismissed them, took them back, dismissed them again after
having compromised them, if anything today is compromising'.
Chateaubriand, cited in Gougenheim, 1938: 168.
In these examples, personne and rien , usually 'no one' and 'nothing', have
the sense of 'someone/thing, any at all'. The negative indefinites in
these uses contrast with quelque 'some' in that quel que can be used to
refer to specific and existent entities, while personne , etc., refer to
non-specific, probably non-existent entities, and for this reason occur
in irrealis contexts, rhetorical questions and non-factual conditionals.
English any has been analyzed as being the expression of a universal
quantifier with widest scope (Reichenbach 1947, Quine 1960, Savin 1970,
Horn 1972 and LeGrand 1974). This description of scope cannot be taken
literally even for English; the underlying representation of the meanings
paraphrased in (25) b. and c. require that IF have wider scope than V in
one case:
(29) a. IF (Vx (NOT (DO Clyde, x)) THEN ...
(If Clyde does none of these jobs... =(25)b.)
b, (Vx) (IF (NOT (DO Clyde x))THEN ...)
(If there are any jobs which Clyde does not do, ... =(25)c.)
Furthermore, the indefinite generic sense can be negated in French, as
was shown by examples (18), (19) and by (30):
(30) Je ne pense pas que 1 'on doive rien admirer.
'I don't think that one should admire just anything'
(Gaatone 1971:168)
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According to Gaatone, rien has the value here of quelque chose, quoi que
ce soit , 'something, whatever it may be'. Negation has this indefinite
in its scope.
Of course, we would expect languages to differ in some respects,
particularly in how meanings (insofar as we can compare them) are assigned
to lexical items. So it is not surprising that English any and French
indefinites do not match precisely in meaning or contextual conditions.
But it is interesting to see how indefinites differ in two languages, so
as to define natural groupings of meanings and contexts. On the whole,
French has fairly clear and invariant lexical distinctions, compared with
English any . There has been a great deal of controversy over whether
all the uses of any are uses of one and the same lexical items, and if so,
what the underlying semantic value of any is. If not, then there are
two homophonous items any which occur in distinct environments. For
example, the ambiguity of (24) a. would be represented as any
^
in the
meaning paraphrased as (24) b., 'some', whose occurrence is allowed by
if or question , versus any^ whose meaning is 'all' and whose occurrence
is allowed by the modal can.
If any is really two indefinite lexical items, we might wonder
whether the lexical division occurs in the same contexts where French
n'importe qu - and quiconque differ from quelque , certain and personne ,
rien
, etc. As we have seen, indefinites do not overlap in questions and
conditionals in French (14), (15), and (26), though they do in English
(24) and (25). Further, negative indefinites and generic indefinites do
overlap in negative contexts in French (20)
-(23), (27) -(29), though they
do not in English (23). The French lexical divisions do not provide any
natural model for the supposed divisions of meaning associated with
English any ; and as Horn (1972) and LeGrand (1974) have shown, there are
some indications that both uses of any behave alike with respect to some
adverbial modifiers.
If any is a single lexical item, then one must establish what it is,
whether it is a reflex of the luiiversal quantifier or something else.
Most analyses of any as a universal quantifier have traded on the fact
that there are logical equivalences between expressions with the universal
taking wide scope with respect to negation, implication or other
operator, and existential expressions with the existential quantifier
inside the scope of these operators. For example:
(31) a. V X (NOT Fx) = b. NOTOx (Fx))
b. V X (F x3a) = c. 3x (F x)) D a
Because of these equivalences, it is possible to capture the 'existent.
tial' sense of English any with a semantic representation containing a
wide scope universal quantifier (31) a. and c. , for example. Some
support is lent to the analysis by the fact that any occurs in generic
sentences with more or less universal quantification (cf. Vendler 1967)
and also in questions, conditionals and relative clauses which resemble
conditional sentences in some ways, and in the scope of negation. Yet
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the data from French show that this range of occurrence is not inevitable.
The French generic indefinit have no affinity whatsoever for questions
and conditionals, and for negative contexts, only with emphatic value.
Indefinite relative clause constructions have certain syntactic peculiari-
ties, which I will discuss shortly, and therefore do not resemble condi-
tional clauses as closely as in English.
Aside from these problems, the relative clause constructions which
do occur with indefinite generic meaning actually do not contain definite
NPs, suggesting that there is no underlying universal quantifier. Note
the differences between (33) and (34) , which one might not expect on the
basis of the apparent similarity between (32) a, b and c, d.
(32) a. Take any book by this author.
b. Talk to anybody.
c. Prenez n'importe quel livre de det auteur.
d. Parlez & n'importe qui.
(33) a. Take any book that you would like,
b. Invite anybody who you would like.
(34) a. Prenz le(s) livre(s) /*n'importe quel(s) livre(s)/ que
vous voulez.
b. Invitez j_a personne /*n'importe qui/ que vous voulez.
While imperative sentences may have generic indefinite pronouns in French,
as in English, these indefinite pronouns may not be qualified by a relative
clause of the usual type. Instead, quiconque requires a headless relative
construction, while n'importe qu- requires a non-tensed reduced phrase:
(35) a. Quiconque (*qui) sera voleur sera puni. 'Anyone who steals
will be punished'.
b. *N'importe qui qui lui a parl6 I'a detest^. 'Anyone who
spoke to him hated him'.
c. N'importe qui lui ayant parl6 I'a detests.
Quiconque generic sentences are subject to the same tense and time refer-
ence conditions as quiconque in single clauses (l)-(ll). Any in English
becomes exempt from such conditions if qualified by a relative clause.
(36) a. *Anybody detested him.
b. Anybody who spoke to him detested him.
(37) a. *Quiconque lui a parl6.
'Anybody spoke to him',
b. ??Quiconque lui a parl6 I'a d^testfi.
(38) a. ??Quiconque a fait cela a 6t6 puni.
'Whoever did that was punished,
b. ..ne pouvait fttre qu'un maniaque.
..could only have been a maniac.
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C39) Au moyen age, quiconque faisait cela/dansait dans les rues/etait
puni.
'In the middle ages, anyone who did that/danced in the streets/
was punished.
(39) contains the imperfect tense which may describe a generic class of
events while (38) contains the perfect pass6 composg (used for past time)
which refers to a single event. To express such specific time reference,
describing specific events, it is necessary to use an explicit universal
quantifier tout (40),
(40) Tous ceux qui ont fait cela/dans6 dans les rues/ out €t€ punis.
'Everyone who did that/danced in the streets/ was punished.
or a conditional clause with quelqu'un :
(41) Si quelqu'un a fait cela, ce ne peut etre qu'un maniaque.
'If anyone did that, it could only have been a maniac.
In the latter case, however, the conditional version does not make refer-
ence to an actual event in the way that (38) b. does.
Summary
What has been shown by the comparison of French and English indefin-
ites? The most important positive result is that we have demonstrated
a strong similarity between any used in the generic sense and the generic
indefinites quiconque, n'importe qu- in French. That is, genericness is
dependent on non-specific reference to events, whether it is expressed
with a special set of lexical items, as in French, or with lexical items
used in other ways, as in English. The fact that English and French have
similar restrictions on generics and at the same time differ in lexical
items used in conditionals, questions and negative contexts, is important
evidence for the independence of genericness (with its pragmatic restric-
tions) from more purely semantic and syntactic categories such as negation,
conditionals and questions. In French, example (40) shows that genuine
universal quantification is not subject to these pragmatic restrictions,
by contrast with (39) a. Examples (35) c. and (37) b. show a difference
between quiconque and n'importe qui . Biclausal sentences with quiconque
relative clauses and past tense are rhetorically deviant because they
cannot be assertions about anyone, while similar sentences with
n ' importe qui are possible.
This comparison has therefore brought to light some essential prop-
erties of genericness. Indirectly, it has suggested that the universal
quantification analysis of any is based on accidental factors, and that
such an analysis is not likely to fit the patterns of other languages.
The comparison also provides indications from French that indefinites in
non-generic cases are reflexes of underlying existential quantifiers,
assuming that one wants to provide a semantic analysis which fits the
occurrence of lexical items as directly and un-abstractly as possible.
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NOTES
The pronouns with n' import e qu- as their basis 'inarquent 1* indif-
ference quant S 1 'unit6 (ou au groupe d'unit6s) dont il est question,
lorsque le pronom he rgpresente aucun substantif. This could also be
read as meaning that indefinite pronouns are not lexically specified
any further than 'human' etc., but the sense I am taking it in seems to
be more apt.
2
There is evidence that negative indefinites consist of negation
combined with an existential quantifier. Identify conditions are met
for VP deletion, etc., when negation is detached from some , but is
matched with none ; Sag 1977, Williams 1977 and McCawley 1978 give argu-
ments of this type. Ladusaw (ms) argues that the wide scope V of some
instances of any described their meaning incorrectly.
I would like to thank Sylvie Ben-Bachir of the French Department, U. of
Illinois, for her generous assistance as a speaker of French and
especially for her intelligent commentary on the sentences she was asked
to judge.
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ASPECTS OF MAiNDINGO COMPLENENTATION
Mallafe Drame
The present study is an attempt to provide an analysis of
complementation in Mandingo, a Mande language spoken mainly in
Senegal, Gambia and Guinee-Bissau. In particular, we examine the
types of complement structures that occur in the language, and
attempt to determine the types of complementizers and structures
underlying them. The data show that there are basically two types
of complementizers, clause- initial and non-clause-initial, and
that the choice of these complementizers appears to depend on
various semantic and syntactic factors. In attempting to deter-
mine the underlying structures of complement clauses,we are led
to examine a few minor rules related to these structures.
The paper will be subdivided into three major parts. Section
(1.0) will be devoted to a general introduction to simple sen-
tence structure, focusing on word order, tense/aspect marking,
and adverbial expressions. In Section (2.0), we will deal with
complementation proper. In this section, we will present data on
the different types of complementizers found in the language and
examine their distribution. The data will be submitted to diffe-
rent tests to determine if Mandingo complementizers have any
semantic content. Alternative approaches on how to derive these
complementizers will be examined and a tentative solution will
be proposed. In the same section, an analysis will be presented
on how to account for the expletive pronoun a_ 'it', which surfa-
ces in the direct object position of some main verbs. The notion
of Cocralex Structure will be brought in .Section (3.0) in an
attempt to characterize embedded structures that seem to be
unable to hold any grammatical relationship in Mandingo. It will
be argued that there is a conspiracy which prohibits these struc-
tures from surfacing in any position on the Accessibility Hierar-
chy, as defined by Keenan and Comrie (1977). A final subsection
will conclude the paper and examine the theoretical implications
of the proposed analysis.
1.0 SIMPLE SENTENCE STRUCTURE
Mandingo is one of several African languages that has not be^n siihi^c-.
ted to serious linguistic studies. In light of this, it is necessary to
outline some salient characteristics of simple sentences before undertaking
the analysis of complement clauses.
1.1 Word order: The basic word order in a Mandingo sentence is SOV, and
no variation is permitted, as can be seen in (1):
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' ' ' 2
1. a. Moussa ye dindirjo log
Moussa TA the child know
(Moussa knows the child)
b. *Moussa ye Ion dindiijo
c. *Moussa dindiijo ye Ion
d. *Dindino Moussa ye loij
The direct object in a Mandingo sentence nuist not only be preverbal, as in
(la) , but it must occur between the tense-aspect marker (TA) and the verb.
If this order is violated, the resulting sentence is ungrammatical , as
attested in (lb, c and d) . This word order remains invariable regardless of
the tense of the verb, and whether or not the verb is negated, as illus-
trated in (2) and (3), respectively:
2. a. Moussa be kinoo domo-la
Moussa TA the food eat TA
(Moussa will eat the food)
b. *Moussa be domo-la kinoo
c. *Moussa kinoo be domo-la
d. *Kinoo Moussa be domo-la
3. a. Boubacar mag kinoo domo
Boubacar Neg/TA the f. eat
(Boubacar did not eat the food)
b. * Boubacar mag domo kinoo
c. * Boubacar kinoo man domo
d. * Kinoo, Boubacar maij domo
Sentences (2b-d) and (3b-d) are ungrammatical precisely because they /iola-
te the basic S TA DO V word order.
When a sentence contains an inherently double-object verb, the direct
object still occiors preverbally, but the indirect object must follow the
verb, and itself followed by a postposition. Sentences (4b-e) are ungram-
matical because they violate this basic constituent ordering:
4. a. Keo ye kitaaboo dii karandirilaa la
the man TA the book give the tacher to
(The man gave the book to the teacher)
b. •Keo' ye' karandirilaa (la) dii kitaaboo
c. *Keo ye karandirilaa
. j^itaaboo '^i^
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d. *Keo ye kitaaboo karandirilaa (la) dii
e. *Keo ye kitaaboo dii karandirilaa
Not only is the postposition l^ inomissible, but the direct and the indi-
rect objects cannot switch places, as shown in (4e) and (4b) respectively.
In summary, the basic word order of Mandingo simplex sentences appears to
be strictly fixed, and there are no transformations known to us that can
alter it.
1.2 Tense-aspect marking : Another constituent of the sentence that needs
to be mentioned here is the tense-aspect marker (TA) . Unlike many African
languages (e.g. Bantu languages), the tense-aspect markers in Mandingo are
are independent words, as illustrated in (1) through (4), with the excep-
tion of the future tense, in which there seems to be a double tense marking,
the second TA, l^ being suffixed to the verb (cf. 2a). Furthermore, the
tense-aspect markers usually occur before the DO and the verb in transiti-
ve constructions. This can be seen in((S) below:
5. a. Boubacar ye bun-daa yele
Boubacar TA the door open
(Boubacar opened the door)
b. "Boubacar bun-daa ye yele
c. * Boubacar bun-daa yele ye
Sentences (5b) and (5c) are ungrammatical precisely because the tense-aspect
marker ye has been moved from its preverbal pre-DO position. This raises
the question about the underlying structure of the verb with respect to the
constituent TA in general. For instrance, are all TA preverbal or postverbal
Apart from the la_ suffix of the future tense, there is one instance where TA
occurs after the verb, and that is with past intransitive verbs. This is il-
lustrated in (6)
.
6. a. Kambaanoo sori ta kunkoo to
the boy go early TA the farm to
(The boy went early to the farm)
b. * Kambaanoo ta sori kunkoo to
/ X
c. * Kambaanoo ye sori kunkoo to
In (6), not only is the past tense marker of sori realized differently from
that of yele 'open' in (5), but it occurs after the verb. Given the fact
that both ta and ye indicate past tense, as is shown in (6) and (5) respec-
tively, the question then arises whether they should be generated sepera-
tely or by a single Phrase Structure rule. If all TA markers are to be ge-
nerated by a single rule, the position in which they must be generated is
before the verb ( and before the DO for transitive verbs), this based on dis-
tributional facts, since there are more preverbal surface TA markers than
there are postverbaP. If such a solution is adopted, then a TA movement rule
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will be needed to later move the past intransitive t£ after the verb?
At this point, there is no compelling evidence leading to the adoptioi
of one solution over the other. However, on purely empirical grounds, on<
would expect that if there is a rule for generating the TA marker in the
base, it would operate the same fashion for both transitive and intransi-
tive verbs within the same tense, as is the case in many languages of th<
world. On those grounds therefore, the second alternative, namely generj
ting all TA markers preverbally, and letting a later rule rewrite ^ post'
bally as ta^ whenever the verb is intransitive, will be preferred.
The facts presented thus far seem to suggest that the verb or the inc
rect object is sentence-final, but this is not quite accurate. There are
other constituents that occur sentence-finally, and these include adverb:
expressions.
1.3 Adverbial expressions : Adverbs occur sentence- finally. Adverb prepos
is disallowed, as may be seen in (7):
f //
7. a. Mamadou ye a musu-maa kanu baake
Mamadou TA he wife love much
(Mamadou loves his wife very much)
b. *Baake, Mamadou ye a musu-maa kanu
c. *Mamadou ye baake a musu-maa kanu
d. *Mamadou ye a musu-maa baake kanu
The sentences in (7b-d) are ill-formed because the adverb baake has beei
moved from its sentence- final position. The point to be made here is tha'
there is in Mandingo a class of complementizers which share with adverbs
the characteristic of being sentence-final, and one question that will bi
examined is whether or not they can be treated as such.
To sum up this section, we have shown that Mandingo simple sentences
have a fixed S TA DO V word order, that based on empirical grounds, om
would want to generate preverbally all TAs and let a later rule move
the past intransitive TA marker after the verbs and realize it as ta, am
finally that adverbs are sentence-final in Mandingo. Given such a distr:
but ion of constituents, and given the fact that object complement clau:
are generally assumed to be cases of complex direct objects, one would
expect them to be preverbal in Mandingo, as is the case with regular
object complements. But as we shall see in a little while, this is not
quite the case.
2.0 OBJECT COMPLEMENT CLAUSE STRUCTURE
There are two types of complementizers in Mandingo. Among the compl<
mentizers of Type I , which we shall refer to as clause-initial complemei
tizers, three will be dealt with here. They are : ko, fo, and ni'n , which
can be loosely rendered respectively as 'that', 'if, whether', and 'if,
when'. Type II complementizers (henceforth called non- initial complement:
zers) are : da-min 'where', na-min 'how' and tuma-min 'when*. Consider
first the clause-initial complementizers.
I
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2.1 Clause-initial complementizers: The occurrence of these complementi-
zers is exemplified in (8). These exemples suggest a partial similarity
in the distribution of these complementizers. However, they do not have
the same distribution, as shown in (9):
8. a. Moussa ye a Ion (ko) luntago taa ta (le)
a
Moussa TA it know that the visitor leave TA ptl
CMoussa knows that the visitor has left)
b. Moussa ye n nininkaa fo luntaijo taa ta (le)
Moussa TA me ask if / whet her the visitor lea. TA ptl
(Moussa asked me if the visitor has left)
c. Moussa te a lon-na nig luntano taa ta (le)
Moussa Neg/TA know TA \i_ the visitor leave TA ptl
(Moussa will not know if the visitor has left)
r*fo'A
9. a. Moussa laa ta S (ko>r luntano taa ta (le)
l^nin J
Moussa certain TA COMP the visitor lea. TA ptl
(Moussa is certain that the visitor has left)
r^o •)
ye n nininkaa S fo > luntarjo taa ta (le)
*-*nii)'
COMP t
visitor ha
[ foJ
Moussa
Moussa TA me ask he visit, leave TA ptl
(Moussa asked me if the s left)
c. N si naa a je< ninf i faa-maa be son-na (le)
we TA come it see COMP you father TA agree ptl
(We shall see if your father agrees)
In (9a) the verb laa 'be certain' can cooccur onlv with ko. In (9b), on the
other hand, only Jo can cooccur with the verb nininkaa 'ask'. The verb j_e
'see' in (9c) can cooccur with both nin and fo^, but not with k£. It follows
from these observations that there are cooccurrence restrictions between verb
and complementizers in Mandingo, since , as illustrated in (9), not every
verb takes every complementizer. Therefore it will be necessary to subcate-
gorize verbs with respect to complementizers, as is done in English comple-
mentation. It remains to be determined whether this subcategorization should
be based on the Factivity/Non-factivity dichotomy proposed by Kiparsky and
Kiparsky (1970), or if it should be based on implicative verbs, as defined
by Karttunen (1974). In a study on predicate complement clauses in
Bambara, a closely related language, .\madou Toure (1975) presents an ana-
lysis which follows the semantic categorization proposed by Karttunen for
English. It is not known, at this point in the research, how applicable a
similar analysis will be to Mandingo. This question cannot be adequately
answered here without going beyond the scope of the present paper. However
it seems that an analysis a-la Karttunen would give insightfull results
about the semantics of complementation in Mandingo.
In addition to verb classes, the choice of the complementizer is also
sensitive to the tense of the verb. In sentence (10a) , the verb Ion cannot
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cooccur with either f£ or nin in the past tense; however, when the same
verb Ion is in the future tense, it can cooccur with all three initial
complementizers, as shown in (lOb-d)
:
'fo
10. a, Moussa ye a log nun ^(ko)l luntaijo taa ta (le)r ' 1 '
'
Uko) I
Moussa TA it know before COMP the visit, leave TA ptl
(Moussa knew that the visitor has left)
b. Moussa be a lon-na (ko) luntago taa ta (le)
Moussa TA it know TA that the visitor leave TA ptl
(Moussa will know that the visitor has left)
c. Moussa be a lon-na fo luntarjo taa ta (le)
Moussa TA it know TA whether the vis. leave TA ptl
(Moussa will know whetehher the visistor has left)
d. Moussa be a lon-na nin luntano taa ta (le)
Moussa TA it know TA if the visitor leave TA ptl
(Moussa will know if the visitor has left)
.
Another feature , which bears crucially on the choice of the complemen-
tizer, is Negation. '.Vhen (10a) is negated, as is done in (11), only nin can-
not cooccur with the verb Ion
,
both fo and ko are acceptable, as attested
in (11a and b)
:
"~^
11. a. Moussa maij a Ion nui] fo luntaijo taa ta (le)
Moussa Neg/TA it know before whether the vis. leave TA ptl
(Moussa did not know whether the visitor has left)
b. Moussa mai) a loij nui} ( ko) luntaijo taa ta (le)
Moussa Neg/TA it know before that the vis, leave TA ptl
(Moussa did not know that the visitor has left)
/ /
c. *Moussa man a Ion nuij niij luntano taa ta (le)
Moussa Neg/TA it know before if the visit, leave TA ptl
(Moussa did not know if the visitor has left)
It appears from these facts that information related to whether the verb is
in the affirmative or negative must be incoded in the lexical entry of the
verb so that the appropriate complementizer can be chosen with the appro-
priate verb.
Given the fact that verb classes, tense and negation bear crucially on
the choice of complementizers, and that transformational rules are meaning-
preserving operations, it follows that complementizers will have to be
given in the base by Phrase Structure rules a-la Bresnan (1972). They canno
be derived transformationally a-la Rosenbaum (1967), for otherwise we would
not be able to explain these distributional facts.
The next question that we will address ourselves to is how to account
for the expletive pronoun a 'it', which surfaces in the DO position of (8a)
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repeated in (12) for convenience:
12. a. Moussa ye a^ Ion (ko) luntaijo taa ta (le)
Moussa TA it know that the visitor leave TA ptl
(Moussa knows that the visitor has left)
b. *Moussa ye lorj (ko) luntarjo taa ta (le)
c. *Moussa ye [ (ko) luntaijo taa ta (le) J Ion
Sentence (12b) is ungrammat ical because the pronoun a^ has been omitted; (12
is ungraminatical because the complement clause occupies the DO position.
These facts raise two questions: (i) how do we derive the expletive pronoun
£; (ii) how do we derive the object complement postverbally, given the fact
that regular direct objects always occur preverbally. Two alternative so-
lutions can be suggested: (i) to assume that the expletive pronoun £ is a
dummy pronoun, with no semantic content, generated in the base to fill the
DO position, because, for a reason to be specified, the object complement
cannot occupy this position, or (ii) assume that it is derived transforma-
tionally via some sort of a pronominal izat ion rule consecutive to a move-
ment of the object complement clause to the right. Let us examine each of
these approaches in turnr
2.1.1 If the expletive pronounis to be derived transformationally, the
deep structure of (12a) would look as follows:
13. a.
Moussa
To derive the correct surface structure, an obligatory right-dislocation
rule would apply to NP., and sister-adjoin it to VP; subsequent to this mo-
vement rule, a pronoun'^copy of NP- is generated in the position NP^ has
just vacated. The result of this operation would yield the surface
structure of sentence (12a), represented by the P-marker in (l^b):
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Moussa (le)
Such an approach would not be unprecedented in Mande languages, since it
has been adopted by Amadou Toure (1975) for the derivation of Bambara object
complement clauses. It also follows an intuitive notion that object comple-
ment clauses functioning generally as regular direct object complementSj ought
to be generated
^^ ^he DO position in Mandingo, that is before the main
verb. In addition, to claim that the movement of NP^ must leave a pronoun
copy would not involve creating a new rule, since all movement rules in this
language must leave a replacive pronoun. This can be seen in (14), where
left- and right-dislocation are allowed, but not topicalization:
14. a. Kambaanoo ye kmoo
the boy TA the food
(The boy ate the food)
b. KinDO, kambaanoo ye
the food the boy TA
(The food, the boy ate it)
domo
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that all movement rules must leave a replacive pronoun will be brought in
connection with the discussion on relative clause formation.
Although this solution appears attractive, it presents a flaw in that
the underlying structure that we would have to posit for (12a) is ungram-
matical, as is shown in:
12. c. *Moussa ye [ (ko) luntarjo taa ta (le) ] Ion
A complement clause introduced by ko or any other clause-initial complemen-
tizer cannot occupy the direct object position in Nlandingo.
Further, if the movement analysis were to be adopted, right-dislocation
would have to be an obligatory rule; and this would be ad hoc since it does
not behave as such elsewhere in the language (cf. 12a 5c). Furthermore, it
is not clear at this point whether complement clauses can be treated as
Noun Phrases, as this analysis assumes, since, as (12c) shows, they lack
one property of Noun Phrases, and that is the ability to function as direct
object complements. In light of this evidence, a movement analysis such
as the one just sketched will not be favored.
2.1.2 If, on the other hand, a Phrase Structure analysis is to be adopted,
the deep structure of (12a) will look like (15a)
15. a.
Moussa ko luntajjo taa ta
PRO would be, as mentioned earlier, a dummy pronoun, generated in the base
to occupy the direct object position, since, as was shown in (12c), com-
plement clauses cannot function as direct objects in this language, there-
fore cannot be preverbal. The requirement that the DO position must be
filled with a pronoun would follow from the fact that transitive verbs in
this language are strongly transitive: their objects cannot be omitted.
This characteristic is attested by the ungrammaticality of (16b 5 c)
:
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16. a. Saajio ye naamoo domo
the sheep TA the grass eat
(The sheep ate the grass)
b. *Saajio ye domo
(The sheep ate)
c. *Saajio ye domo
(The sheep ate)
Grammatical if meaning : that the sheep be eaten.
d. Saajio ye domoroo ke
the sheep TA eating do
(The sheep did (some) eating, or, the sheep ate)
Further, the omission of an object in a construction such as (16c) leads
to a subjunctive passive interpretation. In fact, if the high tone is
not omitted on the tense-aspect marker of (16b), it can in no way be given
the passive interpretation of (16c), since the high tone on TA in (16b)
automatically gives this sentence an active meaning. The absence of the
DO would make the sentence ungrammatical. The only way to get the English
meaning ' the sheep ate' is to nominalize the verb domo and use it as di-
rect object of the verb ke^ 'to do'. This process, however, confirms our
contention that finite transitive verbs always require a direct object.
This requirement is met in (12a), although it does not explain why the
embedded clause cannot occupy the direct object position, as intuitively
suspected. An attempt will be made later in the paper to provide an expla-
nation for this behavior of embedded clauses, on the basis of semantic and
syntactic properties that they exhibit.
A second argument; that ray be advanced in favor of the Phrase Structure
analysis^ isoassive^ , since passivization involves in part the movement
of a subject' into object position and object into subject position. If
the expletive pronoun £ is the underlying direct object in a sentence such
as (17a), it ought to show up in subject position in the passive counter-
part of this sentence:
17. a. Moo doo ye a loi) (ko) luntago taa ta
Person some TA it know that the visitor leave TA
(Someone knows that the visitor has left)
f y y / / "
b. A Ion ta ko luntaijo taa ta
it known TA/be that the vis. leave TA
(It is known that the visitor has left)
c. *Ko luntago taa ta Ion ta
that the vis. leave TA know TA
(That the visitor has left is known)
The pronoun a_ does appear in subject position in (1Tb) as expected, the
unspecified agent of this sentence being deleted. F-j^-ther, the complement
clause [ ko' luntano taa ta ] cannot function as subject, as attested by the
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ungrammaticality of (17c).
A further piece of evidence in support of the Phrase Structure analysis
is that a_ never surfaces when the main verb is intransitive, like lafi
•want' , in (18)
:
18. a. Moussa lafi ta dondikoo la
Moussa want TA the shirt PP
(Moussa wants the shirt)
. ^., fye dondikoo lafi I
b. *Moussa K ,. '
, ^ » ,. -X\dondikoo lafi ta (la)J
c. Moussa lafi ta fo luntano si taa
Moussa want TA COMP the vis. TA go
(Moussa wants that the visitor leave )
J *w fye a lafi [ c' ^ ' J •.d. *Moussa < , -. ,. ^ fo luntano si taa
la lafi ta (la}| -'
As expected, the pronoun £ does not surface with the verb lafi 'want' in
(18d), because, as attested by the ungrammaticality of (18b), this verb is
intransitive. It follows from this observation that the presence of £ in
sentences such as (12a) must be linked with the fact that the main verb
in this sentence is transitive. In addition, the simple fact that we can
obtain object complement clauses with intransitive verbs is evidence that
they are not direct objects underlyingly, and that they should not be
generated in direct object position in Mandingo. It has already been shown
that embedded clauses cannot function as subjects. This observation will
become crucial later in the paper, as we attempt to characterise complement
clauses as'complex structures' , that is a class of structures that cannot
bear any syntactic relationship in Mandingo. A preliminary s>"ntactic and
semantic characterization of this class of structures will be presented
later. '
So far, we have dealt with only one t>'pe of complementirers, namely
clause-initial complementizers. However, unlike many languages, Mandingo
has a second type of complementizers, non-clause- initial complementizers.
These complementizers will constitute the subject matter of the next sec-
tion.
2.2 Non-clause- initial complementizers: In addition to displaying the
pronoun £ in object position when the main verb is transitive, these com-
plementizers share the following characteristics: First, they all end in min
which makes them look like the equivalents of English WH-complementizers,
since min , as it will become apparent in a moment , does function indepen-
dently as relative pronoun. The sentences in (19) exemplify their occur-
rence: /
19. a. Moussa ye a Ion L J luntaijo taa ta na-mig
Moussa TA it know the visitor leave TA how
(Moussa knows how the visitor left/went)
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on [9 Jb. Moussa ye a log i ^ luntago taa ta tuma-min
Moussa TA it know the visitor leave TA when
(Moussa knows when the visitor left/ went)
Moussa ye a Ion \0 T lununtano taa ta da-nil^
Moussa TA it know ~ 'the visitor leave TA where
(Moussa knows where the visitor went)
The three words na-min 'how', tuma-miq 'when' and da-min 'where' seem to
function as genuine complwmentizers, since ko 'that', which was previously
accepted by the verb Ion in^the same tense in (12a) cannot cooccur with
this verb when na-min , tuma-min and da-min are present in the embedded
clause. The arguements that were presented for clause-initial complemen-
tizers, namely that they are sensitive to verb classes, and to some extent
to negation and tense, apply to these complemtizers too. It fellows from this
observation that if the evidence for deriving clause-initial complementi-
zers in the base is accepted, non-clause-initial complementizers must also
be derived in the base.
The second characteristic shared by all non-clause-initial comolemen-
tizers is precisely that they never occur in clause-initial position. In
other words, if Mandingo Phrases Structure rules were to assign uniformly
a clause-initial COMP to all complement clauses, then it would have to be
assumed that the complementizers of these clauses never move into COMP.
This can be seen in (20), where, by moving the complementizer into a posi-
tion right at the beginning of the embedded clause, we obtain a reading in
which the complementizer becomes a constituent of the higher clause. The
higher clause in (20) is in fact incomplete, if it is not embedded in ano-
ther higher clause. Evidence that the fronted complementizer is no longer
a constituent of the lowest clause is that tjiat clause can be introduced
by an independent complementizer, such as ko, as exemplified in (20):
20. a. Moussa ye a loij na-min (ko) luntano taa ta
Moussa TA it know how that the vis. leave TA
(.... how Moussa knew that the visitor has left)
b. Moussa ye a Ion tuma-min (ko) luntano taa ta
Moussa TA it know when that the visitor leave TA
(.... when Moussa knew that the visitor has left)
c. Moussa ye a Ion da-miq (ko) luntano taa ta
Moussa TA it know where that the visitor leave TA
(.... where Moussa where that the visitor has left)
What is happening here is sim^ily that the complementizer, by occurring at
the end of the higher clause, makes it subordinate. This is only natural,
given its distributional characteristics. As stated earlier, the sentences
in (20)need to be embedded in higher clause to have a completed meaning.
Such an embedding is provided in (21);
21. a. Safy nma ta Moussa ye a Ion na-mir] (ko)luntaijo taa ta
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(Safy forgot how Moussa knew that the visitor has left)
^ I > I / • //
b. Safy nina ta Moussa ye a I03 tuma-nin (ko) luntarjo taa ta
(Safy forgot when Moussa knew that the visitor has left)
c. Sary nina ta Moussa ye a log da-mir^ ( ko ) luntajo taa ta
(Safy forgot where Moussa knew (learnt) that the visitor has
left)
Third, none of the non-clause-initial complement iiej-s is omissible. As
stated earlier, the only omissible complementizer is k£, so that whenever
there is a missing complementizer, it is automatically interpreted as koT.
Fourth, all Miij-complement J clauses are preferred in their nominalized
forms, shown in (22):
22. a. Moussa ye luntaT)o taa-naa log
Moussa TA the visit, leave manner/way know
(Lit. Moussa knows the visitor's manner/way of going)
'
. .
// '
b. Moussa ye luntar)o taa-tumoo lo^
Moussa TA the visit, leave time know
(Moussa knows the visitor's departure time)
c. Moussa ye luntago taa-dulaa log
Moussa TA the visit, leave place know
(Moussa knows the visitor's whereabouts
The glosses for sentences (22a-c) are to be considered as approximated
translations, since this kind of nominalization, although very common in
Manding, does not have any real equivalence in English.
One important characteristic that Mirj- complement clauses share with
COMP-initial clauses is that they cannot function as subjects or direct
objects, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (23a S b)
:
>- , , y > fda-mii) "|
23. a. *Moussa ye [ luntano taa ta tuma-mir)| ] loij
^
[na-mig J
...
fda-miij » ^
^
b. * [Luntano taa ta ituma-miijr J ye n jaakali
[na-miij J
(Where/when/how the visitor left/went baffled me)
/
. ,, ,
fda-mij
^
, ^
c. [Luntano taa ta stuma-mip^ ] , wo ye n jaakali
Ina-min J
(Where/when/how the visitor left/went
.
that baffled me)
Sentences (23a % b) are ungrammatical because the complement clause occu-
pies respectively direct object and subject positions. The only way the
object complement clause construction can be made grammatical is by genera-
tinp <tto the right of the main verb, as in (19a-c), the preverbal DO
position being filled by the pronoun £ 'it'. Similarly, the only way the
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subject complement clause construction can be made grammatical in (23b)
is by generating it in the left, in some sort of a focus position, and
letting the demonstrative pronoun wo 'that' function as the real subject.
A similar phenomenon has already been observed with initial-complementizer
clauses.
2.2.1 Derivation : Given these distributional characteristics, how do we
derive Mirj- complement clauses ? There seems to be two alternative solu-
tions: the first and most straightforward would be to treat them as regu-
lar complementizers, and devise some mechamism for generating them in the
base. Whether they would be generated by a single rule together with clause-
initial complementizers, or by a seperate rule, is an issue to be settled
somehow. The second alternative would be to treat than as instances of
relative pronominalizatiop; this would be based on the fact that miq func-
tions independently as a relative pronoun ( not a relative marker, since
it agrees in number ), in which case the first morphemes of these comple-
mentizers would have to be treated as seperate NPs. Let us examine in turn
these two alternatives, starting with the last one.
2.2.1.1. Relative clause formation in Mandingo involves two major rules:
(1) RCF proper , which is divided into three subrules: (a) relative prono-
minalization, (b) relative fronting and Cc) anaphorization, and, (2) left-
extraposition from NP, which moves the whole relative construction into
sentence-initial position (cf. Bokamba § Drame', 1978). The head NP, which
dominates but does not precede the embedded NP (since there is left bran-
ching)
,
is the NP that gets relativized, as can be seen in (25a):
24. a. Moussa ye' kitaciboo-lu min-nu saj. Samba ye i je
Moussa TA the book pi which pi buy Samba TA them see
(Samba saw the books that Moussa bought)
(Lit: The books that Moussa bought. Samba saw them)
b. *Samba ye [ Moussa ye kita'aboo-lu min-nu sag] je
c. *Moussa ye kitaaboo-lu min-nu san, Samba ye je
Sentence (24b) is ungrammatical because the second rule, namely left-
extraposition from NP, has not applied. Notice that if the relative cons-
truction was a surface direct object , this is where we would expect it
to occur, between the TA Barker and the main verb je. The behavior of
relative clauses is similar to that of complement clauses in this respect.
The ungrammaticality of (24c) is due to the fact that no anaphoric pronoun
is left in the position previously occupied by the relativized NP. Given
this, the underlying structure for (24a) would be P-marker (25a). To ob-
tain the surface structure in (24a), relative pronominal izat ion would apply
to NP- to chanf^e it into min-nu, the triggering NP being the lower corefe-
rential NP. . Thien relative fronting would lower nin-nu into a position
right after NP and sister-adjoin it to the lower VP. As a consequence of
this movement , a resumptive pronoun i_ 'them' is created in the position
just vacated by min-nu . The second rule of RCF, namely left-extraposition
from NP, would then apply on S. to move it into sentence-initial position
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by Chomsky- adjoining it to S . The resulting structure, which is the sur-
face structure of (24a). is represented by P-marker (25b) :
25. a.
Samba ye Moussa ye kitaaboo-lu sag kitaaboo-lu je
b. ^S,,
Moussa ye' kitaaboolu min-nu saij Samba ye je
The most immediate problem we would be faced with, if Miri- complement
clauses were to be derived in this fashion, would be that the last rule of
RCF would have to extrapose to the right , and not to the left as is done
in regular relative clause formation ( cf. Bokamba 5 Drame', 1978), just
in cases where Min-complementizers are involved. This right-extraposition
from .NP would be ad hoc , since it does not apply elsewhere. Assuming that
we did accept this solution however, P-marker (26a) would represent the
deep structure of sentence (19a)
,
(repeated below for convenience):
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19. a. Moussa ye a loj luntaijo taa ta na-mig
Moussa TA it know the visitor leave/go TA how
(Moussa knows how the visitor went)
26. a.
Moussa ye luntano taa
After the application of RCF and right-extraposition from NP, we would
obtain P-marker (26b), to which a late postposition deletion rule would
apply to yield the surface structure in (19a):
Moussa ye
There is no independent motivation for the right-extraposition from NP,
since as far as we have been able to determine, the rule involved in RCF
extraposes to the left, and not to the right. The second objection to this
analysis is that, if it were adopted, we would violate a constraint on
Mandingo nouns, which prevents relativizing on indefinite nouns. Tuma
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would be the indefinite counterpart of tumoo ' the monent
'
, which would
make it inaccessible to relativizat ion. As for d£ and na, they have no
meaning in isolation, since the indefinite counterparts of their closest
nouns daa 'the door, the way, the price' and naa 'the eye, the manner' are
respectively daa and naa . Therefore we cannot say for sure that we are
dealing with nouns in these two cases. Mandingo indefinite nouns have a
very restricted distribution
. and . as is shown by the unprammatica-
lity of (27a), relativization is one transformation they cannot undergo:
27. a. *Musu min ye' dondika koyoo dur), Alassaan ye a je
a woman who TA dress white def . wear A. TA her see
(Alassaan saw a woman who wore the white dress)ft ^ -"
c. Musoo mil} ye dondika koyoo dun, Alassaan ye a je
woiran def . who TA dress white def. wear A. TA her see
(.\lassaan saw the woman who wore the white dress)
In light of this evidence, a relativization analysis cannot be maintained
for Min-complementizers
2.2.1,2 The only alternative left then is to treat Miij-complementiiers as
regular complementizers, and devise a mechanism for generating them. Since
these complementizers never occur in clause-initial position, Mandingo may
be considered as a language that has not one, but two types of complemen-
tizers, at least on the surface. Two alternative solutions can be sugges-
ted: it can be assumed (i) that Phrase Structure rules generate both clause-
initial and non-clause-initial complementizers at the same time in the base
but in two different positions, or (ii) that all complementizers are gene-
rated clause-initially, the surface position of Miij-complementizers being
the result of a movement into clause-final position. Let us examine these
two approaches in turn, starting with the first one.
The first alternative would consist, as stated, in generating both types
of complement clauses by a single Phrase Structure rule, the complementizers
being at two different positions. Such a rule may tentatively be formulated
as:
28.
fCOKPx S
is CCMFv
b. COMPx >(ko, fo', nirj )
c. COMPy ^ (na-mirj, tuma-miij, da-mirj)
As it stands, rule (28) should be able to generate most, if not all, Man-
dingo complementizers. The variable Z stands for materials such as adver-
bial expressions, which, like Min-complementizers, occur clause-finally,
as stated earlier in Section (l.:>). Non-clause-initial complementizers
share with adverbs the characteristic of occurring after therverb, although
there is a strict order when both occur in the same clause:
^
^pkunur) da-mir) 1
29. Moussa ye a Ion Karim taa ta[ da-mir) (kunui})J
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(Moussa knows where Karim went (yesterday))
One consequence of rule (28) is the recognition that Mandingo has two
different types of complementizers, this based on surface distributional
facts. However, as we saw in (12c), (17), (23) and (24), the two types of
complement clauses share a striking characteristic, which is their inabi-
lity to function as subject or object. This suggests that there is a poten-
tial generalization on complement clauses that must be captured by the
grammar. Within the framework just examined, this similarity will be trea-
ted as accidental . An ideal solution would be one in which the two com-
plement structures would be generated by the same rule. This leads to the
second alternative, namely generating all complementizers clause-initially,
having a later rule move the complementizer after the verb, whenever COMP
is filled by a Miij-complementizer. The Phrase Structure rule that is needed
then is 5
,
as prcposed by Bresnan (1973), namely :
30. § fr COMP S
Another motivation for this analysis is the need to preserve the basic
structure of the sentence, in that Mirj-comp lementizers are semantically
understood to be averbs. In this language, adverbs occur sentence-finally.
Thus non-clause-initial complementizers would be marked with the feature
[ + Adv ] and clause-initial complementizers with the feature [ - Adv ]
Similarly to complement clauses, relative constructions cannot function
as direct object, as attested by the ungrammaticality of (24b) (repeated
below)
, or as subject:
24. b. *SaiTiba ye [ Moussa ye kitaaboo-lu min-nu saij] je
Subj
.
'do V
31. a. * [Moussa ye kitaaboolu m£n-nu sa ] fili ta
Subj V
(The books that Moussa bought got lest)
b. Moussa ye kitaaboo-lu min-nu sai), i^ fili ta
(Lit: The books that Moussa bought, they got lost)
Sentence (31a) is ungrammatical because the relative construction is func-
tioning as the subject of the fili ta . For this sentence to become gramma-
tical, the relative construction must be located in a focus position to
the left, while the pronoun i^ 'they' functions as the real subject. It
follows from this observation that whatever principle is involved in pre-
venting compleirent clausesfrom surfacing in subject and object position in
this language is very likely to be tbe same principle that prevents rela-
tive constructions from surfacing in the same two positions. Therefore,
our grammar must be able to capture this generalization; the next section
will present an attempt to characterize this behavior of embedded cons-
tructions.
3.0 SBiANTIC CHARACTERIZATION
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If the complementizer movement solution is adopted, then we could de-
fine Complex structure as:
32. A structure is complex if it can be underlyingly characte-
rized as :
(i) COMP S, or,
(ii) S NP
This definition appears to be simpler, in that if S were to generate two
types of complement clauses, as suggested in (28), the structural descrip-
tion of (32) would have to include three instead of two structures. The
COMP movement analysis therefore helps us make a significant economy. In
addition (32) covers both relative constructions and complement clauses.
If (32) goes through, the semantical ly inspired conspiracy that is
attested in Mandingo can be stated as:
33. Complex Structure Conspiracy (CSC )
:
No complex structure can bear a grammatical relation in
Mandingo.
Complex Structures must be understood as different from NPs (complex or
simple) , which would explain why they do not undergo certain rules charac-
teristic of NPs or why they do not bear any grammatical relations. The
prediction made by (33) is that whenever a complex structure occurs in
Mandingo, it will be a choheur, in a focus position of some sort. More spe-
cifically, it is claimed that complex structures cannot appear anywhere on
the Accessibility Hierarchy, as defined by Keenan and Comrie (1977). If
this is true, then complex structures ought not to be able to function as
subject, direct object, indirect object, object of postposition, possessor
.NP or object of a comparative particle. We have already shown that both
complement clauses and relative constructions cannot function as subject or
direct object. In the remainning part of the paper, we will attempt to show
that they cannot bear any of the remaining grammatical relations. That com-
plex structures cannot be indirect objects is attested in (34):
34. a. *Moussa ye kunfaa yitandi [musoo min ye dondika koyoo dug] la
Moussa TA the shop show the woman who TA dress white wear to
(Moussa showed the shop to the woman who wore the white dress)
b. [Mus6o min ye' dondika kdyoo dug] , Moussa ye' kunfaa yitandi £ la
(Lit: the woman wha wore the white dress, Moussa showed the shop
to her )
c. *N aa jio sotc^o ninag be' [ ko Ala bala-faa ta n ye] la
we P water having this year be that God have pity us on to
(Our having water this year is due to (the fact) that God had
pity on us)
d. [kd Xla bafaa ta n ye] , n na j i'o sotdo be wo la
(Lit: that God had pity on us, our having water this year is due
to that)
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e. *Moussa maij laa [mus^ ka kodoo soto iTa-mig] la
Moussa Neg/TA have trustthe worn. TA money have how in
(Moussa has no trust in how the woman gets money)
f. Musdo ka kodoo soto na-mig, Moussa man laa wo la
(.Lit: how the woman gets/obtains money, Moussa has no trust in
that )
Sentences (34a, c and e) are ungrammatical because a complex structure is
obi ect of a postposition. Each one of these sentences can be made
grammatical only if a pronoun intervenes to function as indirec object
or object of a postposition ( structurally the same, since both are followed
by a postposition.
Similarly, complex structures cannot function as possessor NPs:
35. a. *[Musoo miij b^ ' bugo kono ] la dondikoo
the woman who be the room inside P the dress
(The woman who is inside the room's dress)
b. [Musdo miij be buno kono], £ la dondikoo
(Lit: the woman who is inside the room, her dress)
c. *[ko Moussa naa ta ] la keo tooftaa ti
that Moussa come TA P making the truth be
(That Moussa has come's being true...)
d. [ Ko Moussa naa ta], wo^ la keo toonaa ti
(Lit: that Moussa has come, that (fact)'s being true...)
In (35a), the relative construction musoo min be bui^o kono 'the woman who is
inside the room' cannot directly function as possessor NP without an inter-
vening pronoun £-'she, her', which in fact bears the grammatical relation
of possessor. The same phenomenon is observed in (35c § d) , in which the
complement clause cannot directly be the possessor of keo toonaa ti 'being
the truth'
.
A similar distribution is attested with objects of comparative particle.
Instances of simple comparison are provided in (36):
36. a. Moussa jarja-yaa ta Fallou ti
Moussa tall TA Fallou be
(Moussa is taller than Fallou)
b. Moussa man jai)a-yaa Fallou ti
Moussa Neg/TA tall Fallou be
(Moussa is not taller than Fallou)
No complex structure can function as object of comparison, as shown in
(37):
37. a. *Fallou jana-yaa ta [ musdo mig ye' dondika koyoo duij ] ti
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(Fallou is taller than the woman who wore the white dress)
b. [Musoo min ye dondika koyoo dun], Fallou jana-yaa ta a ti.
(Lit: the woman who wore the white dress, Fallou is taller
than her)
c. *Kodoo diyaa ta n ye [ko Fallou ye naa iag ] ti
money pref. TA me to that Fallou TA come here be
(I would rather money than that Fallou come here)
d. [Ko Fallou ye naa jar|], kodoo diyaa ta n ye wo ti
(Lit: that Fallou come here, I would rather have money than that]
In (37a § b) , the relative construction cannot function as object of compa-
rison if the pronoun a^ is not used in that position; similarly, the comple-
ment clause in (37c S d) cannot function as object of comparison without the
intervention of the demonstrative wo . It follows from these observations
that complex structure always are chomeur in Mandingo.
"l-O Conclusion : The structure of complement clauses and its relation to
other rules of Mandingo certainly needs further investigation, but we hope
to have suggested one possible analysis that might account for the facts
considered here. We have presented different facts about complement clauses
in Mandingo. We have shown that there are two series of complementizers in
this language: clause- initial and non-clause-initial. These complementizers
bear certain distributional and semantic relationships within and accross
the series. For instance, it is shown that the choice of the appropriate
complementizer is sensitive to semantic features that cannot be incorpo-
rated into the syntactic component, because it involves features, such as
verb class. Negation, tense, which are traditionally dealt with in the
base component of the grammar. The analysis of the complementizers led
naturally to an examination of the structures underlying complement clauses.
We saw in this regard that the main clause of a complement construction
contains an expletive pronoun whenever the verb is transitive. The occur-
rence of this pronoun raised a question about its probable source, and we
argued that it should be generated in the base. The paper also attempted to
show that the inability of complement clauses to function as direct objects
must be understood within the framework of a semantical ly inspired conspi-
racy, which prevents complex structures from surfacing in any position on
the Accessibility Hierarchy. A tentative formal characterization of complex
structures is presented which covers both complement and relative clauses,
based on the fact that they both seem to be unable to bear any grammatical
relations. This raised the question whether complement clauses and relative
constructions should be labelled NP. The evidence presented in this paper
points to the contrary, since both structures lack fundamental characteris-
tics of NPs.
If the analysis proposed here is correct, it will provide further suooort
for Bresnan (1972). Admittedly, there are other possible solutions to the
facts presented here, but it seems to us that regardless of the approach
one takes, the distributional characteristics of complementizers stronplv
argue tor a Phrase Structure analysis.
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I would like to thank Professors C. Kisseberth and J. L. Morgan for
their comments and suggestions on a earlier version of this paper. My
special thanks to my academic adviser, Professor E. G. Bokamba for his
invaluable comments and continued guidance throughout the preparation of
this paper. Any remaining errors are off course my sole responsibility.
2Mandingo, like many African languages, is a tone language. The lan-
guage has basically two categories of tones: semantic and derived tones.
Semantic (or underlying) tones, the patterns of which might be changed
through the interaction of different tone rules, (thus deriving secondary
or derived tones) serve, among other things, to differentiate a great num-
ber of minimal pairs, such as:
baa : 'the goat' baa : 'the sea, the mother'
faloo : 'the luck' faloo : 'the stick'
fantano: 'the orphan, on father's side' fantano: 'variety of fish'
Only semantic tones are mentioned in the paper: a high tone corresponding
to an acute accent, and the low tone to the absence of any mark on the
vowel
.
3Other preverbal TA markers are: k£ and buka repectively for affirmative
and negative present habitual; be and _te for affirmative and negative future;
ye and kana for affirmative and negative subjunctive....
4 It is not known at this point whether the past TA movement would have to
be a pre-cyclic or cyclic rule. Further research is needed to clarify this
point.
^ Le is a focusing particle (ptl) used to cleft NPs without any movement,
as below:
Mamadou ye Fatou kanu
Mamadou ye Fatou le kanu
Mamadou le ye' Fatou kanu
Mamadou loves Fatou
It is Fatou that Mamadou loves
It is Mamadou who loves Fatou
However, the same particle l_e can be used to focus finite verbs:
Mamadou ye Fatou kanu(le): Mamadou does love Fatou.
"It is not certain at this point whether passive, as it is known in
languages such as English, does exist in Mandingo as a transformation, since
there is a considerable meaning difference between active sentences and
their passive counterparts, which would be difficult to account for in a
transformational analysis . To illustrate our point, given the active sen-
tence (a), there are three possible candidates as its passive counterparts,
each one of them having a marked meaning connected to the postpositions
that introduces the by complement:
I
(a) .Moussa ye kumoo fo
(b).Kumoo fo ta Moussa bulu
(c). Kumoo fo ta Moussa fee
(d). Kumoo fo ta Moussa la
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'Moussa said the word'
'the word was said bv^ Moussa by mistake '
'the word was said by Moussa
, but he
regret ed it '
'the word was said by means of Moussa '
It may turn out that, as argued by Welmers (1978), that passive does not
exist nor only in Mandingo, but in Mande languages in general. However, if
passive is to be considered as a transformation, we must devise a mechanism
to incorporate the extra-meaning connected to the three postpositions fo,
bulu and ia_ into the rule of passive, so that the desired mapping is ope-
rated, whenever the by-complement is expressed.
7. The definite form of a noun is obtained by adding the -o_ suffix to
its indefinite form:
dindirj+o
tantaT)+o
- dindirjo 'the child'
-* tantarjo 'the drum'
i^Tien the word ends in a short vowel, the final vowel assimilateszto the -o
suffix:
kambaani+o
sui)gutu+o
-» kambaanoo 'the boy'
-^ suijgutoo 'the girl'
When the noun ends in a long vowel, the final vowel is deleted when the
suffix is added:
ll + O
ee+0
aa+o
-{> 10
-t eo
-^ aa
tii+o ^ tio 'the feather'
kee+o » keo 'the man'
kordaa+o ( kordaa 'the house'
8. The nature of the Complementizer movement rule is yet to be fully inves-
tigated, if this solution is accepted.
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ON THE INADEQUACY OF A GRAMMATICAL
RELATION REFERRING RULE IN BANTU *
Kathryn Speed Hodges and Susan U. Stucky
In this paper we argue that a rule of Passive for HiBena
(a Bantu language) formulated in a strictly relational grammar
framework is not an adequate characterization. Instead, we argue
that mention must be made of the number of NP's and their struc-
ture in the environment of the rule. The paper is organized in
the following fashion. Section 1 introduces the problem. In
Section 2 we discuss the restriction on passivization of loca-
tives. It is argued that the environments in which passiviza-
tion does not occur is not characterizable in relational terms.
In Section 3 we present a second relational treatment, i.e. the
promotion of locatives to direct object status before passivi-
zation. We argue against such a solution. We conclude that if
Passive in HiBena is formulated as a grammatical relation chang-
ing rule, then this rule is affected by purely structural aspects
of its environment.
1.0. Introduction
Within a relational grammar framework (RG)
,
grammatical relations such
as subject, direct object, and indirect object are taken to be primitives.
Certain rules are claimed to operate by referring to these primitives
rather than to linear order or hierarchical structures, as in a classical
transformational treatment. One rule that has been given a relational
formulation is that of Passive (Perlmutter and Postal (1977)). The RG
treatment of Passive claims that the subject of an active sentence is de-
moted so that it no longer bears any grammatical relation to the verb. The
direct object is promoted to subject. We consider in this paper the formu-
lation of the rule of Passive, in HiBena, a Bantu language. In particular,
we address the passivization of locatives, which is neither characterizable
in terms of a promotion of the locative to direct object (a step that is
required in strict adherance to the RG framework) nor generalizable by any
rule that is strictly grammatical relation referring. To account for passi-
vization of locatives in HiBena in a general fashion, one must distinguish
between NP's with prepositional marking and those without (i.e. unmarked
NP's). The data suggest that if Passive is to be treated as a grammatical
relation changing rule in HiBena, then this rule need not be strictly gram-
matical relation referring.
2.0. Passivization as a grammatical relation changing rule In HiBena
If Passive is to be characterized as a grammatical relation changing
rule in HiBena, then we can relate the sentences in (1) below in the follow-
ing fashion. We find that the direct object of the active sentence in (la)
appears in subject position of the corresponding passive sentence in (lb),
and triggers subject agreement on the verb. In addition, the subject which
has been demoted appears in a by-phrase, and passive morphology shows up on
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the verb.
1. (a), umudala a-gulile umwenda
woman ag-buy cloth
'(the) woman bought (the) cloth'
(b) . umwenda gwa-gulil-we n-umudala
cloth ag-buy-pass by-woman
'(the) cloth was bought by (the) woman'
Locatives also passivize in parallel fashion. In (2a) below a loca-
tive appears following an intransitive verb in an active sentence, and in
(2b) this locative appears as subject of the passive verb, triggering sub-
ject agreement. The subject of (2a) shows up in (2b) in the same by-phrase
that was noted for passlvization of direct objects in (1) above.
2. (a), umusehe a-bahile mu-myumba
old man ag-remain in-house
' (the) old man remained in (the) house'
(b) . mu-nyumba mwa-bahil-we n-umusehe
in-house ag-remain-pass by-old man
'in (the) house was remained (in) by the (old) man'
It is important to note that the passlvization of locatives is not
restricted to sentences containing intransitive verbs. (3a) below shows
a locative occurring along with a direct object in a transitive sentence.
In (3b) the locative has become the subject of the corresponding passive
verb. The strategy is again parallel to that of the passlvization of
direct objects in (1) and that of the locatives in (2).
3. (a), umudala a-nyamulile Ihidoto mu-hijiji
woman ag-carry basket to-village
'(the) woman carried (the) basket to (the) village'
(b)
.
mu-hijiji mwa-nyamulil-we ihidoto n-umudala
to-village ag-carry basket by-woman
'to (the) village was carried (the) basket by (the) woman'
2.1. A restriction on passlvization of locatives
Passivization of locatives is not unrestricted, however. Locatives
do not undergo passlvization when two unmarked object NP's occur in the
same sentence.*' Relevant two-object constructions include benefactives
(including both beneficiaries and recipients), causatives, and instrumen-
tals. Sections (2.2 - 2.4) below include discussions of each of these types
in turn. It is argued that the two NP's which block passivization are al-
ways unmarked (i.e. not in prepositional phrases) and that these NP's do not
fall into any coherent relational categories.
2.2. Beneficiaries and recipients
The first construction under consideration is one which signals the
presence of either a recipient or a beneficiary (when the verb is intransi-
tive) in addition to a patient (when the verb is transitive) . We will use
the cover term benefactive for both recipients and beneficiaries. Such con-
structions are signalled by the appearance of a verbal suffix, called the
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applied suffix by Bantuists. When the two object NP's occur, they are both
unmarked.
The sentences in (4) seem to be related to the structures in (5) below
in which the recipients or beneficiaries occur as prepositional indirect
objects. The unmarked object then is treated as a direct object.
4. (a), uraugosi i-hwandih-ila umudala ibaluwa
man ag-write-app woman letters
'(the) man is writing (the) woman letters'
(b) . umugosi a-vih-iye umudala if inu ifyolof
i
man ag-put aside-app/T woman things many
'(the) man put aside (for) (the) woman many things'
5. (a) umugosi i-hwandiha ibaluwa hwa umudala
man ag-write letters to woman
'(the) man is writing letters to (the) woman'
(b) umugosi a-vihile if inu ifyolofi hwa ajili ya umudala
man ag-put aside things many for woman
'(the) man put aside many things for (the) woman'
The sentences in (A) and (5) can be related by a dative movement type rule,
which in RG is formulated as the promotion of the indirect objects in (5)
to direct object status in (4). RG predicts that such a promotion rule
should cause the underlying direct object to lose its relation to the verb
and become a chomeur, a noun no longer bearing any relation to the verb and
unable, therefore, to undergo any further promotion rules (i.e. Passive).
As predicted, only the underlying indirect object is accessible to Passive
in structures like (4). In (6a) we find that the unmarked indirect object
passivizes and in (6b) we find that the underlying direct object no longer
passivizes, although it does when the indirect object is not promoted (6c).
6. (a), umudala a-hwandih-ilil-we ibaluwa n-umugosi
woman ag-write-app /T-pass letters by-man
'(to) (the) woman were written letters by (the) man'
*(b). ibaluwa dza-hwandih-ilil-we umudala n-umugosi
letters ag-write-T/app-pass woman by-man
(c). ibaluwa dza-hwandih-ilwe hwa umudala n-umugosi
letters ag-write-T/pass to woman by-man
'letters were written to (the) woman by (the) man'
One RG analysis of sentences like (4), then, is that they contain an
underlying indirect object, which is in fact a derived direct object, and
an underlying direct object which is a chomeur, no longer accessible to
Passive. A further observation that will become relevant is that sentences
like (6c) (which permit only passivization of the direct object in contrast
to (4) contain a prepositional indirect object.
We now take up the passivization of locatives in such structures. Com-
pare the examples in (7) below. (7a) shows that a locative may passivize
in a structure containing the prepositional indirect object and a direct
object. (7b) shows that locatives may passivize when the only object of a
verb is the indirect object. (7c), on the other hand shows that passiviza-
tion of a locative is blocked when two non-prepositional objects (a pro-
moted indirect object and a demoted direct object) appear.
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7. (a), mu-hijiji mwa-nyamulll-we ihidoto hwa aglll ya umusehe n-umudala
to-village ag-carry-pass basket for old man by-woman
'to (the) village was carried (the) basket for (the old man by
(the) woman'
(b) . mu-nyumba mwa-bah-ilil-we avana n-umusehe
in-house ag-remain-app/T-pass children by-old man
'in (the) house was remained (for) (the) children by (the) old man'
*(c). mu-hijiji rawa-nyamul-ilil-we umusehe ihidoto n-umudala
in-village ag-carry-app/T-pass old man basket by-woman
The data show that the presence of two relation bearing NP's ( terms
in a RG framework) does not block passivization of locatives since locatives
do passivize in (7a), which contains both a direct object and an indirect
object. The data also show that we cannot restrict locative passive by
saying that it cannot occur in structures containing a promoted indirect
object because locative passive is permitted in sentences like (7b). A
generalization that expresses the problem evidenced by (7a) and (7c) in
strictly relational terms is difficult. We could attempt to formulate this
relationally by referring to the fact that the two unmarked NP's were
direct objects at some point; the demoted direct object was a direct object
to begin with and the benedi iary is a derived direct object. The claim
would then be that there are too many direct objects (one derived and one
underlying) for a locative to passivize. One might try to save a rela-
tional treatment by claiming that it is the presence of a chomeur rather
than two direct objects in (7c) which blocks locative Passive. We will
return to this argument in Section 2. But a further generalization does
emerge. (7c) has two unmarked NP's, i.e. two noun phrases without preposi-
tions, while (7a) and (7b) have only one.
2.3. Causatives
A second type of structure permitting two objects is the causative.
Exactly the same kind of evidence can be given for these structures as was
given for the benefactives in the immediately preceding section. Passive in
causative sentences applies only to the causee (or embedded subject under
some analyses). Again, as in the benefactive sentences just discussed, the
underlying direct object is inaccessible to the promotion rule of passive
and behaves like a chomeur. This patterning is evidenced in the examples
(8) and (9) below. The causee of (8a) is the passive subject in the corres-
ponding subject in (9a). But when the underlying direct object of (8a)
is passivized in (9b), the result is ungrammatical.
8. (a), umusehe a-nyamul-idze umudala ihidoto mu-hijiji
old man ag-carry-C/T woman basket to-village
'(the) old man made (the) woman carry (the) basket to (the) village'
9. (a), umudala a-nyamul-idz-we ihidoto mu-hijiji n-umusehe
woman ag-carry-C/T-pass basket to-village by-old man
'(the) woman was made to carry the basket to (the) village by
(the) old man'
*(b). ihidoto dza-nyamul-idz-we umudala mu-hijiji n-umusehe
basket ag-carry-C/T-pass woman to-village by-old man
When the behavior of locatives is examined in causatives, we find that
\
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the situation is parallel to that of the benefactives. (10a) shows that a
locative may passivize when a causative is formed on an Intransitive verb.
Note that in such cases we find only one unmarked NP. (10b) illustrates
that a locative may not passivize when the verb is transitive and both the
causee and underlying direct object occur. Again, these are both unmarked
NP's. In relational terms they represent a derived (causee) and underlying
direct object, or alternatively, a direct object and a chomeur.
10. (a), mu-nyumba mwa-bahis-idz-we avana n-umudala
in-house ag-remain-C/T-pass children by-woman
'in (the) house were made to stay (the) children by (the) woman'
*(b). mu-hijiji mwa-nyamul-idz-we umudala ihidoto n-umusehe
to-village ag-carry-C/T-pass woman basket by-old man
So far the only feasible generalizations in relational terms that can be
placed on the restriction of passiviation of locatives are that the pre-
sence of a chomeur (i.e. the underlying direct object) or, alternatively,
the presence of a derived direct object along with an underlying direct ob-
ject, block locative passive. Such solutions can be argued against, however,
with evidence from yet another class of two object constructions, the in-
strumentals.
2 . A . A possible relational solution and evidence from instrumentals
There are two patterns for sentences containing instruments. Super-
ficially, they resemble the patterns found for the benefactives. But,
as we will see shortly, they differ from the benefactives in some crucial
ways. First, Instruments occur following prepositions in sentences like
(11a). In (lib) the verb carries the applied suffix and the instrument
loses its proposition.
11. (a), umugosi a-vindile iliduma n-ibunduhi mu-musitu
man ag-hunt leopard with-gun in-forest
'(the) man hunted (the) leopard with (the) sum in (the) forest'
(b) . umugosi a-vind-iye iliduma ibunduhi mu-musitu
man ag-hunt-inst/T leopard gun in (the) forest'
'(the) man hunted (the) leopard (with) (the) gun in (the) forest'
However, the instrumentals do not pattern like the proposed promotion in
the benefactive cases. The instrument does not occur in direct object
position ard, crucially, it also does not gain accessibility to Passive.
The examples in (12) below show that the direct object is able to passivize
but that the instrument is not.
12. (a). iliduma lya-vind-llil-we ibunduhi mu-rausitu n-umugosi
leopard ag-hunt-inset/T-pass gun in-forest by-man
'(the) leopard was hunted (with) (a) gun in (the) forest by
(the) man'
*(b). ibunduhi dza-vind-ilil-we iliduma mu-musitu n-umugosi
gun ag-hunt-lnst/T-pass leopard in-fcrest by-tran
Ir lelational terms, sentences like (lib) contain a direct object and
a non-term. The instrument is not a chomeur, since it never was a term to
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begin with (chomeurhood being restricted to just terms that have been
demoted). On the other hand, sentences like (lib) do contain two
unmarked NP ' s
.
We now turn to the behavior of locative passive in instrument con-
structions. In (13a) we find that locative passive is permitted just in
case the instrument is prepositional. In (13b) we find that locative
passive is grammatical when the instrument is non-prepositional with no
other direct object. Only one unmarked noun appears, and the sentence is
grammatical. In (13c), with both the non-prepositional instrument and the
direct object, locative passive results in an ungrammatical sentence.
13. (a), mu-musitu mwa-vindil-we iliduma n-ibunduhi n-umugosi
in-forest ag-hunt-pass leopard wlth-gun by-man
'in (the) forest was hunted (the) leopard with (the) gun by
(the) man'
(b) . mu-hijiji mwa-gal-ilil-we wugimbi n-umugosi
in-village ag-drink-inst/T-pass beer by-man
'in (the) village was gotten drunk with beer by (the) man'
*(c). mu-musitu mwa-vind-ilil-we iliduma ibunduhi n-umugosi
in-forest ag-hunt-inst/T-pass leopard gun by-man
To leturn to the argument posed at the end of Section 2.2, we now see that
it cannot be the appearance of a chomeur that blocks locative passive since
there is no chomeur in (13c). Nor can we claim that the presence of an
underlying or derived direct object blocks passive since the instrument is
never a derived direct object. Thus, these attempts at making a relational
generalization are ruled out.
To summarize, passivization of locatives has taken place in sentences
where two terms occurred and one of these was prepositional. It has been
blocked where one term and non-term occurred when both items were unmarked
NP's. No relational generalization exists here, but a structural one does;
passivization of locatives is blocked just in case two unmarked NP's occur
in the input structure.
Since the two NP's that block Passivization do not fall into any set
definable in relational terms, a solution within RG would have to list all
the blocking environments separately as a condition on the rule of Passive.
This would, we argue, be equivalent to coding unmarked NP's into the rule.
The generalization which does hold -the presence of two unmarked NP's- can
only be captured if we admit the importance of structure in relation-chang-
ing rules. Before conceding this point, however, one more possible RG solu-
tion must be considered. This approach is taken up in the next section.
3.0. One more relational formulation of HlBena passive
Within the strictest formulation of a rule of Passive in RG, only
direct objects would be permitted to passivize. Thus, one might propose a
solution in which the locative must be promoted to direct object before it
becomes available to Passive. The locative would then be prevented from
undergoing Passive in those cases where it was also prevented from being
promoted. This might be achieved by claiming that the syntactic processes
which create the causee and non-prepositional indirect object, being promo-
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tions of a sort, create a derived syntactic direct object which cannot be
demoted by a later promotion of the locative. That is, insome way the
direct objects derived from causativization and dative movement prevent
promotion of the locative to direct object. And therefore, the locative
would not become available for Passive. There is evidence, however, to
suggest that the promotion of locative to direct object does not in fact
occur even when locatives are passivized. If locatives promote to direct
object, we would expect them to undergo other direct object referring rules.
But they do not.
Object agreement is an optional rule which marks syntactic direct ob-
jects of transitive verbs. (14a) is an example of a direct object trigger-
ing object agreement. (14b) shows that derived direct objects, in this case
a benefactive, also trigger agreement. In (14c) we find that locatives can-
not trigger agreement in sentences in which there is a transitive verb and
another direct object (even though the locative could passivize in such
structures). It is not the case that locatives do not ever trigger object
agreement, thus vitiating an argument that locatives never trigger agree-
ment. In (14d) we find that locatives do trigger agreement on intransitive
verbs.
14. (a), uiaidala a-gu-gulile umwenda
woman ag-OP-buy cloth
'(the) woman bought (the) cloth'
(b) . umusehe a-hu-mw-andihila umudala ibaluwa
old man ag-T-OA-write/T woman letter
'(the) old man is writing (the) woman a letter'
*(c). umudala a-hu-gulile hu-duha umwenda
woman ag-OP-buy at-shop cloth
(d). uraudimi a-hu-hu-nyila hu-mugunda
boy ag-T-OA-runfrom at-field
'(the) boy is running away from (the) field'
Thus, it appears that locatives do not in fact get promoted to direct ob-
ject. A claim that locatives must be promoted to undergo Passive would have
to account for the fact that locatives do not undergo the object agreement
which applies to other direct objects (both derived and underlying). In
effect, this turns the putative locative promotion into an entirely invis-
ible rule.
A second argument in favor of passivization of locatives without pro-
motion comes from the observation that locatives alone are not the only
items lower on the relational hierarchy to undergo Passive. Prepositional
indirect objects may also be passivized and this kind of strategy is paral-
lel to the locative passive. (15a) is an example of a prepositional in-
direct object passivizing when only one unmarked noun appears. This is
grammatical. (15b) shows that passivization of the indirect object is
blocked in a causative with both a causee and an underlying direct object;
both are unmarked MP's. (15c) on the other hand, shows that the preposi-
tional indirect object may passivize if one of the NP's is in a preposition-
al phrase. In this case, a locative does not count as a blocking environ-
ment for the indirect object passive just as unmarked indirect objects do
not block locative passive.
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15. (a), hwa ajili ya munu hwa-vihll-we ifinu Ifolofi n-umudala.
for man ag-put aslde-T-Pass things many by-man.
'for (the) man were put aside many things by (the) woman.'
*(b). hwa ajili ya umusehe hwa-dimisidz-we umudimi imene n-umwagenl.
for old man ag-tie up-C/T-pass shepherd goats by-mwagenl
(c) . hwa ajili ya munu hu-vihil-we ifinu ifyolofi mu-likundi-ili
for man ag-put aside T/pass things many in-group-thls
n-umudala
by-woman
'for the man were put aside many big things in this group by
(the) woman.
'
The important point here is that the passivized indirect object is
prepositional. There is no evidence of it's having been promoted to direct
objects, as we have seen, always makes the indirect objects non-prepositional.
Taken together, the evidence from object agreement and prepositional
indirect object passivization suggests that locatives do not go through a
promotion to direct object and thus, the presence of a promoted direct ob-
ject cannot be the factor blocking locative promotion. The inability of the
locative to passivize in sentences with two unmarked NP's cannot be at-
tributed to the inability of a locative to promote.
4.0. Conclusion
This paper has demonstrated that structural notions may interact with
a purely relational process. The data from HiBena show that passivization
of locatives and prepositional indirect objects is blocked when the loca-
tive or indirect object occurs with two unmarked NP's, but is not blocked
by one unmarked NP. In addition, NP's which block Passive are not charac-
terizable by a simple relational generalization. Rather, the crucial factor
in blocking Passive is the structural distinction between unmarked NP's vs.
NP's in prepositional phrases. We conclude that if Passive is to be formu-
lated as a grammatical relation changing rule in HiBena, then it need not be
exclusively grammatical relation referring. The structural element un-
marked NP is important in the environment of the Passive rule.
NOTES
*We would like to thank Mwageni Gullas, the HiBena speaker who pro-
vided the data contained in this paper. In addition, we would like to
acknowledge Professors Chuck Kisseberth, Jerry Morgan, Peter Cole, and
Georgia Green for comments on various versions of the paper. Naturally,
they are not responsible for any mistakes which remain. This research was
supported in part by a University of Illinois Fellowship for Hodges (1977-
78) and by a NDFL Title VI followship for Stucky (1977-78). This paper is
a revised version of a paper under the same title that was presented at the
1978 Summer Meeting of the LSA.
We will use the cover term object to refer to NP's, both unmarked and
occuring in prepositional phrases since the relational status of these NP's
depends on the analysis. We will use the phrases indirect object and direct
object to refer to the relations NP's bear within a RG framework.
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^The question of whether locatives promote to direct object before
being passivized In Bantu languages has received some attention in the
literature. For a summary of much of the work done on passive in Bantu
languages within relational grammar (and an alternative treatment) see
Trithart (1979) and the references therein.
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We assume Karttunen's (1972) treatment of the literal
meaning of perhaps, and explore some Impllcatures that attach
to utterances containing perhaps, and how these Impllcatures
vary according to context of utterance and the syntactic
position of perhaps, focusing on initial and final position.
Three scenarios are constructed and examined to show the
effects of context. We show that the notions 'degree of
likelihood' and 'speaker's degree of doubt' are inadequate for
a full account of the uses of perhaps.
I . Introduction
I.l. Literal versus Implicated meaning .
Karttunen (1972) offers an account of the semantics of possibility in
ordinary English. This account, which explicitly includes the lexical
item perhaps , demonstrates that its literal meaning is a matter of speaker
knowledge about the truth of the proposition that is modified by perhaps ;
i.e. given all that a speaker knows at time t, the time of the utterance,
it is possible that the proposition is true, and furthermore, it can not
be possible that its negation is also true. In order for a speaker to
felicitiously utter (1)
(1) Perhaps it is raining.
It must be the case that the proposition "it is raining" is compatible with
everything that the speaker knows about the world at the time of utterance.
In particular, Karttunen pointed out that the speaker in uttering (1)
cannot know that the proposition "it is raining" is not true, although its
falsity may in fact be a logical possibility.
We will assume that Karttunen's treatment of the literal meaning of
perhaps is correct and moreover constant for every instance of perhaps .
At this point we have no reason to assume otherwise.
As Grice and others have demonstrated, there is more to meaning than
the literal — truth-conditional — meaning. It has been shown that an
additional kind of meaning is implicated by the interaction of the truth-
conditional meaning and the use of the utterance. Gazdar's (1977) explana-
tion is the most concise; he says: "An Implicature is a proposition that
is implied by the utterance of a sentence in a context even though that
proposition is not a part of nor an entailment of what was actually said."
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1.2. In this brief paper, we shall be concerned with the implicatures that
attach to utterances containing perhaps and how these implicatures can change
as a result of specific changes in the context and/or the syntactic position
of perhaps . In our discussion we will focus only on perhaps as it appears
in initial or final position, for example, as in (2)
(2) Q: Do all of the books go in here?
A: Perhaps eventually they can go in the green room.
A': Eventually they can go in the green room perhaps.
and will ignore its occurrence in medial position, as in (3).
(3) She sings "Aida" with perhaps more vitality than any other singer.
In addition to medial perhaps , we shall exclude from our discussion utterances
that appear to consist only of perhaps , as in (4).
(4) A. Liz Taylor to Susan Burton:
You'll last six months with Richard.
B. Susan B. to Liz T.
:
Perhaps. But those six months will be very worthwhile.
Finally, also excluded from our discussion is the issue of how perhaps
reaches its surface position; has it been transformationally moved or has
it been generated in its surface position? At this point our investigation
can proceed without resolving this issue.
1.3. Previous treatments of sentential modal adverbs
.
There are several accounts in recent literature that deal with sentential
modal adverbs; they do not list perhaps , though they do list possibly and
probably
.
We will forego a detailed review of these articles and will discuss
only the general conclusions and assumptions that are relevant to this paper.
Treatments by Schreiber (1971), Corum (1975), Michell (1976), and Quirk and
Greenbaum (1969) are inadequate for the following reasons: (1) None of them
differentiate between the different syntactic positions that these modal
adverbs occur in; (2) Quirk and Greenbaum discuss such adverbs in terms of
degree of speaker doubt in the truth of the proposition, which we will show
is not the relevant criteria; and finally, Schreiber, Corum, and Michell
all assume that modal adverbs necessarily express a degree of likelihood.
Ue disagree.
In what follows we will show that any adequate account of a senten-
tial adverb like perhaps must take into account the syntactic position of
the adverb, the speaker intent, and other aspects of extralinguistic context
if one is to account for the contribution the modal adverb makes to the
force of the utterance. We will present scenarios to show how the force
of an utterance is intricately tied to the syntactic position of perhaps .
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II . Three Scenarios
II. 1. Initial perhaps and encouragement; the Tardy Magician context .
Consider the following scenario (due to Don Larkin) . We are all at
a children's party and are waiting for Mr. M & M, the Magical Magician,
alias Jon, to show up. It is now 3:00, and he was scheduled to arrive at
2:00. Needless to say, the children are extremely restless and very dis-
couraged. To keep their spirits up, one might encourage them by uttering
(5).
(5) Perhaps Jon will come.
In support of our claim that (5) can be uttered as an act of encourage-
ment, note how it can be said and what can co-occur with it. First, it can
be uttered in an enthusiastic manner.
(5') Perhaps Jon will come.
It can be uttered with heavy stress on the auxiliary will which can serve
to emphasize both the possibility and the probability that Jon will come,
another indication of the speaker's Intent to be encouraging; e.g.
(6) Perhaps Jon will come.
It can co-occur with positive reinforcing Intensifiers, e.g.
(7) Perhaps Jon will really come.
And also, other phrases of encouragement as well as reasons why the addressee
should believe the proposition "Jon will come" can co-occur with (5)
:
(8) (a) Perhaps Jon will come. Don't be sad.
(b)
___.
Don't get discouraged.
(c) • He's never let me down in all the
years I've known him.
(d) . There's often a lot of traffic on Key
Bridge this time of day.
(e) . after all.
Notice that the corresponding sentence with perhaps in final position,
(9) Jon will come perhaps.
Is much less natural as an act of encouragement, although we do not want to
say that it is an act of discouragement; we merely want to point out that it
is different from the utterance with sentence Initial perhaps .
Sentence (9) is unlikely to be uttered in an enthusiastic manner or
with heavy stress on the wi 1
1
. Examples like (10a) or (11a) where the
proposition has been amplified with really or at all , are equally unlikely.
We have observed that the more perhaps is set off from the proposition, the
easier it becomes to pronounce, as represented in (10b and c) and (lib and c)
These sentences are unlikely to be uttered as acts of encouragements.
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(10) (a) Jon will really come perhaps.
(b) Jon will really come, perhaps.
(c) Jon will really come. Perhaps.
(11) (a) Jon will come after all perhaps.
(b) Jon will come after all, perhaps.
(c) Jon will come after all. Perhaps.
When (9) is followed by reasons why the addressee should believe the
proposition, it is much harder to understand as an act of encouragement.
In our examples with perhaps in initial position, it is important to note
that the possibility of P is part of the literal meaning of perhaps , while
the probability of P is part of the conversationally implicated meaning.
If (5) is interpreted as an act of encouragement, then the addressee might
calculate, via Grice's maxims, that P has a high degree of likelihood and/
or that the speaker believes it.
Similarly, it is also possible to interpret (12) as an act of en-
couragement. Consider the farmer who, after a long, dry spell, walks
outside, looks up at the sky and notices some dark clouds. It is quite
possible that he could turn to whomever is with him or even utter to
himself:
(12) Perhaps it will rain today.
When opposed to (12), (13)
(13) It will rain today perhaps.
seems like a much less optimistic and less encouraging utterance. However,
what one knows about the speaker, his beliefs and his world knowledge
are crucial in determining what and how perhaps contributes to the force
of any utterance.
II. 2. Initial perhaps and requesting; the Holiday Party context .
Let us consider a different scenario. Sally and Jane are neighbors,
casual acquaintences, and Jane is giving a holiday party. Sally would like
to do something for Jane and asks her: "What can I do for the party?"
Jane, believing that Sally has asked sincerely and really wanting some
help, responds by saying,
(14) Perhaps you can come early and help. It is our contention
that (14) functions as an indirect request in a way that (15) does not.
(15) You can come early and help perhaps.
A way to test the possible force of an utterance is to see how it can
be reported. Either (16) or (17) can report (14); but only (17) can
report (15)
.
(16) (a) She asked me if I could come early and help,
(b) She asked me to come early and help.
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(17) (a) She said I could come early and help.
(b) She said if I wanted to I could come early and help.
Furthermore, elements which are Interpreted as intensifying the request
are more acceptable with (14) than with (15).
(18) (a) Perhaps you can really make a concerted effort to come early
and help,
(b) You can make a really concerted effort to come early and
help perhaps.
II. 3. Initial perhaps and persuading; the Good Doctor context .
In our final scenario, we have a doctor talking to a patient, an elderly
woman. The doctor has just concluded that the patient has a heart condition,
but the patient, all of whose relatives have died of heart attacks, clearly
wishes to avoid facing this dreadful possibility. She says to the doctor,
"Oh, doctor, I don't know what's wrong with me. I get flushed and out of
breath when I climb stairs, and I have this intermittent pain in my chest.
Do you think it's old age?" The doctor replies in a gentle voice,
(19) Miss Flink, perhaps you have a heart condition. In this context
as well, there is a difference between initial and final perhaps . If Miss
Flink arrives with the same symptoms, a response such as (20),
(20) Miss Flink, you have a heart condition, perhaps, seems to us
to be much less felicitous, given that the doctor knows in fact that she
has such a condition.
An additional observation can be made from this example. It cannot
just be degree of likelihood that is relevant to perhaps , because the
speaker of an utterance with perhaps may very well know or believe that
the proposition under perhaps is true and yet felicitously utter a sentence
containing it.
Ill . Conclusion .
III.l. We have specified three rather restricted contexts in which a
sentence with perhaps might be uttered. Our last context involved a
speaker, the doctor, who knew that the proposition under perhaps was true;
in the previous context, the speaker of (14)
(14) Perhaps you can come early and help.
wanted the proposition under perhaps to be true; and, in the first context,
the speaker wanted the hearers, the children, to believe that the proposi-
tion under perhaps was true; he wanted the children to believe that the
magician would really come.
These examples show that the notions 'degree of likelihood' or
'speaker's degree of doubt as to the truth of the proposition' are in-
adequate in and of themselves for accounting for all uses of perhaps .
(For example, if what perhaps means Is 'degree of doubt' then when it is
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used in the doctor example, where there is no degree of doubt, it doesn't
mean what it is supposed to mean.)
The speaker's intent when uttering the sentence seems to be a much
more Important determinant of the implicated meaning. In these examples
the speaker means to persuade, request, or encourage the listener. In
each instance, the force of the utterance would be different if the speaker
had expressed the identical proposition without the perhaps ; and, of equal
importance is the fact that the same force is not conveyed when perhaps
is in final position.
(21) (a) You have a heart condition.
(b) Perhaps you have a heart condition.
(c) You have a heart condition perhaps.
(22) (a) You can come early and help.
(b) Perhaps you can come early and help.
(c) You can come early and help perhaps.
(23) (a) Jon will come.
(b) Perhaps Jon will come.
(c) Jon will come perhaps.
III. 2. The observations presented here must necessarily be viewed as a
first step into the complexities of the use of perhaps . There are obviously
many more contexts, more uses, more implicatures that have yet to be con-
sidered. As we noted in the introduction, we excluded perhaps in medial
position as well as its occurrence in a one-word utterance. We have also
ignored syntactic derivation, scope, verb class and verb tense, problems
of style and intonation contours.
Unfortunately at this time we cannot add any insights into the
differences and similarities between perhaps and other possibility opera-
tors, like possible
, maybe , conceivable , and perchance . Nor can we
explain why a speaker chooses one over the other in a given context, or
why perhaps is the only sentential modal adverb which occurs in final
position in interrogatives, as illustrated by (24) and (25).
(24) (a) Perhaps Jon is too sick to call.
(b) Jon is too sick to call perhaps.
(c) Is Jon too sick to call perhaps?
(25) (a) Possibly Jon is too sick to call.
(b) Jon is too sick to call possibly.
(c) *l8 Jon too sick to call possibly?
If Karttunen is correct in assuming that the literal meaning of these
possibility operators is the same, then is it also not reasonable to
hypothesize that the Implicated meanings in the same context will also
be the same? This is to be expected if the implicatures are conversa-
tional and therefore not detachable. Perhaps the observations we have
made about the behavior of perhaps in these three restricted contexts
can be generalized for the class of possibility operators in ordinary
English.
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NOTE
Example (2A) uttered by Cecelia Freeman, September 15, 1978;
(3) from radio station WGMS, December 4, 1978; example (4B) from the
Washington Post
, December 21, 1978.
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SOME REMARKS ON RELATIVIZATION IN IMBABURA QUECHUA*
Janice Jake
In this paper I discuss certain aspects of Relativization
in Imbabura Quechua, an Ecudorian highland Quechua language.
The first portion of the paper is devoted to a general descrip-
tion of certain of the more fundamental aspects of Relativization
in Imbabura. The second portion examines examines an analysis
of Relativization in three Quechua languages by Cole, et al.,
(1978a, b) in which it is proposed that relative clauses lacking
heads in their surface structure provide evidence for the hypo-
thesis advanced by Brame (n.d.) that relative clauses are under-
lyingly headless. After examining the Quechua data in consider-
able detail, I argue that the fact that there are nany restric-
tions on the occurance of headless relative clauses but no re-
strictions on the occurance of relative clauses with heads sup-
ports an analysis in which headless relative clauses are derived
through the application of a rule of head deletion. Furthermore,
it is shown that the rule deleting the head of a relative clause
can apply to relativization of subjects, but not to other terms,
such as direct objects or indirect objects. The fact that accu-
sative experiencer subjects cannot be relativized by the head
deletion strategy brings into question the status of these non-
nominative NPs which exhibit the behavorial properties of sub-
jects, while lacking their morphological coding properties.
1. Relativization in Imbabura Quechua (IQ).
In IQ there are relative clauses both with and without heads. I
begin this section by examining relative clauses with heads, presenting
data related to the selection of nominal ization suffix, word order,
case marking, passive, and deverbal nouns. I then turn to an examina-
tion of headless relative clauses.
1.1. Left branching, nominalized relative clause structure.
The head of a relative clause in IQ generally occurs to the right
of the relative clause, as shown in (1) through (3). This is typologic-
ly consistant with the fact that IQ,like other Quechua languages, is
an SOV language. The verb of the relative clause is nominalized with
one of three suffixes. The choice of nominalizer is determined by the
temporal and aspectual relation of the relative clause to the matrix
clause. The past/perfective marker is - shea . The present/habitual mar-
ker is
-^. The future/potential marker is -na.
(1) [atalpa-ta yaffu-shca] warmi-ca shamu- ju-n-mi^
chicken-acc cook-past woman-top come-prog-3-val
'the woman who cooked the chicken is coming*
no
(2) [wawa-cuna-ta yachachi-j] padri-ca ri-nga-mi
child-pl-acc teach-pres padre-top go-3fut-val
'the padre who teaches the children will go'
(3) [Quitu-man ri-na] awadur-ca cai-pi-mi causa-n
Quito-dat go-fut weaver-top here-loc-val live-3
'the weaver who will go to Quito lives here'
In relative clauses with heads, as in (1) through (3), only the tem-
poral and aspectual relation of the relative clause to the matrix clause
is relevant in the selection of the nominalizer. Other criteria, such as
the grammatical relation of the relativized NP, are not relevant. Direct
objects, indirect objects, and NPs bearing other grammatical relations can
be relativized with any of these three nominalization suffixes:
(4) [warmi jari-man cara- (a) shea] aswa-ca cai-pi-mi
(b) j
(c) na
woman man-dat give- (a) past chicha-top here-loc-val
(b) pres
(c) fut
'the chicha which the woman (a) gave the man is here'
(b) is giving
(c) will give
(5) [warmi aswa-ta cara- (a) shea] jari-ca cai-pi-mi
(b) j
(c) na
woman chicha-acc give- (a) past man-top here-loc-val
(b) pres
(c) fut
'the man who the woman (a) gave the chicha is here'
(b) is giving
(c) will give
1.2. Verb final word order constraint in subordinate clauses.
Basic word order in IQ is SOV, although in main clauses word order is
extremely free. In subordinate clauses the verb is in final position, al-
though the order of the remaining constituents is relatively free within .
the clause. The examples in (7) through (9) illustrate this restriction
on the position of the verb in sentential complements, purpose clauses, and
adverbial clauses. This restriction on word order contrasts with the free
word order in main clauses:
(6) Free word order in main clauses.
S 10 DO V jari warmi-man anacu-ta cara-rca-mi
man woman-dat skirt-acc give-3past-val
'the man gave the woman the skirt'
Ill
S 10 V DO jari warmi-man cara-rca-mi anacu-ta-ca
~
-top
S DO V 10 jari anacu-ta cara-rca-mi warmi-man-ca
10 DO~V S warmi-man anacu-ta cara-rca-mi jari-ca
DO 10 V S anacu-ta warmi-man cara-rca-mi jari-ca
DO V S 10 anacu-ta cara-rca-mi jari-ca warmi-man
10 V S DO warmi-man cara-rca-mi jari-ca anacu-ta
(7) Verb final word order in sentential subject complement.
2[jari warmi-man anacu-ta cara-ju-y-ca ] ali-mi
man woman-dat skirt-acc give-prog-pres-top good-val
'it is good that the man is giving the woman the skirt'
*/[jari warmi-man cara-ju-y-ca anacu-ta]] ali-mi
} [jari anacu-ta cara-ju-y-ca warmi-man]
J
[warmi-man anacu-ta cara-ju-y-ca jari]
(8) Verb final word order in purpose clause.
Quitu-man ri-ju-nchi [jari warmi-man anacu-ta cara-chun ]
Quito-dat go-prog-lpl man woman-dat skirt-acc give-purp
'we are going to Quito in order for the man to give the woman the
skirt'
*Quitu-man ri-ju-nchi
f
[jari warmi-man cara-chun anacu-ta]"]
[jari anacu-ta cara-chun warmi-man]
V
[warmi-man anacu-ta cara-chun jari]
(9) Verb final word order in adverbial clause.
[jari warmi-man anacu-ta cara- jpi-ca ] cushi-mi ca-nga
man woman-dat skirt-acc give-adv-top happy-val be-3fut
'when the man gives the woman the skirt, she will be happy'
[jari warmi-man cara-jpi-ca anacu-ta]] cushi-mi ca-nga
[jari anacu-ta cara-jpi-ca warmi-man]
[warmi-man anacu-ta cara-jpi-ca jari]
The verb final restriction on word order in subordinate clauses also
applies to relative clauses. This is shown in (10). Within a relative,
almost any word order is possible, providing that the nominalized verb is
in clause final position. It was noted in Cole, et al. (1978a, b) that a
constituent of a relative clause could not follow the nominalized verb of
the clause, but this observation was characterized as a condition on strict
SOV word order in relative clauses rather than a verb final restriction on
word order in all subordinate clauses.
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(10) Verb final word order in relative clause.
[warmi-man anacu-ta cara-ju-j ] jari-ca shamu-rca-mi
woman-dat skirt-acc give-prog-pres man-top come-Spast-val
'the man who is giving the woman the skirt came'
* [warmi-man cara-ju-j anacu-ta] jari-ca shamu-rca-mi
[anacu-ta cara-ju-j warmi-man]
(11) Free word order in relative clause.
[caina jari warmi-man cara-shca ] anacu-ca milma-manda-mi
yesterday man woman-dat give-past skirt-top wool-abl-val
'the skirt the man gave the woman yesterday is out of wool'
[jari warmi-man caina cara-shca ] anacu-ca milma-manda-mi
[jari caina warmi-man cara-shca ]
[warmi-man jari caina cara-shca ]
[warmi-man caina jari cara-shca ]
[caina warmi-man jari cara-shca ]
A rule which scrambles the word order of the constituents of a clause
is required to account for possible word orders of main and subordinate
clauses. A single rule scrambling the word order of a clause with the con-
dition that a constituent cannot be moved to the right of a subordinate
clause verb or two rules, one applying within main clauses and another
within subordinate clauses, will account for the data. It is not clear
which, if either, alternative is to be preferred, so I will arbitrarily
select the first. The rule which scrambles the word order of the constitu-
ents of a clause interacts with other rules in IQ, notably one which option-
ally deletes the accusative suffix in nominalized clauses.
1.3. Case marking in nominalized clauses and accusative case deletion.
NPs within subordinate clauses are marked with the same case suffixes
as NPs in main clauses. These postpositions indicate the grammatical rela-
tion of the NP within the clause. As noted in Cole, et al. (1978a, b) the
accusative case marker -ta_ can be optionally deleted within relative clauses.
It is not possible to delete other case markers within relative clauses.
The optional deletion of the accusative suffi;c depends on a number of
factors, among them word order within the clause, the grammatical relation
of the accusative NP, pragmatics, and the nominalizing suffix of the clause.
I argue later that the rule which deletes the accusative case marker cannot
apply in relative clauses which are headless.
When a direct object NP immediately precedes the nominalized verb of a
relative clause, the accusative case marker can be deleted, as in (12a) and
(13a). When a direct object does not immediately precede the verb, the accu-
sative suffix cannot be deleted:
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(12) a. [iglizia ladu-pi /wasi-0 I rura-shca] runa-ta-ca rijsi-ni-mi
\ wasi-ta'
church side- loc/house-0 Imake-past man-acc-top know-lsg-val
Ihouse-acc'
'I know the man who built the house next to the church'
b. [(*wasi-0) iglizia ladu-pi rura-shca] runa-ta-ca rijsi-ni-mi
twasi-ta'
=(12a)
(13) a. [ can fanacu-0 \ cara-shca] warmi-ca cai-pi-mi
vanacu-ta'
you fSkirt-0 I give-past woman-top here-loc-val
Iskirt-acc'
'the woman you gave the skirt to is here'
b. [ i*anacu-0 1 can cara-shca] warmi-ca cai-pi-mi
«anacu-ta'
=(13a)
This rule which optionally deletes the accusative case suffix from a
direct object NP immediately preceding the verb of a relative clause also
applies in sentential subject and sentential object complements, but not in
nonnominalized subordinate clauses, such as purpose clauses or adverbial
clauses, as shown in examples (14) through (17).
(14) Accusative case deletion in sentential subject complement.
[wambra sara(-ta) micu-ju-y-ca] ali-mi
boy corn (-ace) eat-prog-pres-top good-val
'it is good that the boy is eating corn'
(15) Accusative case deletion in sentential object complement.
[quitsa llama(-ta) michi- ju- j-ta-ca] ni-wa-rca-ngui-chu
girl llama(-acc) herd-prog-pres-acc-top say-lsgobj-past-2sg-Qval
'did you tell me that the girl is herding llamas?'
(16) Unacceptable accusative case deletion in purpose clause.
jari-ca plaza-man ri-rca-mi [ f*aicha-0\ randi-ngapaj
]
(aicha-ta''
top plaxa-dat go-past-val i-meat-JJ \ buy-purp
V meat -ace'
man-
'the man went to the plaza in order to buy meat'
(17) Unacceptable accusative deletion in adverbial clause
[Juan /*cai jari-0 » tapu-shpa-ca] yacha-nga-mi
*cai jari-ta-*
Juan /this man-0 \ ask-adv-top know-3fut-val
{this man-acc'
'if Juanj^asks this man, he^will know'
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The exanples in (12) through (17) show that the rule which deletes the
accusative case marker applies only in nominal ized clauses, and not in other
subordinate clauses. Thus far two restrictions on the application of a rule
deleting accusative case have been observed; the accusative marked object
must immediately precede a verb which has been nominalized. If it is assumed
that the direct object immediately precedes the verb of a clause in the most
basic word order in IQ, it is possible to correctly predict that an accusative
case marker can be deleted from a direct object NP when it immediately pre-
cedes a nominalized verb by ordering the rule which scrambles the word order
of the constituents of a clause before the rule which deletes the accusative
case marker from an object immediately preceding a nominalized verb. The
alternative rule ordering would require a global condition on scrambling; it
would be necessary for scrambling to be sensitive to the application of accu-
sative case deletion. I will assume that the first solution which relies on
rule ordering to be preferrable to one requiring a global condition on an opt-
ional rule.
The causative construction provides further evidence for the rule orderr
ing solution. In the causative construction, both the causee and the direct
object of a transitive clause are marked with accusative case. In a nomi-
nalized clause the accusative case marker can be deleted from the causee
when it immediately precedes the verb. In a transitive causative construc-
tion the accusative case marker can be deleted from either the direct obj-
ect or the causee when they immediately precede a nominalized verb.
(18) [wawa(-ta ) piinu-chi-shca] warmi-ca micu-ju-n-mi
child(-acc) sleep-caus-past woman-top eat-prog-3-val
'the woman who made the child sleep is eating'
(19) a. [ruwana-ta churi(-ta ) awa-chi-shca] jari-ca cai-pi-mi
poncho-acc son (-ace) weave-caus-past man-top here-loc-val
'the man who made his son weave a poncho is here'
b. [churi-ta ruwana(-ta ) awa-chi-shca] jari-ca cai-pi-mi
son-acc poncho (-ace)
=(19a)
c.*[ruwana churi-ta awa-chi-shca] jari-ca cai-pi-mi
poncho son-acc
(=(19a))
d.*[ohtiri ruwana-ta awa-chi-shca] jari-ca cai-pi-mi
son poncho-acc
(=(19a))
The solution ordering the rule which scrambles the word order of con-
stituents in a clause before the rule which deletes the accusative case mar-
ker in nominalized clauses also accounts for the facts regarding the dele-
tion of - ta in nominalized causative constructions by allowing the rule which
scrambles word order to both feed and bleed the application of the rule which
deletes accusative case from an NP immediately preceding a nominalized verb.
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1.4. Accusative case deletion and inversion: experiencer constructions.
Although direct objects and causees are treated similarily by the rule
which deletes accusative case suffixes in nominalized clauses, a third class
of accusative NPs is treated differently; the accusative case deletion rule
does not apply to preverbal experiencer NPs in nominalized clauses.
The two kinds of experiencer constructions in IQ can be distinguished
on morphological and syntactic grounds. For convenience, I will refer to
the two classes of predicates governing the experiencer construction as
desiderative predicates and lexical predicates. The experiencer NP of a
desiderative predicate can occur in accusative case or in nominative case;
a nominative case experiencer NP is usually topicalized. Regardless of the
case of the experiencer NP, it does not trigger subject verb agreement, the
verb always occuring with third person subject agreement, as shown in (20)
Lexical experiencer predicates, such as rupa- 'be hot) nana - 'suffer', and
chiri-'be cold', require an accusative experiencer NP and have third person
subject verb agreement. As shown in (22), the possibility of nominative
case does not exist for experiencer NPs of lexical predicates.
(20) a. jari(ta)ca punu-naya-n-mi
man(acc)top sleep-desid-3-val
'the man would like to sleep'
b. can(da)ca ufya-naya-nr llu
you(acc)top drink-desid-3-Qval
'would you like to drink?'
(21) a. jari-ta rupa-n-mi
man-acc be hot-3-val
'the man is hot'
b. can-da-ca nana- ju-n-llu
you-acc-top hurt-prog-3-Qval
'are you suffering?'
f* ....
c. nuca-ta-ca chiri-n-mi
I-acc-top cold-3-val
'I'm cold'
(22) a. *jari-ca nana-ju-n-mi
man-top hurt-prog- 3-val
'the man is suffering'
b. *nuca-ca chiri-n-mi
I-top cold-3-val
'I'm cold'
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The syntactic and morphological properties of experiencer NPs in IQ are
discussed more fully in Cole and Jake (1978). The analysis suggested there
proposes an inversion rule which demotes underlying subject NPs to direct
object relation. This demotion rule is ordered after those rules which treat
experiencer NPs as subjects and before those which treat experiencer NPs as
objects, the specific governing class determining whether inversion precedes
or follows a certain rule. As indicated by the examples in (20) through (22),
inversion of lexical experiencers invariably precedes case marking whereas
inversion of desiderative experiencers optionally precedes case marking.
The rule of accusative case deletion does not apply to delete the accusa-
tive suffix frem an experiencer NP in a nominalized lexical experiencer con-
struction, although this appears to be possible in a nominalized desiderative
experiencer construction. The sentences in (23) are ungrammatical , while those
in (24) are only slightly questionable.
(23)a[*jari chiri-shca-ta] ni-wa-rca-ngui- chu
man cold-past-acc say-lsgobj-past-2sg-Qval
•did you tell me that the man was cold?'
b [* can nana-ju-y-ta-ca] kunga-ni-mi
you hurt-prog-pres-acc-top forget-lsg-val
'I forget that you are in pain'
(24)a. [ (?) jari micu-naya-shca-ta] ni-wa-rca-ngui- chu
man eat-desid-past-acc say-lsgobj-past-2sg-Qval
'did you tell me that the man was hungry?'
b. [(?)can ufya-naya-shca-ta-ca] cri-ni-mi
you drink-desid-past-acc-top believe-lsg-val
•I believe that you were thirsty'
While it may appear that accusative case deletion has applied to the
experiencer NPs in (24), it is more likely that the topic marker which is
usually suffixed to nominative case desiderative experiencer NPs has been
deleted. When such desiderative experiencer NPs are topicalized, as in
(25), they can occur freely in nominative case in nominalized clauses,
although lexical experiencer NPs cannot.
(25) [jari-ca micu-naya-shca-ta] ni-wa-rca-ngui- chu
man-top eat-desid-past-acc say-lsgobj-past-2sg-Qval
= (24a).
(26) [* jari-ca nana-ju-shca-ta] ni-wa-rca-ngui- chu
man-top hurt-prog-past-acc say- Isgobj -past -2sg-Qval
'did you tell me that the man was suffering?'
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While rule ordering can account for the difference in case marking between
lexical and desiderative experiencer NPs, it offers no explanation for the fail-
ure of the rule which deletes accusative case in nominalized clauses to apply to
accusative experiencer NPs. In transitive experiencer constructions, both desid-
erative and lexical, the accusative case suffix can be deleted from an object
immediately preceding a nominalized verb.
(27) [ jari-ta uma(ta) nana- ju-shca-ta] ni-wa-rca
man-acc head(acc) hurt-prog-past-acc say- Isgobj -3past
'he told me that the mans head was hurting'
(28) [warmi-ta aswa(ta) ufya-naya-shca-ta] ni-wa-rca
woman-acc chicha(acc) drink-desid-past-acc say-lsgobj-3past
'he told me that the woman wanted to drink chicha'
The grammaticality of (27) and (28) shows that the inability of accusative case
deletion to apply to inverted accusative experiencer NPs cannot be treated as an
indication that the experiencer construction somehow fails to meet the conditions
of accusative case deletion, but rather that only the inverted accusative exper-
iencer NPs are exceptions.
The rule of inversion in IQ remains problematic, Tn the treatment proposed
in Cole and Jake the rule must be postcyclic or last cyclic, an apparent viola-
tion of the Cyclicity Law formulated to restrict rules creating or destroying
termhood to cyclic rules in the relational grammar framework developed by Postal
and Perlmutter (1974). Inversion of both lexical and desiderative experiencers
would precede verb agreement. Inversion of desiderative experiencers would opt-
ionally precede case marking. Inversion of lexical experiencers would obligatorily
precede object verb agreement, referred to as Patient Object Cliticization in Cole
and Jake, and optionally precede subject coreference-switch reference in some sub-
ordinate clauses. In terms of Keenan's (1976) distinction between morphosyntac-
tic coding properties and syntactic behavioral properties, these rules, which
treat experiencer NPs as nonsubjects,are among the coding properties characteris-
tic of NPs in IQ, not among the behavioral properties.
In view of the fact that the rule of inversion was formulated to explain the
lack of reference to a single NP as subject of a clause, as in passive, part of
the motivation for inversion as a relation changing rule in IQ, rather than a case
marking rule, is lost. Another problem in the analysis of inversion in IQ is that
the direct object NP is not promoted to subject, necessary for the expereincer NP
to be demoted^to chomeur(c.f. Relational Annihilation Law, Postal and Perlmutter),
leading to the assumption that a dummy must have been promoted to subject. Assum-
ing that the experiencer NP has become a chomeur, the Chdmeur Advancement Law
requires that a chomeur be advanced to indirect object, not direct object, as in IQ.
If, in spite of these difficulties in treating inversion as a relation changing
rule, the position that inversion in IQ changes grammatical relations is main-
tained, the rule which deletes accusative case must be sensitive to the fact that
the inverted NPs had been subjects. The rule would be global in nature. If the
assumption that Inversion in IQ changes grammatical relations is not maintained,
the rule of accusative deletion need not be global. A condition that the accusa-
tive NP be an object would prevent the accusative suffix from being deleted from
experiencer NPs. In a relational framework, this information is readily available.
At this point I will not choose between these alternatives. After discussing one
of the uses of the nominalizers, I will return to inversion and its interaction
with relativization.
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1.5. Deverbal nouns.
The four nominalization suffixes in IQ are used to form deverbal nouns.
The nominalization suffixes are fairly productive. Here I briefly illus-
trate deverbal noun formation for the three relativizing nominalizers and
compare the resulting deverbal nouns with relative clauses. Because I am
primarily interested in the interaction of relativization with rules like
accusative case deletion, I have restricted my observations to transitive
constructions.
The suffix
-j_ is an agentive nominalizer, as shown in (29). The NP
corresponding to the object of the nominalized verb is not usually marked
with the accusative case suffix, although it can be acceptably marked accu-
sative, as can NPs correspondings to objects of verbs nominalized with the
suffixes -dur ,-dura , borrowed from Spanish.
(29) a. puma-ca [jari(ta) wanu-chi- j -mi]
puma-top man (ace) die-caus-nom-val
'the puma is a man killer'
b. jari-ca [llama(ta) michi-i j )-mi]
iduri
man-top llama (ace) herd-znom. -val
\ nom)
'the man is a llama herder'
When the NP which is the subject of the nominalized verb is present,
it follows the
-j_ nominalization. An unnarked NP preceding the nominali-
zed verb is interpreted as the object of the verb and is not interpreted
as being coreferential to the subject of the nominalized verb;
(30) a. [yacha-chi-j ] warmi-ca cai-pi-mi
know-caus-nom woman-top here-loc-val
'the woman teacher is here'
b. [warmi yacha-chi-j -ca] cai-pi-mi
woman know-caus-nom-top here-loc-val
'the teacher of women is here'
In relative clauses the deletion of the accusative suffix can lead to
ambiguity, although there is a strongly preferred reading in which the sub-
ject has been relativized, when the pragmatics of the context does not indi-
cate which of the two possible readings is to be preferred. In (31) the
relative clauses have definitely preferred readings. In (32) the relative
clauses lack a pragmatically preferred reading. In these relative clauses,
the first reading is the one in which the subject has been relativized, the
rule which deletes the accusative case suffix in nominalized clauses having
applied. The reading in which the object NP has been relativized, in paren-
theses, is rejected until an appropriate context is provided. It is interest-
ing that in ambiguous relative clauses, the preferred reading is one in which
an NP higher on the NP Accessability Hierarchy* is relativized, with the con-
sequence that another rule, accusative case deletion, must have applied.
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(31) a. [wawa maca-j ] jari-ca cai-pi-mi
child hit-pres man-top here-loc-val
"the man who hits the child is here'
[jari michi-j]
man herd-pres
llama-ca cai-pi-mi
llama-top here-loc-val
'the llama which the man herds is here'
(32) a. [yachajuj tapu-j ] padri-ca shamu-nga-mi
student ask-pres father-top come-3fut-val
'the priest who asks the student will come'
(the priest who the student asks will come)
b. [wambra maca-j] quitsa-ca cai-pi-mi ca-rca
boy hit-pres girl-top here-loc-val be-3past
'the girl who hits the boy was here'
(the girl who the boy hits was here)
I now turn to -na_ nominal izations. Deverbal nouns suffixed with -na
are interpreted as referring to something which is suitable for carrying
out the action of the verb, as in (33)
.
(33) a. [pullu-na-cuna-ca] puca-mi
play-nom-pl-top red-val
b.
'the toys are red'
[micu-na-ca] ali-mi
eat-nom-top good-val
ca-rca
be-3past
' the food was good
'
An unmarked NP preceding a verb nominalized with -na is generally in-
trepreted as the object of the verb ans as coreferential to the -n£ dever-
bal noun, as in (34) a. When an unmarked NP cannot be interpreted as the
object of the nominalized verb, the construction is interpreted as referring
to the object of the verb and the unmarked NP is interpreted as the subject
of the nominalized verb, as in (34)b. It is not possible to force a read-
ing in which an unmarked subject NP is coreferential to the nominalized
verb, as in (34)c. This kind of ambiguity in -na_ deverbal constructions
differs from that characteristic of -^ deverbal constructions; the unmarked
NP can be coreferential to the head of the -n£ nominalization, but not tne
-j^ nominalization.
(34) [anacu
skirt
awa-na-ca]
weave-nom-top
puca-mi ca-nga
red-val be-3fut
'the woven skirt will be red'
[jinti awa-na-ca] puca-mi ca-nga
people weave-nom-top red-val be-3fut
'the man made woven goods will be red'
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c. *[jinti awa-na-ca] charii-mi ca-nga
people weave-nom-top rich-val be-3fut
*'the people woven goods will be wealthy
*
Relative clauses nominal ized with -na in which an unmarked NP precedes
the nominalized verb are ambiguous between a subject relativization reading,
in which the rule deleting accusative case from an NP immediately preceding
a nominalized verb applies, and an object relativization reading. Pragmatics
often determines which reading is preferred:
(35) a, [warmi maca-na] jari-ta wanu-chi-sha
woman hit-fut man-acc die-caus-lsgfut
'1 will kill the man who will hit the woman'
'I will kill the man who the woman will hit'
b. [wawa ayuda-na] quitsa-ca cai-pi-mi
child help-fut girl-top here-loc-val
'the girl who will help the baby is here'
•the girl who the baby will help is here'
I now consider a few examples of deverbal nouns formed with -shea, the
third nominal used in relative clause formation. A deverbal noun suffixed
with - scha is generally interpreted as the object of the verb, as in (36).
(36) a. [awa-shca-ca] cai-pi-mi
weave-nom-top here-loc-val
'the woven goods are here'
b. [randi-shca-cuna-ca] mana maimi vali-n-llu
buy-nom-pl-top neg much worth-3-negval
'the purchases are not worth very much'
When an accusative NP precedes a verb nominalized with - shea
, the con-
struction is interpreted as referring to an unspecified subject NP:
(37) [ llama-ta michi-shca-ca] ri-ju-n-mi
llama-acc herd-past-top go-prog-3-val
'the one who herded llamas is going'
An unmarked NP preceding a verb nominalized \vith - shea can be inter-
preted as referring to the subject or the object of the verb. In either case
the unmarked NP could be coreferential with the NP to which the nominali-
zed verb refers. The nominalized verb in (38) is ambiguous between refer-
ring to an unspecified NP subject or the unmarked NP:
(38) [supai wanu-chi-shea-ca] maimi jatun-mi ca-rea
demon die-caus-past-top very big-val be-3past
a. 'the one who killed the demon was very big'
b. 'the demon who killed was very big'
c. 'the demon who someone killed was very big'
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In past tense relative clauses an unmarked NP preceding the nominal-
ized verb is similarly ambiguous; such an NP has either a subject or an
object interpretation:
(39) [jari ricu-shca] warmi-ca cai-pi-mi
man see-past woman-top here-loc-val
a. 'the woman who saw the man is here'
b. 'the womaniwho the man sawiis here'
tseen by the man)
It was pointed out above that in present and future tense relative
clauses parallel in structure to (39), the two possible derivations for
the ambiguous structure were one in which the subject is relativized and
the rule which deletes the accusative case suffix from an NP immediately
preceding a nominalized verb has applied or one in which the object is
relativized. In addition to the possibility of the these two derivations,
there is a third possible derivation for past tense relative clauses in
which an unmarked NP precedes the nominalized verb will be discussed below.
Because of the convergence of past tense morphology in nominalized
clauses and passive morphology, there is a passive source for unmarked
NPs preceding a verb nominalized with - shea . An examination of a few exam-
ples of passive in IQ shows that both the derived passive subject and the
demoted passive agent occur in nominative case. The derived passive sub-
ject triggers verb agreement on the verb ca - 'be', which may be realized
as 0. The derived passive subject is usually topicalized. This is appar-
ently obligatory when both derived passive subject and passive agent are
third person NP and both are present in the sentence:
(40) a. warmi-ca (jari) maca-shca-mi
woman-top (man) hit-pass-val be-3-pres
'the woman is hit (by the man)
b. nuca{ca) alcu cani-shca-mi ca-ni
I (top) dog bite-pass-val be-lsg.pres
'I've been bitten by the dog'
This convergence of passive derived unmarked NPs and accusative case
deletion derived unmarked NPs may lead to some of the ambiguity of relative
clauses nominalized with - shea . The three derivations for past tense rela-
tive clauses in which an unmarked NP immediately precedes the nominalized
verb are 1) relat ivization of subject with accusative case deletion apply-
ing to the object immediately preceding the nominalized clause, as in (39)a;
2) relativization of object NP, as in (39)b; and 3) passivization of object
and subsequent relativization of derived passive subject, as in (39)b.
1.6. Headless relative clauses, inversion, and accusative deletion.
Thus far, the discussion of relative clauses in IQ has been limited
to those with surface heads or, as in the case of some nominalizat ions, those
with unspecified heads referring to an indefinite NP. At this point I would
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like to begin consideration of headless relative clauses in IQ, that is,
relative clauses which have an NP coreferant ial to the head of the relative
clause when that NP is not to the right of the nominalized verb, in rela-
tive clause head position.
In headless relative clauses the relativized NP is marked for its role
in the relative clause; the nominalized verb is marked for the role of the
nominalized NP in the matrix clause. This distribution of case suffixes is
predicted by the fact that the nominalized verb is the rightmost nominal
element of the complex NP:
(41) a. [cunan cai supai-ca jinti-cuna-ta llajta-pi
now this devil-top people-pl-acc village-loc
manlla-chi-j-ta] wanu-chi-na ca-ni
fear-caus-pres-acc die-caus-oblig be-lsg.pres
'I have to kill the devil which is frightening the people
in the village'
b. [agatu-pi wawa-cuna causa-j-ca] Utavalu-man puri-j ca-rca
Agato-loc child-pl live-pres-top Otavalo-dat walk-hab be-3past
'the children who live in Agato used to walk to Otavalo'
The examples in (41) illustrate headless relativization of an NP in a
present tense relative clause nominalized with
-j_. It is possible to headless-
ly relativize NPs in a past tense relative clause nominalized with - shea
,
but not in a future tense relative clause nominalized with -na:
(42) a. [caina-pi wanni shuj auka-wan cazara-shca-ca] maimi waka-ju-n
yesterday-loc woman one devil-inst marry-past-top much cry-prog-3
'the woman who married a devil yesterday is crying a lot'
b. *[caya-pi warmi shuj auka-wan cazara-na-ca] maimi waka-ju-n
tomorrow- loc woman one devil-inst marry-fut-top much cry-prog-3
'the woman who will marry a devil tomorrow is crying a lot'
The rule which scrambles the word order of the constituents of a clause
can apply within a headless relative clause with only slightly less than
acceptable results:
(43) a.?[jambidur-ta puma cani-shca-ca] wanu-nga-mi
medicine man-acc puma bite-past-top
.
die-3fut-val
'the puma which bit the medicine man will die'
b.?buru-ca [shuj auka-wan chai warmi cazara-j-ta] ayuda-nga-mi
burro-top one devil-inst that woman marry-pres-acc help-3fut-val
'the burro will help that woman who is marrying a devil'
The examples in (41) through (43) illustrate the headless relativization
of subjects in present and past tense. Although the relativized NP does not
receive any special marking in the clause, the referent of the headless rel-
ative clause is clear; only subjects can be relativized headlessly, although
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it is possible to relativize an NP bearing almost any granunatical relation
using a relative clause with a head. The examples in (41) and (42) illus-
trate a further difference between relative clauses with heads and head-
less relative clauses. While it is possible to relativize an NP in the
future tense by means of a relative clause with a head, it is not possible
to headlessly relativize any NP in the future tense.
In addition to the two above mentioned restrictions on the distribu-
tion of headless relative clauses, there are others. For example, accusa-
tive experiencer NPs cannot be headlessly relativized, although nominative
experiencer Nli in the desiderative construction may be headlessly relativ-
ized. This is illustrated by the contrast between (44) and (45).
(44) a.*[caina simana-pi wanni-ta maimi nana-shca] wanu-nga
last week-loc woman-acc much hurt-past die-3fut
'the woman who suffered a lot last week will die'
[caina simana-pi nana-shca]
last week-loc hurt-past
= (44)a.
wanu-nga
die-3fut
(45) a. [caina simana-pi warmi-ca maimi punu-naya-shca] wanu-rca
last week-loc woman-top much sleep-desid-past die-3past
'the woman who wanted to sleep a lot last week died'
b.* [caina simana-pi warmi-ta maimi punu-naya-shca] wanu-rca
last week-loc woman-acc much sleep-desid-past die-3past
= (45)a.
c. [caina simana-pi maimi punu-naya-shca] warmi wanu-rca
last week-loc much sleep-desid-past woman die-3past
= (45)a.
The examples in (44) and (45) illustrate another difference between
relative clauses with heads and headless relative clauses. While it is not
possible to headlessly relativize an accusative experiencer NP, it is poss-
ible to relativize one by means of a relative clause with a head.
These facts, together with those presented earlier regarding the inab-
ility of the rule which deletes the accusative case suffix from an NP immed-
iately preceding a nominal ized verb, bring into question the grammatical
relation of inverted experiencer NPs. Because the accusative deletion rule
does not treat these NPs as objects, it is necessary to either formulate
accusative case deletion as a global rule or question the assumption that
inversion changes the grammatical relation of experiencer subject NPs in IQ.
Under either alternative, it is necessary to refer to the case of the
relativized NP, as well as the grammatical relation, in order to account for
headless relative clause formation. However, the two alternatives entail
different conditions on the formulation of the rules of accusative case dele-
tion, headless relative clause formation, and experiencer NP inversion. If
we no longer assume that the rule of inversion is a grammatical relation
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changing rule, the rule of accusative case deletion is simple to state in
terms of objects and the rule of headless relative clause formation would
apply only to nominative subject NPs.
^
In the analysis maintaining the assumption that the rule which inverts
experiencer NPs is a grammatical relation changing rule, the rule of head-
less relative clause formation Bust also be sensitive to the case of the
relativized NP. The rule would apply to all subjects and nominative desid-
erative experiencer NPs. However, this alternative is more difficult to
formulate than the first alternative advanced above. The rule of headless
relative clause formation would have to make special reference to those nom-
inative NPs which were not subjects, but had been subjects. Furthermore,
in order to correctly predict that, in a headless relative clause in which
passive has applied, it is the derived passive subject and not the passive
agent which has been relativized, the rule would have to further specify
which nonsubject nominative NPs could be headlessly relativized by either
referring to the rule of experiencer NP inversion or by a condition that no
other nominative NP, such as a passive agent, could be present in the head-
less relative clause. Headless relativization of a derived passive subject
is illustrated in (46):
(46) [jari-ca quitsa maca-shca] maimi fina-nga-mi
man-top girl hit-pass much angry-3fut-val
'the man who has been hit by the girl will be very angry'
Rejection of the assumption that inversion is a grammatical relation changing
rule in IQ allows the interaction of headless relativization, accusative case
deletion, and inversion to be simply characterized. Maintaining this assump-
tion leads to difficulties in the formulation of both accusative case dele-
tion and headless relativization. '
Another restriction on headless relative clauses is that the accusative
suffix on an object NP immediately preceding the nominal ized verb cannot be
deleted. Earlier it was shown that while. accusative case deletion in rela-
tive clauses with heads leads to structural ambiguity, this ambiguity does
not prevent the rule from applying. This contrasts with the fact that it is
ungrammatical for the accusative suffix to be deleted from object NPs in head-
less relative clauses. This is illustrated by the difference in grammatical-
ity between (47) and (48)
,
(47) a.*
[
jari wagra michi-j] shamu-rca
man cattle herd-pres come-3past
'the man who herds cattle came'
b.* warmi sara yaffu-shca] cai-pi-mi
woman corn cook-past here-loc-cal
'the woman who cooked corn is here'
(48) a. [wagra michi-j] jari shamu-rca
= (47)a.
b. [sara yafm-shca] warmi cai-pi-mi
= (47)b.
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The differences which have been noted between the distribution of headless
relative clauses and relative clauses with heads can now be summarized. First,
while it is possible to relativize an NP bearing almost any grammatical relation
with relative clauses with heads, only subjects can be headlessly relativized.
Second, while it is possible to relativize in all tenses with relative clauses
with heads, headless relative clauses can only occur in the present or past
tense. Third, only nominative subject NPs can be relativized with the head-
less relative clause strategy; accusative experiencer NPs can only be rela-
tivized using relative clauses with heads. Fourth, an accusative case marker
cannot be deleted from an object NP immediately preceding the nominalized verb
of a headless relative clause, but can be deleted from an object NP in a rela-
tive clause with a head. In short, while there are many restrictions on the
occurance of headless relative clauses, there are none on the occurrence of
relative clauses with heads.
There are two possible analyses which could account for the data here.
In the analysis presented in this paper, relative clauses with heads are
underlying and a rule of relative clause head deletion applies optionally
under certain conditions. This position will be elaborated below. In a
second analysis, one proposed in Cole, et al. (1978a, b), relative clauses
are underlyingly headless and a rule of NP head promotion applies to form
relative clauses with heads, obligatorily under a certain set of conditions
and optionally elsewhere. In the next section these two alternatives will
be examined more closely.
2. Head deletion vs. head promotion.
2.1. Language internal evidence for head deletion.
In the analysis proposed in Cole, et al. (1978a, b) it is not made clear
how a rule which promotes a relativized NP into. relative clause head posi-
tion would be formulated in order to account for the restrictions noted on
the distribution of headless relative clauses. The rule could be stated as
follows:
(49) Relative clause head promotion.
X NP. Y VeTb+nominalizer A
12 3 4 5 6 =>13 4 5 2
Conditions: I. Obligatory if either 1) local conditions
a. 2^ subject or
b. If nominative or
c. 5= [future]
2) global condition
a. Accusative case dele-
tion applies within
the relative clause.
II. Optional otherwise.
The rule which would promote an NP into the head position of a relative
clause, as formulated above, is constrained by many conditions, of both a
local and global nature. It is an obligatory rule under a certain set of
conditions and optional elsewhere. In the position presented here, the
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rule which deletes the head of a relative clause is an optional rule, formu-
lated as follows:
(50) Relative clause head deletion:
X NP. Y Verb+nominalizer NP.
[subject] [-future]
[+nominative] optional
12 3 4 5 6 =>
12 3 4 5 a
This simply formulated optional rule accounts for all of the restric-
tions noted above on the distribution of headless relative clauses. The
condition that the relativized NP be a nominative subject accounts for the
interaction between the rule inverting experiencer NPs and relative clause
head deletion. By ordering the rule which deletes the accusative case suf-
fix after relative clause head deletion, it is possible to account for the
interaction of the two rules by formulating the accusative case deletion rule
to be sensitive to the distinction between a headless relative clause and a
nominalized sentential complement.
A comparison of the two rules show that the rule deleting the head NP
in a headless relative clause, (50), is simpler to state than the rule which
promotes the relativized NP into relative clause head position, (49)? Further-
more, the head deletion analysis predicts that relative clauses with heads
will have a wider distribution than relative clauses without heads, which are
furtJher from the underlying form of relative clauses posited in this analysis.
The head promotion analysis incorrectly predicts that headless relative clauses
will have a wider range of distribution that relative clauses with heads. One
of the unnatural consequences of the head promotion analysis is that the
derived relative clauses with heads enjoys a much wider and free r distri-
bution than the underlying headless relative clauses.
Although Cole, et al. (1978 a,b) propose that the headless relative
clause analysis be extended to data from Ancash Quechua and Huanca Quechua,
two Peruvian Quechua languages, their discussion centers on the IQ data. I
have similarly restricted discussion to this particular Quechua language
rather than attempt to deal with the problem of extremely limited access and
an absence of negative evidence. ^ I have shown above that the analysis .
treating relative clauses as underlyingly headless is less tenable than
the analysis in which relative clauses have underlying heads. Cole, et al.
(1978 b:213) recognize that "head deletion predicts the alternation ...
just as well as promotion does." Furthermore, the rule of relative clause
head deletion can be more simply formulated than the rule of relative clause
head promotion and accurately predicts that relative clauses with heads
have a wider distribution than headless relative clauses. I now turn
to the question of motivation for the proposal that relative clauses in
English are underlyingly headless.
2.2. Relativization and English idioms.
The evidence offered in support of an analysis of English relative
clauses as underlyingly headless generally centers on those relative clauses
whose heads appear to be constituents of the relative clause rather than
the matrix clause. The clearest example of this purported evidence is
found in the cooccurrence restrict ions on the parts of idioms, as in:
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(51) The headway that we made was satisfactory.
(52) The strings which he pulled landed a job for her.
In the headless relative clause analysis, it is assumed that the head
of relative clauses like those in (51) and (52) originates in the relative
clause and not in the matrix clause; headway can appear only as the object
of make
,
and strings can appear only as the object of pull . In the analysis
in which relative clauses had heads underlyingly, the noun phrases headway
and strings would originate in matrix clause, violating restrictions on the
occurance of part of the idioms given in (51) and (52). Under the headless
relative clause analysis, which maintains the assumption that the parts of
an idiom must observe cooccurance restrictions at all times, it is not possi-
ble to generate the following grammatical sentences in which a part of the
idiom in the matrix clause is relativized. In order to maintain the assump-
tion that an idiom originates as a whole, the analysis which posits underly-
ingly headless relative clauses for sentences like those in (51) and (52)
is forced to also allow relative clauses with heads to be underlying in
order to account for the sentences in (53) and (54).
(53) The police finally made some headway which satisfied the press.
(54) He pulled the strings which got me my job.
Maintaining the assumption that certain nouns can only appear as the
objects of certain verbs forces one to accept an analysis of relative
clauses in English requiring two underlying structures, relative clauses
with heads and relative clauses without heads. Rather than accept this con-
clusion, which misses the generalization that all relative clauses do have
heads In English, I instead suggest that syntactic arguments based on Idioms ca
be viewed as unambiguously convincing for any particular analysis of relative
clauses.
3. Summary and conclusions.
In this paper 1 discussed, first, in considerable detail, the structure
of relative clauses in IQ. It was shown that while there are both relative
clauses with heads and headless relative clauses in IQ, there are many res-
trictions on the distribution of relative clauses without heads but none on
the distribution of relative clauses with heads. I then argued that a rule
which optionally deletes the head of a relative clause was more simple than
a rule which obligatorily promotes an NP into relative clause head position
under certain conditions and optionally promotes an NP into head position
elsewhere. Although Cole, et al., state that the existence of headless rela-
tives in IQ and other Quechua languages constitutes evidence for the hypothe-
sis advanced by Brame (n.d.) that relative clauses are underlyingly headless,
the evidence for this position in English was examined and found to be con-
tradictory; when observing cooccurrence restrictions on the distribution of
parts of idioms, one is forced to posit two underlying structures for rela-
tive clauses in English, an unacceptable and unnecessary conclusion.
NOTES
* I would like to thank Carmen Chuqu^n for providing the data from Imbabui
Quechua. I would like to express my appreciation to Georgia Green, Charles
Kisseberth, Jerry Morgan, David Odden, and others with whom I have discussed
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various ideas in this paper. This paper was supported by eui NDFL Fellowship
in Latin American Studies provided by the Latin American and Caribbean Studies
Center at the University of Illinois.
The orthography used here is a modification of that in Stark and
Carpenter (1973); I have replaced hm with w. Abbreviations used here are:
(acc)usative, (dat)ive, (loc)ative, (abla)tive, (pres)ent, (fut)ure, (prog)-
ressive, {val)idation focus marker, (Q)uestion, {neg)ative, (top)ic, (l)st
person, (2)nd person, (3)rd person, (sg)singular , (pl)ural, (caus)ative,
(pass)ive, (desid)erative, (purp)ose, (adv)erbial, (oblig)ation construction,
(hab)itual construction.
2
In addition to the three nominalizers shown above, another suffix, -jr,
is used in present tense sentential complements.
3 . .The causee of a causative construction can also occur m dative when
the causee remains volitional, (a 'let' causative). The more common construc-
tion is presented here.
Keenan, Edward and B. Comrie (Noun phrase accessibility and universal
grammar , Linguistic Inquiry (1977) 8. 63-99)
•
Cole, et al.
,
(l978a:33) state that -shea may only be used to relativize
direct objects headlessly. This position is modified in Cole, et al.
, (1978
b: 2l6), where it is suggested that headless relative clauses nominalized
with -shea are ambiguous between a subject and direct object relativization
interpretation. I have found, however, that further investigation into this
question has shown both claims to be empirically incorrect. The nominalizer
-shea may be used to relativize subjects headlessly, as is argued in this
paper. It does not appear that objects may be headlessly relativized, regard-
less of nominalizer.
Note that for nominative desiderative experiencer NPs a change in gram-
matical, relations from subject to object is not reflected in the surface
structure of subordinate clauses, since the rule of inversion follows ease
marking and subject verb agreement does not apply in subordinate clauses.
7Since the main thesis of this paper is concerned with the determina-
tion of restrictions on headless relative clauses in Imbabura Quechua, I
have neglected to characterize the accusative experiencer constructions in
what could be considered an adequate fashion. What is central to this
paper is that accusative experiencer NPs cannot be headlessly relativized,
regardless of their grammatical relation. It is hoped that a more accurate
view of the nature of accusative experiencer constructions will emerge upon
further investigation.
Q
As formulated (50) optionally derives headless relative clauses. I
assume the rule of zero pronominalization, attested elsewhere in the grammar
of Imbabura Quechua, to delete the relativized NP in relative clauses with
heads. Because (^9) is obligatory under four nonconjoined conditions,
three local and one global, and optional otherwise, it is not possible to
formulate the conditions on (1*9) in a manner similar to that in (50).
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9Cole, et al., cite evidence from Cerron- Palomino (1976) that - sha (cog-
nate with IQ - shea ) is used in headless relativizat ion of subjects and objects
in Huanca Quechua. However, neither Cole, et al., nor Cerron-Palomino offer
an explanation for the fact that in the purported object relativizat ion, the
subject of the relative clause is in genitive case. This fact brings into
question the grammatical relation of the relativized NP. The occurrence of the
relativized NP in nominative case is assumed to be an instance of an obliga-
tory rule of accusative case deletion in subordinate clauses in Huanca. An
alternative analysis might argue that the relativized NP is a derived subject
which is the head of a possessive construction. At this time the issue is
open to speculation. The data from Ancash illustrates great variety in rela-
tive clause surface forms. Cole, et al., decline to provide an analysis,
stating that "although it is possible to establish that some relative clauses
are headless in Ancash, it is not possible on the basis of what we know to
determine the distribution of the const ruction," (1978a:37) . This representing
their position, they have presented no argument for the underlying structure
of headless relative clauses in Ancash Quechua.
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RAISING IN KIPSIGIS*
Janice Jake and David Odden
In this paper, we shall present evidence for the existence
of two rules which raise NPs out of embedded sentential complement
clauses into higher clauses in Kipsigis. It will be shown that
both of these Raising rules apply cyclically, and that the rule
raising an NP out of a sentential subject complement clause
violates the condition proposed by Chomsky (1977) that all cyclic
rules must obey Subjacency. Ke shall also present evidence arguing
that certain morphosyntactic coding properties must be ordered
within the cycle, applying between cyclic rules. In the first
section, we outline certain morphosyntactic properties character-
istic of NPs in Kipsigis. In the following section, it is argued
that NPs may be raised out of sentential object complement clauses
and assume the grammatical relation of Object of the higher
clause. In the third section, we argue that NPs may be raised
out of sentential Subject complement clauses and assumes the
grammatical relation of Subject of the higher clause. The possibility
of these two promotions is predicted by the Relational Succession
Law (Postal and Perlmutter (1974)) of Relational Grammar. We
consider and reject the possibility of treating the two rules
Object Complement Raising and Subject Complement Raising as outputs
of the same transformation, a generalized rule of raising. Finally,
in the last section, we return to the question of the cyclic
nature of the Verb Agreement and Subject Tone Marking rules and
their interaction with Passive.
1
.
Morphosyntactic Coding Properties
In Kipsigis, a VSO language, the Subject is coded on the verb with
a set of verbal agreement prefixes. Two related conjugations are used
for Subject -Verb agreement in main clauses and Subject-Verb agreement in
subordinate clauses, shown in (la) and (lb), respectively.
(1) a. Main Clause Prefixes b. Subordinate Clause Prefixes
^ - til - e k - ttl
Is-cut-prog. Is - cut
'I'm cutting' 'that I cut'
i-til-e i:-til
2s-cut-prog. 2s-cut
'you're cutting' 'that you cut'
til-e ko-til
cut-prog. 3-cut
'he/she/it's cutting' 'that he/she/it cuts'
'they're cutting' 'that they cut'
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ki -til - e ke: - til
Ip-cut-prog. Ip-cut
'we're cutting' 'that we cut*
5-til-e o:-til
2p-cut-prog. 2p-cut
'you're (pi) cutting' 'that you (pi) cut'
In most instances, there is no overt distinction between the third
person singular and plural form of the verb. However, there are
distinct stems employed for most adjectives and verbs of motion, reflecting
the difference between singular and plural Subjects. In this case,
an overt distinction between 3 singular and 3 plural is manifested on the
surface. We illustrate this point below using the singular and plural
stans of the adjective 'nice' and the verb 'run'.
(2) kara:ran 'nice (sing)' koroiron 'nice (pi.)'
lopoti 'he is running' rwaye 'they are running'
Objects are coded on the verb by a set of distinct suffixes
shown in (3), where a third person Object is unmarked.
(3) ka -ttl - an ka - til - e:c
past -cut- Ising.Obj . past -cut -Ipl.Obj
.
'he cut me' 'he cut us'
kk -til - in ka - til - a:k
past-cut-2sing.0bj
.
past- cut -2pl.0bj
'he cut you(sing.)' 'he cut you (pi.)'
An Object which is coreferential to the subject of the clause undergoes
Reflexivization and is manifested as the reflexive suffix -k£, shown in (4).
(4) ka: - t\l - ke ka - til- ke Mu:sa
past+lsing.Subj - cut - ref. past-cut-ref . Musa(S)
'I cut myself 'Musa cut himself"
k^: - t\l - ke ka - til- ke kwo:nyi:k
past+2sing.Subj - cut - ref. past-cut-ref. women(S)
•you cut yourself 'the women cut themselves'
Another property which is characteristic of Subject NPs in Kipsigis is
that they are marked with a special tonal pattern, providing they are
not preposed to preverbal position. The tone which is borne by a Subject
NP contrasts with the tone which that NP bears in isolation. The tone
borne by an NP in isolation or citation form is identical to the tone of a
nonsubject NP and to the tone of a Subject NP which has been topicalized.
Owing to relatively free postverbal word order, a Subject may appear in a
position preceding or following an Object without affecting the tone borne
by the Subject NP. The examples in (5) illustrate the distinction between
Subject and Object tone; in addition, these examples illustrate the
application of a Scrambling rule which allows Subject and Object to appear
in any word order after the verb.
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(5) a. Mu:sa 'Musa' KtplaQat 'Kiplangat'
b. lopoti Mu: sa lopoti Kiplapat
running flusa(S) running Kiplangat (S)
'Musa is running' 'Kiplangat is running'
c. kattl ^lu : sa Kipla^at (VSO)
cut Musa(S) Kiplangat
'Musa cut Kiplangat'
kattl Klplaoat Mu : sa (VOS)
cut Kiplangat Musa(S)
Tlusa cut Kiplangat'
d. katil Kiplanat Mu:sa (VSO)
cut Kiplangat (S) Musa
'Kiplangat cut Musa'
kattl Mu:sa Kiplapat (VOS)
cut Musa Kiplangat (S)
'Kiplangat cut Musa'
These data clearly show that the process which marks NPs with Subject tone
depends on grammatical relations and not strictly on surface word order.
In the example (6a) below , the Subject is not marked with Subject
tone, since it stands in preverbal position. Nevertheless, the lack of
Subject tone on the NP which follows the verb indicates that since the
postverbal NP is not the Subject, the topical ized NP is the Subject.
NPs which are terms such as Subject, Direct Object, Beneficiary and
Instrumental can be preposed. The morpheme ko occurrs between the preposed
NP and the verb. Only one NP can be topicalized in a sentence, as shown in
in (6e,f).
(6) a. K\planat ko - ka -til perndo
Kiplangat top-past-cut meat
'Kiplangat cut the meat' (SVG) ^
b. pe:ndo ko - ka -til Kipla^at
meat top-past-cut Kiplangat (S)
'Kiplangat cut the meat' (OVS)
c. ci:to ko - ka -til-ci Kipla^at ph:ndi
man top-past-cut-ben Kiplangat (S) meat
'Kiplangat cut the meat f^or the man' (Ben VSO)
d. ik r6:tw^:t ko - ka -til Kipl^^at pe:nd/
with knife top-past-cut Kiplangat (S) meat
'Kiplangat cut the meat with a knife' (Instr VSO)
e. *K\plaoat pe:ndo kokattl
Kiplangat meat cut (SOV)
f. *pe:ndo K'lpl^O^t kokkttl
meat Kiplangat cut (OSV)
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Thus, although Subject tone marking is sensitive to grammatical relations,
it must also be sensitive to word order.
2. Raising out of Sentential Object Complements
We shall now bring into consideration evidence for a rule which raises
an NP out of a sentential Object complement and makes that NP the Object
of the higher clause. In general, sentential Object complement clauses
appear in the same position in the higher clause as a simple Object NP,
i.e. after the matrix Subject. The complementizer ole may optionally
precede the complement clause, dependent on the nature of the higher verb.
We shall not discuss the presence or absence of the complementizer here,
since its presence or absence does not affect the application of the raising
rules. In (7a) below, the verb -mac 'want' is followed by a sentential
Object complement. The Subject of the lower clause, Kiplapat
, is marked
with Subject tone and follows the verb of the complement clause. In
(7b), the NP Klplapat has undergone Raising into the higher clause.
It now bears nonsubj ect tone and stands before the embedded verb.
This derived Object may precede the higher Subject, as in (7c), clearly
demonstrating that the former Subject of the embedded clause has
become a constituent of the higher clause.
(7) a. moce Mu:sa [ kolapat Kiplaoat ]
wants Musa(S) run Kiplangat(S)
'Nlusa wants Kiplangat to run'
moce Mu:sa K\p lariat [ kolapat
wants Musa(S) Kiplangat run
'Musa wants Kiplangat to run'
c. moce Kiplapat Mu:sa ' '[kolapat
wants Kiplangat Musa(S) run
'Musa wants Kiplangat to run'
The alternation between Subject in an embedded clause and Object in a higher
clause then constitutes prima facia evidence for a rule raising a Subject
out of a sentential Object complement into higher Object position. 2
The application of Raising to an embedded first or second person
pronominal Subject provides additional evidence that the raised NP bears
the grammatical relation of Object to the higher verb. In (8b), the former
Subject of the lower clause appears as an Object suffix on the higher verb
once it undergoes Raising.
(8) a. moce Mu:sa [a - lapat]
wants Musa(S) Is. Sub-run
'Musa wants that I run'
, > 7~.—1 , ,
b. moco:n Mu:sa [ a- lapat]
wants-Is. Obj . Musa(S) Is. Sub-run
'Musa wants me to run'
Note that in (8b), although the Subject of the lower clause has
been raised into Object position of the higher clause, it nevertheless
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governs Subject-Verb agreementin the lower clause. We shall argue that both
Raising and Verb-Agreement are cyclic in Kipsigis in later portions of this
paper
.
If the higher Subject is coreferential to the lower Subject, Ref lexivization
will apply to the Object derived by application of Raising, as shown in (9).
The application of Reflexivizat ion, a clause- bounded rule, again illustrates
that the NP which has undergone Raising must be a constituent of the higher
clause and that it bears the relation Object in the higher clause.
(9) a. o -moc -e [ a -lapat ]
Is. Sub-want-prog. Is. Sub- run
'I want that I run'
, , . k ] , ,
o -mokcini-ke^ [ £ -lapat ]
Is. Sub-want -reflex. Is. Sub- run
'I want myself to run'
b. moce Mu: sa [ ko -lapat ]
wants Musa(S) 3s. Sub-run
'Musa wants that he run'
mokc'in-ke Mu:sa [ ko -lapatj_ ]
wants -reflex. Musa(S) 3s. Sub-run
'Musa wants himself to run'
We have thus provided evidence for a rule which raises the Subject NP
of a lower clause out of that clause, bringing it into the higher clause,
where it bears the grammatical relation Object. As we shall discuss in
greater detail below. Raising is governed by a wide variety of higher
verbs, including -mac 'want', - yay 'make' , and - ri:p 'watch'. An identical
range of facts is encountered for any of these verbs selecting sentential
Object complement clauses. The data in (10) below illustrate that a similar
range of alternations exists for the aforementioned verbs as well.
(10) a. ka -yay Mu:sa [ ko -til Kipla^at pe:ndo ]
past -made Musa (S) 3s. Sub-cut Kiplangat(S) meat
'Musa made that Kiplangat cut the meat'
, , , .V. ;
;
—
I
ka -yay Mu:sa Kiplapat [ ko -til | pe:ndo ]
past -made Musa(S) Kiplangat 3s. Sub-cut meat
'Musa made Kiplangat cut the meat'
.
ka -yay Klplaoat Mu:sa'»^ ko -til J_pe:ndo ]
past-made Kiplangat Musa(S) 3s. Sub-cut meat
'Musa made Kiplangat cut the meat'
ka -yay Mu:sa [ a -til pe:ndo )
past-made Musa(S) Is. Sub-cut meat
'Musa made that I cut the meat'
kk -yiy -^ Mu:si ( k -til pfe:ndo ]
past -made- Is.Obj Musa(S) Is. Sub-cut meat
•Musa made me cut the meat
'
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rI:peMu:sa [ ko -til Kipla^at pe:ndo
sees Musa(S) 3s. Sub-cut KipIangat(S) meat
'Musa sees that Kiplangat cut the meat'
4r.
;
:
ri:pe Mu:sa Ktplar)at [ ko -til
[
sees Musa(S) Kiplangat 3s. Sub-cut
'Musa sees that Kiplangat cut the meat'
rr Ifri:pe Kipla^at Mu:sa
sees Kiplangat Musa(S)
ko -til
3s. Sub- cut
'Musa sees that Kiplangat cut the meat'
ri:pe Mu:sa [ a -til pe:ndo ]
sees Musa(S) Is. Sub-cut meat
'Musa sees that I cut the meat'
, I ;—; >^ , ^ ,
ri:p- D:n Mu:sa [ £ -til pe:ndo ]
sees-ls.Obj Musa(S) Is. Sub-cut meat
'Musa sees that I cut the meat'
perndo
meat
pe:nd5
meat
It is also possible to raise an Object NP out of the lower clause
into higher Object position, as shown in (11). The Object of that
higher clause derived by application of Raising satisfies all of the tests
of higher objecthood and constituency. In (lib), the lower Object has
been raised out of a sentential Object complement clause into the higher
clause. This NP is a constituent of the higher clause, as demonstrated
by the fact that it can precede the matrix Subject in (lie).
(11) a. moce Mu:sa [ ko -til Kipla^at pe:ndo ]
wants Musa(S) 3s. Sub-cut Kiplangat (S) meat
'Musa wants that Kiplangat cut the meat'
^ , r-P ',
;
', ', T"; 1
b. moce Mu:sa pe : ndo [ ko til Kipla^at I ]
wants Musa(S) meat 3s. Sub-cut KiplangatfS)
'Musa wants that Kiplangat cut the meat'-^
c. moce pe:nd6 Mu:sa' [[ ko -til Kiplaf^at j_ ]
wants meat Musa(S) 3s. Sub-cut Kiplangat (S)
'Musa wants that Kiplangat cut the meat'
When a first or second person pronominal Object is raised into higher
Object position, it will trigger Object-Verb agreement on the higher verb
as well as triggering Object-Verb agreement on the verb of the clause
out of which it is raised, as shown in (12). Likewise, raising a lower
Object NP which is coreferential to the higher Subject triggers application
of Reflexivization, as shown in (13). Thus, pronominal Objects of Object
Complement clauses satisfy all of the tests of objecthood in the higher
clause subsequent to application of Raising.
(12) a. moce Mu:sa [ ko -tll-an Kipla^at ]
wants Musa (S) 3s. Sub-cut - 1 s. Obj . Kiplangat(S)
'Musa wants that Kiplangat cut me'
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,f ;;—
;
;;
;
—I, , , ,
b. moc -D:n Mu:sa [ ko -til-an Kiplar^at
want-Is. Obj Musa(S) 3s.Sub-cut-ls.0bj . Kiplangat
'Musa wants that Kiplangat cut me'
(13) a. 6 -moce [ kb -til-an Kipla^at ]
Is. Sub-want 3s. Sub-cut -Is. Obj Kiplangat (S)
'I want Kiplangat to cut me'
b. 6 -mokctni-ke [ ko -t\l-a£ Kipla^at ]
Is. Sub-want -reflex. 3s.Sub-cut-ls .Obj Kiplangat
'I want Kiplangat to cut me'
In addition to Direct Objects, Beneficiary and Instrumental NPs
can be raised into higher Object position, as shown in (14) and (15).
(14) a. moce Mu:sa [ kb -tll-ci Kipla^at ci:to pe:ndo]
wants Musa(S) 3s. Sub-cut-ben. Kiplangat(S) man meat
'Musa wants that Kiplangat cut the meat for the man'
b. moce Hu:sa ci:to [ kb -tll-ci Kiplaoat I peindo ]
wants Musa(S) man 5s. Sub-cut-ben. Kiplangat (S) meat
'Musa wants that Kiplangat cut the meat for the man'
(15) a. moce Mu:sa [ kb -til-^:n Kiplaqat ro:twe:t pe:ndo ]
wants Musa (S) 3s.Sub-cut-inst . Kiplangat(S) knife meat
'Musa wants that Kiplangat cut the meat with a knife'
, , , , , f7 , ,
b. moce Mu:sa ro: twe:t [ ko -tLl-e:n Kipla^at pe:ndo ]
wants Musa(S) knife 3s. Sub-cut- inst . Kiplangat (S) meat
'Musa wants that Kiplangat cut the meat with a knife'
We have observed above that both Subject-Verb agreement and Object-
Verb agreement must apply prior to application of Raising, since an
embedded verb must agree with the NP which eventually is removed from that
clause by application of Raising, as shown in (12b). However, verb agreement
also applies after Raising, as shown by the fact that the higher verb bears
Object agreement triggered by the derived Object. Thus, verb agreement precedes
Raising and Raising precedes verb agreement; according to the standard principles
of linear ordering, verb agreement must therefore be cyclic.
A similar argument can be advanced that Raising must be cyclic, since
an NP may be raised out of a lower clause into a higher clause and assumes
the relation Object in that clause. That derived Object may also undergo
Raising into the highest clause by application of Raising on the last cycle.
(16) a.o -moce [ kb -yay Kfplanat [ kb -til-fn Mu:si ) )
Is. Sub-want 3s. Sub-make Kiplangat (S) 3s.Sub-cut-2s.Obj Musa(S)
'I want that Kiplangat make that Musa cut you'
b.D -moc6 [ kb -yay -in Kiplanat [ kb -t\l-u} Mu:si ] ]
Is, Sub-want 3s.Sub-make-2s. Kiplangat.(S) 3s.S-cut-2s. Mu:sa(S)
'I want that Kiplangat make that Musa cut you'
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c. o -moc - i:n [ ko-yay -ij^ Kiplanat [ ko-t il- in Mu:sa ] ]
ls.-want-2s. 3s. -make-2s. Kiplangat(S) 3s.-cut-2s. Musa(S)
•I want that Kiplangat make that Musa cut you'
In the derivation of (16), Raising precedes verb agreement in the
intermediate clause, and in the highest clause, the second application of
Raising also feeds verb agreement. V7e conclude therefore that Raising applies
cyclically.
Although either a lower Subject of nonsubject may undergo Raising,
it is impossible to raise both a Subject and an Object into the immediately
dominating clause, as demonstrated below.
(17) a.
X i , X , ^ [ ', 1
*o -moce pe:ndo Kipla^t [ ko -til
_J
Is. -want meat Kiplangat 3s. -cut
('I want that Kiplangat cut the meat')
X ^f. 4. , \ , I
*o -m5ce Ki-plapat pe:ndo [ko-til
Is. -want Kiplangat meat 3s. -cut
('I want that Kiplangat cut the meat')
b.*ka: -yay -_Ln Kiplapat [ ko-t\l-^ _l ]
past+ls.-make-2s. Kiplangat 3s.-cut-2s.
('I made Kiplangat cut you')
The application of Object Complement Raising must therefore be constrained
so that application of that rule to one NP of the lower clause prevents
any' other NP from being raised into the higher clause. We shall refer to
this constraint as the No Double Raising Constraint.
There are numerous avenues open for stating this constraint. One method
of constraining the application of Raising is to claim that when an NP
is raised out of a sentential complement clause, that clause is reduced in
grammatical status to a chomeur. If an NP may not be raised out of a
chomeur, then no other NP contained in that clause may be raised. This
hypothesis is advanced in Postal and Perlmutter (1974). An alternative
method of constraining the application of Raising appears to us to be more
intimately connected with the fundamental claims of a Relational Grammar
account of syntax. Specifically, we claim that once the Object position
of the higher clause is filled by application of Raising, that position
cannot be filled again by application of Raising. Following the discussion
of Sentential Subject Complement Raising, we shall return to the No Double
Raising Constraint, and shall show that the second alternative is supported
over the first alternative.
We shall now consider evidence indicating that the two apparent Raising
rules, Subject-to-Object Raising and Object -to- Object Raising, are
instances of the same rule, rather than two distinct rules in Kipsigis. ^
First, we note that both rules which raise an NP from a sentential Object
complement must obey Subjacency, i.e. they may raise an NP out of the clause
immediately dominated by the governing verb. This is shown by the fact that
it is impossible to raise one NP out of the lower clause into a clause more than
one higher cyclic node.
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An NP may appear separated on the surface from its original source
yf an intermediate clause. However, that NP must undergo Raising twice,
orresponding to each clause through which it passes. The cyclic
[iteraction of verb agreement and Raising clearly demonstrates that the NP
hich appears in the highest clause in (16c) has passed through the
ritermediate clause. The Subjacency restriction on Object Complement Raising
5 demonstrated by the fact that verb agreement is obligatory on the intermediate
lause. If the lower NP were to undergo Raising directly into the highest
lause, verb agreement would not apply to the verb of the intermediate clause,
hus, the ungrammaticality of (18a, b) demonstrates that Obj ect-to-Object
aising and Sub j ect-to-Object Raising are both subject to Subjacency.
(18) a.* o-moc - i:n [ ka -yay Mu:sa [ ko -til-ui^ Kipla^at ] ]
ls.-want-2s. 3s. -make Musa(S) 3s.-cut-2s. Kiplangat(S)
(•I want that Musa make Kiplangat cut you')
/ / /f
»
f \ I \ y ^ /
*o -moc - 1 :n [ ko -yay Mu:sa [ j_|_ -til pe:ndo ] J
Is. -want -277 3s. -make Musa(S) 2s. -cut meat
(•I want that Musa make you cut the meat')
ince, as we shall demonstrate below, not every cyclic rule is subject to
jbjacency, the fact that both Obj ect-to-Object Raising and Subj ect-to-Object
aising are constrained to obey Subjacency constitutes an arguement that these
liles are identical.
The second arguement that Object-to-Obj ect Raising and Subj ect-to-Object
aising are subject to Subjacency is based on the previously mentioned restricti
hat only one NP may be raised into the immediately dominating clause,
pplication of Raising to one NP of the lowest clause prevents subsequent
pplication of Raising of any other NP out of that clause into a higher
bject complement clause.
on
(19) a.*ka: -yay Mu:sa [ ko-mac Kiplaoat pe:ndo [ko -til
past+ls.-make Musa 3s. -want Kiplangat (S) meat 3s. -cut
('I made Kiplangat want Nhisa to cut the meat')
4 y , , ^ X A-F"^ ^ '> 1
*ki: -yay pe:ndo [ko-mac Kiplaoat Mu:sa [ko-til
_J
past+ls.-make meat 3s. -want Kiplangat(S) Musa 3s. -cut
('I made Kiplangat want Musa to cut the meat')
Object pronouns and full lexical NPs behave identically with respect
this restriction on the application of Object Complement Raising.
(20) a.*o -moce Mu:sa [ko -y^y -aj^ Kipla^at [ ko -t\l-u\^ l_ ] ]
Is. -want Musa 3s.-make-2s. Kiplangat(S) 3s.-cut-2s.
('I want that Kiplangat make Musa cut you')
*o -moc^ Mu:sk [ko -y^y -^ Kipla^kt [i_^ -til
Is. -want Musa 3s.-make-2s. Kiplangat (S) 2s-cut
(•I want that Kiplangat make you cut Musa')
] ]
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c* 6 -moc - f :n [ko -yay Kiplar)at Mu:sa [ko-til-in '_ ] ]
ls.-want-2s. 3s. -make Kiplangat(S) Musa 3s.-cut-2s.
('I want that Kiplangat make Musa cut you')
4^ ^ ; 7~7; TJ^ ; ,
d.*o -moc -ij_n [ ko -yay KiplaQat Mu:sa [i:-til I ] ]
ls.-want-2s. 3s. -make Kiplangat(S) Musa 2s. -cut
('I want that Kiplangat make you cut Musa')
The restriction which we observe on Object Complement Raising is a consequence
of the fact that Object Complement Raising is constrained to obey Subjacency
in conjunction with the fact that only one NP may be raised out of an
Object complement clause into the immediately dominating clause.
The second indication that the rules Object-to-Object Raising and
Subject-to Object Raising is a single rule rather than two separate phenomena
is the fact that the class of predicates governing raising of lower Subject
and nonsubject NPs into ^higher Object position is identical. Verbs of
perception, cognition, judgement, desire and causation, and in general,
any verb selecting a sentential Object complement, will govern raising
of NPs into higher Object position. Examples of the verbs -mac 'want'
and -yay 'make' have been employed above illustrating the fact that these
verbs govern both Object-to-Object Raising and Subject-to-Object Raising.
A sampling of additional verbs governing both processes is provided below.
(21) a.^:nken ole kott'l Kiplar)at pe:ndo
Is. -know comp 3s. -cut Kiplangat (S) meat
'1 know that Kiplangat cut the meat'
b.5:nken Kiplapat ole kotil pe:ndo
Is. -know Kiplangat comp 3s. -cut meat
= (a)
c.o:nken p:endo ole kbtil Kipla^at
Is. -know meat comp 3s. -cut Kiplangat (S)
= (a)
(22) a.ri:pe Mu:sa kotil Kiplarjat pe:ndo
see Musa(S) 3s. -cut Kiplangat (S) meat
'Musa sees Kiplangat cut the meat'
b.ri:pe Mu:sa Kiplapat kotil pe:ndo
see Musa(S) Kiplangat 3s. -cut meat
= (a)
c.ri:peMu:sa pe:ndo kotil Kiplaqat
see Musa(S) meat os.-cut Kiplangat (S)
= (a)
(23) a.amb:r)u ole kotil Kiplarjat pe:ndo
Is. -expect comp 3s. -cut Kiplangat(S) meat
'I expect Kiplangat to cut the meat'
b.amb:r)u Kipla^at ole kbti'l pe:ndo
Is. -expect Kiplangat comp 3s. -cut meat
= (a)
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(23) c.imb:r)u pe:nd5 ole kotil KiplaQ^t
Is. -expect meat comp 3s. -cut Kiplangat (S)
= (a)
Our argument that the class of verbs governing both varieties of Rais-
ing is identical is strengthened by the fact that both processes show the
same idiosyncratic restrictions. The verb - mwa - 'say (to) ' allows neither
lower Subjects nor nonsubjects to be raised, although the verb -le^- 'tell'
does allow application of Raising to lower subjects and nonsubjects alike.
(24) a. Unraised version.
fko:le:nci) K\plar)at ole koti'l Mu:si pe:nd5
Uco:mwo:ci5
past-ls./-say tojKiplangat comp 3s. -cut Musa(S) meat
L-tell )
'1 r said toi Kiplangat that Musa cut the meat'
Itold j"
b. Raising of lower Subject.
|k5:le:nci|. KiplaQat Mu:sa ole koti'l pb:ndo
tfcko:mwo:ci ^
past-lsy-say to)Kiplangat Musa comp 3s. -cut meat
Vtell 5
= (a)
c. Raising of lower Object.
Lko:le:ncil Kiplarjat pe:ndo ole kbtil Mu':s5
ko: mwo:ci
J
past-ls.(-say tojKiplangat meat comp 3s. -cut Musa(S)
l-tell )
= (a)
If Subject-to-Object Raising and Object-to-Object Raising are viewed as a
unified process then the idiosyncratic restriction on the governing class
of both rules need be stated only once. We thus propose the following gen-
eral rule to account for the various processes of Object Complement Raisr
ing discussed above:
(25) Object Complement Raising: Optionally raise a term out of an
Object Complement Clause.
Conditions: subject to Subjacency, not governed by the verb
-mwa-
.
Although Raising out of Sentential Object Complements in English may
only apply to lower Subjects, there are other languages besides Kipsigis
in which Object Complement Raising applies to NPs bearing grammatical rela-
tions other than Subject. In each of the cases of which we are aware, the
governing class of Subject-to-Object Raising is identical to the governing
class of Object-to-Object Raising. Furthermore, all rules of Object Comple-
ment Raising which we have encountered are universally subject to Subjacency,
For example, in Imbabura Quechua, a highlan<l Ecuadorian Quechua language.
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a parallel set of alternations is encountered. In (26) below, the sentential
Object complement is nominalized with the present tense nominalizer -^
and is marked with the accusative case suffix -t£. The underlying unraised
sentence is given as (26a). In (26b), the lower Subject has been raised
into higher Object position, in (26c), the lower Object has been raised
into higher Object position, and in (26d) , the lower Indirect Object has
been raised into higher Object position. In each of these examples illustrating
application of Raising, the derived higher Object is marked with the accusative
suffix -ta and appears outside of the embedded clause. We observe that any
term of the lower clause may undergo Raising and appear as the Object
the higher clause, just as we have shown in Kipsigis that any term may undergo
Raising and appear in the higher clause as the Object of that clause. ^
(26)a.chai jari-ca cri -n[yachachij wanni-man wawa-ta cara -ju -y -ta
that man-top believe-3 teacher woman-dat baby-acc serve-prog-pres-acc
'The man believes the teacher is giving the woman the baby'
b.chai jarica yachachij-ta crin [ wanniman wawata carajuyta]
that man teacher -ace believes woman baby serves
'The man believes the teacher is giving the woman the baby'
c.chai jarica wawa-ta crin [yachachij warmiman carajuyta]
that man baby-ac believes teacher woman serves
'The man believes the teacher is giving the woman the baby'
d.chai jarica warmi-ta crin [yachachij wawata carajuyta]
that man woman-ac believes teacher baby serves
'The man believes the teacher is giving the woman the baby'
Further evidence that Raising has applied in (26b-d) is the fact that
these derived Objects can undergo Passivization an d appear as the surface
Subject, as shown in (27).
(27)a. yachachij -ca jari cri -shca-mi [warmiman wawata carajuyta]
teacher -top man believe-pass-valid. woman baby serves
'The teacher is believed by the man to be giving the woman the baby'
b.wawa-ca jari cri -shca-mi [yachachij warmiman carajuyta]
baby-top man believe-pass-valid. teacher woman serves
=(26c)
c.warmi-ca jari cri -shca-mi [ yachachij wawata carajuyta]
woman-top man believe-pass-valid. teacher baby serves
=(26d)
David Weber (1978,1979) also observes that Raising out of Object
complement clauses into higher Object position applies to both lower Subjects
and Objects in the Llacon dialect of Huanuco Quechua, a Quechua I language
spoken in Peru. In Nandi, a Kalenjin language or dialect very closely related
to Kipsigis, Creider (1979) reports parallel data to the Kipsigis data
presented here. Certain Bantu languages allow Raising of both Subject and
Object NPs out of sentential Object complements into higher Object position.
Kisseberth and Marshad (in progress) observe that in the Kiamu dialect of
Swahili, nonsubjects as well as Subjects can be raised into higher Object
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position. Therefore, although Object Complement Raising does not apply to
nonsubject NPs of the lower clause in English, that possibility is available
and is exploited in a variety of languages.
3. Raising out of Sentential Subject Complements
In the preceding section, we have argued for the existence of a general
rule raising a term out of a sentential Object complement clause into
higher Object position of the higher clause, subject to Subjacency. We shall
now consider evidence arguing for a rule raising an NP out of sentential Subject
complement clauses. A sentential Subject complement clause will appear in
typical subject position, i.e. immediately following the matrix verb. No
complementizer is present, and the matrix verb selects unmarked 3rd. person
singular agreement when the sentential Subject complement clause serves as the
subject of that predicate. All predicates selecting sentential Subject complement
such as wv>y 'tough' or maka :
t
'necessary' are intransitive.
Kipsigis presents a variety of processes raising NPs out of sentential
Subject complements. In each case, the derived Subject satisfies every
test of Subjecthood in the higher clause. For example, the Object of a clause
embedded under the verb wi/y 'tough' may undergo Raising into higher Subject
position by a rule analogous to Tough Movement in English. We observe below
that an NP appearing within the embedded clause bearing the relation Object in
that clause, as shown by its tone, will appear within the higher clause and
bears Subject tone subsequent to application of Raising.
(28) a. wwy [ ko-ti'l Mu:sa pe:ndo ]
hard 3s-cut Musa(S) meat
'It is hard for Musa to cut the meat'
^£—; ;
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b. wvy pe:ndo [ ko-ti.1 Mu:sa i ]
hard meat (S) 3s-cut Musa(S)
'The meat is hard for Musa to cut'
In (29) below, a plural Object NP is raised; that derived Subject
triggers verb agreement on the higher predicate by requiring selection of
the plural stem wyyyen of the higher predicate.
(29) a. wuy [ ko-ti'l Mu:sa pany^rk ]
hard 3s-cut Musa(S) meat (pi)
'It is hard for Musa to cut the meats'
b. wcryen panye:k [ ko-til Mu:sa H ]
hard (pi) meat(pl)(S) 3s-cut Musa(S)
'The meats are hard for Musa to cut'
A first or second person pronominal Object NP which is raised into
higher Subject position will control Object-Verb agreement in the lower
clause, as well as triggering Subject-Verb agreement in the higher clause.
As indicated in the preceding section, this fact is explainable by the
cyclic application of both rules of Verb Agreement.
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(30) a. wCy [ko-mas -a:k Mu:sa ]
hard 3s-beat-2Dl riusa(S)
'It's hard for Musa to beat you(pl)'
b. o -wiyen [ ko-mas -a:k Mu:sa ]
Tp-hard(pl) 3s-beat-2pl Musa(S)
'You (pi) are hard for Musa to beat'
It is also possible to raise Beneficiary and Instrumental NPs out of
sentential Subject complements, as illustrated in (31).
(31) a. wOy [ko-t\l-e:n Mu:sa pe:ndo r6:t6:k ]
hard 3s-cut-instr. Musa(S) meat knives
'It's hard for Musa to cut the meat with the knives'
wvyen rb:to:k [ ko-til-^h Mu:sa pe:ndD '
hard(pl) knives(S) 5s-cut-instr. Musa(S) meat
'The knives are hard for Musa to cut the meat with'
b. wCy [ko-tll-ci Mu:sa pe:ndo kwoinyik ]
hard 3s-cut-ben. Musa(S) meat women
'It's hard for Musa to cut the meat for the women'
wjyln kwj:nyik [ko-t\l-ci Mu:sa pe:ndo I ]
hard (pi) women (S)
'The women are hard for Musa to cut the meat for'
Thus, Kipsigis presents alternations in the position of an NP similar to
those in English accounted for by the rule Tough Movement.
The process raising Object NPs out of sentential Subject complement
clauses in Kipsigis is unlike English, however, in that the class of verbs
governing that phenomenon is the entire class of verbs selecting sentential
Subject complements. While only a limited class of verbs in English allow
Tough Movement (i.e. Raising of embedded nonsubjects) , there are no such
limitations on the class of verbs governing sentential Subject raising in
Kipsigis. Thus, verbs such as viOy 'tough', roisi 'easy', nyolu 'necessary
- testa 'continue' all govern optional application of Raising of nonsubject
NPs in Kipsigis.
(32)a. ny5lu[kw-am Kiplar)at pany^:k ]
need 3s-eat Kiplangat(S) meat (pi)
'It is necessary that Kiplangat eat the meats'
nyDluno:tf:n panye:k [kw-am Kipla^at I ]
h6ed (pi) meats (S) 3s-eat Kiplangat
'It is necessary that Kiplangat eat the meats'
b. rbfsi [ ko-til Mu:sa pany^:k ]
easy 3s-cut Musa(S) meat (pi)
'It is easy for Mosa to cut the meats'
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roisi pany£:k [ko-til Mu:sa |_]
easy meats(S) 3s-cut Musa(S)
'The meats are easy for Musa to cut'
c. ka -testa [ ko-til Mu:sa panye:k ]
past-continue 3s-cut Musa(S) meats
'Musa continued to cut the meats'
ka -t^sta panyT:k [ kb-ti'l Mu:sa j_ ]
past-continue meats (S) 3s-cut Musa(S)
'Musa continued to cut the meats'
ka -t^sta [ko-mas - (n Mu:sa ]
past-continue 3s-beat-2s Musa(S)
'Musa continued to beat you'
if
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ke: -testa [ ko-mas -in^ Mu:sa ]
past+2s-continue 3s-beat-2s Musa(S)
'Musa continued to beat you'
It is also possible to apply this process of Raising to Subject NPs of
the embedded clause as well, analogous the the rule Subject-to-Subject
Raising in English. The derived matrix Subject will trigger Subject-Verb
agreement in the higher clause and will be marked with Subject tone,
demonstrating its constituency in the higher clause.
(33) a. nyolu [ ko-mas kwo:ndo Mu:sa ]
necessary 3s-beat woman (S) Musa
'It is necessary for the woman to beat Musa'
nyolu kworndo [ ko-mas Mu:sa ]
necessary woman (S) 3s-beat Musa
'It is necessary for the woman to beat Musa'
b. wvy [ ko-til kwo:nyik pe:ndo ]
hard 3s-cut women (S) meat
'It is hard for the women to cut meat'
wvyen kwo:n/ik [ko-t il I pe:ndo ]
hard (pi) women (S) 3s-cut meat
'It is hard for the women to cut the meat'
Application of Raising to the embedded first Cf second person pronominal
Subject of the sentential Subject complement raises that NP into the higher
clause, where it controls Subject-Verb agreement. In addition, that NP
triggers Subject-Verb agreement on the lower verb, which is the expected
result of our hypothesis that verb agreement applies cyclically in conjunction
with the fact that (as we shall demonstrate). Subject Complement Raising
applies cyclically. The following examples illustrate the application of
Raising to embedded pronominal Subject NPs.
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(34) a.nyolu [o:-t\l pe:ndo ]
necessary 2p-cut meat
'It is necessary for you(pl) to cut meat'
£ -nyoliinorti :n [ oj -til pe:ndo ]
2p-necessary(pl) 2p-cut meat
'It is necessary for you(pl) to cut the meat'
b.wvy [ke:-mas Kipla^at ]
hard Ip-beat Kiplangat
'It is hard for us to beat Kiplangat'
ki-w»/yen [ ke: -mas Klpla^at ]
Ip-hard(pl) Ip-beat Kiplangat
'It's hard for us to beat Kiplangat'
We have observed in the preceding section that, according to the
No Double liaising Constraint, Object Complement Raising may apply to raise
only one NP out of the lower clause into the higher clause. This restriction
blocks application of Object Complement Raising to two NPs of the lower clause
if both NPs are to appear in the same clause subsequent to application of
Raising. The same restriction must be observed for the rule raising an NP out
of a sentential Subject complement clause, since two NPs may not be raised into
the same higher clause by that rule.
i , , , '. T^tt^^^^^tI
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(35) a.*o_-nyoluno: ti:n pany£:k [o:-ti.l ' ]
2p-necessary meats (S) 2p-cut
('It is necessary for you (pi) to cut the meats'
b.*wuy Kiplar)at Mii*: sa [ ko-mas | 1 ]
hard Kiplangat (S) Mu:sa(S) 3s-beat
('It is hard for Musa to beat Kiplangat')
As pointed out earlier, two explanations for this restriction are available;
according to one explanation, application of Raising to a clause places
that clause en chomage, blocking further application of Raising to that clause.
According to the alternative explanation, application of Raising to one
NP of a clause fills the relational position held by the complement clause
in the higher clause, thus blocking subsequent reapplicat ion of Raising
into that clause.
Application of Subject Complement Raising may feed itself, as is
demanded under the hypothesis that this rule applies cyclically. Thus,
an NP which originates in a lower clause may undergo Subject Complement
Raising into the higher clause on the second cycle and will become the
Subject of that clause. That derived Subject NP may then undergo a second
application of Subject Complement Raising into the highest clause on the
last cycle. The fact that the derived Subject of the higher clause has
undergone application of Raising twice is demonstrated by the fact that
that NP triggers application of Verb Agreement on the intermediate clause.
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(36) a. katesta {konyolu [kot\l Kipla^at pany^:k ]]
3-past-continue 3-necessary 3-cut Kiplangat(S) rneat-pl
'it continued to be necessary for Kiplangat to cut the meat (pi)'
b. katesta [konyjluno: ti:n panye:k [kot\l Kipla^at]]
3-past-continue 3-pl-necessarv meat-pl(S) 3-cut Kiplangat (S)
= (a).
c. katesta panye:k [kDnyDlun5:ti:n[kot\l Kiplarjat]]
3-past-continue meat-pl(S) 3-pl-necessary 3-cut Kiplangat (S)
= (a).
(37) a. katesta [konyolu (i_j^t\l pany^:k]]
3-past-continue 3-necessary 2s-cut meat-pl
'it continued to be necessary for you to cut the meat (pi)'
b. katesta [i:nyolu [i:t\l pany^:k]]
3-past-continue 2s-necessary 2s-cut meat (pi)
= (a).
c. k^rtesta [i:nyolu [i: t\l pany^:k]]
past-2s-continue 2s-necessary 2s-cut meat-pl
= (a).
We observe from these examples that the derived subject of the highest
clause has been raised into the lower clause, as demonstrated by the fact
verb agreement applies to the verb of that intermediate clause.
The process raising an NP out of a sentential Subject complement inter-
acts with Object Complement Raising, since an Object NP derived by applica-
tion of Object Complement Raising may undergo Subject Complement Raising and
become the subject of the highest clause. The fact that the embedded verb
-mac - 'want' bears Object verb agreement coreferent ial with the derived Sub-
ject NP demonstrates that Object Complement Raising has applied on the second
cycle raising the underlying Subject or Object of the lowest clause into the
next highest clause.
(38) a. nyolu [kbyay Kipla^at [i: t\l pe:ndo]]
3-necessary 3-make Kiplangat (S) 2s-cut meat
'it is necessary for Kiplangat to make you cut the meat'
b. nyolu' [kbykyin Ktplkrjkt [l:ttl pe:ndo]]
3-necessary 3-make-2s Kiplangat (S) Ts-cut meat
= (a).
c. tnyolii [kbyay in Kiplarjat [i : til pe:ndo]l
2s^-necessary 3-make- 2s Kiplangat (S) 2s-cut meat
= (a).
(39) a. nyolu [kbyiy Kipla^at [kbtllui Mu:s^]]
3-necessary 3-make Kiplangat (S) 3-cut-2s Musa(S)
'it is necessary for Kiplangat to make Musa cut you'
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(39) b. nyolu [koyay in Ki'plaoat [kotll^ Mu:sa]]
3-necessarv 3-make-2s Kiplangat(S) 3-cut-2s Musa(S)
= (a).
c.inyolu [koyay in Kiplaoat [kot\l in Mu: sa]
]
~2s-necessary 3-make-2s Kiplangat(S) 3-cut-2s Musa(S)
= (a).
Our hypothesis that Object Complement Raising and Subject Complement Raising
are cyclic rules predicts that application of one raising rule may feed appli-
cation of the other raising rule. The fact that application of Object Comp-
lement Raising feeds application of Subject Complement Raising confirms this
hypothesis.
These rules also interact in such a way that a Subject NP derived by
application of Subject Complement Raising on one cycle may undergo Object
Complement Raising on the highest cycle. V.'e observe below that an NP which
originates in the lowest clause will trigger verb agreement on the verb of
that clause. On the next cycle, that NP may undergo Subject Complanent
Raising and become the derived Subject of that clause; it will trigger verb
agreement on the verb of the intermediate clause. That NP may subsequently
undergo Object Complement Raising and become the derived Object NP of the
highest clause.
C40) a. ka:yay [kotlsta [komasvn Kiplaoat]]
past-ls-make 3continue 3-hit-2s Kiplangat(S)
'I made Kiplangat's hitting you continue'
b. ki:yay [Vt^sta [komasin Kiplar^at]]
past-ls-make 2s-continue 3-hit-2s Kiplangat(S)
= (a)
c. ka:yayin [Hesta [konastn Kiplaoat]]
past-ls=make-2s 2s-continue 3-hit-2s Kiplangat(S)
= (a).
(42) a. ka:yay [kotesta [Imas Kiplaoat]]
past-ls-make 3-continue 2s-cut Kiplangat
'1 made your cutting Kiplangat continue'
b. ka:yay [U^sta [Unas Kiplaoat]]
past-ls-make 2s-continue 2s-cut Kiplangat
= (a).
c. ki:y^ytn [\_t^sta [Imas Kiplaoat]]
past-ls-make-2s 2s-continue 2s-cut Kiplangat
= (a).
We have thus shown that Object Complement Raising is subject to Subja-
cency. We also demonstrated that the rule of Subject Complement Raising may
obey Subjacency; i.e., it may apply to raise an NP out of the immediately
dominated complement. A significant difference between Object Complement Rai-
sing and Subject Complement Raising developes in this respect, namely that
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Subject Conplement Raising may violate Subjacency by .raising an NP into the
highest clause out of the lowest clause without that NP having been raised
into the intermediate clause, as shown below.
(43) a.kk -t^sta [ko-nyolu [ ko-mas -in Ki'plhrjit ] ]
past-continue 3-necessary 3 -beat-Is Kiplangat(S)
•It continued for it to be necessary for Kiplangat to beat me'
ka: -testa [ko-nyolu [ko -mas -an Kipla^at ] ]
past+ls-continue 3-necessary 3 -beat-Is Kiplangat (S)
'It continued for it to be necessary for Kiplangat to beat me'
b.wOy [ko-testa [ a-mas Klplar)at ] ]
hard 3-continue Is-beat Kiplangat
'It is hard for me to continue beating Kiplangat'
a^ -wOy [ ko-testa [ £-mas Klplaoat ] ]
Is-hard 3 -continue Is-beat Kiplangat
'It is hard for me to continue beating Kiplangat'
In the derivation of these sentences. Subject Complement Raising does not
apply on the second cycle and the verb of the intermediate clause does
not receive first person verb agreement. On the highest cycle. Subject
Complement Raising applies to an NP contained in the lowest clause which
is dominated by the highest predicate and raises that NP into Subject
position of the highest clause. We shall henceforth refer to raising out
of a clause not immediately dominated by the governing verb as unbounded
raising. Subject Complement Raising is therefore not constrained to observe
Subjacency, since it may apply in an unbounded fashion.
Additional evidence is available that Subject Complement Raising is
not constrained by Subjacency. It is possible to apply Subject Complement
Raising to one NP of the lowest clause on the second cycle, and to then
apply Subject Complement Raising to a different NP of the lowest clause
on the highest cycle, raising that NP in an unbounded fashion into the
highest clause.
(44) a. wvy [ ki-ny5lu [ i:-tll-an ] ]
hard 3 -necessary 2s-cut-ls
'It is hard for it to be necessary for you to cut me'
s^i—. i , , -n—
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) -wCry [ a^-nyolu [ j_:-t\l-an ] ]
2s-hard Is-necessary 2s-cut-ls
'It is hard for it to be necessary for you to cut me'
wOy [kb-nyolu [ ko-mas Kipla^at Mu:sa ] ]
hard 3 -necessary 3 -beat Kiplangat (S) Musa
•It is hard for it to be necessary for Kiplangat to cut Musa'
w^ Ktp1fkf)at [ ko-nyolu Mi&^ [ ko-mis l_
_
hard Kiplangat (S)3-necessary Musa(S) 3 beat
'It is hard for it to be necessary for Kiplangat to cut Muss'
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Subject Complement Raising may also apply in an unbounded fashion to
an NP of the lowest clause which is itself an Object complement clause
to which Object Complement Raising has previously applied on the second cycle.
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, , , I 1(451a. wOy Kiplapat [ ko-yay Mu:sa pe:ndo [ko-t il J ___ ] ]
hard Kiplangat(S) 3 -make Musa(S) meat 3 -cut
'It is hard for Musa to make Kiplangat cut the meat'
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b. 1 -nyolu [ ko-mac -a£ Kiplar)at [ a-mas-j^ ] ]
Ts-necessary 3 -want-Is Kiplangat(S) ls-beat-2s
'It is necessary that Kiplangat want that I beat you'
We have earlier pointed out that both Object Complement Raising and
Subject Complement Raising are constrained by the No Double Raising Constraint
so that only one NP may be raised into the immediately dominating clause.
We must conclude on the basis of this constraint that the derived subject NP
of the highest clause in (45a, b) and (44) cannot have been a constituent
of the intermediate clauses . Therefore, Subject Complement Raising must be
allowed to apply in an unbounded fashion in these examples.
We are now provided with the crucial empirical evidence supporting
one of the two previously mentioned universal explanations for the No Double
Raising Constraint. Under the hypothesis that application of Raising to an
NP of a clause places that clause en chomage, we expect that raising one
NP out of a clause will prevent application of any raising rule to any other
NP of that clause, under all circumstances. This has been shown to be false,
since an NP may be raised out of a clause which is purportedly a chomeur,
just in case that NP is raised into an unfilled relational position of the
highest clause. V.'e therefore conclude that the correct explanation for
the No Double Raising Constraint is the fact that an NP raised into a
higher clause fills the relational position held by that clause, and that
two NPs of a clause may not bear the same grammatical relation. This
conclusion is also supported by the interaction of Tough Movement and Subject-
to-Object Raising in English: application of Subject-to-Object Raising on
the second cycle does not disallow application of Tough Movement to the
Object NP of the lowest clause.
(46) Sue is hard for Mary to expect John to ki;
Throughout the preceding discussion, we have shown that significant
similarities exist between the process raising Subject NPs out of sentential
Subject complement clauses and the process raising nonsubjects out of
sentential Subject complement clauses; both rules are cyclic, both rules
may apply in an unbounded fashion, the class of predicates governing one
process is identical to the class of predicates governing the other process.
We are aware of no differences between these processes which would prevent
their expression as a single rule. We therefore propose the following
rule to account for raising of Subject and nonsubject NPs out of sentential
Subject complements.
(47) Subject Complement Raising : Optionally raise a term out of a
sentential Subject complement clause. (Not subject to Subjacency)
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Despite ths fact that the class of predicates governing Subject-to-Subject
Raising and Tough Movement in English are nonintersecting, Kipsigis does
not stand alone in allowing the same verbs to govern raising of embedded
Subjects and nonsubjects alike. In the Kiamu dialect of Swahili, Kisseberth
and Marshad(in progress) report that one class of predicates governs raising
of both Subjects and nonsubjects out of sentential Subject complement
clauses. James (1979) reports for James Bay Cree that the same class of
predicates governs raising of Subject and nonsubject NPs out of sentential
Subject complement clauses. She notes, rather interestingly, that the rule
which raises an NP out of a sentential Subject complement clause is not
subject to Subjacency in that language; this same result was argued for
in Kipsigis in the preceding section.
In summary, we have argued for two Raising rules in Kipsigis, one raising
a term from a sentential Subject complement clause which is not subject to
Subjacency, and another raising a term from a sentential Object complement
clause, which is constrained by Subjacency. Both rules were shown to apply
cyclically, and are constrained by the principle that the application of
Raising into a clause fills up the relational position held by the embedded
clause out of which that NP is raised.
4 . Passive and Verb Agreement
In this section, we turn to additional data bearing on the question
of Verb Agreement. It was demonstrated in the preceding section that Verb
Agreement must be cyclic, since it both precedes and follows the cyclic
rules Object Complement Raising and Subject Complement Raising. Verb
Agreement also interacts with another cyclic rule of Kipsigis, Passive.
As a preliminary, we observe that the passive form of the verb is
marker with the prefix ki - in a main clause or ke :- in a subordinate clause.
(48) kk
-JcC -ttl pferndo Mu:si
past-pass-cut meat Musa(S)
'The meat was cut by Musa'
o -mocfe [ k^:-til pb:ndo ^^l^:sa ]
Is-want paTs-cut meat Musa(S)
'I want the meat to be cut by Musa'
k^: -kl -til -an
past+2s-pass-cut-ls
'I was cut by you'
The surface grammatical relations borne by the NPs of these examples
are not clearly demonstrated by any of the morphological tests for Subject
and Objects. For example, the passive agent continues to trigger Subject-
Verb agreement, and is marked on the surface with Subject tone. The derived
passive Subject continues to bear the morphological characteristics of
nonsubject NPs;i.e. it bears nonsubject tone and controls Object-Verb agreement.
These morphological coding properties superficially suggest that Passive in
Kipsigis does not change grammatical relations. However, syntactic behavioral
properties clearly demonstrate that Passive in Kipsigis is in fact a relation
changing rule.
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In the first section of this paper, we showed that Subject, Object and
Oblique NPs may be topicalized into preverbal position. Rather strikingly,
in a passive sentence, only the underlying Object may be preposed and not
the underlying Subject.
(49) a. pe:ndo ko-ka -ki -til Mu:sa
meat top-past-pass-cut Musa(S)
•The meat was cut by Musa'
b. *Mu:sa ko-ka- kC -ttl pe:ndo
Musa top-past-pass-cut meat
('The meat was cut by Musa')
In this respect, the underlying Subject NP behaves as though it has undergone
a demotion in grammatical relation to ch6meur status, similar to the behavior
of demoted passive agents in other languages , in so far as it cannot
undergo syntactic processes, such as Topicalization, as freely as terms may.
We have also shown that NPs may be raised into Object position out
of sentential Object complement clauses and into Subject position out of
sentential Subject complement clauses. However, if a Subject has been demoted
to ch&meur status by application of the Passive rule, it is not available
to undergo the rules Object Complement Raising and Subject Complement Raising.
As shown in (50)below, the derived passive Subject may freely undergo
both rules of raising, but the passive agent may not be raised by either
rule.
(50) a. 5 -moce pfe:ndo [ k^:-til Kiplaoat ]
Is-want meat pass-cut Kiplangat(S)
'I want the meat to be cut by Kiplangat'
*5
-moce Kiplkf)Jlt [ k^:-ttl pfetndo ]
Is-want Kiplangat pass-cut meat
('I want that the meat be cut by Kiplangat')
Another rule which demonstrates that passive agents are demoted in
grammatical status to chdraeurs is the rule NP Relativization. In Kipsigis,
any NP bearing a grammatical relation higher than Genetive may undergo
relativization, while Genetive NPs may not undergo relativization. As
predicted by the NP Accessability Hierarchy, the demoted Subject which we
argue to be a chQmeur cannot be relativized. In contrast, the derived
passive Subject is freely available for relativization.
(51) a. koy kw5:nd5 [ ni-kk -kf -mis cl:t5 ]
tall woman (S) rel-past-pass-hit man(S)
•The woman who was hit by the may is tall'
b.*koy cl:tJ) [ ni-ka. -kf -mks kwo:ndo ]
tall man(S) rel-past-pass-hit woman
(•The man who the woman was hit by is tall')
Thus, four rules, Topicalization, Object Complement Railing, Subject
Complement Raising and Relativization are blocked from applying to passive
agents, strongly supporting our claim that Passive in Kipsigis demotes
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Subjects to ch6meurs.
We have demonstrated that the Passive rule of Kipsigis must in fact
change grammatical relations. However, it might be legitimately asked
whether the Passive rule of Kipsigis embodies both demotion of Subject and
promotion of Objects, or whether that rule contains only the Subject demotion
element. In the typical case of a demotion-only passive, the underlying
Subject is demoted to chftmeur status, but no Object is promoted to fill the
vacant Subject slot. In all cases of which we are are aware, passive rules
involving only demotion universally apply either to clauses containing an
intransitive verb, or, more rarely, to both clauses with transitive and
intransitive verbs. Ke know of no demotion-only passive attested where
demotion only applies to the Subject of a transitive verb. Rather, restricting
application of passive to Subjects of transitive verbs is typical of English
type passives, where the underlying Object is promoted to Subject position
as well. The passive rule of Kipsigis must be restricted so that it only
applies to the Subject of a transitive verb, and may not denote the Subject
of an intransitive verb.
(52) *ka -ki -lapat Mu:sa
kast-pass-run Musa(S)
('Musa ran')
This restriction on Passive receives an explanation only under the assumption
that Passive incorporates a promotion of the Object as well.
The rule of Passive must apply in a lower clause prior to application
of either rule of Raising; as we have pointed out earlier, the demoted agent
deriving from application of Passive cannot undergo Raising. Since Passive
must precede a cyclic rule. Passive either applies cycliciy or precyclicly.
Ke have also demonstrated that within the clause where Passive applies,
the various morphosyntactic coding properties such as Subject Verb Agreement,
Object Verb Agreement, and Case Marking do not reflect the derived grammat-
ical relations, but rather reflect grammatical relations prior to application
of Passive. Therefore, these three morphosyntactic coding rules must apply
before Passive. Since Verb Agreement is a cyclic rule, this leads to the con-
clusion that Passive is cyclic or postcyclic. Since we have demonstrated
that Passive must be cyclic or precyclic above, we conclude that Passive must
be cyclic.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have described two cyclic rules which raise NPs
out of sentential complement clauses. We have shown that an NP may be
raised out of a sentential Object complement clause into higher Object position
of the immediately dominating clause, and that this rule is subject to
Subjacency. We have also shown that a second rule raises an NP out of a
sentential Subject complement clause into higher Subject position. This
rule is distinct from the rule Object Complement Raising, since Subject
Complement Raising may apply in an unbounded manner.
These processes of Raising are of theoretical significance, since they
constitute two separate counterexamples to the general clains advanced in
Chomsky (1977). It is proposed there that all cyclic rules are subject to
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Subjacency, and that no element may be moved from a cyclic category
(except into COMP) when there is in addition to that element a 'specified'
Subject. We observe that the first condition is violated by the Kipsigis
Subject Complement Raising rule, which need not apply in a bounded manner.
The second condition, the Specified Subject Condition, is violated by both
Subject Complement Raising and Object Complement Raising, where it is
possible to move an Object out of a clause which contains a 'specified'
Subject. We conclude therefore that the conditions on grammar proposed in
Chomsky (1977) are false.
On the other hand, the theory of Relational Grammar is given empirical
support by the fact that the demoted Subject resulting from application of
Passive is not available to undergo either Subject Complement Raising or
Object Complement Raising. In a syntactic theory which refers solely to
linear order and dominance relations, there is no non-ad hoc way to distinguish
between the demoted Passive agent and any other unmarked NP of the sentence,
such as the Object. Consequently, such a theory will be unable to correctly
restrict Object Complement Raising, Subject Complement Raising, Topicalization
or Relativization from applying to the demoted passive agent. The theory of
Relational Grammar claims that the primitive categories to which syntactic
rules refer are grammatical relations, which need not have a one-to-one
correspondence with linear order or dominance relations. The categories
linear order and dominance relation are insufficient for describing the
restrictions on the application of these syntactic rules in Kipsigis, whereas
reference to the distinction between term and non-term is sufficient for
describing these phenomena. Therefore, the theory of Relational Grammar, which
makes this distinction readily available, is strongly supported by the
facts of Kipsigis grammar.
NOTES
* Research for this paper was carried out during the year 1978-79
and was partially supported by an NDFL Fellowship in Latin American
Studies (Jake) and African Studies (Odden) . Kipsigis is a member of the
Kalenjin language family, which forms a part of the Nilotic subgroup of
Nilo-Saharan. It is closely related to Nandi,with which it is claimed to
be mutually intelligible. The two languages are nevertheless distinct.
We would like to thank our consultant Matthew Kirui for providing us with
these data, and to thank Chuck Kisseberth, Jerry Morgan, Georgia Green,
Alice Davison, Colin Ford, Kathryn Hodges, Chet Creider, Eyamba Bokamba
and the members of the Field Methods class for helpful comments and
criticisms. Comments and criticisms from R.M.R. Hall, Beatrice Hall, Gerry
Dalgish and others offered at the Tenth Annual Conference on African
Linguistics are gratefully acknowledged. All errors are naturally our own.
One might claim that sentences like (6a) have no surface Subject.
There is no independent evidence that preposed NPs are nonterais. In
addition, the demoted Subject deriving from application of Passive appears
only on the right of the verb and cannot undergo proposing. The decision
to state Subject Tone Marking in terms of word order in addition to
grammatical relations does not bear crucially on the remainder of the
analysis.
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T"he constructions which we represent here as involving raising
are not to be confused the structurally distinct relative clauses or
purpose clauses. Relative clause have the structure NP [relative [g ]]
and purpose clauses have the structure S[asi [^ ]] , as in (i) and (ii)
(i) koy kwoindo [nl [lopoti ]]
tall woman rel running
'The woman who is running is tall'
(ii) ka -yoy pe:ndo[ asi [ o:me ] ]
past-boil meat in order to Is+eat
'He boiled meat in order for me to eat'
3
The literal English glosses provided throughout this paper will
at times be only approximate. Ke have concentrated on preserving the
fundamental Subject and Object relations in our glosses, sacrificing
the stylistic and pragmatic nuances associated with application versus
nonapplication of the Raising rules. This sacrifice is particularly
necessary when the literal English equivalent is ungrammat ical in English
(but not in Kipsigis), viz. *Musa wants me that Kiplangat cut .
It is immaterial whether application of verb agreement actually
inserts morphological material or merely marks the verb with an abstract
syntactic marker as selecting an Object suffix, nor is there any empirical
consequence of applying verb agreement in the cycle, rather than applying
verb agreement postcycl ical ly but refering globally to the same point in
the cycle where we claim that verb agreement applies.
%heintuch (1977) has indicated that the notion 'same rule'
encounters significant difficulties. We shall not attempt to resolve these
problems here; rather, we shall argue for the unity of Object Complement
Raising by demonstrating that Object-to-Object Raising and Subject-to-Object
Raising have a number of properties in common, including the same peculiar
restriction on the class of verbs governing application of Raising. Ke
are aware of no dissimilarities between the two processes which would argue
for a nonunitary account of Object Complement Raising.
Full details and arguements for the generalized rule of Object
Complement Raising in Imbabura Quechua are set forth in Jake (in progress),
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PRAGMATICS AND VERB SERIALIZATION IN HINDI-URDU
Yamuna Kachru
This paper examines the existing descriptions of the
compound or serial verbal constructions in Hindi-Urdu to
demonstrate that a purely syntactic-semantic description
of the data is inadequate. An appeal to pragmatics is essential
to give an adequate account of the phenomenon. This study,
thus, adds to the growing body of evidence that supports
the view that pragmatics plays an important role in linguistic
descriptions
.
1.0 In recent years, a number of studies have appeared that sup-
port a view of linguistic descriptions in which sentences are viewed
as events or acts rather than as objects (Morgan 1975). An event or
act takes place in a setting and the setting is important in inter-
preting the event or act involved. Similarly, the setting, or prag-
matics, of a sentence is relevant to the interpretation of the sentence.
A number of studies have shown that language data that can not be
accounted for in straightforward syntactic-semantic terms can be
accounted for in terms of pragmatics (Corum 1975, Freeman 1976, Morgan
1978, among others). In all descriptions of compound or serial verbs
in Hindi-Urdu, attempts have been made to account for the phenomenon
either in purely formal terms (Burton-Page 1957) or in terms of both
formsLl ajid semantic properties of the constructions (Bahl 1957, Hacker
1958, 1961, Hook 197^, Kachru I965, 19^6, 1978, Shapiro 1971*, Sinha
1972, among others), and yet there is a feeling that the account is
not satisfactory. In this paper, I will demonstrate that an account
of serial verbs in purely syntactic-semantic terms is inadequate; ein
appeal to pragmatics is essential to describe the phenomenon in Hindi-
Urdu as well as other South Asian languages. Thus, this study adds
to the growing body of evidence supporting the role of pragmatics
in lingiiistic descriptions.
The following sentences illustrate what is meant by compound or
serial verbs in Hindi-Urdu :1
1. bacca gir gaya
child fell went
The child fell down.
2. raj ne ci^thl payh II
Raj ag. letter read took
Raj read the letter (to himself).
3. raj ne citthi parh dl
Raj ag. letter read gave
Raj read the letter out loud (for some audience).
k. Shobha ne nibandh likh (Jala
Shobha ag. paper write poured
Shobha wrote the paper (to get it over with).
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Several things axe clear from the above examples and their glosses
and translations in English. First, it is clear that the above se-
quences of verbs are not mere sequences of verbs, i.e., both the
verbs in the sequence do not have independent status. Secondly, it
is clear that the second verb is subordinated to the first verb in
meaning, i.e., the first verb retains its lexical meaning whereas the
second verb loses it. The second verb, however, is not meaningless,
it contributes in a specific way to the meaning of the sequence.
For example, in 1-3 above, the second verbs involved have an intensive,
a self-benefactive, and a benefactive meaning respectively. In the
rest of this paper, I will refer to the verb sequence as 'serial verb',
the first verb as 'main verb' and the second verb as 'explicator verb'.
I will proceed as follows. I will first describe the nature of
the construction, then discuss the substantive proposals put forward
in existing descriptions and finally demonstrate the relevance of prag-
matic principles in accounting for the phenomenon adequately.
2.0 I shall not go into the details of controversies with regard
to the exact number of explicator verbs, the morphological shapes
that the main verb can have, etc. All these questions have been dis-
cussed in detail in traditional grammars (Kellogg 1875, Guru 1922,
among others) and more recent descriptions of the language (Bahl 196?,
Hook I97I*, Kachru 1965, 1966, McGregor 1972, among others). I am
basically concerned with a set of verbs which are universally accepted
as explicator verbs such as
5. ana 'come', jana 'go', lena 'take', dena 'give', uthna 'rise',
bai^hna 'sit', parna 'fall', and cjalna 'pour'.
I will mainly concentrate on ana 'come', Jana 'go', and lena
'take' in this study. I will, however, bring in other explicator
verbs, some of which are more restricted in their use, to strengthen
the points I wish to make.
3.0 The following facts have been observed about the serial
verbal constructions. One, there are cooccurrence restrictions be-
tween the main and the explicator verbs. Two, they do not occur
freely in certain syntactic environments. For instance, they normally
do not occur in negative sentences. In fact, their non-occurrence
in negative sentences has been used as defining criterion to sepeirate
serial verbs from other verb sequences not only in Hindi-Urdu but also
in other South Asian languages. Three, they do not passivize in Hindi-
Urdu. Four, in certain syntactic environments, it is obligatory to
lise a serial verb rather than a simple verb. Two clear cases of such
environments are said to be the intensive and the extent clause.^
Five, although the serial verbs do not normally occur in negative sentences,
Gaeffke I967 lists a number of constructions in which a serial verb
occurs with the negative particles na, nahi , or mat. 3 Six, the expli-
cator verbs are said to add the following types of meanings to the
main verb: according to Kellogg 1875, their meaning is primarily
intensive whereas according to Guru 1922, it is primarily definitive
(avdharanbodhak )
.
Most European linguists (Hacker 1958, Porizka I967-69,
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among others) argue that it is primarily aspectual, it indicates com-
pletion of the action or process expressed by the main verb. According
to Bahl 1967 and Shapiro 197^^, serial verbs fall into different groups
according to whether they have an aspectual, explicative or amplifying
meaning, or they function as fixed idioms. In my recent papers, I
have argued that in addition to intensive, definitive, aspectual, and
explicative meeining, they also indicate speaker intentions. Judgements,
euid attitudes (Kachru 1976, 1978). In this paper I will concentrate
on elaborating this last kind of meaning. In order to do so, I will
illustrate the use of explicators listed in 6 below. According to the
works mentioned above, the classes of main verbs that these explica-
tors select and the meanings they convey are as follows (other expli-
cators and their meanings are listed in the Appendix):
6. ana 'come' occurs with intransitive verbs of motion
and indicates that the action of the main
verb is oriented toward a focal point.
This focal point may be a person, or
it may be set in time or space.
jana 'go' occurs with (a) intransitive change of
state verbs, including motion verbs and
indicates motion away from the focal point,
(b) certain dative subject verbs and
expresses definitive meaning, srnd (c)
certain transitive verbs and indicates
hurried, impulsive action.
lena 'take' occurs with (a) ingestive (transitive)
verbs and indicates completive meaning,
(b) other types of tremsitive verbs emd
indicates self-benefactive meaning, and
(c) certain intransitive verbs (meeming
not specified).
The sentences in 6-8 exemplify the use of the explicator verbs
ana 'come', Jana 'go', and lena 'take':
6.1 raj ghar se bahar nikal aya
Raj house from out emerge came
Raj came out of the house.
6.2 rajesh ghar vapeis cala aya
Rajesh house return moved came
Rajesh came back home.
Both 6.1 and 6.2 express motion toward the speaker, who is the
focal point. The speeJcer is taken for granted as the focal point
unless an explicit focus is provided for by the linguistic context
in which the sentence occurs.
Contrast the above with the sentences in T:
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7.1 sudhlr mere kamre se nikal gaya
Sudhir my room from emerge went
Sudhir went out of my room.
7-2 vah sara dudh pi gaya
he all milk drink went
He drank up all the milk.
7.3 mujhko kamre ki cabhl mil gayi
I to room of key accrue went
I found the key to the room.
In 7-1, the explicator J ana 'go' expresses motion away from the
speaker. In 7.2, it occurs with a transitive ingestive verb and ex-
presses the meaning of hurried, impulsive action; in 7.3, it occurs
with a dative subject verb and expresses the definitive meaning.
Finally, let us consider the following sentences with lena 'take':
8.1 sima ne khana kha liya
Sima ag. meal eat went
Sima ate a meal.
8.2 rita ne kap^-e dho liye
Rita ag. clothes wash took
Rita washed the clothes (for herself).
8.3 shila angrezi bol let! hai
Sheela English speaks takes
Sheela can speak some English.
8.h vah (man hi man) has liya
he (in his mind) laugh took
He laughed to himself.
In 8.1, the explicator verb lena 'take' occurs with an ingestive
verb khana 'eat' and has a definitive meaning. In 8.2, it expresses
a self-benefactive meaning. In 8.3 and 8.^^, it expresses meanings
that are not listed under 6 above.
3.1 I woxild like to claim that the use of the serial verb (in-
stead of the simple verb) signals a definitive meaning. In addition,
individual explicators signal specific meanings. For instance, the
basic meaning of ana is 'movement toward a focal point', that of
J ana is 'movement away from a focal point, ajid that of lena is 'action
directed toward self. The other meanings that are attributed to these
explicators are a consequence of pragmatic factors. Consider the
following:
9.1 uski akho me jigyasa chalak ayl
his eyes in question spill came
There came a questioning look in his eyes.
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9.2 . . .vah avaz de kar ro u^hl aur meri god me gir ayl
...she noise giving cry rose and my lap in fall came
She began crying (loudly) and fell into my lap. (JK 1968, 77)
The sentences in 9.1 and 9.2 do not strike a speaker of Hindi as
unusual, although 9.1 does not satisfy the requirement of a motion
verb. Verbs of communication, such as hasna 'laugh', muakarana 'smile'
likhna 'write', etc., are not motion verbs; nevertheless, they are
directed toward a focal point, the addressee in a communicative act.
As such, it is not surprising that they occur with the explicator
ana 'come. One more example will make this clear:
9.3 manya mitra bole, 'anasakti.'' aur muskara aye
distinguished friend said detachment and smile came
My distinguished friend said, "detachment."' and smiled. (JK 1968,ll6)
The meaning I sxoggest for ana 'come' as an explicator will account
for all the cases in 9.1-3. The only adjustment required is in the
types of main verbs specified as selecting ana in 6. We will have to
include an additional class of transitive/intransitive verbs of communi-
cation as selecting this explicator.
This, however, is not a complete account of the total meaning of
the sentences in 9. Note that 9-1-3 also indicate sympathetic atti-
tude of the speaker/narrator toward the subjects of these sentences.
This becomes clear if we substitute ana with other explicators such
as parna 'fall'. The effect is neutral; parna indicates only a sudden
change of state. It is, however, wrong to assume that this attitudinal
meeming is a part of the meaning of ana 'come'. Any main verb •• ana
serial verb may yield this attitudinal meaning in an appropriate
context. The meanings 'movement or orientation toward a focal point'
and 'such movement plus sympathetic attitude of the observer' depend
upon the participants undergoing the change of state. Obviously, it
is less likely that an inanimate object moving toward oneself would
invoke the attitude mentioned. In case of animate, especially human
participants, the attitudinal meaning invoked can be made explicit
by the addition of ' self-explaingin ' elements to 9.3, as in 9.'^:
9.^ manya mitra bole, 'amasaktil' aur (bare karupajanak (Jhang se)
(very pathetic manner with)
muskara aye.
Note also that 9.5 and 6 yield no such attitudinal meaning:
9.5 emdhera hote hi sima ghar call ayl
dark happen Sima home moved came
Sima came home as soon as it became dark.
9.6 mal phir has ayl, khub hasi
I again laugh came much laughed
I laughed much again. (Jk 1968,81
)
9.5 has a straightforward interpretation. 9.6 Implies no atti-
tudinal meaning, as the action is not oriented toward the speaker/
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larrator; it is oriented toward a focal point with which it is not
lecessary that the speaker/narrator have any empathy.
Now consider the following sentences with the explicator verb
ana 'go'
:
10.1 mal ne Jitne bhi phal la reikhe the (kambaxt) bandar
I ag. whatever fruit bring kept had (dsu-ned) monkeys
sab kha gaye
all eat went
The darned monkeys ate up all the fruits I had brought.
10.2 nak daba kar Jaldi se dava pi Jao, mahak nah? lagegl
nose press having quickly medicine drink go smell no affect will
Hold your nose and drink up the medicine qiiickly, you
will not smell it.
10.3 rakesh bahut sari bate kah gaya
Rakesh many all things say went
Rakesh blurted out many things.
Notice J ana 'go' does not merely indicate 'movement away from
I focal jxjint
'
, but also a disapproving attitude toward the action
ixpressed by the main verb. This can be made explicit by inserting
I 'self-explaining' item in the sentence, for example kambeoct 'darned'
n IC.l. An absence of such 'self-explaining' items does not necessarily
txclude the attitudinal meaning. The meaning of 'hurried action dis-
ipproved by the observer' in addition to the basic meaning 'movement
Lway from a focal point' depends upon the extra-linguistic context,
'or example, the sentence in 10. J* may simply mean 'drink up the medi-
:ine, make it disappear', or 'drink the darned thing up':
10.1+ Jaldi se dava pi Jao
qiiickly medicine drink go
Drink up the medicine quickly.
On the other hand, the sentential relative in 10.5 makes the atti-
tudinal meaning explicit, but it is not absolutely necessary to have
such linguistic clues to the meaning:
10.5 rakesh bahut sari bate kah gaya Jo use kahni nahi
Rakesh many all things say went which he say not
cahiye thi
ought had
Rakesh blurted out many things which he should not have.
Given simply 10.3, the interlocutor has to attempt to interpret
;he intentions of the speaker based on his knowledge of the relationship
jetween the speaker and Rakesh, facial expressions, if any, and so
)n. That the explicator 'go' implies such a meaning is not surprising.
"Jote the opposition between ana 'come' and J ana 'go'. As ana implies
sympathetic attitude based upon the meaning 'movement toward', it is
perfectly natural that J ana 'go' indicates 'distaste or disapproval'
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based upon the meaning 'movement away from*.
Finally let us consider the sentences with the explicator lena
'take'
11.1 vah roz a^h nau ghajj^e so leta hai
he everyday 8-9 hours sleep takes
He (memages to) sleep eight to nine hours every day.
11.2 *vah ath nau ghante so liya hai
he 8-9 hours sleep taken has
He has slept for eight to nine hours.
11.3 <ievi(J hindi bol leta hai
David Hindi speak takes
David can speak some Hindi.
11. U RS: ... gane ko pura karo, \ana.'
song DO complete do Uma
Umal Please complete the song.
GP: ntihi nahi sahab, kafi hai. larkl apkl accha gatl hai
no no sir enough is daughter your well sings
That's allright, sir. Your daughter sings well.
11.5 mai ne khana kha liya hai
I ag. meal eat taken have
I have (already) eaten.
11.6 mai apke bhai sahab ko washlngtan dikha lunga
I your brother hon. DO Washington show take will
I will take your brother round Washington.
Notice that the meaning 'self-benefactive' would predict that the
sentence in 11.6 is ungrammatical, as the action of the main verb
dikhana 'show' is 'other'-directed, i.e., directed toward a beneficiary,
here expressed by the phrase apke bhal sahab 'your brother'. Also, the
meaning 'capability' would predict that the last sentence in the ex-
change in 11. I4 could as well have been the sentence in 11.7:
11.7 ••• larkl apkl accha ga letl hai
daughter your well sing takes
Your daughter can sing well.
That is, £a letl hai could be as appropriate as ^ati hai . These
predictions, however, do not turn out to be correct. The sentence in
11. U with the explicator lena would lead to disastrous social conse-
quences, OB it would indicate to the girl and her father that their
guests do not think much of her singing. The implication of saying
11.7 is the same as that of saying 11.3, i.e., 'she can sing a little'.
The question arises. Is this meeuiing inherent in the explicator lena .
I would like to claim that the only meaning inherent in the explicator
lena is the meaning 'self-directed action'. The meanings of 'modest
capability or modest achievement' are prapnatically determined. The
arguEients in favor of this claim ore as follows. First, If the meBming
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of lena 'take' were 'capability acquired as a result of following some
prolonged regimen', as claimed by Shapiro 197^*, there is no reason
why the serial verbs composed of verbs indicating skills ajid explica-
tor lena 'take' will be incompatible with either the completive aspect
or negation. Notice that the modal expressing capability is not
incompatible with either negation or with the perfective aspect, as
in 12.
12. raj muvi (nahl) dekh sakta hai / sEika
Raj movie not see can could
Raj can (not) / could (not) see the movie.
The explicator lena , however, is, as in (l2a-13):
12a. Mevid hindi nahi bol leta hai
David Hindi not speak takes
David can not speak (a little) Hindi
13. *devi(J hindi bol liya
David Hindi speak took
David could speak (a little) Hindi.
This particular restriction on lena 'take' in Hindi makes sense
if we accept that lena 'take' indicates modest capability or achieve-
ment. That is, one can assert modest capability or achievement; it
is odd to negate such capability or achievement. That is why, whereas
ik is normal, l^a is odd (note that the same applies to the English
equivalents , too )
:
ik. vah thori-bahut hindi bol leta hai
he a little Hindi speak takes
He can speak a little Hindi.
ll*a. *vah thori-bahut hindi nahi bol leta hai
he a little Hindi not speedi takes
?He can not speak a little Hindi.
This can be further exemplified with 15-15a, l6, eind 1?:
15. vah thori hi hindi bolta / bol sakta hai / ??bol leta had
he a little only Hindi speaks /speaks can / speeik take
15a. vah thori bhi hindi nahi bolta / bol sakta /*bol leta
he a little even Hindi not speaks /speak can /* speak takes
In 15, the use of the emphatic peirticle hi^ 'only' (or 'Just')
makes it redundant to use the explicator lena to make the statement
more definitive, in 15a, negation makes the use of the explicator even
less acceptable. Sentences l6 and 17 confirm the meaning suggested
above
:
16. ??ravishankar sitar baja lete hai
Ravishankar sitar play takes
Ravishankar can play the sitar (a little).
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17. mai sitar baja leta hu
I sitar play take
I can play the sitar (a little)
It is polite of the famous Ravishankar to utter 1?, it is insulting
of anyone else to say l6 of Ravishankar.
The non-occurrence of lena 'take' in the perfective is natural,
too. The perfective in Hindi indicates completed action or event.
The explicator lena 'take' with verbs denoting skill indicates incom-
plete achievement.
The question may arise as to how the meaning 'modest capability
or achievement' is related to the meaning 'self-directed action'. The
link is not too far-fetched. Typically, one acquires a skill to serve
one's purposes. The other meanings, such as modesty or humility on
the part of the speaker when he uses lena 'teike' for himself, and
Judgement of incomplete mastery when one uses it for others, depends
upon pragmatic factors (cf. l6 and 17 above). These attitudinal mean-
ings are not a property of the sentences with the serial verbs involving
lena 'take'. Note that given 18 and 19, it is not necessary that
they be interpreted as expressing an attitudinal meaning:
18. rita aur sima muvi call gayi aur rani ne akele sara
Rita and Sima movie moved went and Remi ag. alone whole
makan saf kar liya
house clean do took
Rita and Sima went to the movies and Rani cleajied the house
by herself.
19. raj caro axbar parh leta hai
Raj all four newspapers read takes
Raj reads euLl the four newspapers (to benefit himself, or,
reads well enough to read all the four).
They may simply mean that the a^ent of the transitive verb carried
out the action for his/her own benefit. Depending upon other contextual
factors, they may, however, have an attitudinal mesming, too. For
instance, 18 may mean Rani cleaned up the house to indicate her soli-
darity with her housemates, and 19 may mean Raj can read well enough
to read all four newspapers. Similarly, 11.6 means I consider myself
such a close friend of yours, that if I take your brother round Wash-
ington, it would be as if I were doing it for norself. To summarize
what I have said so far, lena 'take' as an explicator has the basic
meaning 'self-directed action'. The other meanings are as follows. With
verbs denoting skills, it may indicate modest achievement. As such,
with first person subjects, it indicates modesty, with other subjects,
it expresses a speaker Judgement. With verbs that take overt benefac-
tives (benefactives other than the agents), the use of lena 'teUte*
indicates intimacy. All these meanings are pragmatically determined.
'.O Further evidence could be presented to show that certain
meanings attributed to other explicators are similarly determined by
pragmatic factors. But, this will not add to this discussion signi-
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ficantly. I would like to add here that I have evidence to suggest
that the use of verb serialization to signal speaker intentions, atti-
tudes and Judgements is not peculiar to Hindi-Urdu; most South Asian
languages exploit this construction for this purpose (See Cardona
1965 and Schiffman 1969, for example). 5 Unfortunately, I have found
no evidence to suggest that other languages , such as West African
languages that have serial verbal construction, use these constructions
in simileir fashion. The reason for this may be that in West African
leingueiges, serieil verbal constructions are grammaticized to a greater
extent to express aspectual, causative and case-meanings (such as in-
strumenteuL, benefactive, etc.).
I have shown above that the total meaning of the serial verbal
construction is not derivable from either the lexical meanings of the
verbs involved or the meaning of the sentence in which the serial verb
occurs. In getting the 'message' of sentences with serial verbs, the
he£U"er or reader has to attempt to determine the stance of the speaker/
author and deduce the meeining from other factors such as participants
involved in the speech event, and their relationship to each other, as
well as the purpose of the speaker/author in using the construction.
This leads to the conclusion that an account of verb serialization,
at least in Hindi-Urdu and other South Asian languages, needs a prag-
matic in addition to a syntactic-semantic treatment.
NOTES
^The research reported herein was carried out under a research
grant from the Research Board, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. An earlier version of this paper was presented under
the title "Speaker Intentions and Attitudes and Verb Serialization"
at the Conference on "The signifying animal: the grammar of man's
langusfeft end of his experience", June 28-30, 1978, University of
Illinois, Urbana.
These are discussed in Hook 19T'*. Examples of intensive and
extent-clauses in Hindi are given in (i) and (ii) respectively:
(i) hava se per jhuke par rahe the
wind by trees bend intens . fall-ing were
The trees were bending low due to the wind.
(ii) usne mujhe bahut teing kiya, yaha tak ki mera ek
he ag. me much torment did here till that my one
juta chipa diya
shoe hide gave
He/she tormented me much, he/she went so far as to hide
my one shoe.
3These are constructions such as the ones in (iii):
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(iii) rediyo itna tez baj r«iha hai , kahl bacce Jag na
radio so loud play ing is children wake not
Jae Ckahi ... na - lest]
go
The radio is so loud, I am afraid it may wake up the children.
For a review of Gaeffke 1967, see Kachru 1970.
''Sinha 1972 discusses the deictic use of ana 'come' and J ana
•go'. His discussion, however, is limited to the occurrence of these
explicators with motion verbs such as calna 'move', carhna 'rise',
utarna 'come down', and nikalna 'emerge'. Nevertheless, his observa-
tions about the 'expectation' deixis, namely, "If something turns out
good, it goes with 'come'; if it turns out bad, it goes with 'go'"
(p- 35'*) is consistent with what I am saying in this study.
^A good example of the use of explicator verbs in Dravidian leinguages
to indicate speaker attitudes and Judgements is the following (Schiff-
man 1969, pp. 52-53):
(i) ate uti tolecci capitt-ittu pongal-en
Why (don't you) pour it (out), eat it up, and get going,
for the love-of-mike?
The explicator tole 'to lose, get lost' is 'extremely expressive
and often has more to do with the feelings and opinions the speaker
has about the personality and status of his interlocutor.* In the
sentence above, tole 'lose' is said to indicate the speaker's dis-
gxist or impatience with the addressee.
APPENDIX
dena 'give' occurs with (a) transitive verbs other than
the ingestive and indicates the action is
directed toward a beneficiary other than
the subject, and (b) certain intransitive
verbs (meaning not specified).
uthna 'rise' occurs with intransitive verbs of momentary
action and indicates suddenness and absence
of any conscious causal motivation.
balthna 'sit' occurs with certain transitive verbs and
indicates suddenness but also conscious
mental planning and awareness of the main
verbal action. (Shapiro 197'*)
peirna 'feuLl' occiors with Intransitive change of state
verbs and verbs such as hSs 'laugh',
ro 'cry', emd bol 'speak', etc., and indi-
cates suddenness.
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dalna 'pour' occurs with transitive verbs that express
violent actions and verbs such as kar 'do'
,
parh 'read', likh 'write', etc., and
indicates vilence.
These are exemplified in 1-5 below:
1.1 raj ne kamra saf kar diya
Raj ag. room clean do gave
Raj cleaned the room.
1.2 Sima ne seb kat diye
Sima ag. apple cut gave
Sima sliced the apple.
2. vah caiik utha
he startle rose
He was startled.
3. anita sima ko mar baithi
Anita Sima DO hit sat
Anit hit Sima (in a rage).
k.l sumit gir pe^•a
Sumit fall fell
Sumit fell down.
k.2 sab log hfis pare
all people laugh fell
Everyone burst out laughing.
5.1 ram ne mohan ko mar (Jala
Ram ag. Mohan DO hit poured
Ram killed Mohan.
5.2 usne patra likh dala
he ag. letter write poured
He wrote the letter (to get it over with).
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POSTPOSITIONS IN PASSIVE SENTENCES IN HINDI
Rajeshwari Pandharipande
In Passive sentences in Hindi the ex-subJect takes one
of two postpositions, i.e., s£ 'by' and (ke) dvSrS 'by'.
The goal of this paper is to define the conditions which
determine the choice of one as opposed to the other postposi-
tion. In this context, the data is examined and it is ar-
gued with illustrations that the conditions which determine
the distribution of the above postpositions is not definable
piu'ely in terms of the syntax or the semantics of the language.
It is pointed out that pragmatic information is essential
to correctly predict the distribution of these postpositions.
Also, it is shown that the above hypothesis is independently
motivated and needed in the language to explain a number of
facts about the syntactic constructions, such as causative,
etc., which also contain the above postpositions.
0.0 Introduction
A nimber of recent studies in linguistics (Davison 1975, Green
1975, Morgan 1978) have proved beyond doubt that pragmatics plays an
important role in accounting for linguistic facts. The purpose of this
paper is to point out the role of pragmatics in determining the choice
of postpositions in Passive sentences in Hindi.
In earlier studies (Guru 1952, Kachru 1966) it is claimed that
the ex-subJect in Passive sentences in Hindi takes one of two postposi-
tions, namely S£ 'by' and (ke) dwarB 'by'. These studies do not
explicitly mention (a) whether or not the above postpositions are
mutually interchangeable in all contexts nor (b) whether or not there
are linguistically definable conditions to determine the choice of one
as opposed to the other. The major points of focus in this paper eo-e
the following: (a) the postpositions s£ 'by' and (ke) dwara 'by'
are not always mutually interchangeable and therefore, they can not
be listed as alternative postpositions marking the agent in Passive
sentences in Hindi, (b) the conditions which determine the choice of
one postposition as opposed to the other are not definable purely in
terms of syntax and/or semantics of the language; pragmatic informa-
tion is essential to correctly predict the distribution of these
postpositions, and (c) syntactic constructions other than Passive which
contain S£ 'by' emd (ke) dw5r5 'by' provide independently motivated
evidence to support the above hypothesis.
1.0 Evidence to Support Hypothesis
A close examination of the data shows that 8£ 'by' and (ke) dwarl
'by' are not always mutually interchangeable. Consider the following
examples
:
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(1)
f.
mujh se / i
*mere dwara(
by ^
tni than(J me bahar khara nahJ
so much cold in outside stood not
raha gaya
remained went
I could not stand outside in so much cold.
(2) yah patrika viswanath C ke dwaraC dilli pres me mudrit
this magazine viswanath by Delhi press in printed
ki gai
did went
This magazine was printed by Viswanath in Delhi press.
(3) mantriyo
ministers
( ke dwaxa
)
di gai ki hartalse I yah sucna
^
by this information gave went that strike
me bhag lenewalo par yogya kar wai ki jaegi
in participants on necessary action did will go
The information was given by the ministers that the necessary
action will be taken against the participants in the strike.
Notice that se 'by' and (ke^) dwara 'by' are used interchangeably
in (3). However ,~rke ) dwara 'by' is blocked in (l) and se^ 'by' is
blocked in (2).
There are three possible hypotheses to predict the distribution
of these postpositions: (a) the distribution is totally random, (b)
there are purely syntactic/semantic constraints which determine the
choice of these postpositions, and (c) pragmatics plays an important
role in determining the choice of these postpositions. Hypothesis (a)
is to be discarded since it does not provide any systematic explana-
tion for the phenomenon exemplified in (l)-(3). In what follows, it
will be pointed out that the choice of the postpositions is not de-
finable in terms of the syntax of the postpositions . A close examina-
tion of the data shows that se_ 'by' and (ke) dwara 'by' are syntacti-
cally similar to each other in that they both mark a syntactically down-
graded NP. In other words, both se_ 'by' and (ke) dwara 'by' mark NPs which
lack a niunber of syntactic properties of the basic subject in Hindi.
In the following discussion, it will be pointed out that the pro-
cesses of conjunctive participialization and identical subject-dele-
tion are blocked for Passive sentences with s£ 'by' as well as for
Passive sentences with (ke^) dwara 'by'. The process of conjunctive
participialization can be briefly described as follows: (a) two sen-
tences are conjoined, (b) usually, there is a temporal sequence of
actions expressed in the sentences, and (c) the subjects of the sen-
tences are identical. When this process applies the following changes
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occur: (a) the verb expressing the first action in the sequence is
participialized by adding kar to its stem and (b) the subject in the
first clause is delet under identity with the subject In the second
clause. Consider the following examples:
(k) la;"ke ne khana khaya 3r la^-ka skul gaya
boy Ag.M. meal ate and boy school went
After eating the meal the boy went to school.
Notice that (h) is two sentences conjoined with or 'sind' and the ac-
tion of eating expressed in the first sentence precedes the action
of going to school expressed in the second sentence. Also, notice that
the subject lafka 'boy' is identical in both sentences. Conjunctive
parti cipialization and thereby identical subject-deletion apply,
yielding the following sentence:
(5) «i khana khakar larka skul gaya
meal after eating boy school went
The boy went to school after eating the meal.
Now consider the following Psissive sentences (6) and (?) with s£
'by' and (ke^) dwara 'by'. Note that when the process of conjunctive
participialization applies to (6) and (7), the resultant (6a) and (7«)
are ungrammatical.
(6) larke se kitab parhi nah? gai or la^-ka u^h gaya
boy by book read not went and boy got up
Being unable to read the book the boy got up.
(6a)*5i( kitab parhi na Jakar larka u^h gaya
book read neg. going boy got up
Being unable to read the book, the boy got up.
(7) mantriya (ke) dwara ghospa ki gai or mantrl ghair gae
ministers by announcement did went and ministers home went
The announcement was made by the ministers and the ministers
went home.
(7a) *«( ghosna kl Jakar mantrl ghar gae
announcement did going ministers home went
After making the announcement the ministers went home.
1.1 More Evidence
More independently motivated evidence to support our hypothesis
comes from sentences where S£ 'by' and (ke) dwara 'by' are used inde-
pendently of Passive. Consider examples^TS) and (9) which are not
Passive sentences. Se 'by' is used in (8) while (ke) dwara 'by' is
used in (9). When the processes of conjunctive p«u-ticipialization
and identical subject-deletion apply, the resultant sentences, (8a)
Gind (9a), are ungrammatical.
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(8) mujh se sisa tu-ta or ml ro paya
me by mirror broke and I cry burst out
I broke the mirror (unintentionally) and I burst out crying.
(8a) *<^ sisa •^utl'^*^ ^t '"° para
mirror after breaking I cry burst out
After breaking the mirror I burst out crying.
(9) prantiy bha§a6 (ke) dwara sarkar ke mato
provincial languages by government of opinions
ka pracar hua or prantiy bha§ae viksit hul
of propaganda happened and provincial languages progressed
The opinions of the government were propagated by the pro-
vincial languages and (thereby) the provincial languages
progressed.
(9a) ?5 sarkar ke mato ka pracar hokar prantiy
government of opinions of propaganda happening provincial
bhasae viksit hui
languages progressed
After propagating the opinions of the government, the pro-
vincial languages progressed.
Notice that in (9) the postpositional phrase prantiy bhasao (ke)
dvara 'by the provincial languages', is not a subject NP, as is evi-
dent from (9a) where it is deleted under identity with prantiy bhagae
'provincial languages' in the second clause. Notice that (9a) is
ungrammatical. (8) and (9) point out that when used independently of
Passive both £e 'by' and (ke) dwara 'by' mark a syntactically down-
graded NP. ""
1.2 Causative Sentences
Causative sentences in Hindi provide more evidence for the hypo-
thesis that s£ 'by' and (ke^) dwara 'by' mark a syntactically down-
graded NP. Consider examples (10)-(13).
(10) m£ ne jan se mohan ke dwara kam karwaya
I Ag.M. John by Mohan by work do+caus+past
I made Mohan get the work done by John.
(11) ^ Jan se mohan (ke) dwara kam karwakar mi ghar gaya
John by Mohan by work having made to do I home went
I went home after making Mohan get the work done by John.
(12) *me. ne ^ mohan (ke) dwara kam karwakar jan ghar gaya
I Ag.M. Mohan by work having made to do John home went.
After I made Mohan get the work done (by John), John went home.
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(13) "^ mg. ne J an se «5 kam karwakar mohan ghar gaya
I Ag.M. John by work having made to do Mohan home went
After I made Mohan get the work done by John, Mohan went home.
Notice that when the ca\jser mt 'I * in (lO) is deleted the process
of conjunctive participialization applies and the resulting sentence
(ll) is grammatical. In contrast to this, when the causee with £e 'by',
i.e., Jan se 'by John', is deleted by the process of participialization,
the resulting sentence (12) is ungraromatic til. Similarly, vhen parti-
cipialization applies, deleting the causee with {ke) dwara 'by', i.e.,
Mohan (ke) dwara 'byMohan', the resulting sentence (13) is ungrammatlcal.
Examples (10)-(13) point out that se_ 'by' as well as (ke)dwara 'by'
mark syntactically downgraded NPs.
2.0 Semantics
The following discussion focuses on the following points: (a)
se 'by' and (ke) dwara 'by' differ from each other on two semantically
definable groxinds and (b) the semantic differences between the two
postpositions can not be taken to be the criterion for the distribution
of the postpositions in Hindi.
The first property which is not commonly shared by the postposi-
tions under discussion is that of expressing capabilitative meaning.
In Passive sentences the ex-subJect with se^ 'by' generally expresses
capability of the ex-subJect to carry out the act expressed by the verb.
In contrast to this. Passive sentences with (ke^) dwara 'by' do not
express the capability of the ex-subJect. Consider examples (lU) and
(15). Notice that the ex-subJect mj, 'I' in (ih) is followed by se 'by*
and the sentence expresses the capabilitative meaning, while in Tl 5
)
the ex-subJect kamiti 'committee' is followed by ike) dwara 'by' and
does not eyyiess capabilitative mftunini;.
Cl**) mujh se apni ma ko us halat me dekha nah? gaya
me by self's mother obj . that condition in saw not went
I could not bear to see my mother in that condition.
(15) kami-fl (ke) dwara prastav manzur nahl kiya gaya
committee by proposal approve not did went
(a) The proposal was not approved by the committee.
(b) *The committee could not approve the proposal.
On the basis of the above difference between se 'by' and (ke)
dwara 'by', the condition on the distribution of the postpositions
may be defined as follows: In Passive sentences £e 'by' is used to
convey the capabilitative meaning while (ke) dwara 'by' can not be used
to convey the capabilitative meaning. However, this hypothesis is
not plausible since it faces the following problems. The first prob-
lem is that Passive sentences with se 'by' do not alweiys express capabili-
tative meaning. In Pandharipande (1978) it is pointed out that if the
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pragmatic conditions are not suitable, a sentence such as (l6) fails
to convey a capabilitative meaning although it is a Passive sentence
with the postposition S£ 'by '
.
(16) kamiti se is prastav par kol nirnay nah? liya gaya
committee by this proposal on any decision not took went
(a) No decision was taken by the committee on this proposal.
(b) **The committee could not taJce any decision on the proposal.
Furthermore, in Pandharipande (1979) it is pointed out that the
capability of the ex-subject in a Passive sentence is determined by
subject-internal conditions such as a headache, pain, psychological state
of mind, etc.l If the speaker of (16) is a newspaper reporter and is
not aware of the conditions (internal vs. external) which determine
the capability of the ex-subJect, then (I6) does not express the capabili-
tative meaning. Since not all Passives with se 'by' express the capabili-
tative meaning, it can not be held to be the criterion for choosing
the postposition £e 'by' as opposed to (ke) dwara 'by'.
Another problem with this hypothesis is that it predicts a comple-
mentary distribution of s£ 'by' and (ke^) dwara 'by' and thereby fails
to predict the interchangeability of the postpositions in sentences
such as (3). We may assume that se 'by' is used to express both a
capabilitative meaning as in (l) and a non-capabilitative meaning
as in (3). In contrast to this, the use of (ke^) dwara 'by' is restricted
only to expressing the non-capabilitative meaning. However, the follow-
ing examples contradict this assumption.
(17) yah patrika dilli samacar patr ke liye viswanath
this magazine Delhi samacar patr for viswanath
I
ke dwara
^se \ dilli pres nai dilli me mudrit ki gai
by -' Delhi press New Delhi in printed did went
This magazine was printed by Viswanath at Delhi press.
New Delhi for Delhi Samacar patr.
Notice that (17) does not express a capabilitative meaning and
should eillow the occurrence of s_e 'by', yet £e 'by' is blocked. Now
consider example (I8) which does not express a capabilitative meaning,
and yet (ke ) dwara 'by' is blocked. According to the above hypothesis,
(ke) dwara 'by' should be allowed in (18).
(18) ma r se ( usko sab kuch diya gaya tha - ptsa
/ ''*ke dwara \
mother by -^ her everything gave went was - money
pyar izzat
love honor
(a) Everything was given to her by her mother - money, love, honor.
(b) *Wother could give her everything - money, love, honor.
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2.1 Direct vs. Indirect Involvement of the Agent.
Se 'by' emd (ke^) dvara 'by' differ from each other on another
semantically definable basis. Both se 'by' and (ke^) dvara 'by' mark
a syntactically downgraded NP and therefore, following Keenan's (19T'< )
definition of agent, both postpositions mark NPs which are moved away
from agency. According to Keenan (197'*), more often than not an agent
is also the subject of a sentence. However, an NP -»- £e and an NP +
ke dwara are not the same distance from agency. A Passive sentence
with an NP -- S£ expresses direct involvement of the ex-subJect in carry-
ing out the act expressed by the verb. In contrast to this, a Passive
sentence with an NP 4 ke dwara does not express direct involvement of
the ex-subJect in carrying out the act expressed by the verb, but
rather, expresses only an indirect instrumentality of the NP toward
carrying out the act expressed by the verb. Examples (19) and (20)
illustrate this difference between the NP with se_ 'by' (19) and the
NP with ke dwara 'by'. (19) and (20) are the counterparts of (l8)
and (17), respectively. Notice that when the ex-subJect's direct In-
volvement in (18) is explicitly negated, (19) presents a contradiction,
while no such contradiction results in the case of negating the direct
involvement of the ex-subJect with ke dwara 'by' ((17), (20)).
(19) ???ma se usko sab kuch diya gaya tha pCsa pyar
mother by her to everything gave went was - money love
izzat - par ma ne khud usko nah? diya tha
honor - but mother Ag.M. self her to not gave was
Everything was given to her by her mother - money, love,
honor, but mother herself did not give her (money, love, honor).
(20) yah patrika dilli samacar patr ke liye viswajiath ke dwara
this magazine Delhi samacar patr for viswanath by
dilli pres nal dilli me mudrit ki gai lekin viswanath
Delhi press New Delhi in printed did went but viswanath
ne khud mudrit nahl ki
Ag. self printed not did
This magazine was printed by Viswanath at Delhi press.
New Delhi for Delhi Samacar patr. However, the Job of
printing was not done by Viswanath himself.
(I9)_and (20) point out that the direct involvement of the ex-
subject ma 'mother' is implied in (I8) while direct involvement of the
ex-subJect Viswanath is not implied in (l7). The hypothesis presented
in this section explains why se^ 'by' and (ke^) dwara 'by' are not mutually
interchangeable in (17) and (I8).
2.2 Causative Sentences
More evidence for the hypothesis under discussion cooes from
causative sentences in Hindi where se 'by' and (ke ) dvara 'by' express
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direct and indirect involvement of the causees. For the purpose of
this discussion I shall mention some relevant facts and assumptions
about causative sentences in Hindi. These facts are already discussed
in Kachru (1975 )• (i) A causative sentence in Hindi expresses one
or two levels of causation. Thus, a causative sentence can have a
structure such as in (21), i.e., A causes B to perform the act; or
it can have a structure such as in (22), i.e., A causes B and B causes
C to perform the act expressed by the verb. (ii) A causative sentence
in Hindi has a complex iinderlying structure (refer to 21a).
(21) ram ne syam se kam karwaya
Ram Ag. §yam by work do-caus-past
Ram made Syam do the work.
(21a) Underlying structure of (2l) (Kachru 1975).
syam ne
§yam Ag
(22) ram ne syam se mohan ke dwara kam karwaya
Ram Ag. Syam by Mohan by work dofcaus+past
Ram made Mohan get the work done by Syam.
It is implied in Hindi causative sentences that the causee himself/
herself directly performs the act expressed by the verb. Thus, in (21)
it is implied that the causee Syam himself did the work. If the direct
agency of Syam in (21) is explicitly negated, then (23) presents a
contradiction.
\/ ^
(23)
i
???ram ne syam se kam karwaya par syam ne khud
Ram Ag. Syam by work do-tcaus+past but Syam Ag. self
kam nahi kiya
work not did
Ram made Syam do the work but Syam himself did not do it.
(iii) Causeei generally takes the postposition se 'by' or k£ 'to'
while causee2 generally takes the postposition Tke) dwara 'by' (22).
In this paper I will not discuss causative sentences with the post-
position ko 'to' since they are not relevant for ovor present pxirposes.
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A close examination of the data shows that the causee with (ke)
dvara 'by' is not semantically similar to the causee vlth se^ 'by'.
Direct agency of the causee £e 'by' in carrying out the act expressed
by the verb is assumed in a causative sentence. However, direct agency
of the causee is not implied if the causee is followed by (ke^) dwara
'by'. Consider example (22) which expresses two levels of causation.
(22a) shows that if direct agency of the causee se^ 'by' performing the
act is negated the result is ungrammatical.
(22a) ???ram ne syam se mohan ke dwara kam karwaya par
Ram Ag. §yam by Mohan by work do+caus4past but
syam ne khud kam nahl kiya
Syam Ag. self work not did
Ram made Mohan get the work done by 5yam but Syam did
not do it himself.
(22b) ram ne syam se moham ke dwara kam keirwaya par mohan
Ram Ag. §yam by Mohan by work do+caus+past but Mohan
ne khud kam nahi ( kiya t
( karwaya )
Ag. self work not (-did j
/ do+caus+past
^
Ram made Mohan get the work done by 5y«un but Mohan did not
{do it himself. ")
make ^yam do itT
m contrast to (22a), consider example (22b) which negates the
direct agency of the causee + (ke) dwara 'by', (i) in carrying out
the act and (ii) in causing the causee Syam to perform the act expressed
by the verb karna 'to do'. Notice that (22b) does not present emy
contradiction. If direct agency of the causee
-f- (ke) dwara 'by' was
implied in (22) then (22b) would be a contradiction.
2.3 More Evidence
More evidence for the hypothesis under discussion comes from
causative sentences such as (23). Notice that the order of the causees
in (22) is reversed. The causee with (ke^) dwara 'by' (i.e., Mohan
( ke ) dwara 'by Mohan'), precedes the causee with £e 'by' (i.e., syam se
•by Syam
' ) , in (23). If the word order was relevant for the direct
vs. indirect agency of the causees then we expect (23) to be different
from (22). However, (23a) and (23b) show that this is not the case.
(23) ram ne mohan ke dwara syam se kam karwaya
Ram Ag. Mohan by Syam by work do+caus+past
Ram made Mohan get the work done by Syam.
(23a) ???ram ne mohan ke dwara syam se kam karwaya par
Ram Ag. Mohan by Syam by work do+caua^-past but
syam ne khud kam nah! kiya
Syam Ag. self work not did
Ram made Mohan get the work done by Syam but §yan hlnself
did not do it.
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(231)) ram ne mohan ke dwara syam se kam karwaya par
Ram Ag. Mohan by Syam by work do4caus4past but
mohan ne khud ikam/ nahi j kiya i
\ 1^ ) ( karwaya \
Moham Ag. self work not i did ")
( do+caus+past \
Ram made Mohem get the work done by 5yam but Mohan himself
did not fdo it. 7
( make §yam do the work .\
Examples (23a) and (23b) show that it is the causee with se 'by'
(i.e., syam se 'by §yam' ) whose direct agency is implied in (23T.
Also, example (23b) indicates that the causee with ke dwara 'by',
(i.e., mohan ke dwara 'by Mohan'), is not the direct agent in carrying
out the act nor the direct agent of the action of making 5yam perform
the act expressed by the verb.
In other words, it is the postposition and not the word order which
indicates direct vs. indirect agency of the causee in a causative
sentence in Hindi.
It is clear from the above discussion that not all causative
sentences in Hindi necessarily imply that the causee himself performs
the act expressed by the causative verb. However, all causative sentences
in Hindi commonly share one property, i.e., they imply that the act
expressed by the verb is accomplished. If it is explicitly mentioned
that the act did not get done, then the causative sentence presents
a contradiction as is evident from the following example.
(2U) ???ram ne syam j se \ mohan Ike dwara/ kam karwaya
( ke dwara \ ^ se \
Ram Ag. §yam by Mohan by work do+causfpast
par kam nahi hua
but work not happened
Ram made|§yam ) get the work done byJMohan/ but the work
( Mohan I V^yani )
did not get done.
2.U More Causative Sentences
Our hypothesis is further supported by two types of causative
sentences: (a) A causative sentence in which direct agency of both
causees is implied, i.e., where it is implied that causee A directly
caused caiisee B to perform the act and B himself performed it. (b)
A causative sentence where direct agency of neither of the causees is
implied. In the first case where direct agency of both causees is
implied, we expect ke dwara 'by' to be blocked since according to our
hypothesis ke dwara 'by' does not express direct sigency. Instead, we
expect that both causees would take se^ 'by' since S£ 'by' marks direct
agency of the causee. However, such repetition of the postpositions
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is not permitted in causative sentences in Hindi. In such cases a
native speaker of Hindi uses another postposition, ke hathg 'at the
hands of. Consider the following example.
(25) ram ne syam se mohanT ke hathS" ( kam karviya(k )
*"ke dvara
^
se 3
Ram Ag. §yain by Mohan by work do4cau8*past
Ram made 5yam get the work done by Mohan.
Ke hatho ' at the hands of indicates direct agency of the causee
as is evident from the following sentences (26a) and (26b). In (26a)
direct agency of §yam in causing Mohan to do the work is explicitly
negated. In (26b) direct agency of Mohan in performing the act Is
explicitly negated. Notice that both (26a) and (26b) present a contra-
diction.^
(26a) ???ram ne syam se mohan ke hathS kam karwaya
Ram Ag. §yam by Mohan at the hands of work do+caus+past
par syam ne khud nahi karwaya
but Syam Ag. self not do4caus+past
Ram made Syam get the work done by Mohem but §yam himself
did not make Mohan do it.
(26b) ???ram ne syam se Mohem ke hatho kam karwaya
Ram Ag. Syam by Mohan at the hands of work do4caus+past
par mohan ne khud kam nahf kiya
but Mohan Ag. self work not did
Ram made §yam get the work done by Mohan but Mohan him-
self did not do it.
If direct agency of neither causees is implied, then se^ 'by'
is blocked since it expresses direct agency. Also, according to the
general constraint mentioned above, repetition of ke dwara 'by' is
blocked. In this case, native speakers use a periphrastic device,
se ktihkar 'having said to'. Consider example (27).
(27) ram ne syam se kedJcar mohan ke dwara kam karwaya
Ram Ag. Syam having said to Mohan by work do-fcaus+paat
Ram made Syam get the work done by Mohan.
(27a) and (27b) show that when direct agency of the causees Is
negated neither (27a) nor (27b) present a contradiction.
(27a) ran ne syam se kahkar mohan ke dwara kam karwaya
Ram Ag. Syam having said to Mohan by work do4cau84pa«t
par syan ne khud nahl karwaya
but Sy8un Ag, self not do-caus-past
Ram made Syam get the work done by Mohan, but Syan hl»«elf
did not get it done by Mohan.
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(27^) ram ne syam se kahkar mohan ke dwara kam karwaya
Ram Ag. §yam having said to Mohan by work do4caus+past
par mohan ne khud kam nahl kiya
but Mohan Ag. self work not did
Ram made ^am get the work done by Mohan but Mohan him-
self did not do it.
The following evidence further supports our hypothesis, namely
that s£ 'by' expresses direct agency of the NP (marked with se^ 'by')
in carrying out the act expressed by the verb. Ke hatho 'at the hands
of can be substituted for se^ 'by' in this case. Consider the follow-
ing examples.
(28)3 Cmujh se ? sisa tu^a
(mere hatho )
(by me 1 mirror broke
(at my hands) ^
The mirror got broken J by me. /
(_ at my hands .
^
Furthermore, I would like to mention that ke hatho 'at the hands
of does not occur in Passive sentences as a substitute for £e 'by'
or (ke) dwara 'by'. The reason for this is that Passive sentences in
Hindi express an intentional or volitional act (Kachru 1972, Pandharipande
1978). Ke hatho 'at the hands of on the other hand, occurs only in
sentences expressing a non-volitional act. The se-constructi on in
C28) expresses a non-volitional act, where it is implied that the sub-
ject mt 'I' did not perform the act intentionally. When the intention
of the agent mj 'I' is explicitly negated, as in (28a), it does not
present a contradiction.
(28a) mere na cahne par bhi jmujh se ? sisi tu'^a
(^mere hatho (
my not wanting inspite of ^by me 1 mirror broke
Cat my hands \
The mirror got broken by me although I did not want to do it.
3.0 Inadequacy of the Semantic Criterion.
On the basis of the discussion in section (2.0)-(2.1<) it may seem
plausible to assume that the choice of the postpositions is determined
by semantics, i.e., Be_ 'by' is used to express direct agency while
(ke) dwara 'by' is used to express indirect agency of the ex-subJect
in carrying out the act expressed by the verb. However, this hypothesis
faces the following problems. (a) Although it predicts such examples
as (1) and (2) where the postpositions are in complementary distribution,
it does not predict the mutual interchangeability of the postpositions
in (3). (b) This hypothesis fails to explain why in a number of cases
where direct involvement is clear, ke dwara 'by' is used as opposed
to se_ 'by'. Consider the following example.
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(29) parantu ve sab ek vyakti-lekhak dvara apne hi
but they all one individual-writer by self's really
liye apne samne rakhe gae prasna hi
for self's before put went questions are
But those really are the questions put forward by an Individual
writer before himself for his own sake. (Mohan Rakesh:
Waris 1972. p.l)
If direct involvement of the ex-subJect vyakti-lekhak 'individual
writer' is explicitly negated, the sentence presents a contradiction
(29a) which indicates that the direct involvement of the ex-si\bject
is implied in (29).
C29a) ???parantu ve sab ek vyakti-lekheik dwara apne
but those all one individual-writer by self
hi liye apne samne reikhe gae prasna hi
really for self before put went questions are
lekin (ve prasna) vyakti-lekhak ne khud
but (those questions) individual-writer Ag. self
apne samne nahi rakhe (h?)
self's before not put (are)
But those are really the questions put forward by an
individual writer before himself for his own sake.
However, (those questions) are not put forward by the
individual writer himself.
The hypothesis mentioned above fails to explain why ike) dwara
'by' as opposed to £e 'by' is chosen in this context.
h .0 Pragmatics
In what follows it shall be pointed out that the facts about the
distribution of £e 'by' and ke dwara 'by' can be explained in a simple
fashion if pragmatic information is taken into account.
First, consider example (l) which expresses capabilitative meaning.
Generally, such sentences imply direct involvement of the ex-subJect
in carrying out the act expressed by the verb. As mentioned earlier
in the discussion (c.f. section 2.0), the capability of the ex-subJect
is determined by subject-internal factors such as a headache, pain,
state of mind, etc. Therefore, pragmatically it is almost impossible
to assume indirect involvement of the ex-subJect since the ex-subJect's
internal conditions (his capability/incapability) are directly responsi-
ble in ceo'rying out the act expressed by the verb. Thus, it is only
as expected that se^ 'by* is used obligatorily in sentences expressing
capabilitative meaning. Consider example (30) taken from the Hindi
story Rozgar written by Mohan Rakesh. The use of (ke^) dwara 'by'
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is blocked in this case. Also, notice that pragmatically it is not
possible to interpret indirect involvement of the ex-subJect in carrying
out the act in (30), i.e., it is not possible to conceive that the ex-
subject m^ 'I' is indirectly responsible for carrying out the act of
eating cold meat.
(30) mujh se dopahar ke vaxt roz -fhaijija. gost nahi khaya jata
me by afternoon of time everyday cold meat not ate goes
I can not eat cold meat in the afternoon everyday.
(Literally, cold meat is not eaten by me everyday in the
afternoon.) (Mohan Rakesh: Rozgar: Waris. 1972. p. i<8)
Now let us consider the case of example (iT), where (ke^) dwara
'by' is obligatorily used and se_ 'by' is blocked. Pragmatically,
acts such as printing of magazines (cf. (I7)), newspapers, etc., building
houses, etc., are only indirectly carried out by the press owners and
building contractors, respectively. Therefore, in order to express
indirect involvement of the ex-subject, it is only as expected that
the postposition (ke^) dwara 'by' is used and se^ 'by' is blocked.
Now consider the cases such as (3) where both se^ 'by' and. (ke )
dwara 'by' can be used interchangeably. If the speaker of (3) is a
news reporter and does not know whether or not the ex-subJect, i.e.,
ministers, were directly involved in the act, then, he would use ( ke )
dwara 'by' and se_ 'by' interchangeably.
Another possible case where se^ 'by' and (ke^) dwara 'by' can be
used interchangeably is one where it is not important to the speaker
whether or not the ex-subject was directly involved in carrying out the
act. Consider example (31).
(31) jan Cse ( usko kai ci-ffhiya bheji gai thi
^ke dwara
^
John by him to many letters sent went aux.
par us ne koi jawab nahi diya
but he Ag. any answer not gave
Many letters were sent to him by John but he did not answer.
(Literally, he did not give any answer at all.
)
If it is not important to the speaker whether or not John, himself
mailed the letters, then he would use either (ke) dwara 'by' or se^ 'by'.
k.l Style
It is observed that (ke) dwara 'by' is used in a more formal style
in Hindi. In contrast to this, the use of £e 'by' is more common in
colloquial language. The distribution of the postpositions on the basis
of style is not unexpected. Since (ke) dwara 'by' expresses only
indirect involvement of the subject, pragmatically it is more suitable
in formal style to denote indirect agency as in the following sentence.
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(32) sarkar . ke dwara syam ko sucna di gal ki
government by §yain to information gave went that
vah hartal me bhag na le
he strike in peirticipation neg. take
§yam was informed by the government (literally, the infor-
mation was given by the government) that he should not
participate in the strike.
Note that the government is only indirectly involved in carrying
out the act of giving the information and it is more likely that Syam
received the information directly from his boss/office. In order to
indicate indirect agency of the government in this case the use of (ke)
dwara 'by' is more suitable than S£ 'by'.
It is observed that (ke) dwara 'by' has become a marker of formal
style in Hindi. Evidence to support this hypothesis comes from the
newspaper register of Hindi, where (ke) dwara 'by' is used in almost
1007« of the cases. This situation can be explained on the following
grounds: (a) (ke^) dwara 'by' is the marker of formal style and (b)
(ke) dwara 'by' expresses a non-committal/neutral attitude of the reporter
about whether or not the ex-subJect directly performed the act. Notice
that by using (ke) dwara 'by' the reporter expresses only an indirect
involvement of the ex-subJect in carrying out the act. Consider examp-
les (33) and (3^). They are taken from Navbharat Times , one of the
leading Hindi newspapers in India.
(33) sarkar dwara sabhl sangat bato ka dhyan rakha Jata h£.
government by all relevant matters of care kept goes aux.
All the relevant matters are taken care of by the government.
(Navbharat Times, March 9, 1979)
(3^^) arthik visesagyS dwara die gae sujhavo par bhi
finance experts by gave went suggestions on also
vitta mantralay bafi sakriyta se vicar kar raha ht
finsmce ministry very actively thinking do prog. aux.
The fineuice ministry is actively considering the suggestions
given by the economists. (Navbharat Times, Feb. 28, 1979)
Now consider the case of example (29) where (ke) dwara 'by' is
used although direct involvement of the ex-subJect is obvious. In this
case 'style' overrides the semantics of the postpositions. Since (ke)
dwara 'by' is a marker of formal style it is used in (29). (29) Is
taken from the preface of the novel WarIs written by Mohan Rakesh.
A preface of a novel is generally written in formal language. Hence
it is not unexpected that (ke) dwara 'by' is used even when semantics
does not allow for it.
5.0 Conclusion
The major points in the preceding discussion can be summed up
as follows
:
(a) Se 'by' and ke dwara 'by' are not always mutually interchangeable.
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(b) The two postpositions are syntactically similsir but semanti-
cally different from each other. This hypothesis is supported by inde-
pendently motivated evidence from other constructions in the language.
(c) The conditions which determine the choice of one postposition
as opposed to the other can not be defined purely in terms
of the semantics of the postpositions. A number of pragmatic facts
such as speakers' intentions /knowledge, style/register, etc. play a
crucial role in determining the choice of the postpositions.
(d) The hypothesis in this paper supports the general claim
made in Davison (1975), Green (1975) and Morgan (1978), namely, a number
of linguistic facts can not be explained without the relevant pragmatic
information. This hypothesis, however, raises a theoretical question
as to how to formally represent the interaction of syntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic factors in a grammatical description of a language.
(e) The discussion on the causative sentences in Hindi is relevant
for characterizing an underlying structure for causative sentences. It
is pointed out that the embedded sentence in the \inderlying structure
of a causative sentence in Hindi does not necessarily express direct
agency of the causee in carrying out the act expressed by the verb.
Also, it is shown that the choice of postpositions in causative sentences
depends on whether or not direct agency of the causee is to be expressed.
(f) The discussion in this paper poses a question for the dia-
chronic study of the language, i.e., whether or not se^ 'by' and ke dwara
'by' have always been used to indicate direct vs. indirect involvement
of ex-subject in Passive sentences in the history of Hindi, or whether
dwara 'by' has only recently been introduced in the language. In this
context, earlier literature in Hindi needs to be investigated.
NOTES
^ An earlier version of this paper was presented at South Asian
Languages Roundtable held at the iiniversity of Illinois April 8, 1978.
I am greatly indebted to Professor Yamuna Kachru for her invaluable
suggestions emd criticisms.
^In Pandharipande (1979) it is pointed out that the capability/
incapability of the ex-subject in Passive sentences in Hindi is deter-
mined by factors such as headache, hatred, happiness, worry, physical/
psychological pain, etc. These factors are labelled as subject-internal
conditions and the capability determined by such conditions is labelled
as internally-determined capability. Thus, a Passive sentence in
Hindi , such as
mujh se age jaya naha gaya
'I could not go ahead.
'
implies that the incapability of the ex-subject was determined by subject-
internal conditions such as the ones mentioned above and not by external
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conditions such as weather conditions, road conditions, accident, etc.
The following sentences support these assumptions. Notice that when
it is explicitly mentioned that the capability of the ex-subJect is
determined by an internal condition, (i.e., headache), (i) is fine.
In contrast to this, when it is mentioned that the capability is deter-
mined by ein externeul condition, (i.e., accident), (ii) presents a
contradiction.
(i) mere sir me itna dard tha ki mujh se age Jaya
my head in so much pain was that me by ahead went
nahi gay
a
not went
I had such a headache that I could not go ahead.
(Literally, there was so much pain in my head that I could
not go ahead.
)
(ii) ???raste me eksident hua tha isliye muJh se
road in accident happened aux. therefore me by
age Jaya nahi geiya
ahead went not went
An accident had tadten place on the road, therefore, I coiild
not go ahead.
2ln sentences such as (25), the postpositions 3e_ 'by' and ke
hatho 'at the hands of are semantically similar to each other. In
such cases it is the order of the causees in the sentence which deter-
mines direct vs. indirect agency of the causees, i.e., in (25) the
order of causees is as follows:
Causer Causee
-f se^ Causee + ke hatho
In this case, the causee first in order is felt to be the indirect
agent while the causee second in order is felt to be the direct agent.
This becomes clear from the following sentence where Causee ¥ ke hatho
precedes the Causee 4 se_. Notice that now the Causee ke hathS is
the indirect agent while Causee
-f £e is the direct sigent. Contrast
the following sentence with (25).
ram ne mohan ke hathS syam se kam karwaya
Ram Ag. Mohan at the hands of Syam by work do-fcaus'fpast
Ram made Mohan get the work done by 5yam.
3Notice that (29) is not a Passive sentence. (29) is a special
type of active non-passive construction in Hindi, which requires the
agent of the act to take the postposition se^ 'by'. This construction
expresses a non-volitioneul act. In other words, it is implied in sent-
ences such as (29) that the subject did not perform the act Intention-
ally.
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QUANTIFIER FLOATING IN THAI
AND THE NOTIONS CAPDINALITY/ORDINALITY
Soranee WongbiasaJ
Quantifier Floating in Thai as used in this paper refers to
the rule that moves a quantifier expression of some sort from
immediately following the head noun to the end of the clause.
In this paper I mainly intend to show the connection among the
noun phrase word order, the semantic notions cardinallty/ordl-
nality and the application of Quantifier Floating in Thai.
The first part presents the quantification system and the use
of classifiers in the language. Then a generalization is given
as to what kinds of quantifier expressions can be moved by QF
and what cannot. It is also shown that QF in Thai is sensitive
to the semantic factors cardlnallty/ordinality, so that it
does not apply arbitrarily.
I. Quantifier Floating (QF) in Thai moves quantifier expressions (QEx)
from right after the head noun to the end of the clause. QEx's are
expressions like:
laay classifier 'several (ones)'
several
baan " 'some (ones)'
some
thuk " 'all (ones)'
all
including cardinal numbers preceded or followed by a classifier (elf.)
such as:
'ten (ones)'
'a (one)'
Examples of quantifier-floated sentences are:
N • A
(l.a) dek thuk khon may sabaay
child all elf. not well
'All of the children are not well'.
sip
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(b) dek may sabaay laay khon
(3. a) dek baaij khon may sabaay
some
'Some of the children are not well.'
(b) dek may sabaay baan khon
(4, a) dek sip khon may sabaay
ten
'Ten children are not well'.
\ A ^
(b) dek may sabaay sip khon
(5. a) dek khon n«i) may sabaay
one
'A child is not well.
'
(b) dek may sabaay khon ntm
Ordinal numbers cannot be moved by QF.
N •^ S A
(6. a) dek khon thii cet may sabaay
elf. COMP. seven
'The seventh child is not well.'
V A ^ S
(b) *dek may sabaay khon thii cet
Neither can a QEx with a demonstrative modifier.
\ 'A
(7. a) dek khon nii may sabaay
this
'This child is not well.'
X A ^
(b) *dek may sabaay khon nii
As for the quantifier tttla 'each', the judgements of native speakers
vary. One out of four of my informants^ accepts (8.b) and (9.b). The rest
find them awkward.
(8. a) nay chan nii dek tttla khon mii khwamsamaat thaw kan
in class this have competence equal mutual
"In this class, each of the children is equally competent.'
(b) ?? nay chan nii dek mii khwamsamaat thawkan tet^la khon
(9. a) dek tttla khon ch»3p kin ahaan taag chanit kan
like eat food different kind
'Each of the children likes different kinds of food.
'
(b) ?? dek cho^p kin ahaan taaij chanit kan tttla khon
Two out of four think (10. b) is acceptable whereas the other two think
it is questionable.
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(10. a) dek ttila khon mil pan haa taagkan pay
have problem different go
'Each of the children has a different problem.'
(b) ? dek mil panhaa taankan pay tttla khon
II. The application of QF is still problematical, especially in a language
like English, in which there is more than one position a quantifier can
float into. Dougherty (1969, 1970) proposes two separate movements for
(11)2.
(11. a) Each of the men will give five dollars.
(b) The men each will give five dollars.
(c) The men will each give five dollars.
(d) The men will give each five dollars
(e) The men will give five dollars each .
(Dougherty, 1969, p. 508)
According to him, (11. b) is derived from a sentence similar to (11. a)
through the application of Quantifier Postposition. (ll.c-e), on the other
hand, are derived from (11. b) through Quantifier Movement.
Postal (1974, 1976) derives sentences like (ll.b-c) from a structure
like (11. a) through the application of a single movement rule called
Quantifier Postposing (or Quantifier Floating in Postal 1976)
,
plus a
rule that makes the quantifier part of the VP. The Quantifier Postposing
Transformation is to be distinguished from another movement rule called
Each Shift, which, he claims, transports each from one NP to the end of a
usually numerically quantified NP whose numerical quantifier is under the -
scope of each . This latter rule is supposed to be responsible for the
occurence of each at the end of a sentence like (11. e).
The question as to how many rules are involved in deriving a quanti-
fier-floated sentence does not arise in Thai. There seems to be only one
rule involved in the postpositioning in Thai since a QEx always starts off
from the position right after the head NP^ and always ends up in the right-
most position of a clause. Thai QF, therefore, operates in more or less the
same fashion as Postal's Each Shift. However, the two rules are different
from each other in that the latter is restricted to moving only each , whereas
the class of elements movable by the former is much larger, as shown in
(1-10). The main point of this paper is to give a generalization as to
what kinds of elements get moved by QF in Thai and to show that there !• nam*
semantic connection among these elements so that QF does not apply arbitrarily.
III.L In order to understand the application of QF in Thai, one needs to look
at the Quantification system as well as the use of classifiers In this
language.
The system of numerical classifiers is used in a language which nuacricslly
quantified noun phrases appear in the form of a partitive construction on th«
surface. It has been pointed out in Lehman (1974') that in F.ngllsh. th« cxistMic*
of an expression like:
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(12) Of the men, I saw three and you saw four.
seems to require that the underlying representative of a noun be a
partitive construction of some kind in which the head is a pro-element
(variable), usually realized as one . However, unlike a language with a
system of classifiers, such partitive constructions do not necessarily
show up on the surface in English, whereas the equivalents of the English
one house and two stones in Thai and Burmese are always (13) and (lA),
respectively.
Thai
(13. a) baan n«g lag 'house one one'
house one elf.
(b) hin S33g kaan 'stones two ones'
stone two elf.
Burmese
(14. a) ?ein ta?ein
house one house
(b) cauk hnaloun:
stone two elf.
(The Burmese examples are taken from Lehman, 1974.)
In (13) and (14), the pro-element one is lexiealized as a partially
specified classifier appropriate to the noun class head or as a 'partial
semantic specification of the noun class of the head', as phrased by
Lehman (1974).
Besides cardinal numbers, classifiers in Thai are also used with demon-
stratives, attributive modifiers including relative clauses, quantif icative
modifiers, and ordinal numbers. As has been suggested by Lehman (1974),
all classifier expressions are actually lexical realizations of the same sort
of partitive operation, and in each case the subset picked out for comment
by the partition is, in effect, bound as one or more variables by a quanti-
fier. In a language like Thai, such partitive expressions with classifiers
are needed because an unquantified NP (e.g., an NP that is not specific or
definite) is always understood as a name of a class or a set. What a classi-
fier expression does is partition a set into subsets, thus, quantifying each
subset either in a eartlinal or an ordinal fashion.
III. 2 The elements that come with a classifier in a classifier expression can
be basically divided into two groups: those that precede a classifier
in the order NP X Clf., and those that follow a classifier in the order
NP Clf. X. The elements in the first group are cardinal numbers in the
ordinary sense and such quantifiers as thuk 'all', baan 'some', laay
'several', as in (1-4). Those in the second group are ordinal numbers,
demonstrative and attributive modifiers, including relative clauses, as in
(6-7). (As for mm 'one' in (5) and tit la 'each' in (8-10), see section
III. 3)
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The fact that cardinal numbers and quantifiers precede a classifier and
that ordinal numbers and modifiers follow it appears not to be accidental.
There seems to be a systematic connection between word order and the various
things that come with a classifier. The elements in the first group can all
be subsumed under the generalization of cardinality. In fact, they differ only
in that quantifier expressions partition a set into subsets of Indefinitely
stated sizes, whereas cardinal numbers partition a set into subsets of
which one or more is of definitely stated size. In this sense, the former
is as 'cardinal' as the latter. In anycase, what is being referred to is the
size (cardinality) of some, possibly unspecific, (sub-)8et of a class. More-
over, since this operation appears to take as its target the set of all sub-
sets of a class, it appears that it is an operation upon power sets.
That all these expressions are notionally cardinal is seen in the
fact that any of them can appear in answer to the question 'how many'.
(15) ca s«» nagswH kli lem 'How many books will you buy?'
fut. buy book how many elf.
(a)
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As for the elements that follow a classifier, they are subsumed under
the notion ordinallty, owing to the fact that they all impose, directly or
indirectly, a boundary between one particular member of a set and all others
by singling out the former. (17), for instance, directly singles out a
particular book from the others in a set of books by making it specific and
definite.
(17) naijSHH lem thii cet the seventh book
book elf, COMP. seven
(18), on the other hand, does the singling out in a more obscure
fashion.
(18) naijSHH lem yay 'the/a big book'
big
'The/a big book' certainly entails a partition of the set of books
having regard to big ones vs. others but still it singles out individual
elements of the intended (sub-)set to comment on and it says nothing
about cardinality (size). This type of partition is actually a cross-
classification of individual set members. Set-theoretically, each member
of a set that has been thus singled out, can be said to be some 1th and/or
jtb element of that set.
These expressions are, thus, answers to the question 'which'.
(19) ca s«« nai)SH« lem nay 'Which/what sort of/book
fut. buy book elf. which will you buy?'
(a) ca SUM (naijs««) lem yay
big
(b) " " " nan
that
(c) " " " thA cet
COMP. seven
'I will buy (a) the big one.'
(b) that one.
'
(c) the seventh book.'
The connection among the notions cardinality/ordinality and numerical,
demonstrative, attributive quantifiers and word order is perhaps somewhat more
obscure in English, owing to lack of a classifier system. In Thai, from the
examples considered so far, the generalization seems to be that cardinals
precede a classifier and ordinals follow.
III. 3 The above generalization, nonetheless, does not always hold. There are
two expressions which seem not to follow this rule.
First, nwQ 'one' can precede or follow a classifier.
(20. a) nags«« nwr) lem
book one elf.
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(b) nai}s«u lem nwn
book elf. one
The meaning of (20. a) and (20. b) is, however, not quite the same.
(20. a) means 'one book' — a cardinally quantified noun — just as would
be expected from its word order. (20. b), on the other hand, has been
glossed in Lehman (197A) as 'some book or other', and, thus, has the ordinal
meaning of the 'ith or j th book'. This meaning, sometimes glossed as
'a book' is obvious in (21) and (22). Notice, incidentally, that when
rwwj follows a classifier, the low tone is almost always reduced to mid,
especially in conversation.
(21) chan yaak s««* nagsttw lem nwi) ttv yaij may ruu ca
I^want buy but still not know fut.
sww lem nay dii
buy elf. which good
'I want to buy a book but I still don't know which one to
buy yet .
'
' X / V A ^ V
(22) chan yaak s«j*» nans<t>t lem nwn lem thii Joe khian nay
I want buy elf. COMP. write prt.
'I want to buy a (certain) book; it's the one Joe wrote.'
From these examples, since NP elf, nwn singles out a member of a
set from the rest, one might conclude that it is an ordinal. Just as is to
be expected from its word order. Nonetheless, it has been observed that
NP elf. nm\ behaves like cardinal numbers in some respects, which ordinals
normally do not. First, it answers the question 'how many'.
(23) ca saw naQSMM kii lem 'How many books will you buy?'
how many
(a) ca s«Mi (nagsuy) sip lem
ten
lem nMQ
lem thil
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(25. a) ca snn nar)s«9» tan SDjn lem
as many as
(b) " " " lem nMi)^
(c) " " " lem thii cat
'I will buy as many as (a) two books.'
(b) a book.
'
(c) the seventh book.
'
Finally, it can be conjoined with other cardinal numbers.
(26) khaw ca shh naijs«i«t lem n«ir) rw sjyt^ lem
he fut. buy or two
'He will buy a book or two.'
However, the fact that nagswH lem nm can occur with elements that
usually come with cardinals does not necessarily mean that the expression is a
true cardinal. In fact, it can still be treated as an ordinal. That it has
such cardinal properties might be due to the fact that cardinality and
ordinality overlap (pragmatically, perhaps) at the level of singularity.
That is, when one refers to 'some ith or jth book (but not both)', the size
of the subset is pragmatically implied (or entailed). This might be the
reason why NP elf. n«n » with all its ordinality, can also answer the
question 'how many' (in a less direct way than NP n«n elf. , maybe), can
occur with cardinal intensif iers, and can be conjoined with other cardi-
nals, as has been shown in (23.b-25.b) and (26).
It has been pointed out to me by F. K. Lehman (personal communi-
cation) that the same problem exists in English as in Thai. The English
ordinal expression 'some (odd) book' could, at least marginally, be an
answer to the question 'how many books will you buy?'. It could also in
certain situations be preceded by cardinal intensifers like atleast , up to ,
not more than
,
or even as many as . Also the expression 'a book or two' is
semantically closer to the ordinal 'a book or so' than the true cardinal
'one or two books.' Therefore, it is not yet conclusive that one should
treat NP elf. n«g as a cardinal. In fact, the arguments point to the con-
clusion that it is ordinal by definition and also by word order, but, because
of its being singular, entails cardinality and, thus, is cardinal by en-
tailment.
The second element that does not seem to follow the word order general-
ization is the distributive quantifier tEjla , which is sometimes glossed as
'each' (Sethaputra, 1975), sometimes as 'each and every' (Haas, 1964), the
reason being that it has a distributive property and yet refers to the
strict totality of a set (cf. Vendler, 1967, chapter 3). Notice that (27)
and (28) are semantically anomalous, in which the second part of the
sentence contradicts the reference to the totality of a set in the use of
tfctla
. (// is used here to mark semantic anomalies.)
(27) // pKiamtt cttk g»n luuk tctla khon tttmii luuk
parents give money kid but there
away
^ is
khon nw) may day nan
elf. one not get money
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'The parents gave away some money to each of their
kids but one kid does not get any. '
(28) if dek nay chan tUla khon ODk pay len khagnDOk ttc mil
kid in class out go play outside but there is
dek khon nwg Img yuu nay hojn
one left stay in room
'Each of the kids in the class went out to play but there
was one kid left in the room.
*
Furthermore, from the etymological study that I have done, it appears
that ttt,la might come from a combination of two separate words: ttt 'but,
only, exclusively' and leew (whose usual contraction is J^ or J^) 'to be
finished, to complete'. Tttla , therefore, literally means 'a complete
setting aside (of elements in a set).' Metaphorically, it seems to refer
to the method of taking out members of a set, one at a time, to exhaustion.
Notice that, if I am correct, ttLla is very close in meaning to the collective
quantifier thuk 'all' in the sense that they both refer to an exhaustion
of the (unstated) size of a set, and, thus, might be given a more direct
gloss as 'all, taken one at a time' (as opposed to 'all, taken as a lump
sum'). That means tt.Lla has a cardinal meaning, as Is to be expected from
its word order.
Nonetheless, it is obvious that ttA.la has a distributive property, from
which comes its fnglish gloss 'each' or 'one at a time'. This suggests
that it is not so far from being ordinal as are other cardinals, since with
its distributive property, it seems to single out every 1th or Jth member
of a set in turn. Therefore, one might say that tttla is an ordinal ±n a
sense . It might have a lesser degree of ordinality than any other ordinals
that have been considered so far, since it can never answer the question
'which'
.
(29) ca s«n» nansutt lem nay 'Vfhlch book will you buy?'
*ca SUM (nansuw) tu.la lem
'I will buy each of them'.
In spite of this, its ordinality can not be ignored. Therefore, one
might want to say that tci.la is cardinal by definition but at the same time
has some degree of ordinal entailment.
To conclude, the discussion on NP elf, mil) and NP tit la elf ,
shows that these two expressions turn out not to be exceptions to the
generalization on word order of cardinals and ordinals, since neither of
them can be considered an absolute cardinal or ordinal. As a matter of
fact, they support the generalization to a certain extent. The former
appears to be ordinal, as would be expected from its word order, with some
cardinal entailment. The latter, on the other hand, turns out to be cardi-
nal, as, again, would be expected from its word order, but also has some
degree of ordinality.
IV. With all these points taken into consideration, I would like to draw
a connection between the notions cardlnallty/ordlnality and the QF trans-
formation in Thai.
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It has been shown in section I that those elements that can be moved
by QF are cardinal numbers and quantifiers plus classifiers; and those that
resist the application of QF are ordinal numbers, demonstratively and
attributively modified NP's including relative clauses. That is, QF in
Thai seems to be restricted to moving only cardinals and never ordinals.
Therefore, it applies in (1-4) without difficulty, yielding the (b) sentences
from the (a)'s. The ungrammaticality of (6.d) and (7.b) shows that the rule
does not operate on ordinals. (5) and (8-10) present more interesting
cases. In (5), inspite of its ordinality, NP elf, nwg , which has been
argued to be an ordinal with some cardinal entailment, allows QF to apply.
In (8-10), on the other hand, NP ttt la elf. , which has been shown to be
cardinal with an ordinal entailment resists QF. In these two cases, it
turns out to be the entailment of each expression that triggers or con-
strains the application of QF. (8), (9) and (10), in particular, receive
various, indecisive judgements from native speakers. This may be because
the degree of ordinality in the entailment of this expression as perceived
by each native speaker varies. For those who accept (8,b), (9.b) and (10. b),
the ordinal entailment in the expression NP tttla elf, may be getting weaker,
and, thus, does not totally block the application of QF, For those who
reject those sentences, such an entailment may still be strong and clear
enough to block the rule. This way, the native speakers' disagreement on
(8-10) is accounted for. However, one interesting point remains obscure.
That is, why, in these two particular cases, it is the entailment, not
the real meaning of the expressions, that blocks or triggers the applica-
tion of the rule. To put it the other way, why is QF in Thai sensitive to
the entailment of these two expressions rather than the lexical or
truth-functional meaning? For the time being, the question will be left
for further research.
NOTES
In writing this paper, I have used as my informants. Thai students,
including myself, from different disciplines: two in Linguistics, one
in TESL and the other in Economics. Three are female and one is male.
Three of them have been here for more than two years, the other has just
arrived.
2The two rules are formulated as follows:
The Quantifier Postpostion (QP) Transformation:
SD: ( ( Q Ml ) ( Mi )
S NPL-disJ VP
SC: ( ( M ) ( Q M2) )
S NP VPt-dis)
where Q
[-disj = each, all, both
= variable
(Dougherty, 1970, p. 876)
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The Quantifier Movement (QM) Transformation:
SD: (^ M- Q Aux Mi
SC: (o M, Aux Q M )
C-disJ 2
where Q = each, all, both
C-disJ
M = variable
(p. 877)
3The Quantifier Postposition (or Quantifier Movement) Transformation
is not explicitly formulated in Postal (1974, 1976). It is only described
as moving the universal quantifiers each
, all and both out of the NP
to the position following it. For more discussion and details, cf.
Postal (1974), p. 111.
^It is not surprising that a quantifier expression always starts off
from the position right after the head noun. This is due to the fact that
In Thai, an NP modifier of any sort always follows its head noun.
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Since the inception of the African Language and Linguistic Program in
the Department of Linguistics in 1969, there has been a vigorous research
effort in all aspects of the study of African languages. This is evidenced
in the students' (st.) and faculty's (fa.) research and publications below
which cover most of the major areas of linguistics. Individuals interested
in some of these publications should write directly to the authors in
question.
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. 1978. The grammar of Chimwitni causatives. University of Illinois
doctoral dissertation, Urbana. Ann Arbor: University Microfilm
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_.
1979d. Vowel harmony and assimilation in some Bantu languages. To
appear in African languages and linguistics in the 1970 's: Proceedings
of the Tenth Annual Conference on African Linguistics, edited by E.G.
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1979e. Noun classes and agreement changes in Bantu languages.
Paper presented at the Symposium on Grammatical Changes, University
of Leiden, The Netherlands.
1979f. The expansion of Lingala and its social implications in
Africa. Paper prepared for the African Studies Association 22nd
meeting, Los Angeles, California.
In preparation. Ekolongonelo ya Lingala: an intermediate course.
_.
In preparation. Aspects of Bantu Syntax. (A descriptive and
theoretical analysis of several common syntactic phenomena in Bantu
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Bantu languages.)
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Editor. (To appear.) Language policies in African education:
Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Conference on African Linguistics.
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Editor. ((To appear.) African languages and linguistics in the
1970' s: Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Conference on African
Linguistics.
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policies of African states vis-a-vis education. Language and
linguistic problems in Africa: Proceedings of the Seventh
Annual Conference on African Linguistics, edited by Paul A. Kotey
and Haig Der Houssikian. Columbia: hornbeam Press.
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